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Pseudogapping and Gapping:
The Same, but Different
Brian Agbayani & Ed Zoerner
CSU Dorninguez Hills

1.

Pseudogapping and Gapping: Introduction

This paper introduces a new movement-based analysis of Pseudogapping (FG) that
d e s PG with Gapping and improves both conceptually and empirically on Lasnik's
(1995,1999) analysis ofPG. Levin (1979186) gives the name Pseudogapping toforms
that show apparent verbal deletion under identity, with a tensed auxiliary as a left
remnant. The following provide simple examples:
1.

a.
b.

Robin could speak French before Kim could spdc Russian
Pat will attend CSU Fresno, and Teny will el%& CSU
Stanislaus

On the other hand, Gapping shows apparent verbal deletion without any remnant
auxiliaries. The following provide simple cases:

2.

a.
b.

Pat loves Fresno, and Teny leves Clovis
Robin ate beans, and Kim & rice

PG and Gapping share some superficial similarities: i) a main verb (at least) deletes
in both; ii) both require remnants on both sides of the apparent deletion. This alone
suggests the plausibility of a unified analysisfor the two. More compelling motivation,
however, comes from a previously unnoticed implicational universal:
3.

If a language exhibits PG, it also exhibits Gapping.

We know of no language that falsifies the above statement. Example languages in
keeping with (3) include (PG in (a), Gapping in @)):

4.

German
a.
Robin konnte Russiche sprechen bevor Kim Franzoesich konnte
could Russian speak
before
French
could
'Robin could speak Russian before Kim could French'
b.
Robin verkauft Fisch, und Kim Reis
'Robin sells fish, and Kim rice'

5.

Latvian
a.
Vina var runat angliski, un ving var italiani
She can speak English, and he can Italian
b.
Vina runat angliski, un vinS italiani
She speaks English and he Italian

6.

American Sign Language
a.
I WILL READ BOOK, YOU WILL IS9443 MAGAZINE
b.
I PREFER FISH, YOU RW%R CHICKEN

There are, however, languages that exhibit Gapping but not PG. Spanish gives one
example:
7.

Robin comi6 10s frijoles, y Kim el m o z
'Robin ate beans, and Kim rice'

(Gapping OK)

8.

*Robin puede hablar espailol, y Kim puede inglCs
'Robin can speak Spanish, and Kim can English

(PG bad)

The above one-way implicational universal in addition to the aforementioned
similarities motivates us to analyze PG as a marked type of Gapping. We do this by
accepting Johnson's (1 994) Gapping analysis and extending its spirit to cover PG as
well.

2.

Johnson's Gapping Analysis

Johnson analyses Gapping as resulting &om Across-the-Board verb movement fiom
conjoined VPs:

IP

0
Patl

,----..
I'

VP

I
loves?

A
and

VP

Fresno

&

VP

n
V'
Teny
V'
n n

A
11

&

Clovis

Note that in this analysis, Gapping, (contrary to the traditional deletion analysis) does
not underlyingly consist of two full clauses; we have VP-coordination rather than
conjoined CPs. The verbs (obligatorily) undergo V-to-I movement in ATB fashion.
The subject of the first conjunct raises from [Spec, VP] to [Spec, IP]; Johnson
suggests that Case requirements override the Coordinate Structure Constraint
violation. The subject of the second conjunct remains in its [Spec, VP] position.
This analysis makes several correct predictions that a deletion-based analysis cannot
First, Gapping constructions require non-coreferential subjects.
10.

*Patl loves Fresno, and Patl/shel Clovis

This falls out under binding theory, since the subject of the first conjunct, from its
landing site of [Spec, IP], c-commands the in situ subject of the second conjunct.
Johnson's analysis also comectly predicts that Gapping prohibits an S-adverb on the
second conjunct, which is actually a VP rather than CP:
11.

*Certainly, Pat loves Fresno, and [vp probably, [w Teny 1Clovis]]

Also, Gapping can show "quirky Case" on the second conjunct:
12.

Robin cooked the fish, and hirn/(?)he, the rice

The possibility of quirb Case follows from the fact the second subject never
undergoes a checking relationship within IP. These virtues seem suficientlystrongfor
us to analyze PG in a similarly-spiritedfashion.

3.

The New Pseudogapping Analysis

In our effort to show PG as essentially a more marked case of Gapping, we propose:

13.

Pseudogapping results from ATB V-to-I movement from a VP and a
subordinate CP.

We assume that subordinate clauses adjoin to VP. Under the new analysis, the
structure for (1a) becomes:
14.

TP

A
T'

Robin,

/
'
.

T
could

AgrP

/'-.--.
Agr
speak2

VP

A
VP

n
11

V'

A
& French

CP

A
before

IP
n
Kim could & Russian

Several key points distinguish this from the traditional deletion analysis. First,
Psuedogapping involves ATB V-to-I movement, just as does Gapping. Second, h s
ATB movement is "asymmetric,"since the "conjuncts" are not of like type; a VP and a
CP. Third, the ATB movement is purely optional; neither the main clause nor the
subordinateclause depends upon the ATB verb raising to survive. Each occurrence of
speak could have simply undergone V-to-I in its own clause, which would have
rendered the more natural Robin could speak French, and Kim couldspeakRussian.
PG, then, is a stylistic variant permitted but not required by the grammar.
The notion of asymmetric ATB movement, though unusual, has precedent; arguably
Parasitic Gap constructions and certain Right-Node Raising constructions manifest
this (Williams (1990)):
15.

a.
b.

This is the paper whichl [IP Kim read _tl [CPbefore filing ill
[CP [CP Kim read _tl, [CPbefore Robin filed f l , ]][this paper],]

This analysis of PG renders several important correct results. First, we have a
correct expectation for the aforementioned implicational universal: PG +Gapping.
Both result from ATB V-to-I, so that languages standardly showing V-to-I will be
candidates to exhibit Gapping and PG. However, the asymmetric nature of PG makes
it the marked case. We assume that UG pennits symmetrical ATB "for free," but that

asymmetric ATB will come at some cost. So a language might show Gapping but not
PG (Spanish), but never the other way around.
Second, the new analysis predicts that any language without V-to-I movement will
have neither PG nor Gapping. Vietnamese, Thai and Mandarin support this
prediction. Consider Vietnamese, in which verbs lack inflection totally, suggesting
that they never raise to I.
16.

Kim d6c
slch
readdread books

Vietnamese also fails all other traditional diagnostics of verb movement(no inversion
in questions, etc.). And without verb raising, Vietnamese can show neither Gapping
nor PG:
17.

*Kim &I c6, vaRobin bo
eat fish and
beef
'Kim eats fish, and Robin beef

18.

*Kim sB mua met chiec xe tru6c Robin se m6t chi nhi

(Gapping bad)

(PG bad)

will one CL house
will buy one CL car before
'Kim will buy a car before Robin will a house'
Note that a deletion-based analysis simply has to stipulate that Vietnamese-type
languages lack deletion; with a movement-based analysis, though, we have an
explanation based on prior principles.
Third, this analysis predicts Gapping will sound less marked than PG in languages
that allow both. In Gapping constructions, Case requirements within IP motivate the
ATB V-to-I movement. However, in PG the ATB V-to-I stands as truly optional.
Neither the main clause nor the subordinateclause needs to satisfy Case requkments.
In addition, the asymmetric nature of the ATE3 in PG makes it marked.
Fourth, PG actually sounds more natural with a subordinator than it does with a
coordinator. This falls out under o w analysis, since we say PG crucially involves
subordination:

19.

Robin could speak French (?)andhefore Kim could Russian

Were the diagram in (14) to show the word and, it would have to show it in a C
position; in this case and would serve as a "defectiven subordinator of sorts. Since
before more naturally fills the C position, its PG form sounds better. For its part,
Gapping requires pwe coordination.
In addition, the analysis predicts that PG, unlike Gapping, allows for coreferential
subjects. This follows since PG involves a subordinate clause, with the consequent

binding domain (contrast wJ(10) for Gapping):
20.

Robinl could speak French [CPbefore shel could Russian]

We point this out primarily because Levin gives the above as the principal argument
for not showing PG and Gapping as related. We have seen, though, that we can
capture the similarities between the two fiom the fact that they both involve ATB Vto-I, while capturing the important daerences with the claim that the ATE3 proceeds
fiom dflerent types of conjuncts.

4.

Pseudogapping: NOT a Special Case of VPE

Lam& (1 995,1999) has offered an interesting analysis of PG as a special case of Verb
Phrase Ellipsis (WE). Here, we show several problems for Lasnik's idea that the new
analysis does not face. Lasntk shows PG as a two-step process: 1) overt raising of a
verbal complement to [Spec, Agr-oP], followed by 2) W E . So a sample derivation
becomes:
2 1.

Robin could speak French and [TPKim could [AGR-OP Italian,

-311
However, this forces the prediction that any and all languages with PG must have
W E as well. This prediction simply does not bear out:

22.

German
a.
Robin konnte Russiche sprechen bevor Kim Franzoesich konnte
could Russian speak
before French
could
'Robin could speak Russian before Kim could French'
b.
*Robin ksnne Fisch essen, und Kim k(inne auch
W'Ebad.)
'Robin can eat fish, and Kim can also'

23.

Latvian
a
Vina var runat angliski, un v i d var italiani (PG good)
She can speak English, and he can Italian
b.
*Vina var runat angliski, un ving var ari (VPE bad)
She can speak English, and he can also

Our analysis (apparently correctly) connects PG with Gapping, rather than W E , in
the implicational universal.
Lasnik's analysis faces other empirical problems as well. Lasnik relies on [Spec,
Agr-oP] a s a landing site for the overt movement of the surface right remnant. The
following examples, though, prove unlikely candidates for such overt raising:

24.

a.
b.
c.
d.

You behaved shamefully, but I did behaw [ADW bravely]
This new road will lead to Clovis, and that one will lette
[PP to Fresno]
Robin is likely to win, and Kim is k k l y [IPto lose]
Pat may believe now that every cloud has a silver lining, but she
will tomorrow believe [CP that no good can ever come to people
in this evil, evil world]

None of the above bracketed elements has Case or Agreement features normally
associated with AgrP. Ifone loosens the concept of the role of Agr-oP @amkappeals
to an EPP feature checked there), problems remain. Adverbs do not make good
subjects, so the (a) form would not seem to allow raising to [Spec, Agr-oP]. In (d), we
see an extraposed clausal complement, which cannot have [Spec, Agr-oP] as its
landing site.
Furthermore, contrary to the expectationsof Las~uk'sanalysis, PG and W E differ in
important empirical ways. For instance, PG shows island effects, whereas W E does
not:
25.

a.
b.

26.

a.
b.

Robin can speak Russian, and I know [a fXend [who can
&&kl&mtoo]]
*Robin can speak Russian, and I know [a friend [who can
Italian]]

ff3ettk
ff3ettk

Robin will fascinate the children, and I believe [the claim [that
Kim will
too]]
?*Robin will fascinate the children, and I believe [the claim [that
Kim will hsektik the adults]]

For us, the illformed PG examples fall out under general constraints on movement.
Since W E does not involve movement, no such problem exists.
Also, as Levin (1 986:54) notes, WE readily allows for more than one supporting
auxiliary, while PG does not. The following contrast:

27.

a.

b.

28.

a.
b.

Robin has been playing the oboe, and Kim has been phyk&w
eeee too
?*Robin has been playing the oboe, and Kim has been
p h p g the bassoon
Pat could have been drinking beer, and Kim could have been
. .
€lmhgk%
too
*Pat could have been drinking beer, and Kim could have been
gin

Lasnik equates PG with VPE and hence cannot explain the above contrasts. For us,
PG involves V-to-1 movement. We take I as including TP and Agr-sP. Note that to
amve at the (b) forms above, the ATB Verb movement would have to have as its
landing site a projection below IP (perhaps an Asp head position) The degradation
follows, then, from a suboptimal landing site.

5.

Conclusion

Pseudogapping and Gapping are the same, but different. They are the same in that
they both involve ATB V-to-I movement; they are different in that PG shows
asymmetric ATB movement. Our unification of PG as essentially a marked type of
Gapping enables us to make a number of correct predictions, and avoids the set of
problems facing's Lasnik's VPE-spirited analysis of PG.
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Consonantal Variation and RootFaithfblness in Affixation
Sang-Cheol Ahn
Kyung Hee University
1. The Faithfulness for Root in Optimality Theory
The faithfulness for root has been one of the key notions in recent studies in
Optimality Theory. McCarthy & Prince (1995), for example, proposed the universal ranking of Faith-root >> Faith-affix. For this ranking, they showed that
vowels are distinctive in backness for roots in Turkish, but not for affixes.
Beckrnan (1997) also discusses the asymmetry between root and affut in terms
of positional faithfulness for root. According to this argument, affixes in general
may avoid clusters, complex onsets, long vowels, or geminate, even when roots
permit them. On the other hand, there are no segment types or configuration that
are only permitted in affixes but barred fiom roots.
In Ahn (2000b), I also argued that Faith-root constraint plays a crucial role in
the selection of the optimal output in English CON-prefuation. It is a wellknown fact that the featural property of the prefut-final nasal of CON-varies depending on the place property of the root-initial consonant: e.g, com-, con-,
co[g]-, etc. In other words, in CON-prefixation, input segments of a root remain
co[n]tact,
intact, while prefix-fmal segments often vary: e.g., co[m]bine,
co[gllgess, co[l]lect, co[r]rect, etc. Therefore, we employ the following type of
a general faithfulness constraint (1) showing a general tendency of positional
faithfulness (for a root) (Beckman 1997).
(1) Faith-root
Identity of root segments of the input are to be preserved in the output.
As for CON-prefixation, we observe that only one nasal, rather than a geminate
nasal, can appear when we affix the prefix to a nasal-initial root.
(2) [m]:
[n]:

comment, commerce, commit, commune, commute, etc.
connate, connatural, connect, connote, connumerate, etc.

If we rely on a rule-based approach deleting an identical nasal, therefore, we

have to face an indeterminacy problem on deciding which nasal to be deleted
(See Ahn (2000~)for details.). In other words, it is not possible to figure out
whether the prefixal nasal or the root-initial one is deleted.
Moreover, we need a different rule if the prefix is attached to a liquid-initial
root. And we get col- /cor-, rather than con-, and there is no geminate liquid in
the following examples.
(3) a. col-: collaborate, collapse, collate, collect, collide, collude, etc.
b. cor-: correct, correspond, corroborate, corrode, corrupt, etc.

These cases show the general phonotactics in English phonology banning a sequence of two identical consonants across a morpheme boundary. Therefore,
this is a case of consonantal coalescence in which two distinct segments are
merged as a single segment (e.g., C,C, 3 C,,,).'
(4)

Input:

+ m,it
If/

coN

,

output: c o [m],, i t

In the input, /N/ precedes the root-initial /ml in the input, while both segments
share a correspondent [m] in the output. The following tableau shows how we
get the optimal candidate. Observe that Faith-root plays the crucial role in the
selection of (5d) over (5e).

Linearity is violated in consonantal coalescence, while all other constraints including *Geminate dominate Linearity. *Geminate requires that any sequence of
two identical consonants be prohibited in English phonol~gy.~
Share(place) requires that the place property of a nasal be identical to that of the immediately
following stop. With *Geminate and Share(place), we get only one consonant in
the prefixation of CON- to a root beginning with a nasal: e.g., command
matmaend] (*[kalmrnaend]). Moreover, *Geminate is in conflict with a faithfulness constraint, Max, in that one of the two identical consonants may not surface.
Furthermore, Linearity requires that the linear sequence of input segments be
maintained in the output: e.g., combine [kambarn] (*[kabarn] or *[kama~n]).
This constraint, however, is violated in coalescence.
A similar account can be provided for the prefixation of CON-to a liquid-initial

root producing col-1..., cor-r.... Observe the (crucial) role of Faith-root in the
selection of the optimal output for col-lect.

As shown above, we need a new constraint *N+L prohibiting a nasal + liquid
sequence in affixation.' In this tableau, we observe that Share(p1ace) has no
significant role since both In/ and /V have the same place of articulation, i.e.,
coronal. The final candidate is selected in spite of the violation of Linearity,
while (6d) is discarded since the input segment In/ does not have a correspondent in the output, violating Max. What we need to observe is that Faith-root
takes a crucial role in the selection of (6e) over (6f).

2. Asymmetry between Class 1 Prefixation and Suffixation
There are, however, numerous cases which seem to show the dominance of
Faith-affix over Faith-root. In a recent study on English suffxation, for example,
Lee (2000) argues against the status of Faith-root as a metaconstraint. According to his argument, unlike in Class 1 prefixation, there are numerous examples
For example, Lee obshowing the faithfulness for affix in Class 1 s~ffixation.~
serves voicing assimilation in heteromorphemic words consisting of the root
plus suffixes like -tion, -&re and -tor, as shown below. The underlying voiced
velar stop /gl in reg- 'to ruleY,fi.ag-'to break', and ag- 'to do' changes into the
voiceless counterpart [k] due to the following voiceless stop It/.

Lee argues that the voiced velar stop /g/in the roots preserves its voicing when it
is followed by vowels and voiced consonants, as evidenced in (7%b) showing
that velar stops undergo Velar Softening. (l3y Velar Softening, the velar stops k ,
gl.become [s, dg] respectively before a non-low fiont vowel.)
This type of regressive voicing assimilation also occurs when a root-final consonant is voiceless and an affix-initial consonant is voiced, as exemplified in (8).

The voiceless stop /k/ in the roots doc- 'teach' and sec- 'cut' assimilates in
voicing to the following voiced segment in the suffixes. The example docent in
(8a) undergoes Velar Softening before an underlying non-low front vowel while
dogma undergoes voicing assimilation triggered by the suffix-initial voiced nasal stop /m/(Lee 2000). In other words, we retain the voicing property of the
affix segment, while the root-final consonant takes the voice feature of the affixinitial consonant. Lee shows the dominance of Faith-affix over Faith-root ifi (9).
Lee also provides similar cases fiom voicing assimilation and consonant deletion in (lo) and (1 1).

(1 1) Consonant deletion

As discussed so far, Lee's argument against the meta-ranking of Faith-root over
Faith-affix seems to be very persuasive. Note, however, that we still retain the
place property of the root, while the manner property such as voicing or continuancy may be lost in suffixation. In (9), for example, only the voicing feature
of the root is subject to change, not the place feature [dorsal]. Moreover, in (lo),
we lose the noncontinuancy and voicing of the root-final consonant Ivl in the
output, producing [p]. Nevertheless, the labiality of Ivl is preserved in the output [p]. Therefore, we may claim that the status of Faith-root as a metaconstraint may still hold with respect to place properties. Considering this, I propose
to decompose Root-faithfulness into two subconstraints, Faith-root@lace) and
Faith-root(mamer) (or Faith-root(voice)), in that the faithfulness for root holds
(and only) for place features. With this refinement, we can reanalyze the earlier
accounts as follows. Faith-affix(p1ace) and Faith-affix(manner) are represented
as a single constraint, Faith-affix, for convenience.

First, (12a) identical to the input is eliminated due to the fatal violation of
Agree(voice). (12b) is the worst candidate due to the violation of two highranking constraints. (12c) is not acceptable due to the change of the voicing
property of the affix, violating Faith-affix(voice). (12d) is worse than (12c) in
that it violates the higher-ranking (metaconstraint) Faith-root(p1ace). We can
also reanalyze /deceive+tive/ deception in (13).5 Note that Faith-root(p1ace)
takes a crucial role to eliminate (13e).

+

Nevertheless, we need to examine the data in (11) more closely since
/secceed+tionl+ succe[Jion should be considered to be another and a different
case of coale~cence.~
Lee (2000) regards this example as a case against Faithroot since the stem-final consonant Id/ seems to be simply deleted. However,
the input form of the suffix should be ltjanl, rather than /Jan/ (Jensen 1993)?
Thus, the output segment
is neither the stem-final consonant nor the suffixinitial one. Moreover, there occurs a triple merger since the root-final segment
/dl and the affix-initial consonant It/ are merged as a single consonant which is
merged with the following Ijl producing the palatal segment If] due to the constraint *T+j banning a non-palatal coronal before Ijl. Thus, as shown in (14), the
place property of the root (i.e., stem) is still maintained in this case of triple
merger, while the voice property is lost. Thus, we can show the tableau for succession in (15). ( I will posit /tjan/ as the input form for the suffix, while lsakse:d as the input stem form.)
(14)

succeed +

It-'an

The first candidate (15a) forming an unusual consonantal sequence violates the
top constraint. It also violates Linearity since the output segment [Sl corresponds
to the input /tj/ due to coalescence. (15b) violates *T+j due to the existence of
[tj]. It also violates Faith-root(p1ace) and Linearity due to the merger of /dl and
It/. (15c) violates Faith-affix(voice) since the voice property of the suffix is lost.
Moreover, as we get triple merger /d+t+j/ 9 [3], it violates Linearity twice.
Finally, (15d) also violating Linearity twice is selected as the optimal output
since Faith-root(voice) is the only other constraint it violates. In other words,
the optimal output maintains the place property of the root (i.e., stem) for giving
up the voice property. Based on the observations made so far, it is argued that
Faith-root is still maintained for place properties.

3. Coalescence in Korean Emphatic Suffixation
The status of Faith-root faces a more serious challenge in the so-called "emphatic" suffixation in Korean (Jun 1994). As shown in (16), certain emphatic
words are made fiom disyllabic ideophones by adding one of the alternating
allomorphs, i.e., -taS -tak -1aS -1aS-cak -cak.
(16)

Elas

k'olk'ak
chal.khak
cil.phak
pal.lag
t'al.ki1
klu.mul
mog.kic
man.cis

'gulping down'
'with a snap'
'with squishing noises'
'falling onto one's back'
'rattling'
'moving slowly'
'fingering'
'fingering'

First, the suffix vowel varies between [a] and [a], depending on vowel harmony.
Thus, there is a correspondence relationship for vowel harmony between input
and output, requiring the high-ranking inviolable constraint, Vowel Harmony.
(17) Vowel Harmony: The harmony feature of the emphatic suffix vowel
should agree with that of the stem vowel.

Next, there are three alternations for the suffix-initial segment, i.e., [t, 1, c]
which can be represented as [-cont] and [+tor], based on the assumption that the
Korean /c/ is an affricate having both [+cant] and [-cont]. However, we use /tl
as the input form for the suffix-initial consonant, considering its wider distribution of It/ than those of the other ones N and /c/. Thus, we can posit ItAW as the
input form for the emphatic suffix in which /A/ has two variants [a] and [a].
There is, however, a more intriguing fact in emphatic suffixation, i.e., the correspondence relation between the stem-final consonant and the suffix-initial one.

Note that as In, 1, c/ are [-continuant], the [n, k]-[t], [c]-[c] and [I]-[l] relations
reflect the fact that the coda and the onset must agree in [continuant] feature,
regardless of the sonority difference."the [s]-[c] case, however, we need a
little trick, saying that the afiicate [c] has both [-continuant] and [+continuant]
features satisfying the coda-onset [continuant] agreement for both [s]-[c] and
[c]-[c] cases. In other words, the [+continuant] part of the root-final 1st agrees
with the corresponding [+continuant] feature of the a&cate /c/ in the output.
Therefore, this is another case of consonantal coalescence in which a suffixinitial segment is merged with a root-final segment as a single consonant.
Moreover, Faith-root plays an important role even for manner, i.e., voice or continuancy. The figure (19) shows the coalescence in Korean emphatic suffixation.

Finally, the addition of a syllable -tAk does not increase the number of the foot.
In other words, as shown in (1 9), the two consonants are merged as a single consonant but the foot count of the input remains intact in the output. This is a general tendency applying in Korean partial reduplication as well. Thus, we posit
IDENT(Ft), a prosodic constraint between input and output, requiring that the
foot number of the input be preserved in the reduplicated output as well as in
emphatic suffixation (Ahn 2000a). Based on these considerations, therefore, we
can posit our optimality analysis for an emphatic suffixation process in (21).

(20) IDENT(Ft): The foot count of the output is identical to that of the input.

First, (21a) is the worst option since it violates the two top constraints. Due to
the high-ranking IDENT(Ft), the next two candidates (21b, c) are also eliminated fi-om further consideration. On the other hand, the next two candidates (21d,
e) cannot be selected due to the violation of the Faith-root(p1ace-lat) constraint.
Therefore, there are two similar candidates (21f, g) are left for final evaluation
and we take (210 as the optimal output since it does not violate Max. In other
words, as the place (i.e., lateral) property of the root is preserved in the output,
Faith-root still holds for place in this case of consonantal coalescence.
We now move to a different case such as mancis
man.ci-cak in which [c]
shows up as the coalesced segment.

+

The first candidate (22a) violates the Faith-root(p1ace-lat) since the coalesced
segment shows up as a liquid absent in the input. (22b) violates Faith-root(cont)
since the root-final consonant is [+cant], while the coalesced segment It/ is [cant]. Therefore, the third candidate (22c) is selected as the optimal output
since the [+cant] property of the root-final segment is shared by the merged
segment Icl represented as [+cont, -cant]. On the other hand, the last candidate
(22d) is dropped out due to the violation of Max. As we have observed so far,
the emphatic suffixation in Korean does not provide real evidence against Faithroot with respect to place properties (such as [lateral])at least.
There, however, remains one further problem in which two candidates are tied
in optimality evaluation.

As (23e) and (23f) are tied for all constraints, we need a more refined Faithroot(p1ace) constraint such as (24) for anteriority.
(24) Faith-root(p1ace-anterior)
The [+anterior] property of the root in the input is to be maintained in the output.

In (25), we can finally choose (25c) over (25b) due to the role of Faithroot(p1ace-anterior). As we have observed so far, we claim that the faithfulness
of root can be maintained (at least for the place property) in those complicated
cases of the Korean emphatic suffixation as well.

4. Additional Evidence: Reduplication in Indonesian
The preposed prefixation in Indonesian also supports the status of Faith-root in
terms of place. As shown in the following example, maN- is prefixed to a root
before forming reduplication (McCarthy & Prince 1995). As the prefix-final MI
and a root-initial consonant are merged as a single consonant, it is another good
example of consonantal coalescence. Therefore, we get [n] from /N+t/, [m]
from /N+p/, and [g] from /N+k/.
(26) Root
tulis
PotOLl
kira

maN-Root
manulis
mamotog
magira

maN-Root-RED
manulis-mlis
mamotog-m
mag ira-gira

'write'
'cut'
'guess'

For analyzing the data properly, we can posit the fallowing phonotactic constraint accounting for coalescence, as suggested in McCarthy & Prince (1 995).

(27) *N+C: Any sequence of a nasal and a stop is not permitted in prefixation.

This constraint requires that a sequence of nasal and a stop not be allowed across
a morpheme boundary. However, due to the identity constraint for nasal and
Max, we need consonantal coalescence, rather than deleting one of the two consonants in the output.
In reduplication, on the other hand, the first syllable of a root is supposed to be
suffixed to the base (i.e., maN-Root) for reduplication. However, the reduplicant
takes the coalesced nasal, not the root-initial consonant as the initial segment.
Thus we get the following forms of reduplication. (The subscipted B is used to
represent a base, while R for a reduplicant.)

Observe that the place property of the root-initial segment is preserved not only
in prefixation but in final reduplication.
Other examples showing the faithfulness for root can be found easily in Indonesian interposed prefixation as well. The only difference between the preposed
and interposed prefixations is in the status of Ident-BR since even the optimal
output does not show the base-reduplicant correspondence in interposed prefixation.
(29) Interposed prefixation /B-maN-RED/
pukul
pukul-mamukul
'hit (recip.)'
tari
tari-manari
'dance (recip.)'

5. Other Cases: Tagalog and Chumash
I will add two more cases showing that the place property of the root remains
intact in coalescence. First, Tagalog reduplication shows a case of infixation in
which the first CV of the root is infixed between a prefix and a root.
(3 1) Tagalog: pat]-CV,-putul

3 pamu-mutul *pamu-putul

Just as in the case of Indonesian reduplication, the prefix-final nasal is merged
with the infix-initial consonant producing [m]. Then the input segment /p/ of the
root appears as the nasal [m] to meet the base-reduplicant identity (McCarthy &
Prince 1995). Therefore, we can also observe that the place property of the rootinitial segment is preserved not only in the reduplicant but in the output, while
only the manner property (i.e., nasality) is changed.
Chumash shows a similar pattern in that the place property of the root remains
intact in reduplication. As shown in the following example, the initial syllable
(i.e., CVC) of the root is infixed to form a reduplicated word denoting plurality.
(32) k-CVC,,-?aniS

+ k'an-k'ani's

'my paternal uncles' (*k'an-?an@

As in the Indonesian case, there is a phonotactic constraint, *C? prohibiting a
sequence of a stop and a laryngeal con~onant.~
Thus, we get a coalesced segment like [k'] in an output. The following tableau shows the necessary constraints and their interactions.

As shown in this tableau, coalescence occurs to obey *C? and the basereduplicant identity relationship. Therefore, the optimal candidate (33e) shows a
coalesced consonant violating Linearity. Moreover, the faithfulness for root
holds in this case of Chumash reduplication as well.

5. Conclusion
So far, we have discussed various cases of consonantal coalescence in terms of
the faithfulness for root. For this purpose, we first examined the English class 1

CON- prefixation to introduce the notion and the role of Faith-root. Then, we
discuss one possible counter-argument against Faith-root in English suffixation,
where we noted an asymmetry relation between prefixation and suffixation with
respect to Faith-root. In other words, the faithfulness for root is more prominent
in prefixation than in suffixation. Here it was argued that the root faithfulness
still holds in suffixation as well, especially for certain place properties. Therefore, I proposed to subcategorize Faith-root into two subtypes, Faith-root@lace)
and other Faith-root constraints such as Faith-root(manner). Then, we examined
other cases of affixation to verify the status of Root faithfulness. For this purpose, we discussed the so-called emphatic suffixation in Korean in terms of consonantal coalescence. I also discussed the preposedlinterposed reduplication in
Indonesian. In discussing these two cases, we could not find any genuine case
showing the dominance of Faith-affix over Faith-root, at least for place properties. Finally, we further discussed a couple of similar cases in Tagalog and
Chumash from the same perspective.

Notes

' Observe that the number of segments in the input gets smaller in the output. Within the Optimality
framework (McCarthy & Prince 1995), therefore, the output seems to violate one of the two major
faithfulness constraints, Max, prohibiting deletion of input segments. A more careful look, however,
would reveal that there is no violation of Max in a strict sense, since neither of the input segments
(i.e., /k/ and M)has completely disappeared. Rather, their basic phonetic properties are preserved in
the coalesced segment in the output and only the precedence relation between the two segments is
violated. In other words, the linear sequence of input segments cannot be maintained in coalescence,
violating Linearity.
*Geminate: *CiCi (Any sequence of two identical consonants is avoided within a morpheme or a
morpheme boundary.)
*N+L: No class I prefix ending with a nasal may appear before a root-initial liquid.
'This accou
!
a. celloist
*!
b. cellost
c. * cellist
Considering that the plural form of cello is celli (in Italian), however, we seem to take a stem-final
vowel as a kind of linking element as in the case of the vowel "0" in bibl-ical vs. bibli-o-graphy.
In fact, there should be a way to eliminate a possibly more optimal but incorrect candidate
deceFf]ive. We might consider etymological account, saying that deceive was originated from the
Latin word dFcipPre, while the noun form reception was originated from dFcipEre3 decepticn-em.
Similarly, receive was originated from ONF receivre, receyvre or Old French repoiwe. But the noun
form reception was originated from Latin rFcipPre3 recepfi6n-em.
Following Lee (2000), we might assume that the root-final Id/ is simply deleted before the affixinitial LO. But we still have to explain why lid in lion still remains.
More strictly speaking, however, there is no evidence for 1-tjador /-$adas the input form for the
sufix since there can be no explanation why we get success from another verb, succeed 'to do well'.
In other words, these are the cases of irregular word formation synchronically. It is thus presumed
that the archaic verb success was used as the base for succession.

'

See Ahn (1998) for detailed discussion of the noncontinuancy of [I] in Korean.
This constraint requires other laryngeal consonant /h/be merged with a preceding consonant. Thus
the output !?mva? 'my maternal aunts' corresponds to the input lk-hawaPI.
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Projecting Possession in the Noun Phrase
Nancy Mae Antrim
University of Texas at El Paso
Prenominal possessive wnstructions in Romance languages surface generally in
one of two distinct patterns: (a) article + possessive + noun as in Italian and
Portuguese, shown in (1a) for Italian and (b) possessive + noun as in French and
Spanish, shown in (1b) for Spanish.
(1) a lamia casa(Ita1ian)
the my house
b. mi casa
(Spanish)
my house
These constructions, traditionally treated as adjectives, do demonstrate
adjectival-like agreement with the possessed noun with respect to number and in
some cases gender, however, possessives also demonstrate agreement with the
possessor with respect to person. 'Ihe possessive appears to collapse two-three
functional categories. The number depending on whether AGR is further
decomposed into Number and Gender. For French the prenominal possessive
shows agreement in number and gender for lst, 2nd and 3rd person singular, but
only shows number agreement for lst, 2nd and 3rd person plural. The Spanish
prenominal possessive shows agreement in number and gender only for 1st and
2nd person plural; all other forms show agreement only in number. Note the
similarity to the agreement pattern of the definite article. The singular definite
article in French shows overt gender agreement, but non-overt number
agreement; whereas, the plural definite article shows overt number agreement,
but non-overt gender agreement. However in Spanish the definite article shows
overt gender agreement in both the singular and the plural, but only overt
number agreement in the plural.

1.0 Adjectival Status and Structure
If we consider the partly adjectival status of possessives, then we need to
account for their structural position in relation to the structural position of

adjectives. Bernstein (1993) accounts for the different classes of adjectives by
proposing multi-adjunction sites for adjectives. These include adjunction to a
Number Phrase, adjunction to NP and adjunction to an XP.
While these structures allow for an account of the differences in readings
between the pre- and postnominal adjectives by providing distinct syntactic
positions, they do not provide an account for the derivation of the semantic
interpretation. These possible adjunction sites for adjectives do not appear to be
possible sites for the possessive.
Picallo (1994) proposes that the possessive in Catalan is generated in the Spec
of NP, as shown in (2).
Like Valois (1991) who argues for a functional
category between D and N suggesting that this category is a Number Phrase
containing the number features of the DP, Picallo also assumes a Nu(mber)
Phrase as well as a Ge(nder)P for Catalan with the noun moving up through GeP
and then NuP. If the noun moves and the possessive stays in situ, the result will
be a postnominal possessive. When the possessive moves up first, the result will
be the prenominal possessive.

D

Nu'

GeP

I ANP

Nu Ge'
~e

Poss

N

N'
Compl

Expanding on the structure suggested by Picdlo (1994), shown in (2), the
possessive could be generated in the spec of NP moving then to GeP for
checking gendex and then to NuP to check number. Since D following Stowell
(1987) marks referentiality, the reference (person) would be checked there.
Evidence for a separate projection for person comes from the possessive
constructions in Isthmus Zapotec, a language spoken in Mexico. Here the
possessive and the person morphemes are separate, as shown in (3).

(3) a. s-palu-be
poss. stick 3rd person sg.
his stick
b. s-palu-lu
poss. stick 2nd person pl.
your stick
However, Picallo maintains essentially an adjectival analysis for possessives in
Catalan and possessives are only nominally adjectival.

2.0 Pronominal Status and Structure
Valois (1991) notes the pronoun like properties of the French possessive
"adjective". These properties are also evident in Spanish, Italian, Portuguese,
and English.

2.1 Binding
First, the possessive "adjective" can be bound by a c-commanding QP, as shown
in (4).
(4) a. La photo de chaquq photographe de sai ville pref&&.
The picture of each photographer of his favorite town.
b. La foto de cadai fot6grafo de Sui ciudad favorita.
c. La foto@~a di ognii fotografo della suai citta favorita.
d. A foto de cadai fotografo da suai cidade favorita.
e. The picture of eachi photographer of hisi favorite town.

(Fr)
(SP)
(It)
(Po)

The second property possessives have in common with pronouns is the ability to
bind a reflexive, as shown in (5). The binding of reflexives is not possible with
referential adjectives.

(5) a. Soni portrait de lui-m2mq
his picture of himself
b. S Ufoto
~ de el mism~i
C. La suai fotografia di s6 S ~ ~
d. ? a suai foto de si mesm~i
e. hisi picture of himselfi

(Fr)
S S O ~

(SP)
(It)
(Po)

2.2 Weak Crossover Effects

A further test for pronominal status involves weak crossover effects. The
ungrammaticality of wh-sentences with the wh-trace co-indexed with a
preceding pronoun has been accounted for under the leftness condition
(Chomsky, 1976; Koopman and Sportiche, 1982). The ungrammaticality
decreases in the case of a non c-commanding pronoun as in (6).

(6) a. Whoi loves hisi mother?
b. * W h ~does
i
hisi mother love ti?
Possessives in the languages under discussion vary in their behavior with respect
to WCO, as seen in (7).

(7) a. Quemi m a a suai m k ?
*Quemi a suai m b m a ti?
b. Quii sai m6re aime-t-elle?
Quii est-ce que sai mQe aime ti?
~
c. Quieni m a a S U madre?
A quieni ama sui madre ti?
d. Chii m a suai madre?
*Chii suai madre ama ti?

(Po)

ow
(SP)
(It)

In Italian, Portuguese, and English WCO effects can be observed; however,
these effects are not present in French and Spanish. In Spanish and French
because it is possible to get a pair list reading in response to the question, there
are no WCO effects with possessives, bringing into question their status as
pronouns. If, as claimed by Giorgi and Longobardi (1991:155), possessives are
adjectives in Italian, then the WCO effects observed are difficult to explain.
A possible explanation arises, not from their status as adjectives, against which
we have argued (Antrim 1996, 1998), but from the availability of stylistic
inversion for both Italian, as seen in (8a) and Portuguese, as seen in (8b).
(8) a. Chii m a j suai madre tj ti?
b. Quemi amaj a suai mZe tj ti?
Taking into account stylistic inversion, ItaLian and Portuguese would pattern like
French and Spanish with respect to WCO effects.

2.3 Pronominal Structures
If an adjectival position is not available for the prenominal possessive, then
given their prenominal behavior could they be generated in a pronominal
position?
2.3.1 Koopman
Koopman (1993) suggests that pronouns always occur in either Spec or Agr
positions. She proposes both an AgrP and a NumP as functional projections of
DP. Pronouns take the place of a noun. They are specific and they have both
number and person features. Having these features, they must be checked. They
can be checked either by head movement to a functional category or by
movement of some projection containing the pronoun to a Spec position where
these features would be checked under spec-head agreement. She claims that the
basic structure is the same crosslinguistically with the surface variations in order
accounted for under movement. The internal structure she proposes for DP is
given in (9).

In her discussion of pronouns she omits person features, but suggests that these
should project in PerP between D and Num. In addition to the variation from
movement, languages would also vary as to which functional projections are
overt and which are what Koopman calls silent (covert). She suggests that in
English NumP is always overt and D and Agr are silent.
Since possessive prenominals do not take the place of a noun, they can not
generated in N,could they be generated in Spec of NP as the external argument
of a noun and then move via spec-to-spec movement to check their features?

2.3.2 Cardinaletti
Cardinaletti (1994) looking at Romance, as well as German pronominals
proposes a variation in internal structure depending on whether the pronominals
are strong pronouns or clitic pronouns. According to her analysis strong
pronouns are projected as full DPs and have the lexical category NP embedded
under DP; whereas, clitic pronouns are projected as functional projections. She
further distinguishes between clitics and weak pronouns, which contain a further
functional projection. While her analysis is concerned with object pronouns,
3rd-person object pronouns in particular, she suggests that the analysis could be
extended to subject pronouns. She does not consider the pronominal status of
possessives.
The prenominal possesives under consideration can be argued to be clitic-like;
however, they show more than case or agreement features, they also reflect
reference. While this would appear to be captured by projecting the possessive
under Do, it fails to adequately capture the semantics involved.

3.0 Possessives as Predicates
Setting aside for a moment the pronominal properties of possessives, let us
reconsider their status as adjectives. It appears that the possessive forms are
adjectival in only one respect: agreement. According to Napoli (1989), gendernumber agreement represents evidence of a predication relationship.
One aspect of possessives that has proved problematic is that the possessive
demonstrates agreement with the possessor with respect to person and
agreement with the possessed with respect to number and possibly gender. If we
analyze possessives as two-place predicates then both these relationships can be
realized: the pronominal nature of the possessive from a variable in Spec
position being coindexed for person with the possessive and the adjectival
nature of the possessive from the complement variable being coindexed with an
NP providing number and gender agreement. If we take possession as an event
of belonging, then as an event it requires participants. Possession then assigns
two, what Napoli (1989) refers to as semantic roles as opposed to theta-roles:
possessor and possessed, The possessive relationship would then be represented
semantically as in (lob).
(10) a. my book
b. POSS (I, book)
This semantic representation entails two semantic roles for the possessive: the
possessor (I) and the possessed (book). In keeping with X-theory, syntactically

the possessive is generated in its own projection with the possessor in spec of
PossP and the possessed as a complement reflecting the external and internal
arguments of a two-place predicate.
While the structure suggested by Picallo, shown in (2), captures the external
argument-like status of the possessive, it still maintains an adjectival analysis of
the possessive and does not reflect the semantics of the prenominal possessive as
a two-place predicate, and as such must be abandoned
To capture both the adjectival and pronominal behavior of prenominal
possessives, as well as to account for the syntactic variation in prenominal
possessives in Romance languages and the semantics of the possessive, I
propose, following Bowers (1993), given in (11) that the prenorninal possessive
is projected in an XP as a predicate structure with two semantic roles: possessor
and possessed.
(11)

PrP
I \
(subject) NP Pr'
I\
Pr XP (predicate)
X = {V,A, N, P)

The predication relation then holds between the semantic role in Spec and the
complement of Pr which would be the possessed. Because of the adjectival
properties of the possessive, it must be in a configuration which allows for
agreement. Because of the pronominal properties, it must be in a configuration
which allows for this feature to be checked. The former requires a position in
relation to the noun with which it shares agreement features, while the latter
requires a position in relation to the Determiner, which licenses its referentiality.
The adjectival-like agreement of the possessive would reflect the predication
relation as claimed by Napoli (1989), while the pronominal reference would be
checked in D, following Chomsky (1992). This Possessive Phrase would have as
its specifier the possessor, as its head the possessive and as its complement the
possessed noun, as shown in (12). Applying Napoli's semantic roles to
predication structure what would be the external argument is in the case of
possessives the semantic role of possessor which is projected in the Spec
position. The predication relation then holds between the semantic role in Spec
and the complement of Pr which would be the possessed.

/\

Poss

Via Spec-Head agreement, the possessive agrees in person with the possessor.
The possessive in French, Spanish and Italian raises via head-to-head movement
to D to check referentiality, following Chomsky (1992), where in French and
Spanish the possessive and the definite article merge, as suggested by Vergnaud
and Zubizameta (1992) for pronouns and determiners, prior to Spell-out forming
a clitic-Me element with reduced agreement, as shown in (13a). In Italian, the
possessive also raises to D where it incorporates with D, but does not merge
retaining the form article + possessive, as shown in (13b). In the case of Italian
the possessive which has been considered an adjective (Giorgi and Longobardi,
1991) has undergone a process of pronominalization by incorporating the
adjective into the empty noun site. This accounts for the pronoun-like behavior
of the Italian possessive.
(13)

a. Incorporation

b. Merger

Since a syntactic merger assumes N-movement, the merger in Spanish is
syntactic and occurs late at a point prior to spell-out. For French the merger is a
lexical phenomenon resulting in the syntactic effect of no postnorninal
possessives. This structure is able to capture the predicative relationship
expressed by the possessive, while allowing for both the pre- and postnorninal
structures and their subtle variation in interpretation.

If we check the pronominal reference in D, the problem remains as to how to
account for the presence of the article with the possessive in Italian and
Portuguese. I will propose that in Italian and Portuguese the pronominal
reference is moved to head position with the determiner in Spec of DP. Then the
article and possessive would agree under Spec-head. I suggest that this is also
the case for French and Spanish, where there is no overt article. If, as Kayne
(1993) suggests, the specifier is an adjoined position, there I propose that the
article and the possessive are conflated or merged in French and Spanish, as
suggested by Vergnaud and Zubizarreta (1992) for French as shown in (14);
with the merged form retaining the features both have in common.

(14) a. IDPpronounp' determiner]] +suppleted form
b. eux + les +leurs
c. e m + le + leur
Proposing a merger of the definite article with the possessive in French and
Spanish will account for the surface variation in possessives in Romance
languages.
The variation found in languages will not be a result of different structures, but
rather the extent to which the basic structure must be expanded to reflect the
morphology of a given language, as well as, capture the semantics involved. To
this end we are proposing a PossP reflecting the POSS as a two-place predicate.
In Spanish and French, the determiner and the possessive, through a process of
cliticization and morphological merger are reduced to the present day
prenominal possessive. In the case of the postnominal possessive in Spanish, the
noun has moved as Cinque (1993) proposes, raising to D, following Longobardi
(1994), and the possessive remains in situ. Since the possessive would not be
adjoined to D, it would not acquire a definiteness feature thus permitting a
partitivelike interpretation postnominally; although, it would stiU be within the
feature checking domain for referentiality.

4.0 Definiteness Effects
The merger of the article and possessive in French and Spanish accounts for the
definiteness effects found with the prenominal possessive in these languages as
well as their incompatibility with an article. The lack of merger in the case of
Italian pennits the use of the possessive without the article accounting for the
lack of definiteness effects with the possessive.

4.1

Existential Constructions

Italian and Portuguese possessives can occur in an environment where definites
are excluded. One such environment involves existential "there". "There"
insertion is not possible with a definite, as in (15) for English.
(15) a. There is a man in the garden.
b. *There is the man in the garden.
Note, however, that existential constructions have been questioned as a
diagnostic of indefiniteness. More than one reading is possible with there
constructions in English. Woisetschlaeger (1983) observes three possible
readings: existential, generic and list. In the latter two - generic and list - a
definite is possible, as shown in (16).
(16) a. There is the wine we were going to use in the desert. (list)
b. There was the air of the successful businessman about him. (generic)
(Woisetschlaeger,1983)
If we discount these two possible readings and concentrate only on an existential
reading; then, following Milsark (1974) there predicates existence excluding
definiteness which presupposes existence. It would follow, then, that if the
possessive constructions, under discussion here, are used in an existential
construction, their definiteness should be revealed.
In Spanish these existential constructions with possessives are not possible, as
in (17).

(17) *Hay mis hermanas en el parque.
There are my sisters in the park
This is also the case for French, as in (18).
(18) *I1 y a mes soeurs qui &vent.
There are my sisters that arrive.
This follows from the definiteness of the possessive in both French and Spanish.
Italian and Portuguese, on the other hand, allow for the possessive to occur in
existentials. In both languages the possessive occurs in these constructions
without the article, suggesting that the possessives are not marked for
definiteness, as seen in (19) for Italian and (20) for Portuguese.
(19) Ci sono sorelle rnie che arrivano domani.
There are sisters my that arriving tomorrow

There are sisters of mine that are arriving tomorrow.
(20) Tem amigos meus que gostam de fumar.
have friends my that like to smoke
There are friends of mine that like to smoke.
Grimshaw (1990), among others, suggests that the definiteness of a phrase is
determined by that of its possessive, as in (21) (ber 20).
(21) a. There's a man's shirt on the chair.
b. *There's the man's shirt on the chair.
The NP in these cases has the definiteness of the possessive despite the fact that
the determiner is associated with the possessor (man) and not the,head (shirt). If
this is the case then the possessives permitted in existential expressions would
also be indefinite. Note that it is only the postnominal form of the possessive
without the article that can occur in existential expressions in Spanish, as shown
in (22).
(22). a. *Hay tus amigos en el jardin.
There are your+pl friends+pl+masc in the garden
b. Hay amigos tuyos en el jardin.
There are friends your+pl+masc in the garden
There are your friends in the garden.
4.2 Partitive Constructions

A second environment where definiteness effects (DE) can be observed involve
partitive. Partitive constructions in French and Italian allow for enlnecliticization only when the NP is indefinite, as shown in (23) for French.

(23) a. *I1 s'est construit les maisons.
There is built the houses.
b. 11 s'est construit trois maisons.
c. Il s'en a t construit trois.
The definiteness of the possessive predicts that enhe-cliticization with a
possessive should be possible in Italian, but not in French. This is the case, as
seen in (24).

(24) a. Ne ho visto uno mio.
of them I have seen a my (It)
b. *Ne ho visto il rnio.

c. *Jtenai trove la rnienne. (Fr)
d. *J1enai trouve ma.
Based on their occurrence in existential contexts, as well as the evidence from
ne-cliticization, possessives in Italian and Portuguese can not be marked for
definiteness.

5.0 Conclusion
Following Bowers (1993), I project the possessive within a predication structure
headed by POSS. This is consistent with Cinque (1993) placing adjectival
elements to the left of the noun and then deriving variation as to surface
placement via movement of the noun. Because of the nominal adjectival
properties of the possessive, it must be in a configuration which allows for
agreement. Because of the pronominal properties of the possessive, it must be in
a configuration which allows for this feature to be checked. The former requires
a position in relation to the noun with which it shares agreement features (i.e.
gender, number), while the latter requires a position in relation to the
Determiner, which licenses its referentiality.
The licensing (or checking) domain of a head, ( Chomsky 1992-1995, Marantz
1995)), includes four configurations representing relationships to a head: the
Specifier, an adjoined head, an adjunction to the maximal projection of a head,
and an adjunction to the Specifier. If as I claim the determiner and the
possessive merge in Spanish and French, then they must be in a configuration
conducive to merger and that position is as an adjunction to Specifier, as in (25).
(25) Adjunction to Specifier

Spec

XF"

A A
Y

Spec X

Complement

In Italian and Portuguese while the determiner and the possessive form a
constituent, they still pennit a limited amount of material to intervene. They are
projected in an incorporation configuration, as shown in (13a). Looking again at
the structure proposed, repeated here as (26). we can account for the Spanish
and French prenominal possessive construction, as well as the Italian and
Portuguese prenominal possessive construction.

A

la mia D'

D POSSP
Mia
A
Poss'

I <ass

I

Poss'

I
casa
la + mia + m i

The possessive is projected in the Head of POSSP as a predicate. The agreement
features are checked in their respective positions via Spec-Head agreement.
Finally the possessive moves to the checking domain for its pronominal
feature(s) and raises to the Head of D P in Spanish and French and then moves to
the spec of DP, following Martin (1995) where I claim it adjoins to the
determiner in Spec of DP and merges with the determiner, as shown in (26b). In
Italian and Portuguese the possessive raises to the head of D P and does not
adjoin. as shown in (26a).
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Metrical Pauses and the Prosodic Structure
of Japanese poetry*
Makiko Asano
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1 Introduction

.

-.

The traditional poetic meters haiku and tanka provide evidence for the prosodic
role of phonological silence and its interaction with syntactic factors. Previous
analyses agree that the unit of rhythm when reciting Japanese poetry is the mom.
A well-known prosodic constraint on Japanese poetry involves the number of
moras in a line.' Haikus and tankas for example must consist of sequences of 57-5 and 5-7-5-7-7 moras respectively.
However, it is argued that silence also plays a crucial role in the rhythm of
poetry. Abercrombie (1965) and Hayes and MacEachern (1998) state that
pauses complete the rhythm of poetry. Both the reader and the hearer perceive
beats during silence as well as during audible strings, and the pauses reinforce
the rhythm of the poem; thus the specific length of pauses is essential. Recent
research has suggested that the location of pauses is crucial in Japanese poetry
as well. These analyses have not agreed on the length or the location of these
pauses, however. For example, Okai and Kaneko (1963) claim that there is no
pause in a line with seven overt moras (la), while Sakano (1996) among others
argues that there is a monomoraic pause (lb). (X indicates a monomoraic
pause.)
(1)

a.
b.

hurisake mireba
turn-up look-if
hurisake mirebaX

'if (one) looks up'

Among those who argue for a monomoraic pause in lines with seven overt
moras as in (lb), the location of the pause is controversial, as exemplified in (2).
(2)

a.
b.

kawazu tobikomu X
frog jump-into
kawazuX tobikomu

'a frog jumps into'

c.

X kawazu tobikomu

Matsuura (1991) states that a monomoraic pause can occur line-finally (2a),
Bekku (1977) argues that it occurs line-medially (2b), and Kogure and
Miyashita (1998) claim that it appears line-initially (2c). As I discuss in $2, all
such claims and accounts concerning the rhythm of poetry are unsatisfactory.
In order to resolve these problems I conducted a phonetic experiment, whose
data and results are introduced in $3.2 Based on the results of the experiment I
argue that each line consists of eight moras, and that the location of the pauses in
a given line is determined by the interaction of the syntactic structure of the line
and the phonological constraints of Japanese poetry. In $4 I propose a
hierarchically-organized prosodic structure for poetic meters, and provide an
analysis of the length and the location of the pauses within Optimality Theory
(Prince and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993a-b) (hereafter OT).

2 Previous Analyses
In this section I introduce the relevant previous analyses of the rhythm of
traditional Japanese poems. There are both phonological and phonetic accounts
for the length and the location of pauses; however, these analyses disagree with
each other, and neither type is satisfactory. In the following sections I consider
the accounts for the length and the location of pauses in turn.
2.1 The length of pauses
Previous analyses can be divided into two major groups with respect to pause
length. One group, represented by Okai and Kaneko (1963), argues that a line
with seven overt moras is longer than a line with five overt moras. They claim
that there is a brief pause after a line with five overt moras, while there is none
after a line with seven overt moras. There is thus no correlation between the
number of overt moms and the length of pauses.
On the other hand the other group, represented by Matsuura (1991), Bekku
(1977), Sakano (1996), and Kogure and Miyashita (1998), states that every line
is actually eight moras long; thus there is an eight-mora template, with audible
moras being augmented by pauses. In other words, lines with five audible
moras also contain three moras of silence, and lines with seven audible moras
also include a monomoraic pause, as shown in (3).

However, those who argue for the eight-mora template do not agree on the
location of these silent rnoras.
2.2 The location of pauses

One such point on which previous proposals differ can be seen in lines
containing a monomoraic prosodic word (hereafter ~ r ~ d )When
. ~ a line
consists of a monomoraic PrWd plus a six-mora PrWd (hereafter a "1-6
structure"), as in yo-omotakikana 'how heavy the night is', Sakano (1996)
claims that the pause appears after the monomoraic PrWd (4a), whereas Kogure
and Miyashita (1998) argue that it occurs line-initially (4b).4

Another controversial case involves 3-4 structures such as kawazu-tobikomu
'a frog jumps into', as shown in (5).

Kumashiro (1968) states that such lines are recited by lengthening each mora of
the first trimoraic PrWd so that it has the length of four moras in total; this is
followed by the four-mora PrWd recited with normal tempo, as shown in (5a).
Sakano (1996) and Kogure and Miyashita (1998) on the other hand claim that
the pause occurs at the beginning of the line, as shown in (5b). Bekku (1977)
argues that the pause is inserted between the two PrWds (5c). Finally, Matsuura
(1991) states that it can appear at the beginning of the line (Sb), between the
PrWds (Sc), or at the end of the line (5d).

2.3 Phonetic analyses
A crucial problem with the claims presented thus far is that they find no
phonetic support; their arguments seem to rely solely on the intuitions of the
authors. In response to this problem, Lehiste (1997) measured the length of
each line and each pause in 19 haikus. She found that there is no correlation,
such as temporal compensation, between overt moras and pauses. This report
was based on only one native speaker of Japanese, however. As I discuss in
footnote 9, poetic recitation is subject to individual variation within a certain

range. It is therefore not desirable to make generalizations based on one
subject's recitation.
Cole and Miyashita (1999) conducted a larger experiment in which they
recorded 5 tankas recited by 5 native speakers of Japanese. Based on the results
of this study they claim that each line has an eight-mora template. However,
their experiment does not state where the pauses are inserted by the test subjects.
The two phonetic experiments introduced in this section do not agree with each
other. Their claims are not satisfactory as they do not state where the pauses
occur, or explain why the pauses occur where they do.
2.4 Phonological analyses

Three recent articles have attempted to provide phonological answers to these
larger questions, but each encounters fatal problems. Bekku (1977) argues that
the eight-mora template consists of four feet, each of which consists of two
moras. He claims that the left edge of each PrWd must coincide with the left
edge of a foot. Under this analysis a monomoraic pause is inserted lineinternally in 1-6, 3-4, and 5-2 structures, as shown in (6a-c), respectively.5 (@
and 0 indicate audible moras. Foot boundaries are demarcated by vertical
lines.)
(6)

a.
b.
C.

1-6
e.g.
3-4
e.g.
5-2
e.g.

I@%100100100(
(yo%lomo(takilkanal
1ma1x. 1001001
IkawalzuX Itobdkomu(
1@@1@@1@%
1001
IhotoltogilsuX(nakul

.

'how heavy the night is'
'a frog jumps into'
'a little cuckoo chirps7

Sakano (1996) proposes a structure for the line template that is somewhat
different than what Bekku proposes. For Sakano the eight-mora template
consists of two colons, each of which consists of two feet, and each foot consists
of two moras. He proposes the two restrictions in (7) to account for the location
of pauses.
(7)

a.
b.

A pause must not be inserted between PrWds in a line.
A foot containing two moras from different PrWds must not
be followed by another foot containing two overt moras.

Leaving aside the fact that it is unclear how Sakano incorporates colons into his
analysis, and that (7b) is completely arbitrary and unmotivated, his analysis
predicts that a pause should appear line-initially in 1-6 structures, as shown in
(8).

(8c) should win because (8a) violates (7a), the ban on line-internal pauses, and
(8b) violates (7b), because the initial foot contains two moras from different
PrWds, and this foot is followed by a foot containing two overt moras. We
therefore expect that (8c) should win, but as I mentioned in 2.2, Sakano (1996)
claims that a line-internal pause occurs instead. His explanation is puzzling: "a
brief break is inserted after a monomoraic word, and this does not contradict the
proposed restrictions, because this break is not a pure pause" (144-145).
Sakano's analysis is obviously incoherent, but this incoherency is required by
the basic principles of his theory in (7).
Note also that Sakano's analysis predicts that a pause can occur at either edge
of the line in 5-2 structures, as shown in (9).

Both (9a-b) obey the restrictions in (7). However, Sakano (1996) states that
only (9a) is grammatical. Thus, Sakano's analysis can neither predict correct
outputs, as shown in (8), nor select only grammatical outputs, as shown in (9).
Kogure and Miyashita (1998) also argue for the existence of colons and feet,
but within an OT framework. In order to account for the location of silent moras
in tankas they propose the two constraints on alignment shown in (10).
(10)

a.
b.

ALIGN(COLON,L,
WD,L) (ALIGN(C,W)): Align the left edge
of a colon with the left edge of a word.
A L I G N ( ~ DFT)
, (ALIGN(W,F)):Align every word boundary
with a foot boundary.

They claim that ALIGN(C,W)dominates ALIGN(W,F). A sample tableau is
given in (11) (repeated from (28) in Kogure and Miyashita (1998)~;colon
boundaries are indicated by brackets.)

In 3-4 structures ( I la) wins over (1 lb), because (1 la) has fewer violations of
ALIGN(W,F). However, notice that Kogure and Miyashita do not include the
candidate that inserts a line-internal pause, i.e. [I@ a1X
.
1][1001001], even

though in OT all candidates must be evaluated. Unfortunately for Kogure and
Miyashita this candidate should win under their analysis, because it does not
violate the highest ranked constraint ALIGN(C,W), whereas the other two
relevant candidates do.
In sum Kogure and Miyashita's analysis does not generate the correct outputs,
Sakano's (1996) analysis requires incoherent stipulations, and Bekku's (1977)
analysis is based on incorrect pause locations. We are thus left with two major
problems: none of the phonetic analyses of haikus and tankas provide a coherent
description of the location of the relevant pauses, and none of the available
phonological analyses manage to explain why these pauses occur where they do.

3 Data and Results
In order to account phonologically for the problems discussed thus far solid
phonetic data on both the length and the location of pauses are indispensable.
My data corpus shows that each line is eight moras long, that a pause is inserted
after a monomoraic PrWd, that 3-4 structures insert a pause line-initially, and
that all other structures insert the pause at the end of the line.
3.1 The data
It is essential to collect a sufficient body of data in order to understand nativespeaker intuitions concerning the length and the location of pauses. To this end
I recorded 25 native speakers of Japanese reciting 16 haikus and 9 tankas. The
poems were chosen in order to test various syntactic structures, as shown in
(12).
(12)

Structures of recited lines
1-4,2-3,3-2,4-1,5
5 overt moras:
7 overt moras:
1-6,2-5,344-3, 5-2,6-1

The length of overt moras and pauses was measured using ~ o u n d ~ d iThe
t~.
location of pauses was also observed. In what follows I do not provide statistics
for the last line, because the length of the final pause in this line is not
measurable.
3.2 The length of pauses, overt moras, and lines
(13) shows for haikus the mean length in milliseconds, the standard deviation of
overt moras and pauses, and the total length of each line. What is striking is that
the total length of lines 1 and 2 is not significantly different, though the former
contains fewer overt moms than the latter.

(13)
Line 1
Line2

Overt
Standard Pauses Standard
deviation
moms deviation
464
929
163
230
1172
173
193
164

Standard
Total
length deviation
258
1393
1365
251

Diagram (14) shows that this length is eight moras. The length of the overt and
silent components of each line is converted into a number of moras.'
(14)

Moras +
Line 1
Line 2

1 1 2 1 3 j 4 1 5 f 6 f 7 f 8 l
Overt Ridras: 5:4
aes: 2.7
6.8
1 1.1

1
1

,

The statistical results for tankas are shown in (15). Again the closeness in
values of line 1, 2 and 4 is striking given that the number of overt moras in line
1 is smaller than in line 2 or 4.

Diagram (16) shows the length of the audible and silent components in each line
in terms of moras. Every line except line 3 is eight moras long, as I argue in 4.5.

(16) Moras +
Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4

0ve'i.t"~orai:3.3

Pauses: 2.8
4.3

I claim based on these results that the audible part of each line is augmented by a
pause in order to maintain a line length of eight moras.
3.3 The location of pauses

Let us now turn to the question of where these pauses are inserted. The recorded
data show that the location of the pauses is determined by the syntactic structure
of the line.8 The first generalization we can make is that readers insert a pause
after a monomoraic PrWd. Recall next that 3-4 structures are also controversial
with respect to the location of the pause (cf. (5)). According to the data, readers

insert a monomoraic pause at the beginning of the line. In all structures other
than 1-6 and 3-4, a monomoraic pause appears at the end of the line. (17)
summarizes the location of the pause for the different line types.

The generalizations in (17) clearly show that the location of the pause is
determined by the syntactic structure in the line; if this were not the case we
would expect the pause either to occur in a consistent location (e.g. line-final)
regardless of the syntactic structure of the line, or to vary randomly.

4 An OT Analysis
The next question to be answered is why a certain structure inserts the pause
line-initially, while another inserts it between PrWds and another inserts it linefinally. I claim that this systematic variation is due to the interaction between
hierarchically-organized prosodic structure and a set of phonological constraints.
4.1 The prosodic structure of poetry

I propose the prosodic structure in (18) in order to account for the location of the
pauses in haikus and tankas.
(18)

The structure of a poem

poem

I

stanza

line

I

Moras + p

P

stanza

P

line

P

P

P

P

If poetic rhythm consisted simply of a linear sequence of audible and silent
moras, the location of the silent moras would not matter as long as the eightmora template was respected. The fact that the location of the pauses is highly
constrained demonstrates that the structure of poetry is hierarchically organized.
In this prosodic hierarchy the eight moras are the basic building blocks. These
moras are grouped into feet in units of two; there are therefore four feet in a line
(see It6 (1990) and Poser (1990) for demonstration that a foot consists of two
moras in Japanese). Two feet make a colon; thus there are two colons in a line.
Lines are then grouped into stanzas. I claim that there are two kinds of stanzas:
a triplet consists of three lines, and a couplet consists of two lines. For example,
a tanka consists of two stanzas. As shown in (19), the first stanza is a triplet,
that is the first 5-7-5 sequence, and the second one is a couplet, that is the
remaining 7-7 sequence.
(19)

The structure of a tanka
tanka
triplet
line

I

line

line

line

line

Haikus have one stanza, a triplet. Finally, a set of stanzas makes a poem. Let us
next consider the evidence for each level in this prosodic hierarchy.
4.2 The foot

The first level to analyze is the foot. The existence of this level is suggested by
the existence of the eight-mora template. As demonstrated in $3, a line
containing seven overt moras is augmented by a monomoraic pause; thus there
is an eight-mora template. The pair of familiar constraints in (20) accounts for
this template.
(20)

a.
b.

FTBIN[Pl (FTBIN): Feet must be binary under moraic analysis
(Prince and Smolensky 1993).
DEP:Every segment of the output must have a correspondent
in the input (McCarthy and Prince 1995).

(20a) requires that every foot consist of two moras. In other words, this
constraint ensures that there is an even number of moras in a line. Note that
pauses can satisfy this constraint in the same manner as overt m ~ r a s . For
~
example, one overt mora plus a monomoraic pause in a foot satisfies FTBIN,
whereas one overt mora in a foot does not. Constraint (20b), on the other hand,

prevents moras from being inserted. In other words, this constraint keeps the
number of pauses to a minimum, as illustrated in (21). (Because the syntactic
structure is not relevant here, all overt moras are indicated by 0 . )

(21b), which has no D EP violation, is ruled out, because it violates higherranked FTBIN by having only one mora in the final foot. In the same manner,
(21c) is ruled out by virtue of containing three moras in the final foot. Thus, in
order not to violate FTBIN the number of moras in a line must be even.
However, candidates which insert unnecessary pauses are also ruled out, even if
they do not violate FTBIN. (21d), which has a trimoraic pause, loses to (21a)
because (21d) violates DEP three times, whereas (21a) violates it once. In this
way the notion of bimoraic feet in tandem with the DEP constraint accounts for
the eight-mora template, which is essential to the rhythm of poetry.
Another piece of evidence for bimoraic feet can be indirectly observed in the
behavior of monomoraic PrWds. Recall that a monomoraic pause is inserted
after a monomoraic PrWd. This fact suggests that the monomoraic PrWd is not
prosodically optimal by itself, and must be augmented by the monomoraic pause
in order to satisfy the minimal size of a PrWd, which is a bimoraic foot (22).
(22)

MINIMALWORD[FTI (MINWD): Every PrWd must contain at least two
moras. 10

(22) prevents a monomoraic PrWd from being immediately followed by the next
PrWd. Note that an inserted pause can satisfy (22) in the same manner that it
meets FTBIN. Tableau (23) shows the crucial ranking of the three constraints:
FTBIN/MINWDH DEP.

The input is a 1-6 structure. (23b-c) are ruled out by the MINWD constraint,
because the monomoraic PrWd is immediately followed by the second PrWd.

Compare (23a) with (23d): (23d) loses to (23a) because (23d) violates FTBIN
(and MINWD), even though it has no violation of DEP. Thus, FTBINIMINWD
must be ranked higher than DEP.
Recall, however, that the location of the pause in the structures other than 1-6
is either line-initial or line-final, and this cannot always be accounted for by
these constraints and their ranking, as exemplified in (24).

The input in (24) is a 3-4 structure. FTBIN rules out (24b-c)." Compare (24a)
with (24d-e), however. The constraint ranking in (24) incorrectly predict that
(24d-e) should tie with (24a), because none of them violate FTBIN or MINWD,
and all violate DEP once. In order to solve this problem I argue that colons are
essential in the prosodic structure of poetry; in the next section I show how the
postulation of this level in the prosodic hierarchy accounts for the recalcitrant
facts.
4.3 The colon

As I just demonstrated, the ranking in (24) overgenerates in the sense that it
predicts the forms in (24d-e) to be grammatical, when in reality the only
grammatical output is (24a). In order to solve this problem I propose three
constraints, one on alignment, one on binarity, and one on contiguity. The
constraint on alignment requires that the edges of a PrWd align with the edges of
a colon. Recall that a colon consists of two feet. Thus, the prosodic structure of
(24a) and (24d-e) can be illustrated as in (25a-c), respectively. (Square brackets
indicate colon boundaries.)

First compare (25a) with (25b). The difference between them is that (25a) has
three alignments of PrWd and colon edges, i.e. in all but line-initial position,
whereas in (25b) there is only one alignment, in line-initial position. In order to
account for this observation I propose the set of constraints in (26).

(26)

a.
b.

~IGN(PRWD,
COLON) (ALIGN(P,C)):Every edge of a PrWd
must align with an edge of a colon.
COLONBINAIU'W~FTI
(CLNBIN):Colons must be binary
under prosodic analysis.

(26a) requires that both the left and right edges of a PrWd align with a colon
edge: (25b) has three violations of ALIGN(P,C), while (25a) has one. (26b)
requires that every colon consist of two feet.I2 Thus, it rules out a colon which
does not contain two feet, such as *[(@@I] and *[I@@I@@)@@I].
Let us next compare (25a) with (2%). The difference between these two is
whether there is a line-internal pause or not. The ungrammaticality of (25c)
suggests that line-internal pauses are disfavored. We can account for this
behavior in terms of the independently-motivated CONTIGUITY constraint in
(27).
(27)

C O N T I G U ~(CONTIG):The portion of input standing in
correspondence forms a contiguous string in output (McCarthy and
Prince 1993a).

The ranking of the relevant constraints thus far discussed is shown in (28)
(repeated from (24)). CONTIG is temporarily ranked together with DEP and
ALIGN(P,C).

(28b) is ruled out by FTBIN, and (28c) by CLNBIN. CONTIG rules out (28e) due
to the insertion of the line-internal pause.'3 Finally ALIGN(P,C) rules out (28d)
due to the three alignment violations, and (28a) wins. The same constraint
system accounts for 4-3 structures, in which a line-final pause occurs, as shown
in (29). (29b-c) are ruled out by virtue of violating the constraint(s) on binarity.
(29d) loses due to its three violations of ALIGN(P,C). (29a) wins over (29e),
because (29e) violates CONTIG due to the line-internal pause.

Recall now that both 2-5 and 5-2 structures have a line-final pause. These
structures show that CONTIG must be ranked higher than ALIGN(P,C), as shown
in (30-31).

(30a), which violates ALIGN(P,C) three times, wins over (30b), which violates
the higher-ranked C ONTIG constraint, although it has fewer violations of
ALIGN(P,C). In the same manner, (31a) wins over (3 Ib).
Finally let us return to the 1-6 structure, for which the MINWD constraint is
relevant. (32) shows that MINWD must be ranked higher than CONTIG.

In (32b) the first colon violates CLNBIN by having only one foot, and in (32c)
the initial foot violates FTBIN by having only one mora. (32d-e) are ruled out
because the monomoraic PrWd is immediately followed by the second PrWd
violating MINWD. (32a), in which a pause appears after the monomoraic PrWd,
wins because CONTIG is ranked lower than MINWD.

4.4 The line

Let us next return to the 5-2 and 2-5 structures, which provide evidence for the
line level. Recall that 5-2 and 2-5 structures insert a pause line-finally.
However, notice that 5-2 and 2-5 structures with a line-initial pause are also
predicted to be grammatical by the constraint system introduced thus far. For
example, if a line-initial pause occurs in a 5-2 structure, i.e.
*[lX@1@@1][(@@100(],
the current analysis predicts that it should tie with the
grammatical structure [1@@1@@1][1@010%1]:neither violate the constraints on
binarity and contiguity, and both equally violate DEP and ALIGN(P,C). In order
to generate the correct outcomes I propose another alignment constraint, which
requires that the left edge of a line align with the left edge of a PrWd, as shown
in (33).
(33)

ALIGN(LINE,L,PRWD,L) (ALIGN(L,P)):The left edge of every line
must align with the left edge of a PrWd.

This constraint must be ranked lower than ALIGN(P,C), because otherwise the
initial pause in 3-4 structures could not be accounted for: if ALIGN(L,P) was
ranked higher than ALIGN(P,C), * [ ~ @ @ ~ @ 0 ~ ] [ ~ 0 0would
~ 0 X ~win
] over
.\1[1~@1@@1][(001001], because the former satisfies the alignment of the left
edges of the line and a PrWd, while the latter does not. The final constraint
system is shown in (34).

-

(34)
a.
b.

/@.+ooooO!

FT
BIN BIN
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TIG
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ALIGN
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* : ***
* : ***

ALIGN
(L,P)
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(34a) wins over (34b), because (34a) satisfies ALIGN(L,P). The fact that a
phonological constraint refers to the line provides evidence for this level.
Another piece of evidence for the line can be seen in the interaction between
the sentence boundary and the line boundary. A well-known haiku written by
Kobayashi Issa in (35) illustrates this point.

Line 2 consists of two PrWds, makeruna and Issa, the latter of which belongs
syntactically to the last sentence, i.e. iQsa kokoni ari 'For Issa is here .
7

However, a pause is inserted at the end of line 2, separating the two PrWds iQsa
and kokoni 'here', which belong to the same sentence. This case shows that the
ban on pausal insertion, CONTIG, applies within a line irrespective of sentence
boundaries. Without the prosodic constituent Line, we would be unable to
account for this fact in an insightful manner.
4.5 The stanza
Our final task is to provide evidence for the prosodic constituent stanza. This
evidence comes from the fact that the third line of tankas is more than nine
moras long (see 3.1). The longer silence between the third and the fourth lines
shows that there is a boundary between two stanzas. Interestingly the length of
this extra pause varies not only among the readers, but also among different
tankas recited by a single individual. Thus, I claim that this longer silence is not
a product of phonological constraints. Native speakers of Japanese feel that
there is a major semantic break between the first three lines and the remaining
two lines.I4 This break may add an arbitrary number of silent moras to the line.

5 Conclusion
In this paper I have accounted for the nature of silent moras in traditional
Japanese poetry. Pauses are inserted in a highly constrained manner. The fact
that a line consists of eight moras can be accounted for by constraints enforcing
binarity: a line consists of two colons, a colon consists of two feet, and a foot
consists of two moras. The MINWD constraint accounts for the pause that
appears only after a monomoraic PrWd, and provides evidence that the minimal
word in Japanese is a bimoraic foot. The fact that speakers of Japanese do not
insert a line-internal pause except after a monomoraic PrWd can be accounted
for by CONTIG. ALIGN(P,C) implies that word boundaries optimally coincide
with phonological boundaries, i.e. colons, and DEP prevents audible moras from
being augmented by unnecessary pauses. Finally ALIGN(L,P) suggests that it is
preferable for a line to begin with an overt mom, all else being equal.

Notes
' I am deeply indebted to Bert Vaux and Michael Kenstowicz for their insightful comments, constant
support, and discussion of the issues raised in this paper. I also thank the audience of WECOL 2000
for their questions and comments. All errors are my own.
Moraic elements in Japanese are vowels, the mora-nasal (N), and the mom-obstruent (Q).
I collected data and analyzed lines with five overt moras and lines with seven overt moras;
however, I limit my discussion to lines with seven overt moms in this paper. See Asano (2001) for a
fuller OT analysis of the prosodic structure of Japanese poetry.

'

' In this paper PrWd refers to a minimal phrasal unit such as a noun with a panicle, c.g. mizu-no 'of
water', a verb with its ending, e.g. make-nl-no 'don't lose', and so on.
See 2.4 for their phonological analyses of the location of pauses in more detail.
My experiment shows that (6b-c) arc incorrect; see 3.3.
Their tableau for 1-6 structures has an error (repeated from (32) in Kogure and Miyashita (19981).

'

a.
b.

-

/@+000000/

~IGN(C,W)

*

[I%~ ~ O O ~ l [ ~ O O ~ ~ ~ ]
*!*
[I@OlOOl][lOOlOX
I]

ALIGN(W,F)
*
t+*

Under ALIGN(C,W) (a) has two violations, i.e. neither of the left edges of the colons align with the
left edges of the PrWds, while @) has only one violation, i.e. the left edge of the initial colon aligns
with the left edge of the monomoraic word. Thus, their analysis predicts (b) to be the winning
candidate.
' In order to convert the length in milliseconds to moras I calculated the length of a single mora by
dividing the length of the first 4 overt moms in all poems by 4.
1 calculated the pausal data in terms of the percentage of readers, not in terms of the average length
of each pause. The rhythm of reciting poems varies to a certain extent on an individual basis. This
statement by no means implies that the location and length of the pauses are arbitrary. The data
show instead that in some cases readers have a choice of ways to recite a poem. For example, more
than 70% of the readers inserted a pause after a monomoraic PrWd, while the rest did not.
Calculating the average length of a line-internal pause, therefore, does not reveal much about the
behavior of such pauses, but knowing the tendency of readers does. It is also worth noting that each
individual is consistent in the way helshe recites poems. That is, if one inserts a pause after a
monomoraic PrWd in a poem, hetshe does the same in other poems with a monomoraic PrWd. In
this paper I focus on the location of pauses for which 70%or more readers agree.
The notion that silence can fill positions of timing units is supported by Hayes and MacEachem
(1998) among others: silent beats in English verse are assigned grids in metrical structures, even if
they are not aligned with syllables.
l o I do not employ traditional OT constraints on alignment to account for the behavior of
monomoraic PrWds. Requiring any types of alignment of the edges of a PrWd and a foot incorrectly
predicts, for instance, that a line-internal pause should occur in 5-2 structures, i.e.
*10010@10X1001, in order to maintain the alignment of the edges of the second PrWd and the
final foot. Notice that a line-internal pause occurs only after a monomoraic PrWd to satisfy the
minimal word requirement. Although MINWD involves the bimoraic foot as the minimal size of a
PrWd, it does not indicate any sort of alignment constraints.
I' I argue in 4.3 that (24c) has a fatal violation of CLNBIN, which requires that a colon be bipodic.
I2
CLNBIN in tandem with FTBIN ensures that a line with five overt moms will also consist of eight
11, which satisfies
moras. For example, ungrammatical six-mom outputs such as *[I@@IO@I][I@X
FTBIN and violates ALIGN(P,c) to exactly the same extent as d[l.01@01][10~1% X I], but has
fewer violations of DEP,is ruled out by CLNBIN, because the ungrammatical output does not have
two feet in the second colon.
l 3 See (5a) for Kumashiro's (1968) claim for the rhythm of 3-4 structures, in which CONTIG,
ALIGN(P,C), and DEP are all satisfied, however, it is ruled out due to a violation of a high-ranked
constraint, IDENT[~I,which requires that the length of every output segment be identical with the
corresponding input segment. Kumashiro's structure also violates CLNBIN andlor FTBIN.
l4 Traditionally tankas are considered to consist of two semantic entities. The first three lines are
called kami no ku 'upper lines' and the last two lines are called shimo no ku 'lower lines' (Ichiko
1986).
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A Multiple Spell-out Account of Wannacontraction*
Adolfo Ausin
University of Connecticut

1 Background
Wanna contraction (hereafter, WC) has captured the attention of several linguists in the last thirty years. The facts are the following: In English, want and to
can be contracted into wanna. Unexpectedly, contraction of want and to is not
possible in certain cases as illustrated in (1). The goal of this paper is to show
that under a recent proposal within the minimalist program it is possible to revive the analysis of WC proposed in Bresnan (1971a). More precisely, I claim
that the Multiple Spell-out proposal provides a perfect h e w o r k for (a version
of) Bresnan's approach.
(+Who do you want to visit?)
(1) a. Who do you wanna visit?
b. *Who do you wanna visit you? (+Who do you want to visit you?)
From Bresnan (1971a), attributed to L. Horn
It has been standardly assumed within Generative Grammar (fiom the beginning to the early stages of the Minimalist Program) that syntax communicates to
other components (phonology, semantics) only at one point in the derivation.
The precise point where this happens is different in different models. Thus in the
Aspects model, the semantic component was linked to Deep Structure and the
phonological component was linked to Surface Structure as in (2). Since the
seventies, it has been standard to assume some version of the T-model as in (3).
In both, syntax communicates to the other components only once.
Recently several scholars working within the Minimalist Program have challenged the assumption that the relation between Syntax and other components of
the grammar takes place only at one point in the derivation. In particular,
authors like Chomsky (1999, 2000), Uriagereka (1999), Epstein et al. (1998)
among others, have proposed that the operation of Spell-out can take place several times during the derivation of a given sentence. This has come to be known
as Multiple Spell-out (MSO) Hypothesis, and appears illustrated in (4).

+

(2) Lexicon

(3) DS

Deep Structure-bSemantic
Interpretation

1

(4) Numeration

SS
(or Spell-out)
PF

PF

LF
PF

LF

The MSO proposal is not entirely new. In the early seventies there were attempts to make the relation between Syntax and other components more dynamic. For instance, Jackendoff (1972) proposed that "various parts of semantic
representation [were] related by the semantic component to various levels of
syntactic representation" (p.4). Similarly Lasnik (1972) argued for the possibility of applying the semantic rule that assigns scope to negation after the end of
each syntactic cycle. In both proposals, it is required that the semantic component access the syntactic representation at different points in the derivation. This
is problematic under a T-model and seems to require some version of MSO.
Earlier, Bresnan (1971b) made similar proposals on the phonological side. In
particular, Bresnan (197 1b) proposed that certain stress patterns follow from the
assumption that the "Nuclear Stress Rule is ordered after all the syntactic transformations on each transformational cycle" @. 259). This proposal also requires
that the phonological component be accessed several times during the derivation.
More interestingly for the purposes of this paper, Bresnan (I 971a) proposed
that the best way of characterizing WC was to assume that the rules that generate wanna from want to also apply at the end of each cycle. She offers the derivations in (5) and (6) for (1)a and (l)b, respectively.
(5)

[S Q [s you want [s for you to visit who]]]

0

to visit who .

YOU wanna
who you wanna
do
who do you wanna visit

visit who .
visit 0 .

you want

.

Identical Subject
Deletion
To contraction
Question formation
Other rules

[S' Q [S you want [s for who to visit you]]]
who you want
do
who do you want to visit

to visit you .

.

Question formation
Other rules

The rule of to contraction that Bresnan proposed appears in (7). This rule applies in (5) at the end of the second cycle. Bresnan claims that the rule in (7)
cannot apply in (6), because by the time the structural description of the rule is
met, it is too late. In other words, application of the to contraction rule in (6) at
S-bar cycle (the only point where the structural description of the rule is met)
would violate the principle of the cycle which Bresnan states as in (8).
(7) [ s N P V t o V ...]+[N P[V+to]V ...I (Bresnan(1971a:),p. 1)
(8) There is probably a general condition on the transformational cycle forbidding a cyclic transformation fiom applying on Si to effect a structural
change entirely within Sj if Sidominates Sj. (Bresnan (1971a), fn. 5)
The important feature of Bresnan's analysis is that WC, a morphophonological
process, takes place after the end of each syntactic cycle. This is only possible if
at the end of each cycle the syntactic object is delivered to the phonological
component.
Bresnan's account was overshadowed by a series of analyses of WC that were
based on the assumption that that the illegitimate instances of WC are due to the
presence of some intermediate element that blocks the application of WC. The
precise characterization of the elements that block WC has been the subject of
much discussion. Some scholars proposed that WC is blocked by a Case assigning head (Snyder and Rothstein (1992), BoSkoviC (1997)). Others scholars
have proposed that certain types of XP block WC (Lightfoot (1976), Chomsky
and Lasnik (1977, 1978), Jaeggli (1980), Aoun and Lightfoot (1984)). Finally,
some researchers claim that WC is blocked by any type of XP. (Fukui and Speas
(1 986), Boeckx (2000)). I will briefly review some of these proposals.
BoSkoviC (1997) argues that infinitival complements of want with lexical subjects (as in I want John to leave) are headed by a null case checking C and proposes that this C blocks contraction, as appears illustrated in (9). As for the cases
in which the subject is PRO, BoSkoviC argues that the infinitival complement is
a bare IP without a C. Thus, in cases like (10) WC is not blocked because no C
is present.

rCp

(9) Who do you want
C twho to visit YOU] + *wanna
(1 0) ~ h dooyou want tIPPRO to visit kho]+ dwanna
In the approaches where the intervening element is an XP,the question arises
what type of XP blocks contraction. In (1 l), there is a list of possible elements
that can appear in the subject position of the embedded infinitival. It is also
specified whether they block WC or not.
(1 1)
Type of XP
a. Lexical NP
b. wh-trace

Blocks Contraction?
+ Yes (*I wanna Mary leave)
+ Yes (*Who do you wanna leave the room?)

c.

NP-trace

+ No

d.

PRO

+ No

(John is sposta t leave on Monday
(BoSkoviC (1 997):35)
(I wanna leave the room)

A quite successful approach within the GB fkamework was to assume that only
Case-marked elements block contraction. This was Jaeggli (1980)'s solution.
Finally, some researchers have proposed that any type of element blocks contraction. As for why PRO does not block contraction, there have been at least
two proposals. Fukui and Speas (1986:150-1) proposed that PRO does not block
WC because it remains in Spec,VP, as in (12).
(12)They want

to [vPPRO leave]] + They wanna PRO leave

More recently, Boeckx (2000), adopting Hornstein's (1999) theory of obligatory control and Lasnik's (1999) proposal that A-movement leaves no trace,
provides an elegant account of WC. Boeckx notes that the fact that neither PRO
nor NP-traces block contraction is expected if we assume Hornstein's and Lasnik's proposals. Under Hornstein's analysis, obligatory control structures are
reduced to raising constructions. Thus, the two sentences in (13) and (14) are
derived in the same way. In both cases, at an earlier stage in the derivation, John
appears in the embedded infinitival as in (13)b and (14)b. After raising, we obtain (13)c and (14)c, and under Lasnik's proposal that A-movement does not
leave a trace, we obtain (13)d and (14)d:
(13)a. John expects to win
b. expects [Ip John to win]
c. John expects [IP tJOhto win]
d. John expects 0 to win]

(14)a.
b.
c.
d.

John seems to be happy
seems [Ip John to be happy]
John seems [Ip tJohto be happy]
John seems 0 to be happy]

rIP

The derivations for (1)a and (1)b would be as in (15) and (16). Contraction is
not blocked in (15)' because nothing intervenes between want and to at the end
of the derivation. The presence of who blocks contraction in (16).'
(15) a.
b.
c.
d.

you to visit who
want you to visit who
you want -to visit who
who you want -to visit who

(16) a.
b.
c.
d.

who to visit you
want who to visit you
you want who to visit you
who you want who to visit you

All the proposals based on the presence of an intervening element are subject
to the same criticism: It is not clear why WC, a morpho-phonological process
should be sensitive to the presence of elements that are null fkom a phonological
point of view. For instance, it is not clear why in (16)d the copyltrace of who
should block WC. Since it is phonologically irrelevant (it will not be pro-

nounced in that position) it shouldn't block a morpho-phonological process.
Alternatively, one could ask why WC cannot take place after copiesltraces are
eliminated from the representation.
A similar point can be made using examples like (1 7) and (18). In these exarnples, the intervening element is the copy of a null operator in (17)' and two constituent boundaries in (18). In both cases we are dealing with phonologically
null elements. The approaches based on the presence of an intervening element
would have to claim that in these cases phonologically null elements block WC.
This is not inconceivab~e.~
Nevertheless, I will pursue an approach that does not
rely on the presence of intervening elements, thus making the phonological
content of the intervening element irrelevant, along the lines of Bresnan's original approach.3
(17)a. *The student that I wanna take the test is John
b. The student Opithat I want ti to take the test is John
(1 8)a. *I don't wanna flagellate oneself in public to become standard practice
in this monastery
b. I don't want [[to flagellate oneself in public] to become standard practice in this monastery]
Postal and Pullurn (1982): 124

2 A Multiple Spell-out approach
In this section I will present my proposal. In 2.1 I introduce the different ingredients of my proposal. In 2.2 I show how it works, and in 2.3 I show how the
examples discussed by Postal and Pullum can be accounted for.
2.1 The ingredients
2.1. I Multiple Spell-out
There have been several formulations of the Multiple Spell-out proposal. According to Uriagereka (1999), Kayne's Linear Correspondence Axiom can be
considerably simplified if we assume that adjuncts and specifiers are spelled out
at an early point of the derivation. That is, different parts of the tree might be
sent to the phonological component at different points in the derivation.
In Ausin (2000), I made a proposal regarding Spell-out based on the Chomsky
(2000) idea behind multiple applications of Spell-out. Chomsky conceives MSO
as a way of allowing uninterpretable features to reach PF even though they are
deleted after checking. "Deleted features are literally erased, but only after they
are sent to the phonological component along with the rest of the structure of C - possibly at the phase level" (Chomsky (2000), p. 131). If so, it makes sense to
claim that Spell-out should be linked to the checking of the only uninterpretable
features that are always erased after checking: namely Case features. (Other

types of features that undergo checking such as person, number are interpretable
in some element, therefore they are not completely erased from at least one of
the elements). In Ausin (2000), I argued that adopting such a formulation of
MSO has the interesting consequence of making available a simple explanation
for the locality conditions on A-movement. My goal in this paper is to show that
the proposal that Spell-out is triggered by Case checking also makes available a
natural explanation for the WC facts, which in fact, is a modified, updated version of Bresnan's account. Chomsky (1999,2000), Uriagereka (1999) and Ausin
(2000) for further details.
2.1.2 Infinitival complements of want
Following already mentioned proposals by BoSkoviC (1997) and reference
therein, I assume that there is a crucial difference between the infinitival complements in (19). In (19)a no Case is being checked on the subject position of
the infinitival complement. In (19)b the infinitival complement is headed by a
Case checking head, probably a null counterpart of for, that checks the Case of
the embedded subject In other words, the full representation of the examples in
(19) would be as in (20). An important consequence of this analysis is that the
infinitival complement is going to be spelled out early in (20)b (since there is a
Case checking head) but not in (20)a, since no Case checking is taking place.4

(19)a. They want to leave
b. They want Mary to leave

(20) a.
b.

They want [tThey
to leave]
They want [+Mary to leave]

2.1.3 On the nature of to
Since WC is an optional process, I propose that there are two types of to: one
that triggers WC and one that doesn't. I propose that the to that undergoes contraction is specified in the lexicon as an affix
The to that does not undergo contraction is specified as an independent word ('to'). In other words, I
will assume that the initial elements (or the elements in the numeration) are different for (21)a and (21)b. In (21)a to would be an independent element whereas
in (2 l)b to would be an affix.'

(21)a.
b.

They want to leave
They wanna leave

c {They, pres, want, to, leave)
c {They, pres, want, ~ o + ~ Rleave)
,

2.2 How the proposal works

Consider fust an illegitimate instance of WC like (l)b, repeated here. The (partial) derivational history of (1)b appears in (22). For expository purposes, I am
representing the null C that heads the embedded infinitival and checks Case on
the embedded subject as strikethrough*. Since we are trying to obtain WC, the
infinitival to has to be affixal: "to+A$', Here and in later examples, I include dif-

ferent stages of the derivation in the left column. Square brackets mark Spell-out
points (Case checking points and at the root). In the right column, the different
outcomes of Spell-out appear.
(I)b *Who do you wanna visit you?
(22)
[visit you]
who to+Affvisit you
[ ( h ) who to+Anvisit you]
a.
want ( h ) who to+Aff
visit you
[you want (fix)who to+Affvisit you]
[who you want ( h ) who to+Anvisit you]

+ visit you
+ who to+Afi.
visit you

1

-+ you want who ~ O + A Kvisit you

+ who you want who to+^^ visit you

The crucial point in the derivation in (22) appears in the third line. At that point
the embedded complementizer is inserted and the Case of the embedded subject
is checked, which triggers early application of spell-out sending the whole syntactic object, to included, to the PF component. Since we are trying to obtain
WC, to has to the affixal variant. Therefore, the outcome of spelling out the embedded infinitival includes an affixal version of to but no appropriate host. The
representation then is ruled out as a violation of the morphological requirements
of the affix. In other words, the PF outcome in (22)a violates (a modified version) of the Stranded Affix Filter (Lasnik (1981)), that requires that "a morphologically realized affix must be a dependent of a morphologically realized category at PF."~
A distinctive feature of my analysis is that it does not matter what element
(phonologically null or not) appears in the subject position of the embedded
clause. Consider (23), a partial derivation for (I 7)a.
(1 7)a *The student that I wanna take the test is John
(23)
[take the test] + take the test
Op take the test
take the test
[(for) Op to+^ take the test] + to+Aff
a.
take the test
want (for) Op
I want (for) Op to+^^ take the test
pres I want (for) Op to+Aff
take the test
[I pres want (for) Op to+Afftake the test] + I want to+Antakethe test
As before, the crucial point is the insertion of the embedded complementizer
(the null counterpart offor). Since it is a Case checking point, an early application of spell-out takes place. Again, spelling out the embedded clause is going to
affect to but not want, resulting in a violation of the SAF.
It is important to note that under my account we don't have to stipulate that
WC takes place before traces are eliminated fiom the structure. Deletion of the

1

traces would not rescue the SAF violation in (22)a or (23)a. In other words, even
if toA8attachesto want at the end of the derivations of (22) and (23), that would
not salvage the SAF violation that took place earlier in the derivation. I assume
that the SAF applies at every PF representation that is generated by multiple
applications of spell-out.
Consider now a good instance of WC like (I)a, repeated here. The relevant
parts of its derivation appear in (24).
(1)a Who do you wanna visit?
[visit who]
(24)
you to+Affvisit who
want to+Affyou visit who
[you want to+Affvisit who]
[who you want to+Affvisit who]

+ visit who

+ you wanna visit who
+ who do you wanna visit who

The crucial characteristic of (1)a is that the position of the embedded subject in
the infinitival clause is not a Case checking position. Thus no Spell-out is triggered at that point. The first time want and to are spelled out is when the subject
you is has its nominative Case checked. At this point, WC applies.
In (24), raising to subject does not leave a trace. However, the proposal in this
paper does not rely on this. If a tracelcopy were present, it would be enough to
say that WC is not sensitive to the presence of phonologically null elements. In
this respect, the proposal in this paper follows Bresnan's, since for her, it was
not crucial what type of element appears between want and to. Both Bresnan's
and the present approach to WC share the idea that the best way of explaining
the WC facts is in terms of earlier stages of the derivation (cycles for Bresnan,
PF outcomes for me). In both proposals, illicit instances of WC like the one in
(1)b are ruled out because the WC rule applies too late. For Bresnan, it applies
too late to follow the principle of the cycle. Under the proposal of this paper, it
applies too late to salvage a derivation that has already been ruled out as a violation of the SAF.
If the present proposal (or Bresnan's) is right, then we have an argument for
the derivational approach to syntax, because the grammatical status of a sentence depends on the properties of an early stage of the derivation.
2.3 Postal and Pullum type of exa m ples

As already mentioned, Postal and Pullum (1982) (hereafter, P&P) noted many
examples that were problematic for the a proaches based on the assumption that
WC is blocked by intervening elements. In this section I show that the type of
examples that P&P discuss can be accounted for within the MSO framework
that I am adopting.

!'

Consider (25), which shows that Heavy NP shift of the subject of the infinitival
does not feed WC. This is expected if, as argued in this paper, the infinitival
complements of want with lexical subjects are introduced by a null counterpart
of for that checks Case and triggers early application of spell-out. If so, the infinitival complement in (25) is spelled out early, and therefore, a violation of the
SAF obtains if an affixal to is present. In other words, (25) is ungrammatical
because at an early stage of the derivation the infinitival complement is going to
be sent to PF. That stage appears in (26). Since (26) contains an affix but no
appropriate host, the sentence is ruled out as a SAF violation.
(25)*I wanna present themselves in my office [all those students whose grade
for Grammar 103 was lower than A+]
(P&P:13 1)
(Compare to: I want to present themselves in my office all those students
whose grade for Grammar 103 was lower than A+ )
(26) [cpfeF[all those students (...)I to+Aflpresent themselves in my office]
The examples in (27)-(31) fiom P&P show that WC is not possible when the to
undergoing contraction appears in a non-complement position. To appears
within a subject (specifier) in (27), an extraposed sentence (adjunct) in (28), a
purpose clause (adjunct) (29), a parenthetical (adjunct) in (30), and a first conjunct (specifier) in (3 1).
(27)a. *I don't wanna flagellate oneself in public to become standard practice
in this monastery
b. I don't want [to flagellate oneself in public] to become standard practice in this monastery
(P&P:124)
(28) a. It seems like to want [to regret that one does not have]
b. *It seems like to wanna regret that one does not have
(P&P:125)
(c. [To regret that one does not have] seems like to want)
(29) a. One must want (in order) to become an effective overconsumer
b. *One must wanna become an effective overconsumer
(P&P:126)
(30)a. I want, to be precise, a yellow four door De Ville convertible
b. *I wanna, be precise, a yellow four door De Ville convertible (P&P:131)
(3 l)a. *I wanna dance and to sing
(P&P:126)
b. Ii want [Ip fi to+Affdance] and [Ip fi to sing]'
The unavailability of WC in (27)-(31) follows if we assume with Uriagereka
(1 999), that adjuncts and complex specifiers are spelled out early. Consider (27).
In order to obtain WC, affixal to needs to be chosen. Since [toflagellate oneself
in public] is a (complex) specifier, it will be spelled out before it is merged with
the rest of the structure. At that point of spell-out, there will be a violation of the
SAF because there will be no appropriate host for the affixal to.9
Finally, consider the ungrammaticality of (32)a.

(32)a. *I don't need or wanna hear about it
b. I don't [vp need
]-wf

(fiom P&P p.126)
or [vpwant [lPtl to hear about it]]

If we assume that the structural analysis of (32)a is (32)b, then the impossibility of WC would follow 6om the present proposal that there are two types of to:
an affixal and a full form. The to in the first conjunct in (32)b would be a full to
(since it does not trigger contraction), whereas the to in the second conjunct
would be an affix, since it triggers contraction. If so, the explanation for the ungrammaticality of (32)a is straightforward: there is a violation of the principle of
recoverability of deletion, since the to that is being deleted is different from the
to in the second conj~nct.'~~"

3 Conclusion
In this paper I have provided evidence for the multiple Spell-out proposal by
showing that under that proposal a very natural account of wanna-contraction is
possible. The account is clearly reminiscent of Bresnan's proposal 6om 30 years
ago. If the facts and arguments presented in this paper are correct, it would be
the case that a recent proposal receives fiuther evidence fiom an old analysis.
This paper also provides support to the derivational approaches to syntax that
assume that intermediate stages of the derivation of a given sentence are crucial
for the characterization of certain grammatical phenomena.

Notes
*

This paper has benefited from conversations with a number of people. I am in particular thankful
to Cedric Boeckx, h l j k o BoSkoviC, Howard Lasnik and Nowin Richards (who also was kind
enough to send me his manuscript where he proposes an approach to wanna contraction that shares
many features with the one in this paper).
For expository purposes, I will use the copy theory of movement.
But see BoSkoviC (1997) for arguments against traces blocking contraction.
Postal and Pullum (1982) proposed an account that did not rely on the existence of traces or any
intervening element, which is briefly summarized in (i):
(i) A contracted trigger V can have a contracted form with infinitival to only i t
a. to is the main verb of the initial direct object complement of the matrix clause whose
main verb is V;
b. the fmal subject of the complement is identical to the final subject of the matrix.
Although I agree with Postal and Pullum (1982) that there are no counterexamples to the descriptive
generalization in (i), what I will try to do in the next section is to derive that generalization from
independently motivated assumptions, following the insights of Bresnan's original analysis.
For expository purposes, I assume the raising analysis of control (Hornstein (1999)). Nevertheless,
it seems to me that the proposal in this paper could also be restated under the Null Case approach to

'

'

PRO, provided that it is assumed that checking Null Case does not trigger early application of Spellout. This seems reasonable, since Null Case never has any phonetic realization.
The situation would be similar to what we find with not vs. n 7, or the difference between pronominal and fill clitics in Romance languages.
The original formulation of the Stranded Affix Filter cannot be stated within the Minimalist program since it makes cmcial reference to Surface Structure.
(i) Stranded Aflix Filter: A morphologically realized affix must be a syntactic dependent of a
morphologically realized category, at surface structure. (Lasnik (1981))
Some of the examples from P&P are slightly degraded for some speakers. For the purposes of this
paper, I assume that the judgements that P&P report are essentially correct.
There is an alternative structural description of (31)a based on gapping as in (i). If (i) is a possible
structure for (31)a, then the account suggested in the text would not be available, since to would be
spelled out at the same time as want, and no SAF violation would occur.
(i) I [want to+mdance] and [went to sing]
A different way of ruling out (31)a (under either the structural analysis of (32)b or (i)) would be to
say that the same type of to must be present in both conjuncts. Further confirmation for this proposal
is left for future research.
The example in (i), also from P&P, is more problematic. In (i) to does not appear within an specifier, so early application of spell-out would not result in an SAF violation. According to the present
proposal, the first spell-out cycle that affects to appears in (ii). At that point, there seems to be an
appropriate host for to, namely, want.
(i) a. I don't want anyone [who continues to want] to stop wanting
b. *I don't want anyone [who continues to wanlna stop wanting (P&P:J25)
(ii) [CP for [IP anyone [who continues to want] to+Aff stop wanting]]
The ungrammaticality of (i) can easily be accounted for if we follow Richards (2000) and assume
that WC is possible only when both want and to belong to the same spell-out cycle. Adapting Richards's proposal to the assumptions made in Ausln (2000) and adopted in this paper, it could be
said that WC is possible only when want and to are spelled-out at the same time for the first time.
Thus, WC would not be possible in (i) because want and to are not spelled-out in the same phase(s):
who continues to want is spelled out independently of to. Note that if Richards' approach is on the
right track it is not clear that we need to maintain the existence of two different types of to. The
impossibility of having WC in certain cases (which I attributed to a violation of the SAF) would then
be attributed to the fact that want and to are not spelled out in the same cycle (or phase).
Aeljko BoSkoviC suggests an alternative way of ruling out (i) and some of the examples in (27)(3 1). He suggests that in these examples WC might be blocked by the presence of an intonationalphrase boundary. Further exploration of this idea is left for further research.
'O It is not clear to me how Richards' proposal mentioned in the previous footnote could handle the
ungrammaticality of (32)a, since it seems that want and to are spelled out in the same cycle.
" If an Across-the-board right dislocation analysis were to be assigned to (32)a, the impossibility of
WC would also be expected, since the extraposed infinitival complement would be an adjunct and
therefore would be spelled out early, under Uriagereka's proposal. Again, early application of spellout would trigger an SAF violation.

'

'
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T-to-C: Extractable Subjects and
EPP in Turkish
Gulsat Aygen
Harvard University

1. Turkish Facts: Extractable Subjects [I]
Majority of embedded subjects in Turkish are extractable contrary to
expectations. Note that Turkish subordinate clauses are regularly (argued
to be) non-finite yet a few verbs select finite clauses as complements and
the very same verbs select ECM constructions. In the terms I use to
distinguish various types of subordinate clauses, 'Finiteness' refers to the
availability of any morpheme of the tense paradigm on the predicate of
the clause. Data below illustrates interesting observations concerning the
subject/object asymmetry. (1&2) illustrates L(ong) D(istance)
S(cramb1ing) in constructions with non-finite embedded clauses, which
are CPs, yet they do not allow a full tense paradigm and their subjects
appear with overt genitive case morphology [2]:
(1) Ercan-ini Hasan [ti kek-I
subject

acele

ye-dig -i] ni

-gen
cake-acc in a hurry eat-DIK-agr-acc [3]
soyle-di.
tell-past
'Hasan told that Ercan ate the cake in a hurry'
S
Si
[ti
0
VI
v
(2) Kek-Ii Hasan [Ercan-in ti acele
ye-dig -i] ni
object
-gen in a hurry eat-DIK-agr-acc
cake-acc
soyle-di.
tell-past

'Hasan told that Ercan ate the cake in a hurry'
Oi
S
[S
ti
VI
V
These non-finite constructions do not exhibit the predicted
subjectlobject asymmetry, whereas finite ones do exhibit it as may be
observed below:
(3)*Ercani Hasan [ti kek-i
ye-di] san-iyor.
*subject
cake-acc eat-past think-prog
'Ercan thinks Hasan ate the cake'
*in the intended reading
4as matrix subject

(4) Kek-ii

Hasan [Ercan ti ye-di] san-iyor.
obj
cake-acc
eat-past think-prog
'Hasan thinks Ercan ate the cake'
Oi
S
[S
ti
Vl
V

If we argue that it is the finiteness of the clause that makes it a
blocking category, we cannot account for the observation on ECM
constructions in Turkish below, which are finite, yet pattern like nonfinite embedded clauses in terms of allowing subject to be extracted.
Compare (5) and (6) in terms of finiteness:
san-iyor.
(5) Ahmet [ben-I git-ti(-m)]
I-acc go-past-(agr) think-prog
'Ahmet thinks that I went'

ECM

(6) Ahmet [ ben git-ti-m]

Finite

san-iyor.

I go-past-agr think-prog
'Ahmet thinks that I went'
It is important to note two peculiarities of ECM in Turkish:
(i)
(ii)

ECM predicates exhibit a full paradigm of tense morphology
just like their finite counterparts;
subject agreement morphology is optional on ECM predicates.

The former forces us to group ECM under finite constructions , yet,
the latter implies some sort of "deficiencyllack of a feature" on Tland or
C.
(7&8) below illustrate the observation that ECM constructions do not
exhibit subjectlobject asymmetry in the expected way: it allows subject
extraction yet not object extraction!
(7)Ben-ii Ahmet [ti kek-i
ye-di(m)]
san-iyor.
I-acc
cake-acc eat-past-lsg think-prog
'Ahmet thinks I ate the cake'
(8)*Kek-ii Ahmet [ben-I ti ye-di(m)]
san-iyor.
cake-acc
I-acc eat-past-(lsg) think-prog.

The question that the grammaticality of (7) raises is the location of the
lower subject to make sure it launches from inside the lower clause. The
answer to this question is, yes, it launches from the lower clause as the
adverb test in (9) indicates:

(9) Ahmet [Hasan-i
her zaman icki
ic-iyor ]
-acc always
(alcoholic)drink drink-prog
san-iyor.
think-prog
'Ahmet thinks that Hasan always drinks'
The adverb has scope in the lower clause and takes the ECM subject
under its clause.
The questions the observations on data raise are:
QI: Why is subjectlobject asymmetry not observed in extraction out
of non-finite embedded clauses and it is observed in extraction out of
finite embedded clauses?
Q2: If finiteness is the phenomenon, how come finite ECM
constructions allow extraction of the subject and exhibit the contrast in
the opposite direction ?
(10) summarizes the observations:

(10) (i)NF clauses (-diW-ecek): sbj
(ii)F clauses
:
* sbj
(iii)ECM
:
sbj

*

obj ;sbj+gen; obj+acc.
obj ; sbj+nom obj+acc.
obj; sbj+acc; obj+acc.

2. Analysis of the Turkish Data in Terms of T-to-C and

EPP
In this section, I will give an analysis for the lack of subjectlobject
asymmetry in non-finite clauses based on Miyagawa (2001) as an answer
to Q1 above. Miyagawa (2001) argues that scrambling is an EPP driven
movement and T-to-C allows subject and object to be equidistant in
terms of meeting the EPP requirement on T. I present some of the
arguments for V raising in Turkish and discuss the nature of movement
in long distance and clause internal scrambling to attest the predictions of
Miyagawa (2001).

2.1. V-to-T-to-C in Turkish
Major arguments supporting V-to-T-to-C in Turkish are based on
availability of post-verbal scrambling as an adjunction to CP, licensing of
subject NPIs by negation on the verb in both main and subordinate
contexts (Kural 1993) [4]. Following is Kural's data on NPIs supporting
the V-to-T-to-C in Turkish:
Consider the structures below where post-verbal scrambling is
allowed in a root clause (11) and but not in a non-finite embedded clause
(12):
(1 1)Ahmet

t git-ti
okul-ai
go-past school-dat
'Ahmet went to school'

(12) *Hasan [ [Ahmet-in ti git-tig-i]ni
okul-a 1 duy-du
-gen go-DIK-agr-acc school-dat hear-past
'Hasan heard that Ahmet went to school'
Considering that postverbal constituents are CP-adjoined in Turkish,
Kural(1993, 1997) argues that only if the verb is at the highest head
would force post-posed elements to adjoin the highest projection [ 5 ] .
Theoretically, this argument could as well support the opposite claim:
that the availability of post-verbal scrambling is an indication of the lack
of T-to-C. V-to-T-to-C derives a structure where post-verbal scrambling
of the internal arguments of the verb would result in "adjunction to their
own maximal projection" since the CP they adjoin is in fact has complex

head including their own head. Consequently, adjunction of a phrase to
its own maximal projection renders such structures ungrammatical.
Availability of post-verbal scrambling, therefore, might as well indicate
lack of T-to-C in root clauses and finite embedded structures.
Secondly, Kural argues that T-to-C is a regular process and the
ungrammaticality of adjunction to the embedded non-finite CP in (12) is
accounted for by the general prohibition against adjunction to arguments
(Chomsky 1986).This would also account for the grammaticality of
(13&14) which indicate that finite clauses allow post-verbal scrambling:
(13) Ahmet [ t i tj ye-di ] Hasah elma-yij san-di
apple-acc think-past
eat-past
'Ahmet thought Hasan ate the apple'

(14) Ahmet [t i tj ye-di] elma-yij Hasah
eat-past apple-acc
'Ahmet thought Hasan ate the apple'

san-di
think-past-agr

Along the lines of Kural's analysis, data in (11-14) would imply that
finite clauses must be adjuncts, whereas NF ones are complements and
the contrast is expected. If so, we would expect both ECM and finite
embedded clauses to be adjuncts rather than complements, which is not
the case as will be discussed below. ECM pattern with non-finite
embedded clauses in terms of postverbal scrambling and cannot be
complements under Kural's analysis, which is refuted by the casedependency of ECM subjects.
Note that the verbs that select finite clauses also select ECM
complements. Consider the grammaticality of (13&14) above with a
finite embedded clause and those of the ones with ECM (158~16).ECM
complements which are finite in Turkish behave like non-finite
embedded clauses in not allowing postverbal adjunction to CP:
(15) *Ahmet [t

tj ye-di]

Hasan-ii elma-yij san-di
eat-past
apple-acc think-past
intended reading: 'Ahmet thought that Hasan ate the apple'

elma-yij
(16) *Ahmet [t i tj ye-di]
eat-past-agr apple -acc

Hasan-ii san-di
-acc think-past-

If Kural's analysis is correct, we would expect post-verbal scrambling
in ECM constructions to be grammatical since, being finite, they must be
adjuncts as well. However, the data does not attest Kural's analysis.
Another argument given in favour of the V-to-T-to-C in Turkish
(Kural 1993) is subject NPIs being licensed by negation on the verb in
both main and subordinate contexts. Consider (17a&b) and (18a&b)
below:
(17)a. Kimse
gel-me-di
noone come-neg-past
'Noone came'
b.*Kimse
gel-di
noone-nom come-past-agr
(18)a. *Hasan [ kimse-nin gel-dig-i]ni
san-iyor
noone-gen come-DIK-agr-acc think-prog
'Hasan thinks noone came'
b. Hasan [ kimse-nin gel-me-dig-i]ni
san-iyor
noone-gen come-neg-DIK-agr-acc think-prog
'Hasan thinks noone came'
The NPI kimse 'noone' in (17b) and (18a) is argued to be licensed by
negation on verb at C where it c-commands the subject (at Spec TP)
(Kural 1993). (17&18), however, only shows that the NPI kimsehoone
needs negation, It does not show that it must be c-commanded by the
negative morpheme at C, i.e.that V+T is at C.
To conclude: Based on the discussion and evidence above, I propose
the opposite analysis: post-verbal scrambling is allowed in constructions
where there is no T-to-C; in root clauses and finite embedded clauses V
is at T not at C.

Miyagawa (2001) predicts subjects to be at Spec TP in SOV order
sentences and at objects to be at Spec TP in OSV, considering that CIS
is an EPP driven movement. In order to test the position of the first
argument in Turkish CIS, we can make use of manner adverbs that mark
the TPNP border:
(19) a. Ercan [Hasan-in cabucak kek-i ye-dig-i]ni
soyle-di.
-gen quickly cake-acc eat-DIK-agr-acc tell-past
'Ercan told that Hasan ate the cake quickly'
............... [S
Adv
0
V ]..........

b.* Ercan [cabucak Hasan-in kek-i
ye-dig-i]ni
soyle-di
-gen cake-acc eat-DIK-agr-acc tell-past
quickly
........... ...[Adv S
0
V ]..........
(20)a. Ercan [kek-I
cabucak Hasan-in ye-dig-i]ni
soyle-di
-gen eat-DIK-agr-acc tell-past
cake-acc quickly
'Ercan told that Hasan ate the cake quickly'
..............[O
Adv
S
V].........
b.*Ercan [cabucak kek-i Hasan-in ye-dig-i]ni
soyle-di.
Quickly cake-acc
-gen eat-DIK-agr-acc tell-past
* ..........[Adv
0
S
V] ..........
The adverb test above indicates that the first argument needs to be at
Spec TP in Turkish. The following structure where both arguments are
above the manner adverb implies that either the object is in an A'
position or there are two A positions above the adverb:
soyle-di.
(21) Ercan [kek-I Hasan-in cabucak ye-dig-i]ni
Case-acc -gen quickly eat-DIK-agrlacc tell-past
'Ercan told that Hasan ate the cake quickly'
Where is the object in [OSV] and [OS ADV V] ? At an A or A'
position?

23. Nature of Movement in Scrambling
The position of the object can be determined by testing the nature of the
movement in CIS. The Condition-C test below indicates that there is no
reconstruction and the structure is grammatical; hence (22) is an instance
of local A-movement. Object is in an A position in [OSV].
(22) Hasan [[Ayse-niq kek-iJjni oi-nun tj ye-dig-i]ni
san-di.
-gen cake-acc she-gen eat-DIK-agr-acc think-past
'Hasan thought that Ayse's cake, she ate' mimicking the Turkish
data.
---..[ [O]
S
v
I......
(22') Hasan [[Ayse-niq kek-iIjni oi-nun tj cabucak ye-dig-i]ni
-gen cake-acc she-gen quickly eat-DIK-agr-acc
san-di.
think-past
'Hasan thought that Ayse's cake, she ate quickly' mimicking the
Turkish data.

.....[ [O]

S

Adv

V

I.....

(22') shows that object is in an A position in the [0S ADV V] too. In
(21) then, both the object and the subject are at A positions above the
adverb. Considering that it is a contrastive focus construction, we can argue
that the adverb must have undergone focus shift to the preverbal focus
position.
As for the nature of movement in LDS, Cond-C test in (23) shows that
LDS takes place in two steps: A+A' movement.
(23) [Ayse-nini kek-iIjni
Hasan [tj %-nun tj ye-dig-i]ni san-di.
-gen cake-pos-acc
she-gen eat-DIK-agr-acc
think-past
'Ayse's cake, Hasan thought that she ate'
Reconstruction to the intermediary position , which is an A position
renders the structure grammatical. Consider the contrast in the
grammaticalty judgements of (22) vs. (24). which indicates that (24) is an
instance of long distance A' scrambling:
(24)* [Ayse-niq kek-iIjni
Q [ tj Hasan-in tj ye-dig-ilni] san-di.
-gen cake-poslacc she
-gen eat-DIK-agr-acc
think-past

3. T-to-C and EPP analysis
Miyagawa (2001) argues that there is a V-to-T movement in Japanese which
allows both subject and object to be equidistant from T and that EPP is on T.
Consequently, both SOV and OSV word orders result from a single
obligatory movement triggered by the EPP. The option to move the object in
[OSV] into Spec TP to meet the EPP requirement is made possible by V
raising to T. I would like to discuss two predictions this analysis makes in
Turkish:

(i)

Adjuncts cannot satisfy the EPP.

Consider the structure in (25) below where an adjunct in the sentence
initial position renders the structure ungrammatical:

(25) *Hasan [[Aysei-nin ev-iJjnde
oi-nun tj dans et-tig-ilni
-gen house-pos-loc she-gen dance do-DIK-agr-acc
san-di.
think-past
Hasan thought that at Ayse's house she danced'
The Cond-C violation in (25) indicates that adjunct movement is not
an EPP driven movement; it is an instance of A' movement. Note that the
contrast between (22) and (25) is crucial. In (22), the scrambled
constituent is is an argument, in (25) it is an adjunct.
[Adjunct Adv S 0 V] order should be ungrammatical in
Turkish since Adjuncts cannot meet the EPP requirement at
Spec TP.

(ii)

This prediction is attested in the Turkish data in (26) below:
(26)a. *Ercan [[Nafe-nin ev-ilnde
cabucak Hasan-in kek-i
ye-dig-i]ni
soyle-di.
-gen house-pos-loc quickly
-gen cake-acc
eat-DIK-agr-acc tell-past
intended meaning:'Ercan told that Hasan ate the cake quickly at
Nafe's house'
........*[ Adjunct Adv
S
0
V] ...............

b.

Ercan [[Nafe-nin ev-ilnde
kek-i cabucak Hasan-in yedig-i]ni
soyle-di
-gen housepos-loc cake-acc quickly
-gen
eat-DIK-agr-acc tell-past
'Ercan told that Hasan ate the cake quickly at Nafe's house'
...........[Adjucnt
0
Adv
S
V
] ........
The contrast in (26a&b) and (22&23) indicate that only arguments
can satisfy EPP and arguments occur at SpecTP, whereas adjuncts
cannot.

3. Analysis for Subject-Object Asymmetry in Finite
Embedded Clauses
Since we have already argued that there is no T-to-C in finite clause, we
expect to observe a subjectlobject asymmetry in these clauses which
indeed is the case. We have already disregarded the finiteness parameter
by observing subject extraction out of finite ECM constructions. Except
for finiteness, non-finite and finite embedded clauses differ in one more
aspect: subjects of finite embedded clauses are in the nominative case
whereas subjects of non-finite clauses are in the genitive. Since Chomsky
(1973) proposed Tensed S Condition and NIC (1980), the significance of
nominative subject has been studied. A recent proposal by Pesetsky and
Torrego (2000) is relevant on the issue. P&T suggest that nominative
case feature is in fact Tense and occurs as an uninterpretable Tense
feature (uT) on nominative DPs and functional heads T and C. Under the
Chomsky (1999) framework, uninterpretable features need to be deleted
by a PROBEIAGREE orland MOVE operation before the phase closes
off or the derivation crashes at LF. P&T argue that the uT on C can be
deleted either by head movement of T to C or by the phrasal movement
of nominative DP (subject) to Spec CP.
P&T (2000:29) argue that the Aux inversion asymmetry observed
(27&28) corresponds to the T-to-C accompanied by an object whmovement (27) and lack of T-to-C when subject wh-movement satisfies
uT on C:

(27) What did John buy?
(28) Who bought a car?
What differs in finite clauses is that since there is no T-to-C
movement to delete the uT on C, the nominative subject has to serve this
function and delete its uT at Spec TP. Once it does so, it is inactive for
further extra-clausal operations, whereas, the non-nominative object is
still active for further movement (specifically A' movement to the higher
clause). This account poses various options for the location of the subject
and the object in finite embedded clauses since both SOV and OSV
orders are possible in Turkish.
Our analysis predicts that in OSV order subject is frozen in situ and
deletes its uT via AGREE with T and object moves to Spec TP to satisfy
EPP and thus is allowed to move further. Consider the following data
where a scopal element ancaklonly , which has a strictly local scope takes
the subject under its scope:

(29) Bu soru-nu
ancak Ayse coz-er.
This problem-acc only
solve-aor
'Only Ayse can solve this problem'
A theory internal evidence is a parallel issue in ECM constructions
where the accusative marked internal argument of the lower verb is in
situ and inactive for even clause internal movement.

4. The ECM puzzle
In the sections above, it has been argued that A scrambling within
embedded contexts and the absence and presence of a subject/ object
asymmetry in Turkish can be accounted by the theory posited by
Miyagawa (2001) and the uT analysis of Pesetsky&Torrego (2001). Under
this analysis, scrambling is not an optional operation but an obligatory
feature driven process. The asymmetry between subject and object is not
dependent on the finiteness of the clause per se but to the presence or lack
of uT on C. Non-finite embedded clauses are headed by a -uT C whereas
finite ones are headed by a +uT head.
The ECM puzzle where the subject and object asymmetry is observed in
the opposite direction may be accounted for along with the EPP analysis in
terms of subject extractability and parallel with subject-object asymmetry
in finite clauses in terms of unavailability of object extractability.
Remember that ECM constructions are tensedlfinite yet they lack uT as
apparent from the lack of a nominative subject, and optionally, they also
lack phi features like agreement since there is an optionality (or dialectal
variation) in the usage of the agreement morphology. Considering that
lack of tense has been posited as an argument in favour of a CP-deletion
analysis for English ECM, I analyze ECMs in Turkish as XPs since there
is no motivation to delete CP in tensed Turkish ECMs.
If CPs how come they are selected by +acc verbs unlike other tensed
CPs? Not the name of but the features on the head are important. In fact, in
the long run I will propose a neutral head which is defined by its feature;
such an approach would eliminate the discussion over the nature of
subordinate clauses. In any case, the head of ECM XPs lacks uT and
agreement features. T-to-C and EPP analysis presented for other
subordinate clauses applies to ECM subjects, too; hence their
extractability.
Note that the second half of the ECM puzzle, which is the unavailability
of extracting/scrambling the ECM objects, patterns with the behaviour of
nominative subject of finite clauses. An account in line with the uT feature
of P&T (2001) in some respect, for the presence of subject/object
asymmetry in finite embedded clauses applies to presence of the

asymmetry in ECMs. Remember that nominative subject in finite
embedded clauses ( +uT CPs) is inactive for further operations once its uT
is deleted and therefore cannot undergo LDS. Nominative case feature,
that is uT is the crucial feature on the head of these phrases, and the
argument that bears the same feature is inactive once it is deleted (either
by T-to-C or by AGREE with T; in Turkish, the latter would apply).
Similarly, in ECM type constructions, the only structural case assigned
and checkedtdeleted within the clause is the accusative case on the internal
argument; the head v of the construction (within the PHASE) bears a
feature referring to another structural case, namely Accusative. The
argument which bears the feature on the head of its phase and deletes it
within the clause (by AGREE with v) is inactive for further syntactic
operations, unless motivated by an A' feature (focus-right dislocation such
as " Ahmet Ercan'I yedi keki sandi1Ahmet thought Ercan ate the cake (in
the English word order-SVO)" hence the unextractability of the accusative
object.
It might as well be the case that uT is the structural case (nominative)
on C whereas a parallel feature on v is what de-activates the accusative
object in ECMs; this parallelism would be supported by further research if
we have evidence that ECMs are in fact smaller structures than CPs with
deficient Ts that lack uT and phi features. It is very likely that the only
phase within ECM is at v .This possible account is worth pursuing since
the parallel nature of v and C has been suggested in terms of bearing an
EPP feature and being phases (Chomsky 1999) [ 6 ] .

5. On the Condition on LDS (Karimi 1999)
The observations on the presence or absence of subjectlobject asymmetry
in Turkish scrambling seems to be accountable by Karimi's condition on
LDS; however, I will argue that although her account predicts that of the
two elements bearing the same feature in terms of grammatical function
only the higher of the two may scramble, this prediction is not attested in
terms of grammaticalfunction in Turkish. Constituents can scramble over
elements with the same grammatical function (subject of non-finite
clauses) and elements with different grammatical function may -seem toblock scrambling (subject of ECM superficially blocks object of ECM) in
Twkish. I will argue that restating her condition on LDS by its relevance
to case rather than grammatical function resolves the two contradictory
Turkish data but such a re-statement of the Condition on LDS, in fact,
supports the analysis presented in this paper.
Karimi (1999) argues that, although scrambling is not subject to
M(inimal)L(ink)C(ondition) of Chomsky (1995) -as has been discussed in
Saito and Fukumi 1998- it becomes relevant when there is more than one

element bearing the same feature and competing for the same landing site.
She proposes a condition on LDS (given in (30)). She suggests a discourse
feature D on C that triggers LDS; D on C is sensitive to certain properties
of YP in that if there is an XP identical in grammatical function to YP in a
position closer to C, it blocks the movement of YP
(30) Condition on LDS (Karimi 1999)
LDS is blocked if
*mia XPa
[
ti
1
where a represents a specific grammatical function.
The condition on LDS predicts a subjectlobject asymmetry in nonfinite clauses in Turkish since (30) would rule out scrambling of a lower
subject over a higher subject yet such a movement is perfectly grammatical
in Turkish. Furthermore, this condition does not account for the
unextractability of ECM objects since there is no XP with the same
grammatical function (that of object) intervening; yet , there is an XP, the
lower subject which case marked accusative just like the ECM object.
Considering the Condition on LDS in terms of Case rather than
grammatical function would describe the puzzle [7]If a condition where
case is relevant rather than grammatical function per se is employed, the
presence of subject-object asymmetry in finite embedded clauses and lack
of it in non-finite clauses is also accountable since the higher subject is
nominative in the data and the lower subject is in the Genitive case in the
non-finite clauses and accusative in the ECMs whereas it is nominative in
finite embedded clause. The genitive subject carries the same grammatical
function as the higher subject yet differs in case and does not violate the
Condition on LDS rephrased in terms of case. Consider the cases of
scrambling out of deeply embedded constructions below:

(31) Ahmet [Mehmet-in [Nafe-nin kek-i
ye-dig-i]ni
-gen
-gen cake-acc eat-DIK-agr-acc
bil-dig-i]ni
tell-past
know-DIK-agr-acc soyle-di.
'Ahmet told that Mehmet knows that Nafe ate the cake'
(32)*Ahmet [Nafe-niq Mehmet-in [ti kek-I ye-dig-i]ni
-gen
-gen cake-acc eat-DIK-agr-acc
bil-dig-i]ni
soyle-di.
know-DIK-agr-acc tell-past

Although there is no subject/object asymmetry in non-finite clauses in
Turkish, the ungrammaticality of (32) appears to conform to the
rephrased version of Karimi's condition on LDS by banning subject
scrambling over another subject. However, the ungrammaticality of (32)
might as well be due to a processing problem rather than a syntactic one.
Moreover, claiming that case rather than grammatical finction is
relevant for Condition on LDS to account for the Turkish data supports
the analysis presented in this paper. The "restated version of the
Condition on LSD, that is the claim that scrambling over a constituent
with the same case is forbidden is simply a description of the facts. This
description is more properly explained theory internally in terms of
Pesetsky &Torrego's (2001) inactive nominative DP in finite embedded
clauses and the inactive accusative DP in ECM is case is some tense
feature on DPs. [8]Therefore, Karimi's condition does not necessarily
undermine the EPP analysis and the account for DPs inactive for clause
external operations presented in this paper. Our analysis accounts for
both local A-scrambling and presence or absence of subjectfobject
asymmetry in subordinate clauses in Turkish. It predicts the peculiar
behavior of ECM objects as well as structures Karimi accounts for by her
Condition on LDS.

6. Conclusion
I have given a unified account for the nature of movement in Turkish
scrambling and the subjectfobjectladjunct symmetry.
Scrambling is a feature driven obligatory process EPP
(i)
driven in instances of A-movement and Focus driven in
instances of A'-movement;
(ii)

accounts for argumenUadjunctasymmetry observed subordinate contexts;

accounts for the absence of subjectfobject asymmetry in
non-finite subordinate clauses;
the DP which bears the same feature with the highest head
(iv)
within the phase is inactive for extraclausal syntactic
processes;
(v)
the unextractability of nominative subject in finite
embedded clauses and the unextractability of accusative
object of ECM constructions are accounted for by (iv).
The analysis presented in this paper poses further questions: why is
accusative object not inactive in non-ECM constructions? They are active
in terms of Focus/Topic movement (A') since they can A-move to satisfy
EPP before A' move. It follows that ECM v is also deficient in that its
internal argument cannot satisfy EPP; hence cannot move further as well.
(iii)

7. Endnotes
[ I ] 1 would like to thank Shigeru Miyagawa, Nowin Richards. David Pesetsky and Lynn
Nichols for their valuable comments and the audience at WECOL2000.
[2] Kural (1993) regards the so called non-finite subordinate clauses as finite as well. This
in fact would make the question whether "finiteness" is the parameter that "blocks"
extraction more valid: For further discussion see Tosun 1999a.
[3] The -DIK suffix is analyzed as Dl-K by Kural (1993) where he assumes -K to be a
Complementizer in subordinate predicates in Turkish. For a discussion of his arguments see
Tosun 1999. This issue is irrelevant to the discussion of T-to-C here since the verbal
complex bearing the-K moves to C.
[4] Non-finite refers to the unavailability or lack of Nominative subject, or uT on C in the
sense given in Torrego and Pesetsky (2000) and to the lack of a full Tense paradigm in
these structures.
[5]Postverbal adjunction of constituents to CP is also consistent with subject NPI being
licensed by negative in the verbal complex, post-verbal QPs escaping the scope of subject
QPs or preverbal adverbs (Kural 19%').
[ 6 ] ~ h i sapproach is also supported by the observations and analysis on the semantic
properties of case, and scope independency of DPs with overt case morphology to any
scopal element higher in the structure in Turkish (Tosun 1999 April on Specifity and scope
interactions of Subjects and Objects in Turkish). If vP is a phase where the object deletes its
case feature and is interpreted then its immunity to a scope bearing subject which deletes its
feature at a higher location and is interpreted at a later phase (CP), the observation and
analysis in Tosun (1999) follows naturally. As for the availability of right-dislocation
trigerred by a focus feature in contrast with the unavailability of a left-dislocation, it
suffices to say that the former differs from the latter in terms of locality.
[7] Karimi (1999:footnote 16) suggests that her condition on LDS interacts with case.
[8] Note that P&Ts account for inactive nominative DPs complies with Karimi's MLC
requirements. In P&Ts account, T-to-C rather than the movement of the nominative DP is
what deletes uT in some constructions in English and the nominative DP is inactivated by
deleting its feature at Spec TP. In Turkish, however, in structures with V-to-T-to-C,
nominative DP is inactive for clause external syntactic operations and the preference of
head movement over phrasal movement is not an issue and the closeness of T to C (ACX in
P&T and MLC in Karimi) is irrelevant.
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Reduplicants are Roots in Skwzwli7mesh
(Squamish Salish)'
Leora Bar-el
University of British Columbia

1 Introduction'
The goal of this paper is to account for the surface patterns of two partial
reduplicants in squamish1. CVC reduplicants in Squamish are copies of the first
two consonants of the root and have a fixed schwa They do not bear stress when
their bases contain full vowels (la), but d o when the base contains a schwa (lb):
(1) a [kw6pits1

Fvapkw6pits]
b. [k'"a)]
[Ir'"~S-k-~d]

Mpits
kwepMpits
kw'elh
kw'dh-kw'elh

'elder sibling'
'elder siblings'
'spill (intransitive)'
'spill repeatedly (intransitive)'

CV reduplicants are a copy of the first two segments of the root. They bear
primary stress (2a) or secondary stress (2b):
(2) b. [t'&jijaqI
c.

[t'h-t'ajiiq]
[xahml

[#-xahaml

t'6yak
t'6-t'ay*
xehm
xi?-xek

'get angry'
'be wm"
'cry'
'a P

u p cr~inglcr~bab~'

It has been argued for other Salish languages that the reduplicative domain
exhibits a root-affix asymmetry whereby smaller reduplicants, such as CV- or

-VC, behave like affixes and larger reduplicants, such as CVC, behave like roots
(Urbanczyk 19%). The central claim of this paper is that CVC and CV
reduplicants in Squamish are both root-like, though not perfect roots: CVC
reduplicants require a default schwa and thus differ from the root featurally, CV
reduplicants have only two segments and thus differ from the root ~egmentally.~
The theoretical framework adopted for the present analysis is that of
Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 195)3, McCarthy and Prince 1993). In
particular, I follow recent proposals by McCarthy and Prince (1994, 1999),
namely, Generalized Template Theory (GTI'), in which the reduplicative
template is eliminated and the shape of reduplicants is derived by independently
motivated prosodic constraints relevant in the entire grammar. They state that
reduplicants are classified as either a stem or an a . and are distinct from other
in that they have no segmental content in their input
morphemes in the -mar
(see Nakamura 2000, Spaelti 1997, and Urbanczyk 19% for accounts of
reduplication in a GTT framework).
Examining Lushootseed (Coast Salish) reduplication, Urbanczyk (19%)
extends McCarthy and Prince's proposal and argues that roots are a possible
reduplicant category. I argue that the root-affix asymmetry in Lushootseed is not
attested in Squamish. Rather, both Squamish reduplicants examined in this paper
are root-like, even though CV is predicted to be affix-like by Urbanczyk's
approach. As a result, the generalized template adopted in this paper is ROOT=,
which applies to both CVC and CV reduplicants (in addition to mots). The
shape and segmental content of the reduplicants are accounted for by the
interaction of BR-Faithfulness constraints and markedness constraints on
segments and features. The interaction of these constraints with 10-Faithfulness
constraints results in an emergence-of-the-umarked effect (McCarthy and
Prince 1994. 1999. Alderete et al. 1999) whereby marked material that is
prevalent throughout the language is banned in root-like reduplicants. This
explains that while reduplicants in Squamish are roots, they are not perfect roots.

2 Squamish CVC Reduplieants are Root-Like
CVC reduplicants are root-like in that the canonical root shape in Squamish (and
across Salish) is CVC. Dyck (2000) shows that the basic syllable template in
Squamish is CV(R)C (where R is a sonorant). She observes that approximately

70% of freestanding roots in Squamish are monosyllabic, of which 80% have
simple onsets and 99% of those with lexical meaning have a coda (and over half
of those have simple codas).
Further evidence that CVC reduplicants are root-like is based on stress facts;
reduplicants follow the basic stress pattern exhibited by roots. Squamish exhibits
a trochaic stress pattern in which the leftmost vowel in a word bears stress:
'speak, talk'
'black bear'

However, the Squamish stress system is quality sensitive: the leftmost full
vowel of a word bears stress. In bisyllabic words containing a schwa in the first
syllable and a full vowel in the second syllable, the full vowel bears stress:4

We observe the same stress pattern in reduplication. When a CVC reduplicant is
prefixed to a monosyllabic (5a) or bisyllabic (Sb)mot containing a full vowel in
its first syllable, the leftmost full vowel of the word, which is contained in the
root, bears primary stress:
(5)

a @MI
[lamlam']
b. [k'"6pits]
tkwapkw6pits]

lam.

lem-l6m'
w
i
t
s

kwepkwfipits

'house'
'homes'
'elder sibling'
'elder siblings'

Roots permit marked phonological structure, such as stressed schwa. When there
are no full vowels in a given word, stress targets the leftmost schwa:
(6)

a. [(t'dam)]
b. t(xh?)l

t'8lem

'bark from a wild cherry tree'

xh7

'far'

Reduplicants pattern with roots phonologically in that they too permit stressed
schwa When a CVC reduplicant is prefixed to a monosyllabic root containing a
schwa, the reduplicant bears stress:

(7)

[qwall
[qw51qwal]
b. F'wal.]
[k'w5t-k'wa)]

a.

be1
b 6 l - bwel
kw'elh
W6lh-kw'elh

'think, mind, speak'

'talkative'
'spill (intransitive)'
'spill repeatedly (intransitive)'

Squamish builds trochaic feet iteratively from left to right. In trisyllabic
words, the initial syllable bears primary stress and the final syllable bears
secondary stress:'
(8)

a [(&xo)w)l
b. [(daHibs)]

shtihuplt

'rabbit'

dalk

'raccoon'

This alternating stress pattern is observed with reduplicants. When a CVC
reduplicant is prefixed to a bisyllabic root containing a schwa in the first syllable
and a full vowel in the second, primary stress falls on leftmost full vowel of the
word and the reduplicant bears secondary stress:
(9)

a. [ s - q W & ]

s-nexwtlh
[s-eW-naxw6t] s-dx-nexwllh
b. [sqwadj']
s-kwedy '
[sqw3mqwam4ij'] s-Wrn-kwedy'

'came'

'canoes'
'dog'

'dogs'

Non-reduplicative prefixes in Squamish are outside of the stress domain. They
never bear stress, even when it appears as though they are in a stress bearing
position, for example, when it contains the leftmost full vowel of the word:
(10)

a [ti-lM]

ti-lam'
make-house
'build a house'

b, [ti-mi?]

ti-d7
fm-LOCATIVE
'be from'

When the prefix contains the leftmost schwa in a word with only schwas, it does
not bear stress, even though it is predicted to by the basic stress pattern:
(11)

a [?as-saq'] 7es-&k'
b. ifa)-tJ5tJamxI
STATNGSP~~~
'half

Ihelh-chBchmx
inge~t-re~h
'chew resinlgum'

From these facts, we conclude that the stress domain contains both roots and
CVC reduplicants, but not non-reduplicative prefixes. This provides evidence
for a distinction in Squamish between the Prosodic Stem, the domain in which
stress is assigned, and the Prosodic Word, the domain which is outside of the
stress domain. Thus, roots and CVC reduplicants are contained within the
Prosodic Stem (PS) and non-reduplicative prefixes are contained outside of the
Prosodic Stem, in the Prosodic Word (PW) (this representation includes only
morphemes that surface at the left edge of the root):6
(12)

Prefixes [,RED, Root

,I

If reduplicants are also considered roots, they are straightforwardly expected to
be in the stress domain. We can then account for the fact that reduplicants
follow the basic stress pattern exhibited by roots in Squamish. Note that since
further structure within the Prosodic Stem cannot yet be motivated, none is
provided in (12). I leave this issue for further research.
To summarize, the generalizations about CVC reduplicants that need to be
accounted for are as follows: (i) it is a prefix, (ii) its size (one syllable) (iii) its
shape (CVC and not CV), and (iv) it always contains a schwa.
Since the constraints in this analysis make explicit reference to roots the
Squamish grammar must state explicitly that CVC reduplicants are roots (see
Urbanczyk 19%):
(13)

Morpheme
RED1

shape
Morphological Category (MCat)=Root

Thus, constraints on roots evaluate CVC reduplicants as well.
Roots in Squamish always surface at the left edge of the Prosodic Stem. Given
the claim that reduplicants are roots, we invoke a general constraint on root
alignment, which evaluates both roots and reduplicants, to capture the fact that
reduplicants in Squamish surface as prefixes. Violations of this constraint are
calculated on a segment-by-segment basis:
(14)

ALIGN-Loar, FS)
Align the left edge of the root with the left edge of the Prosodic Stem

Thus we have a more general way of capturing alignment and we do not require
a separate constraint on the alignment of reduplicants:

Crucially, alignment must be to the Prosodic Stem in order to ensure that nonreduplicative prefixes are not part of the base for reduplication and that the
reduplicant surfaces to the left of the base, within the Prosodic Stem (15a), and
not at the left edge of the Prosodic Word which may contain a non-reduplicative
prefix (1%). This alignment constraint also prevents candidates in which the
reduplicant is a suffix from surfacing (15b).
The core claim of Ckneralized Template Theory is that reduplicant shapes can
be derived via general principles already at work in the grammar. This is the
case in Squamish where CVC reduplicants are root-like and so are predictably
subject to conditions on roots. We have seen that the majority of roots are
monosyllabic and that CVC reduplicants are also monosyllabic. Thus, it would
be redundant to have a prosodic template for roots and one for reduplicants since
they are subject to the same constraint, namely that they be exactly one syllable:
(16)

R m a
A root must be exactly one syllable

Violations of this constraint are calculated on a syllable-by-syllable basis. Since
in this analysis both the root and the reduplicant are classified as roots, this
constraint evaluates both morphemes individually.
To ensure that CVC reduplicants surface with the correct shape, they are
subject to a faithfulness constraint that requires the reduplicant to copy as much
of the base as possible:
(17)

Max-BR-RED,

Every segment in the base has a correspondent in RED^.

In this analysis, faithfulness constraints are specific to the reduplicant type. They
must be specified as to whether they are evaluating CVC reduplicants (RED,) or
CV reduplicants (RE@ since they are ranked separately in the gra~nmar.~
In Squamish, it is more important for the reduplicant to be monosyllabic than
it is for the reduplicant to be identical to its base. As a result, Root=a is crucially
ranked above Max-BR-RED,:

.

,

IRED, - kWopitsl

'elder siblings'

Roor-a

MAX-BR
RED1

Following Alderete et al. (1999), I assume that the default vowel in Squamish
RED, is schwa because it is the least marked vowel in the language. I assume that

vowels bear the same place features as consonants: [labial] for round vowels,
[coronal] for front vowels, [dorsal] for back vowels and [pharyngeal] for low
vowels (Clements and Hume 1995). Schwa does not bear any features (Halle
and Mohanan 1985)~.Thus, each of the full vowek (vowels other than schwa)
have a V-Place node specifying one or more features, while schwa has only a
root node:
(19)

*V-PLACE

Vowels with place features are marked
Schwa does not incur any violations of (19). but every other full vowel does.
Given that CVC reduplicants differ from roots featwally, they must also be
subject to a feature faithfulness constraint on vowel place features:9
(20)

IDENT-BR-[V-FEATURE]-REQ
Companding vowels the base and RED, must have identical vowel features

In Squamish, it is more important that the CVC reduplicant avoids surfacing
with a marked vowel than it is for the reduplicant to be fernrally identical to its
base. As a result, *V-PLACEis crucially ranked above IDm-BR-[V-FEATURE]-

RED,. It is in this ranking that we observe the emergence-of-the-unmarkedeffect

whereby CVC reduplicants look less like roots:

The following is the constraint ranking that accounts for CVC redupli~ation:'~
(22)

Final Rankingfor CVC Redupficants

R m a >> *V-PLACE >> MAX-BR-RED,, IDENT-BR[vF]-RED,
This ranking correctly predicts the optimal output for all cases of CVC
reduplication. The following tableau provides an illustration:
7ntaining two full vowels
*VMAX-BR

'black bears'

PLACE

REDI

/

IDENT-BR

!

[w]-RED,

Candidates (23a) and (23b) show that it is more important for CVC reduplicants
to avoid marked vowels (in this analysis, any full vowel), than it is to preserve
feahual identity between the base and reduplicant. Candidates (23a) and (23c)
show that the best CVC reduplicant is one which copies a second consonant.
Candidates (23a) and (23d) show that in Squamish it is more important that
reduplicants be monosyllabic than it is for reduplicants to copy as much of its
base as possible.
The tableau in (24) illustrates that this ranlcing accounts for reduplicated fonns
whose bases are bisyllabic roots containing a schwa in the first syllable and a
full vowel in the second syllable:

;24) Bisyllabic stem containing a schwa and a full vowel
IS - RED,- taqewl
ROOT=
*VmX-BR

I

I

IDENT-BR

I

Candidates (2.41) and (24b) illustrate that when a candidate preserves complete
feahlrai identity with its base (a) it may still incur a violation of *V-PLACE
if
there are full vowels elsewhere in the word. However, a candidate that inserts a
vowel feature in its reduplicant that is not present in its base (c) not only incurs
violations of *V-PLACE
but also incurs a violation of featural identity ( I D W BR[vF]-RED,). This ranking also correctly predicts reduplicated monosyllabic
roots containing a schwa, which yield total reduplication.
Thus far we have seen that CVC reduplicants exhibit root properties and how
their size, shape and segmentism are predicted. In the next section, I provide
evidence that CV reduplicants are also roots in Squamish and show their size,
shape and segmentism are predicted by the same constraints.

3 Squamish CV Rednpkants are Root-Like
Recall from the data in (2) above that CV reduplicants are copies of the first and
second segments of the base. In this section I show that CV reduplicants in
Squamish, like CVC reduplicants, are also root-like.
As shown in (10-11) above, prefixes in Squarnish are outside of the stress
domain, in the Prosodic Word. CV reduplicants, however, are within the stress
domain, the Prosodic Stem, along with CVC reduplicants. They bear either
primary or secondary stress, which is typical of mots, and they follow the basic
stress pattern exhibited by roots and CVC reduplicants, which have already been
shown to be root-like.
When a CV reduplicant is prefixed to a monosyllabic root, the reduplicant,
which contains the leftmost full vowel of the word, bears primary stress:

(25)

a.

@w

'aj 7

[kw'6-kw'aj 1
'

b. [t'fijaq]

[t '6-t 'aj&q]

'get hungry '

kw'ay'
k~ ' 6 - k ~'ay '
t %yak

'be (very) hungry '

t '6-t 'a*

'be angry'

'get angry '

When a CV reduplicant is prefixed to a bisyllabic root containing a schwa in
the first syllable and a full vowel in the second syllable, the full vowel of the
root bears primary stress, and the reduplicant bears secondary stress, as in the
above:
alternating patterns observed in (8-9)
(26)

a. [~2-~aw'6s]
b. [xahm]

x&-xew'fs

'be newly wed'

xehm

'w'

[xs~abl

x&-xeMm

'a group cryinglcrybaby'

We can account for the fact that CV reduplicants in Squamish must also be
contained within the stress domain, the Prosodic Stem, since they follow the
basic stress pattern exhibited by roots and CVC reduplicants:

As with CVC reduplicants, if CV reduplicants are also considered roots, they are
straightforwardly expected to be in the stress domain. Furthermore, this allows
for a unified account of both reduplicants in Squamish.
To summarize, the generalizations about CV reduplicants that need to be
accounted for are as follows: (i) it is a prefix, (ii) its size (one syllable), (iii) its
shape (CV and not CVC), and (iv) it always contains the same vowel as its base.
In Squamish, the same constraints that derive CVC reduplicants also derive CV
reduplicants, with the addition of another markedness constraint Given the
claim that CV reduplicants are also roots and will thus be subject to constraints
on roots, the Squamish grammar must state explicitly that they are roots:
(28)

Morpheme
RE4

Thus, constraints on roots will evaluate both CVC and CV redupIicants. We can
now provide a unified account of the size of both reduplicants. The fact that CV

reduplicants differ from mots in that they have a different shape, can be
explained as an emergence-of-the-unmarked effect.
CV reduplicants, like CVC reduplicants, are prefixes, are always a syllable
and show root-like properties. Thus, they are subject to the alignment constraint
in (14) above and the template in (16) above. However, these two constraints
alone are not enough to derive the CV reduplicant.
CV reduplicants, like CVC reduplicants are subject to a faithfulness constraint
that requires the reduplicant to copy as much of the base as possible. This
constraint is specific to CV (REDJ reduplicants and is ranked separately from the
same constraint that is specific to CVC (RED,) reduplicants (cf. 17 above):
(29) MAX-BR-RED~

Every segment in the base has a correspondent in RED,.
Cross-linguistically, syllables prefer to be open. Squamish exhibits this
preference in CV reduplicants. Thus, unlike CVC reduplicants, we must ensure
that CV reduplicants surface without a coda by invoking a markedness
constraint that bans them:
(30)

NOCODA
*Cl0 Syllables are open

As with CVC reduplicants in Squamish, it is more important that reduplicants
be monosyllabic than it is for the reduplicant to be identical to its base. As a
result, ROOT=Uis crucially ranked above MAX-BR-RED2. Furthermore, it is more
important that the CV reduplicant is open than it is for the CV reduplicant to
copy as much of the base as possible. As a result, NO CODA is crucially ranked
above MAX-BR-m:

In this mking we observe the emergence-of-the-unmarked effect whereby CV
reduplicants look less like roots in that they have a different shape.
Unlike CVC reduplicants that always contain a default schwa, CV
reduplicants always contain the same vowel as their base. Again, we need to
invoke an identity constraint that evaluates vowel place features, but is specific
to CV
reduplicants. This IDENTconstraint is ranked separately from the
same constraint that is specific to CVC(RED,)reduplicants (cf. 19 above):

(ma

(32)

IDENT-BR[vF]REDz
Every feahue in the base must have a correspondent in RED,

In Squarnish, it is more important for CV reduplicants to have identical vowel
place features than it is for CV reduplicants to avoid marked vowels. This is the
opposite tendency observed with CVC reduplicants (cf. 21 above). For CV
reduplicants, *V-PLACEis crucially ranked above IDENT-BR[vF]-RED2:

The following is the constraint ranking that accounts for CV reduplication:

This ranking correctly predicts the optimal output for all cases of CV
reduplication. The following tableau provides an illustration:

The fact that CV reduplicants differ from roots in shape results from the fact that
No CODA is highly ranked in the grammar. This ranking also accounts for CV
reduplicants whose bases are monosyllabic roots containing a schwa and for CV
reduplication of bisyllabic roots containing schwas in their first syllables and
full vowels in their second syllables (for space considerations, the illustrative
tableaux are not included here).
In summary, we have seen that CV reduplicants, like CVC reduplicants, are
analyzed as roots and how the same constraints that derive the size, shape and
segmentism of CVC reduplicants also derive the size, shape and segmentism of
CV reduplicants (with the addition of another markedness constraint, No CODA).
The next sub-section illustrates the way in which this constraint ranking captures
the fact that reduplicants are also different from roots through a discussion of the
emergence-of-the-unmarkedeffect that is observed.

4 The Emergence-of-the-Unmarked
In the emergence-of-the-unmarked
ranking (McCarthy and Prince 1994,
1999 Alderete et al. 1999). markedness constraints are ranked below 10Faithfulness constraints and above BR-Faithfulness constraints:

This ranking illustrates why reduplicative outputs contain less marked structure
than non-reduplicative outputs The effects of the markedness constraints are not
visible throughout the language generally since the constraint banning marked
material is lower ranked than the constraint ensuring 10-Faithfulness.
In Squamish, the relevant 10-Faithfulness constraints are MAX-I0 and IDENTIO[w]. The relevant BR-Faithfulness constraints are MAX-BR and IDWBR[vF]. The effect of the TETW ranking is observed with the three markedness
constraints active in predicting Squamish reduplicants. I argue that reduplicants
are root-like in Squamish, noting that reduplicants are also different from roots.
It is the TETU effects that explain why reduplicants are not perfict mots.
Roots in Squamish are predominantly monosyllablic (approximately 70%).
However, 28% of roots are bisyllabic and thus violate ROOT=U.Since MAX-10,
is ranked above ROOT=u, non-reduplicative forms are not subject to this

constraint and surface with more marked material that is not ruled out by the
markedness constraint. Reduplicants on the other hand are always monosyllabic
and always obey R o o ~ = a . Since MAX-BR is ranked below ROOT=a,
reduplicants are subject to this constraint and surface with less marked material
which is ruled out by the markedness constraint:

The TETU effect is also observed with the *V-PLACEmarkedness constraint.
Since Squamish is a language whose vowel system contains vowels other than
schwa, this constraint will inevitably be violated throughout the language.
However, ranking IDENT-IO[VF]above *V-PLACEand ID^-BR[vF] below *VPLACE, marked (non-schwa) vowels in Squamish are predicted to be attested
throughout input-output pairs. However, base-reduplicant (crucially, CVC) pairs
are predicted to have less marked material (schwa). This is attested in CVC
reduplication. Thus, crucially this TETU ranking must make reference to RED,:

This ranking explains that while CVC reduplicants are considered root-like in
Squamish, the differ from roots featurally and thus are not perfect roots.
Finally, the TETU effect is observed with the No CODA markedness
constraint. The ranking of NO CODA in between MAX-I0 and MAX-BR predicts
that non-reduplicated forms which have codas are not ruled out and
consequently, non-reduplicated outputs have more marked material than CV
reduplicants. This is what is attested in Squamish: W o of monosyllabic words
have codas, 77%of final syllables in bisyllabic words are closed (Dyck 2000).
CV reduplicants, on the other hand, never have codas. The relevant TETU
ranking must make reference to RED,:

This ranking provides an explanation for the fact that while CV reduplicants are
also considered root-like in Squamish, they differ from roots in shape and thus
are not perfect roots.

5 Summary
The following is a final constraint ranking for both CVC and CV reduplicants:

The following tableau is an illustration of how this ranking predicts the correct
output for CVC (RED,) reduplicants:

The following tableau is an illustration of how this ranking predicts the correct
output for CV (REDJ reduplicants:

I"""""""
I?=

I

REDz - tsaw'au

'clever'

Ilable, full vowel in the sec
Mnx i ID-BR *VBR i [VF] PLCE
RED, j RED,

***
**
***
**

;
i
i *!
; *

*
*
**
**
**

Although RED, and RED2 have different shapes and segmental content, both
reduplicants are subject to the same template requiring roots to be monosyllabic

(ROOT=@. This constraint is in competition with the constraints that require
reduplicants to copy as much of their bases as possible (MAX-BR). Thus,
ROOT=Umust be ranked above both MAx-BR constraints:

To ensure that the shape of RED, is CVC and that the shape of RED, is CV, the
prosodic markedness constraint banning codas must be ranked above the
constraint requiring RED, to be segmentally identical to its base, and below the
constraint requiring RED, to be segmentally identical to its base:

To ensure that the vowel of RED, is a copy of the root and that the vowel of
RED, is always a schwa, the conshaint banning full vowels must be ranked above
the constraint requiring RED, to be featurally identical to its base, and below the
constraint requiring RED, to be featurally identical to its base:

6 Conclusions and Theoretical Implications
This paper has argued that both CVC and CV reduplicants in Squamish are
roots, allowing us to provide a unified account of the two reduplicants. Both
CVC and CV reduplicants are categorized as roots in the Squamish grammar
and are thus subject to constraints in the grammar that make reference to roots.
This paper demonstrates that the shape, size and segmental content of Squamish
reduplicants can be derived within Optimality Theory. Optimal candidates are
selected through the interaction of three types of constraints: (i) BR-Faithfulness
constraints on segments (MAX-BR[SEG~~EN~~)
and features (IDEN-BR[vF]) that
are specific to the individual reduplicant types CVC(RED,) and CV (REDJ, (ii)
Prosodic Markedness constraints on segments (No CODA) and features (*VPLACE)
and (iii) a generalized prosodic template (ROOT=@.
Both reduplicants in Squamish, however, are not perfect roots: (i) CVC
reduplicants differ from the root featudly by having a fixed schwa (ii) CV

reduplicants differ from the root segmentally by lacking a coda This is
explained by the emergence-of-the-unmk (TETU) effects observed with all
three markedness constraints that are active in deriving reduplicants.
This analysis extends Urbanczyk's (1996) proposal that reduplicants can be
roots or affixes in showing that more than one reduplicant can have root status in
a given language. Furthermore, the rootiaffix asymmetry in the reduplicative
domain does not surface in Squamish even though a smaller reduplicant (CV)
does surface and is predicted to have the morphological status of an affix.
Finally, this paper illustrates that there is a distinction in Squamish between
the P r o s d c Stem, where stress is assigned, and the Prmodic Word. This
supports claims for a sub-lexical hierarchy in which the Prosodic Word contains
internal constituency (Czykowska-Higgins1998, Downing 1999 among others).

Appendix: Key to Squamish Orthography

Notes
'I would like to thank the Squamish elders LB,TC,YJ. EL and the late DW for their time and
patience in teaching me about the Squamish language. Thanks to the UBC Squamish research group:
Henry Davis. Came Gillon. Peter Jacobs. Linda Watt and Martins Wiltschko. my classmates in the
UBC Winter Generals Papers course and to Rose-Marie DBchaine. Yumiko Nakamura, Doug
Pulleyblank. Suzanne Urbanczyk. Rachel Walker and especially Laura Downing.This research is
funded by SSHRCC grant M10-951-519to Henry Davis. Any enws are the author's.

'

Squamish is a Coast Salish language spoken in and around Vancouver, British Columbia. There are
less than twenty fluent native speakers remaining. Data in this paper stems from both the Squamish
Grammar (Kuipers 1x7) and original fieldwork and is presented in both the Squamish Nation
orthography (see Appendix for key) and the P A (in square brackets).
Kuipers (1967) labels CVC reduplication"total"and CV reduplication "partial". I do not adopt the
label "tolal" since it is only toful when the base is a single syllable and there are many cases where
the base is larger than one syllable. Kuipers describes other types of reduplication that are rare or
infrequent As it is not yet dear how to treat these patterns. I do not discuss them in this paper.
1 label the two reduplieants by their form and not their meaning as it is not yet clear how their
meanings can be characterized. Squamish differs from other Salish languages where different
reduplicant shapes have more consistent meanings (Urbanczyk1996 on Lushootseed (Coast Salish)).
See Shaw et al. (1999) for a proposal that Squamish exhibits @ty sensitivity.
These data are morphologically complex forms that have become frozen. but I assume them to be
representativeof the stress pattern.
See Bar-el and Watt (m)
and reherences therein for further discussion of these, and other stress
patterns in Squamish, as well as a discussion on word-internal constituency in Squamish.
'Although DEP is active in the grammar as well, it is not crucially ranked with respect to MAX.
Thus,for expository purposes, the remaining tableaux in this paper do not represent DEP constraints
* Gick (P.c.) argues that English schwa has pharyngeal features. Until a phonetic examination of
Squamish schwa is available. I assume that in Squamish it lacks any features. See also Shaw (1996)
for a discussion on schwa being weightless.
In this type of identity a segment is taken to be representativeof its feature (or bundle of features).
in this analysis, vowel place features. I use the L
D constraint
~
for simplicity of exposition..
though the data could be captured by using MuDw feature constraints instead.
'O Although it cannot be shown that R m a i s crucially ranked above *V-PLACE,it is never the
case that a candidate with two violations of R m = a is the optimal candidate (assuming that
trisyllabic bases are morphologically complex and thus reducible to bisyllabic or monosyllabic
roots), whereas the optimal candidate can violate the *V-PLAa any number of times. In the
remaining tableaux of this paper I represent R m = a as crucially ranked above *V-PLACE.
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Peripheral and Clause-internal
Complementizers in Bangla: A Case for
Remnant ~ o v e m e n t *
Tanmoy Bhattacharya
Universitat Leipzig
The purpose of this paper is to show that the notion of what is not a Phase is
equally important as the notion of what constitutes a Phase. Since the notion
of a Phase is'one particular (albeit an emphatic) instance of the notion of
constituency, a non-Phase or an incomplete Phase is predicted to be a nonconstituent. This paper looks at a curious geometrical puzzle involving
clauses with internal Comps in Bangla (=Bengali) and show that such
clauses are incomplete phases. In particular, it is shown that the C and its
complement are not merged in sequence, nor can they be spelled out as a
Phase during the course of the derivation. The claim that the C and its
complement do not form a constituent challenges the familiar notion of
constituency by showing that an internal C has a non-linear relation to what
has been traditionally considered to be its complement.
This challenge is inspired by Kayne's (1998a,b, 1999) demonstration that
P-Comps do not form constituents with their complements. Although
Kayne's algorithm accoun'ts for a set of unresolved problems involving PComps in Romance, it has not yet been tested for Cs in general. This
algorithm, if followed verbatim, is shown to derive the unmarked order of
constituents but fails to derive the puzzling C-internal order in Bangla.
Another goal of this paper therefore is to present a revised Kaynean
algorithm, which, by way of solving the puzzle, is shown to provide crucial
evidence for derivation by Phase (Uriagereka 1997, Chomsky 1999). This is
a particularly welcome result as it brings two different research strands
together.
The implicit claim of the overall analysis is that consistent leftward XP
movement derives various surface orders in verb-final languages
(Bhattacharya 1998 et seq).

1 The Puzzle itself
In the unmarked case, the complement clause is postverbal and the Comp is
in the initial periphery in Bangla, exactly as in English: ,
(1) John jane

I j e ma
kal rate
oSudh kheyechell
John knows [that mother last night.^^^ medicine ate]
'John knows that mother took medicine last night'

However, if the complement clause is moved to a pre-verbal position (from
its Nachfeld, which is the post-verbal position for finite clauses in this
language), then curiously the Comp can no longer remain in the initid
position of the complement clause:
(2) John [ma
je kal rate
oSudh kheyeche] jane
John [mother that last-night.~oc
medicine ate] knows

If the complement were to precede the subject, the same configuration
obtains:
(3) [ma je kal rate oSudh kheyeche] John jane
If for some speakers (2) is preferable over (3), this is because specific
subjects in Bangla seem to behave like left dislocated subjects (Bhattacharya
2000b, Simpson & Bhattacharya 2001). By all accounts though, the fact that
whenever the complement CP moves the C .cannot remain in the initial
position is a puzzling phenomenon, one that is not readily attested in the
world's languages.2

2 A Naive "Disturbed ~ ' o v e account
"
A descriptive, therefore na.ive, account of the data above leads to two
distinct possibilities listed below'as options A and B.

(A) Movement induced by "disturbance", i.e., if something.within the
complement'is re-arranged then the clause as a whole must also move.

This option is supported by data such as follows which show that if the
complement were to remain in the canonical posherbal position, the C
cannot be non-initial:

(4)a.
b.
c.

*amra jantam [ma j e asbe]
we
knew mother that come.will
'We knew that mother will come'
*John dekhlo [Robin j e khacche]
John saw
Robin that eating
'John saw that Robin is eating'
*John bhablo [Sue hEmleT j e poReche]
John thought Sue Hamlet that read
'John thought that Sue has read Hamlet'

(B) Since the clause must move the Comp cannot remain in the initial
position.

The data supporting this option is as follows, which shows that if the
complement is in a preverbal position, the C within that complement cannot
be in the initial position:
(5) a.
b.
c.

*amra I j e ma asbe] jantam
*John I j e Robin khacche] dekhlo
*John I j e Sue hEmleT poReche] bhablo

These two options are configurationally represented as follows:
(6)a.
b.

V + * [Cp .. .C...]
C...] + V

*[cp

Judging by the supporting data above, it might seem that options (A) and
(B) are varirints of each other, however; as I shall point out in section 4,
there is a real difference here.

3 A Question of Typology
The geometry of the phenomenon that we have witnessed so far raises the
following question:
(7) Why must an initial element move inside a clause XP to enable that
clause to move inside another clause YP?
This question, in spirit, is actually quite similar to a Greenbergian
universal such as the following:

(8) If a language is comp-fmal, the language is OV.

This universal implies that the internal order within the CP (C-finality) is
keyed in to the internal order within the VP (V-finality) and that precisely is
the phenomenon we are dealing with. In other words, (7) and (8) are saying
the same thing. 'The puzzle' therefore seems to be related to broader issues.
Pre-empting the analysis somewhat at this stage, it may be pointed out that
the typological similarity of our question in (7) to a Greenbergian universal
has no theoretical importance in the analysis advanced since the question of
head-finality has no place in an analysis based first on the LCA and second,
on the notion that C and its complement do not actually form a constituent.
\

4 Phase
A word or two about the notion of PHASE that has already come to occupy
an important place in syntactic theorization will set the relevance of the
analysis proffered here. The genesis of the concept lies in the importance of
derivationality as a crucial algorithm in the way syntax has come to be seen
to proceed. This, in return, led to the concern for reduction of complexity
since Chomsky (1998) but anticipated since at least Uriagereka (1997). In
the latter's work, the idea of Multiple Spell-Out (MSO) appeals to a
Dynamically Split Model in which a derivation spells out different chunks of
structures in steps. Once a particular unit is spelled out to an intermediate PF
(and LF) sequence, it is no longer possible to access its internal constituent
structure. It can nonetheless participate in further Merge but only as an
inaccessible whole unit. This model therefore provides a reduction of the
derivational workspace in the true sense. In Chomsky's formulations, a
natural syntactic object is loosely defined as the syntactic equivalent of a
proposition in the "meaning side". This corresponds to either a full clause or
a verb phrase with all theta-roles assigned, i.e., a CP or a xP. Chomsky calls
this unit a PHASE and proposes the following cyclicity condition:
(9)The head of a PHASE is "inert" after the PHASE is completed, triggering
no further operations.
(Chomsky 1998:20)
This, and the MSO model, virtually ensures that fragments of syntactic
objects- are inaccessible once the cpmputation is locally complete. In
Uriagereka (1997, 1999), this is shown via the classic CED case in (10).
(10)a.
b.

[who did you see [a critic oft]]
*[who did [[ a'critic oft] see you]]

Since subjects constitute one single derivational space, extraction out of it is
impossible once it derivationally spelled out.
In Chomsky (1998) it is suggested that one of the empirical basis for the
concept of Phase is that Phases seem to have a degree of phonetic
independence3. In this connection, one renowned test is the Nuclear Stress
Rule (NSR) of Bresnan (1 972). For Bresnan, the domains of application for
the NSR are S and NP. In view of the current notion, NSR can be argued to
be applicable at the level of the verb phrase. Consider (1 1).
1

(I 1)a. The parable shows what (suffering men) can create.
1

b.

The parable shows (what suffering) men can create.

In (I la), what is the object of the embedded verb create. Bresnan shows
that indefinites like what cannot bear primary phrasal stress even when final
in the verb phrase. Instead, the primary stress is assigned to the rightmost
element which can bear the stress, the verb create. In (1 lb) the object of the
embedded verb is what sufering where suffering is assigned the primary
stress. When the wh-phrase is moved to [Spec,CP] on the subsequent phase,
sufering carries its primary stress with it. NSR therefore seems to treat the
vP as a domain of operation, i.e. a phase.
A return now to the two options introduced in section 2 will reveal that
option B involves a violation of the impenetrability of a Phase implied in (9)
above, This is so because the second movement in (12b), representing
option B, takes place after the XP has been spelled out.

5 Tuck-in and Remnant Movement
The question (7) raised in section 3, has a theoretical answer. First, the
question itself can be translated as follows (ignoring the matrix subject
position):

(13)

V [a [b cll

[b[acIlV

I.e., the relative (precedence) order of the Comp a and the embedded subject
b is reversed when the complement moves out of the postverbal position.
Fortunately, a combination of available syntactic operations allow this
geometry to be derived theoretically. In Bhattacharya (2001), it is briefly
shown that, if Tuck-in is enforced on Remnant Movement, the combination
will have the desired effect of inverting the precedence relation between the
two elements a and b. First, a few words about these operations.
5.1.I
Tuck-in
Tuck-in as in ( 1 4 ) is derived from ~ichards,(1997) study of multiple Wh
fronting in Balkan languages who proposes that the Whs must involve
crossing-rather than nesting paths in their movement to multiple specifiers
of a single head.

(14)

~uck-in4
Later XP movement targets inner specifiers, i.e., they tuck in.

(w

5.1.2 Remnant Movement
This operation involves movement of a category which includes the
remnant trace of another category. Therefore in the following, first, YP
moves out of XP to the Spec of ZP leaving a trace typ Then XP which
contains this remnant trace moves out of ZP to the Spec of WP.

RM or Incomplete Category Fronting is exhibited'by'the foliowing in
German where the pre-V2 participle inc1udes.a trace of the direct object:
(16)

[vp ti

GelesenIj hat [Ipkeiner [lpdas BuchIi tj]]
read
has no-one the book

(Miiller 1998)

5.1.3 A combination of Tuck-in and Remnant Movement
If we now enforce Tuck-in on RM then the desired goal of inverting the
order between a and b in (13) is achieved. In (17b), where move 2 involves
RM violates Tuck-in since Q (which includes the trace of b) moves to an
outer spec of P whereas in the case of (17a) the movement of Q is to the

inner spec of P according to the condition in (14). The effect, as can be
readily observed, is that in the latter case the precedence order of a and b is
reversed, as desired.

In terms of real data, following the above derivation, the puzzling order of
(2) (a shorter version of that example) can be now derived as follows:
(18)a.

v,

b.

[cpje (ma
asbell
that mother come.will
ma vrna,,[,pie (La asbe)]

c.

ma [ C P JOrno
~ asbe)] Vm,hx ~ C P

u
RM by Tuck-in

I

The step in (18c) pertains to the combination of the two operations. After
the movement of the embedded subject ma out of the CP to an outer spec
position, the CP with the remnant trace moves to an inner spec position
respecting Tuck-in. Let us call this the pied piped solution (since the CP pied
pipes after the embedded subject moves out).
There are some problems with this solution. First, the set of movement in
steps b and c are unmotivated. Secondly, pied piping of the CP in step c is
still a descriptive account (as any pied piping account is) and finally, the
extraction of the subject from the CP violates derivation by Phase.

6 Topicalization
Question (7) also has an empirical answer which has to do with the fact
undisclosed so far that examples like (2) actually have a topicalized
meaning. This is clear from the following example:
(1 9)

John [ma je kal asbe] jane
John mother that tomorrow come.will knows
'As for the fact that mother will come tomorrow, John knows it'

Since topicalization is a root phenomenon, this partly explains why the
complement must move up. A part of the derivation in (18) therefore can be
rescued by appealing to the fact that it is 'mother' which really carries the
topic feature and that Pied Piping results in a topicalized meaning of the
whole complement when it is moved to a pre-verbal position. However, the
other problems remain unaddressed.

7 Kayne's Algorithm
A more interesting solution may be advanced if we consider Kayne's
(1998a,b, 1999) radical idea, briefly reviewed below, that the C and its
complement does not form a constituent. Kayne demonstrates this via the PComp di in (20). The P-Comp in this model does not form a constituent with
'the infinitival complement IP cantare.

(20)

Gianni ha tentato di cantare
John has tried to sing-INF

Rather, the derivation proceeds as follows:
(21)a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Merge matrix V with IP:
tentato + cantare
Merge Comp with (a):
di + {tentato, cantare)
Comp attracts IP to its Spec:
cantare, di {tentato, tlP)
A new head W is merged and C adjoins to it:
di+W {cantare, tdi (tentato, tip))
Comp(+W) attracts remnant VP to [Spec,WJ:
{tentato, tlP),di+W{cantare, tditVP)

The step in (2 1 b) crucially implies that di and cantare do not form a
constituent. Kayne addresses a good many unresolved problems in Romance
syntax by letting the derivation proceed in this manner. I direct the reader to
the original sources for details. For more immediate concerns, let us see if
this algorithm holds water for the problem at hand.
7.1 Je as an attractor
By following the algorithm verbatim, we predict and derive the base order
of complements in Bangla, i.e., the order in ( I ) or (22):
(22)

John jane Lie ma asbe]
John knows that mother come.wil1

(23)a. Merge VmaGx
with complement IP: {vPjane, {lPma, asbe))
b. Merge the Comp with (a):
fie, Cane, {IPma, asbe) ) )
c. Comp attracts IP:
{IPma, asbe) Cie,{vpjane, ~ I 1)
P 1
d. C to a higher head:
Cie,{~pma,asbe) {tco~~,{veiane,
~ I 1)
P 1
e. C attracts VP:
(VP
jam, ~ I )P Cie, {IPma, asbe) {~COMP,
~ V ~P I, IP ) 1
Aditionally due to step d, the algorithm also predicts the following:
*John [ma aSbe je] jane

(24)

However, it cannot derive the crucial order of (2) and some other orders that
I do not discuss here.
7.2 A Revised Kaynean Model
One way to apply this algorithm to our case is by proceeding as follows:

I.e., instead of the IP, the lower VP is attracted in step c and in the last step
the remnant IP is attracted. In terms of actual data, the derivation proceeds
as follows:

b.

d.

aSbe je V,,,,

L
[IP

[Ipma tw]]

+

ma tw ] je aSbe tj, V , , ~ , tlp

However, some of the problems with the pied piping solution remain here
because no motivation has yet been given for the various movement.

7.3 Comp as a Contrast marker
The C-internal clauses in addition to the topicalized meaning seem to set up
some kind of contrast5 with the remainder of the complement as well (i.e.
the complement without the subject), especially in cases of longer
complements:

(27)
a.
b.

John [ma
je kal rat-e
phOl kheyeche] janto
knew
.John mother that last night-LOC fruit eaten
'As for the fact that mother ate fruit last night, John knew it'
'As for the fact that mother ate fruit (and not drink wine) last night,
John knew it'

This tantarnounts to the observation that at the same time as the whole
complement is topicalized, part of it gets a contrastive meaning. The VP
attraction is (26a) is thusjustified as triggered by the need to check a focuslike feature of contrast.
Secondly, perception and intonation experiments show that speakers
identify and produce the same intonation contour for both contrastive topic
and focus. Speaker B has produced 4 contrasts which all have similar
vertical excursions on the pitch accent.
(28)A: VaSi deti u2e vzroslye?
'Are your children already adults?'
B: PoEti, Andrej utitsja v universitete, a Vova $ v gimnazii
'Almost, Andrej studies at university but Vova at high school'
(Mehlhorn, in preparation)
I.e., at some level topic and focus seem to be related to a more general
notion of contrast. Syntactically, a clearer proof of this obtains in Bangla
where the particle je can induce a clefted meaning (italicised in the
translation) as well whenever it is not in the second position in these Cinternal clauses:
(29)

John [ma phOl je kheyeche] janto
John mother fruit that eaten
knew
'As for the fact that it was afiuit that mother ate, John knew it'

This roughly indicates that je can cany a general feature of contrast at
some level of derivation which subsumes both a topic and a focus feature.
This probability can now be used to account for the movement of C, left
unmotivated in Kayne's original algorithm, in step (26b) above. This head
movement is based on the need for the C to release its topic-like contrast
feature in the next step. The last remaining movement, that of the remnant
IP in step (26c) is for checking the overall Topic or a Ground feature (i.e.
whatever remains after taking out Focus, Vallduvi 1992) against the recently
moved C head.

This account thus does not rely upon a descriptive mechanism like Pied
Piping and it accounts for the fact that the whole complement, and not the
subject alone, gets a topicalized meaning.
In addition, this account now provides crucial support for derivation by
Phase since the extraction of the embedded VP takes place from a non-phase
like IP in step (26a). This possibility, in the first place, is created because in
the Kanynean algorithm there is no embedded CP to begin with. If there had
been an embedded CP, extraction out of it would .violate the Phase
impenetrability condition. A surprising result of this way of deriving the
puzzling order therefore is that Kayne's algorithm, proposed independently
of Chomsky's derivation by Phase, provides evidence for the latter.

8 Final Peripheral Comp
'Finally, I provide confirmation of the analysis presented from final
peripheral Comp cases. Bangla typically employs clause final C bole (a
form of verb 'to say') also:

.

(30)

amra [ma kal aSbe bole] jani
we [mother tomorrow come.wil1 C] know
'We know that mother will come tomorrow'

The complement cannot, in this case, be in a postverbal position. Notice
that no topicalized meaning obtains in this case although the complement is
in a preverbal postion.
Bole is used as a causal marker elsewhere in the language:
(3 l)a.
b.

bole,
anondo murgi reMdheche
mollika aSbe
Mollika come.wil1 because Anondo chicken cooked .
robbar bole, dokan bOndho
Sunday because shop closed

I will therefore assume that a version of a causal feature is carried over
when bole is used as a Comp. However, there is no feature of contrast
involved with this Comp. Unlike j e therefore, bole can allow at most one
movement across it since it has only one feature. This prediction is borne
out. The derivation for (30) proceeds as follows:
(32)

rIP

bole Vm,~x ma (vp kal asbe))]

I

+ ma kal aSbe

bole Vm,~x
,tip

Next, unlike in the Kaynean model, the C does not obligatory head move
in this case. This is due to the fact that bole unlike je does not contain one or
more features of contrast and can only attract the whole IP once to its spec.
This suggests that in this case at least a Kayne-like 1P attraction for the
second step will do the job.
The assertion that bole does not cany any feature of contrast can be easily
verified from the ungrammaticzility of the following:
(33)

*arnra [ma bole asbe] jani
we mother C come.wil1 know

I.e., bole must always be clause final.

Notes
' 'fianks to audiences at WECOL 2000, Fresno, at CIEFL, Hyderabad, and at GroBbothen for
questions and comments on presentations based on a version of this paper. I also wish to thank
Richard Kayne, Norvin Richards and Juan Uriagereka for discussions on the problem at length
Transcription key: T D R = retroflex tat; S = palato-alveolar J; E 0 =mid vowels re 3
Though see Bayer (1984) who discusses data like (i) in the Bavarian dialect of German:
(i) [w Da Xaver daL3 an Mantl kafft hot] hot neamad glaubt
the Xaver that a coat bought has, has nobody believed
However, as Bayer points out this possibility is allowed in Bavarian as opposed to standard
German because the former's disrespect for the Doubly-filled-Comp filter. 1.e.. the complement
XP is assumed to have moved to the [Spec,CP] position in (i) Bayer's concem therefore is not
the position of the C within the complement but with that of the whole complement itself and of
the discovery that although other cases of doubly filled Comps in Bavarian (e.g., (ii) below)
allow the complement to be at the Nachfetd position, XPs of the type in (i), do not.
(ii) I woal3 ned [m wer dal3 des doa hot]
I know not who that this done has
Note that this is simply not possible in Bangla where, if the complement were to remain at the
Nachfeld, it must have the C in the initial position:
(iii) *ami jani na [ke je eTa koreche]
1 know not who that this done
So, though the Bavarian data reported in (i) is superficially similar to the data in Bangla, their
relation to postverbal complements in general are different and the interesting fact of the
puzzling position of the C inside the complement CP in (i) (same as in Bangla) remains to be
analysed. It may also be pointed out that Bavarian (i) above is more like (3) in the text, and not
(2), which is the marked case for Bangla.
It is also suggested that Phases are reconstruction sites which is why reconstruction takes
place to an A-movement trace position rather than to a PRO-site (see (ia)). The phonetic
independence issue is also related to the observation that control cases as opposed to raising
cases pattern with CPs in being phonetically isolable (see (ib):
[one interpreter each) (was assigned ti/ *planned PRO, to speak) to the diplomat
(i) a.
It is to go home (every evening) that John prefers/*seems
b.
In Bhattaeharya (1999, forthcoming), it is shown that Tuck-in applies within the DP in
Bangla.
Thanks to Probal Dasgupta for judgement on this point.

'

,
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1. Introduction: Antisymmetry
The theoretical impetus for this study stems fiom the discussion
of (anti)symmetry that has occupied some researchers in syntax
since Kayne 1994. In its most simplistic form the issue has been
whether or not symmetry is a crucial property of languages in
general. On the symmetry side of this spectrum Brody (1995) has
tried to demonstrate that symmetry is a defining property of languages in form of his Mirror Theory. There are various typological reasons to doubt the symmetry theory. It is surprising that we
do not get a mirror image of, for example, (i) Germanic V2 (ii)
The fixed order of the verbs in serial verb constructions (iii) Clitic
second'. Another example which interests us presently is in the
realm of the relative orders of Auxiliary and the verb. The empirical fact that both Aux-V and V-Aux orders are available in languages in general suggests a possible symmetry in word order.
However, it has been noticed in typological studies that although
adverbs can intervene between the Auxiliary and the V in Aux-V
languages, they cannot do so in V-Aux languages (shown for Indo
Aryan as well as Dravidian, in (1)).

'

Pointed out in a lecture entitled "Recent thoughts on Antisymmetry" by Richard
Kayne at the Workshop on the Antisynmetry Theory held at Cortona, Italy in May.
2000.

(1)

a. *likh-asie-ch-i

[Bangla]

W'~~~~~~OW~~-AUX-AGR

Intended meaning: 'I am writing slowly'
b. *khaa-dhire-chh-i
eat-Slowly-AUX-AGR
Intended meaning: 'I am eating slowly'

[Ori~a]

c. *(fiaan) ezhuti-kkonT-irikk-uka patukke aaNa [Mall
(I)
WI-~~~PROG-AUX-INF slowly ~ u x
Intended meaning: 'I am writing slowly'
This typological fact provides support for antisymmetry of syntax. Our study therefore is a footnote to this demonstration of
antisymmetry as we believe that it has important consequences for
the theory. Furthermore, the actual mechanism that we suggest for
the derivation of the verb-Aux order in these languages also follow the Linear Correspondence Axiom of Kayne (1994) and provides a lack of adverb adjunction, albeit with a twist.
The twist refers to the following observation that can be derived
fiom the LCA:

(2) "Verb-final'' languages prefer XP movement to X movement.
This observation is an extension of the demonstration of a similar
principle shown to be applying inside the DP by Bhattacharya
(1998 and 1999), who shows that in a so-called V-tinal language
like Bangla (Bengali), NP-movement is preferred to N-movement
inside the DP. The derivation of the right order of the V-Aux that
we propose below however crucially employs head movement.
Interestingly, in a recent paper, Mahajan (2000) has proposed
that all movement is basically XP movement. I.e., he suggests that
syntax allows only category movement. On the one hand this
surprising conclusion is in direct opposition to the typological
finding stated in (2) above, yet on the other, given Cinque's
(2000) demonstration that even within the DPs all movement may
be XP or roll-up movement, the similarity between the DP and the
clause is retained. The problem that needs to be addressed, then, is
how LCA can derive both possibilities. The demonstration in this
paper that even V-final languages need to involve head move
ment, especially in cases involving inflectional morphology, casts
a doubt on both sets of proposals above, even though such a
mixed approach can also be derived fiom the LCA. It seems
therefore that the LCA in its present form is too powerful, a point
that has been noted quite early in the literature. Our analysis

though extracts the pervasiveness of leftward movement in "headfinal" languages implied in the LCA in spite of the problems
pointed out.

2 The Proposal in a nutshell
In investigating the distribution and nature of auxiliaries in four
South Asian languages, three of which are Indo-Aryan (Bangla,
Hindi and Oriya) and one Dravidian (Malayalarn), we come to the
conclusion that auxiliaries in these languages are really heavily
grammaticalized light verbs. That is, V-Aux is really V-v m SA
languages. However, m the spirit of antisymmetry and the Linear
Correspondence Axiom, this order is derived from an underlying
v-V order, i-e., the light verb forms an outer shell of the verbal
extended projection. That is, the Aux as light verb appears as the
final element of the verbal complex by virtue of the big V head
moving to small v, a standard assumption in minimalism, as in
(3).

3 Previous Work
Previous works on light verbs m SA languages (Hook 1973 and
Butt 1998) although agreed that they constitute a verbal compounding or a V-LV complex predicate, respectively, differ as to
the semantic content of the light verb.
Hook (1973) considers auxiliaries as a super-type of light verbs
or vector verbs. He calls the V-LV sequences as compounding:
the main verb is the polar and the light verb a vector. Consider
example (4).
preziDeNT-ko xat likh diyaa
president-ACC letterwritegive~~s~
'I wrote a letter to the president.'

(4) mAI ne

I-ERG

The vector diyaa 'give' has an aspectual hction, expressing
completion of an action. He argues that the relation of compound
to a simple verb is an aspectual one, with the compound
expressing completion of an action. Thus, for Hook, the LV is an
aspectual auxiliary.

From another perspective, Jayaseelan (1996) proposes that light
verbs in Malayalam have Aux functions.

(5) a. fiaan nin-akka waatil tuRannutar-aam
I
you-DAT door open givewill
'I will open the door for you.'
b. *ilaan waatil tuRannu nin-akka tar-aam
I
door open YOU-DAT give-will
'Opening the door, I will give it to you.'

In examples like (9,tar 'give' indicates a modal like function
like 'for someone's benefit'. He considers it as belonging to the
same category as the English construction I will call you a !mi,
where a modal verb is used in English.
We attempt to show that auxiliaries too are light verbs, i.e., Aux
Lv where Lv indicates heavily grammaticalized light verbs.
Furthermore, it has also been suggested that there is indeed a deep
rooted relation between auxiliaries and Aspect. First. Den Dikken
(1995) shows that the copula Aux is often aspectual. In particular,
in predicate inversion cases: the theory proposed by den Dikken
makes use of an aspectual kctional head F to suggest that an
incorporation of an Agr like element to this head actually realises
on the surface as an auxiliary. Secondly, we will see below that
the so-called auxiliaries in Malayalam also carry aspectual information as they can host aspectual morphemes.
=

Butt (1998), however, distinguishes between LV and Aux. She
argues that Aux and Light verbs show distinct behaviour with
regard to case-marking, reduplication, word order, and topicalization. Considering $om a subcategorization point of view, she
argues that a Main Verb has a full argument structure, an LV has
an incomplete argument structure, while an Aux has no argument
structure.
We believe that these differences that Butt notes do not m e in
the way of a categorial identification. Also, given that the w
relation between subcategorization and argument structure is
considerably weakened in the current fiarnework, much of what is
implied by the subcategorization argument above, fails to be relevant. Our study differs fiom all previous works on this topic
firstly by treating auxiliaries also as light verbs (though heavily
For example in (i) below, the aspecluaiity involved is that of stativity whereas in
(ii) it is ingressive:
(i) the best solution seems yto be) instant retreat
(ii) the best solution becomes instant retreat

grammaticalized) and by comparing Dravidian with the general
I A pattern. In particular, we argue that light verbs participate in
the grammaticalization cline of Hopper & Traugott (1993):
(6) full V > (vector verb) > Aux > Clitic > Affii

4 The Data
The copular auxiliary in Bangla is defective and is (a)ch Two
possible historical derivations are as follows:

(7) a. From Jaas 'to sit' or das 'to be'
b. From Old Indo-Aryan d>rcch 'to go'
However, according to Chatterji (1926: 1035), the most satisfactory derivation is as follows:
(8)

From the IE root Jes (=*as of OIA) with a combination
of IE themes <<-skel -sRo>>

This combination is found in a number of ancient 1E languages:
bbn,ksk (Homeric preterit), escit (Old Latin future), sketar 'is'
skente 'are' (Tokharian), Armenian subjunctive ice? etc.In
modem BanglaIOriya, the (a)ch auxiliary appears as follows:

(9) a. likh-e-ch-i
b. likh-ch-i
[Bangal
(1 0) a. lekh-i-(a)ch-i
b. lekh-u-(a)&-i [Oriya]
write-PERF-AUX-AGR
write-PROG-AUX-AGR
'(I) have written'
'(I) am writing'
Other auxiliaries we are not concerned with here are ho, thak,
and raha. The auxiliaries in Oriya are ach and aT. They regularly
can take Agr features. E.g.
(11) a achi
‘be&,-SG'

b. achanti
be&-p~'

(12) a. aTe
'be--SG'

b. aTanti,
'be--p~'

[%PI

They can have tense features specified:
(13)

se raajaa achil thilaa

[%PI

he king is 1 was
'he is /was the king.'

In Malayalam, the three auxiliaries are the equative copula auk,
the existential copula uL and ir.

b. ezhuti-yiTT u n ~ a ~

(14) a. ezhut-uka a a ~ a ~
rife-INF AUX
'is writing'

W ~ ~ ~ - P E AUX
RF

'has written'

c. ezhuti inmnu
write.c~A U X
'had written'
It is one particular use of the last auxiliary which fancies our
attention because it is the only one which can appear after a conjunctive participle (CP) form of the verb. The past tense f m is
homophonous with the CP and the only auxiliary that can follow
is ir sometimes along with other verbal suffixes denoting
different aspectual states:
(1 5) a. ezhuti-kkonT-inmnu

write.c~~~OG-~ux
'kept on writing'
b. awan wann

irikk-aam
he
come-CPAUX-MOD
'He may have come.'

c. awan paaTTa paaTi-kkonT-irikk-um
he
song sing.C~-PROG-AUX-MOD
'He will keep on singing songs.'
We turn to this aspect of the data directly below.

5 The Aspectual Shell
The (b)and (c) examples in (15) above also shows another difference with copulas uL and auk which do not allow further su£tixation. What is of interest is that the CP appears to exist in Bangla1
Oriya as well but has not received much attention in the literatures. This is clear t o m comparing the two sets of data again:
(16) a. ezhuti-yiTT unTa
write.c~pnrr:AUX
'has written'

b. ezhuti-kkonT-irunnu w a l l
wite.c~-PROG-AUX
'kept on d i g '

aak is realisedas MNO in nonpast

'UL innompast

See however, Buti (1998) for Hindi1 Urdu and Bhaitacharya(2000) for Bangla.

(17) a. likh-e-ch-i
b. likh-ch-i
[Bangla]
c. lekh-i-(a)ch-i
d. lekh-u-(a)&-i
[Oriya]
Write-PERF-AUX-AGR W ~ ~ ~ ~ P R O G - A U X - A G R
'(I) have written'
'(I) am writing'
The Auxiliary ir itself in contemporary Malayalam has the
meaning 'to sit', this being another difference that can be
attributed to ir as opposed to aaR and uL. Compare this observation with the derivation of the Bangla (and similarly Oriya) copula
given in (9) and (10) above. The implication is that originally this
verbal complex denoted a sequence of an event and a state like
{writing) and (being). This is borne out by crucial evidence
(shown in (16) and (17)) more or less unnoticed in the literature
that the verb stems in both language types are actually made up of
the root and a particle, which, unlike the light verb, is not derived
fiom any verbal root. Synchronically, this particle is -eor -0 in
Bangla as in (17a,b), -i or -u in Oriya as m (17c,d). Since the
conjunctive participle in Malayalam is homophonous with the
past tense form, we consider the past morpheme as performing
this function in Malayalam. Due to the affixal nature of these
particles, syntactically they translate in terms of functional heads.
Since the conjunctive participle denotes completive action, we
take it to contribute to the aspectual information of the verbal
complex (c.f (10)). This element, we suggest, thus constitutes an
aspectual outer shell of the V:
(18)

LPLbp' cm I v p I

5.1 Aspeetual shells in Malayalam

Malayalam, as we suggest above, tends to use verbal a5xes like ilT and -konT to indicate aspectuality. The perfective and progressive affixes in Malayalam are derived fiom verb roots themselves but are filly gmmmaticalized. The perfective - i n is derived fiom the verb iT-uka 'to put' and the progressive -konT fiom
the verb ROLL-uka 'to take or 'bear'. However, Bangla1 Oriya
lacks an equivalent of this type of aspedual affixes. This difference is captured in our theory by positing a further aspectual shell
for Malayalam(see Hany Babu (in prep.) for further details):
7

LP

(19) LwP
L.CF'rt1 v p l l
The difference between the auxiliary ir and the other auxiliaries
can be best captured by suggesting that ir is a head while the
others are XP at Spec of AspP.

6 The vP Shell
In this section, we suggest that the head of the vP-shell, which
takes the Aspectual shell as a complement, is the natural place for
the copula in these languages. Since the copula is shown to be
integrally related to existentiality, our evidence for a vP-shell
formed by the copula comes fiom the assumption that existential
closure must take place around a vP. Kondrashova (19%) suggests that in languages where the be copula is ungrammatical in
the present tense (Arabic, Hebrew, Russian, Turkish, etc.), it is
inserted as a dummy to support tense or to perform existential
closure. Let us elaborate this W e r comparing Bangla with Russian. In the equative, predicative, generic, locative, be is ungrammatical in these two languages (except in the locative for Bangla).
Russian examples are fiom Kondrashova 1996, the b examples
are the Bangla equivalents.
(20) a. naS uEitel'
our teacher

(*at')

is

Kolja
Kolja

b. amader Sikkoh Kolja (*ache)
(21) a. Kolja (*est') durak
Kolja is fool
b. Kolja boka (*ache)

(22) a. Sobaka (*est7) drug kloveka
dog
is friend person
'a dog is a friend of man'
b. kukur manuser bondhu (*ache)
dog
man's
freind

(23) a. Kolja (*est') v Moskve
Kolja is
in Moscow
b. Kolja mosko-y/te (ache)
Kolja Moscow-LOC (is)

In each of these cases for Russian and in Bangla except in the
locative, the NPs are either referential, definite or generic and
therefore do not introduce an existential operator. So the VP here
doesn't need existential closure and thus be is unnecessary. However, if there is an existential meaning, be is inserted even in the
present. Otherwise, if the tense is filled, i.e., if it is either past or
future, then a dummy be is inserted to support the tense.

The similarity with Russian suggests that in the languages under
study a similar phenomenon of existential closure must be taking
place. Since existential closure, in the theory of Heim (1981)
applies over the VP, and since VP has come to be identified with
vP, we assume that the place for the copula auxiliary in these
languages is located at the head of vP.

Asp'

n
With this structure it is now clear that the auxiliary ir which is
behaves like a head is the very light verb or Lv, the head of vP.
And given the discussion in this section the BanglaIOriya auxiliary -ch also occupies the same position.
Since the Aux is a light verb, it f m s part of the vP shell. In
B M O it is clear that the auxiliary is the v head. Such an idea
finds support in den Dikken's (1995) demonstration that copulas
are not lexical primitives but rather are overt realizations of functional heads.
The structure of the verbal complex as in (24) shows that it is
really vP-AspP which reflects the fact that these complexes are a
result of a union of two events. That is, Asp is the mediator between the two separate events represented by the vP shell and the
VP. It is not surprising to find that the head of the AspP is the host
for the particle which does the conjoining of the two states of
events. The structure in addition predicts the typological finding
that since it is no longer a vP-VP sequence, adverbial adjunction
is not possible in V-Aux languages.

In the next section we present further evidence of the structure
above made up of, as it were, two sub-trees.

7 Break in the Projection
We show that there is a "break" in the projection between the two
sub-trees representing two separate states of events through the
Asp head. The clearest evidence in fivour of a break in the extended verbal projection is shown in (25), which shows that a
whole range of insertions are possible at the AspP site (and only
at this site). Thus Malayalam shows clefling, coordination and
restrictive particle attachment. And BanglafOriya show attachment of topic marker, emphatic marker, regular light verbs and
modals at this AspP site, as in ).
Conside the following, the example in (a) is a case of clefiiig,
(b) is a case of co-ordination, and in (c), a restrictive particle
insertion.
(25)

a. ezhuti-yiTT-aaN uLLata

walayalam]
A~~-PERF-~S
COP-NOM
'it is having written that...' (closest translation)

a'. *ezhuti-yaaN i'lT uLLata
COP-NOM

W&~-~S-PERF

b. ezhuti-yiTT-urn waracc-in-urn unTa
w r i t e p m - c o o ~draw-PERF-COORD
~
COP
'have written and drawn'
b'. *ezhuti-yum

waraceurn iTT-unTa
6 t ~ 0 0 R Ddraw-coom PERF-COP

c. ezhuti-yiTT-ee

uLLuu

WT~~*PERF-RESTR.P. COP.EMPH

'have only written'
c'. *ezhuti-yee

in-uLLuu

~~~~~-REsTR
PERF-COP.EMPH
.P.

In Malayalam, there are negative and positive polarity items
which function as emphatic markers, can intervene between the
Asp and the Am, as below:
(26)

a. awanate ituware ezhuti-yiTTonnumilla
he that till.now write^^^^ NPI NEGAUX
'He hasn't written it till now.'
b. awan ata ezhuti-yiTTokke unTa
he
that write-^^^^ all(PP1)~ux
'He has written it.'

For Indo-Aryan languages, the following examples show the
insertion of topic marker, modal verb, and regular light verbs at
this site.
[Bangla]
(27) a. poRe-to-chi
read ASP-~oP-LV
'as for reading, (Ihave
) done it'
a'. *poR-to-e-chi
read-TOP-ASP-LV
b. kar-i-par-i-th-ili
do-ASP-can-ASP-Lv
'(I) could do'

[%PI

b'. *kar-par-i-th-ili,
do-can-~p-Lv
c. nei-aas-ilaa
tak6ASP-~0me-LV
'(He) brought'

[ori~al

c'. *ne-aas-ilaa
takscomeLv
Finally, we resolve the problem posed by the data below which
shows, contrary to the typological generalization that we began
with, that there are apparent cases of adverb incorporation, insertion of modal, and focus markers even in V-Aux. languages. The
example below shows the insertion of adverbial in Bangla:
(28) nieEkhon-phelo
take-ASP-now-drop.2
'as for taking, do it now'

[Bangla]

In (28), however, the translation clearly indicates topicalization.
With the structure in (24), it is possible to provide an easy explanation of such a topicalization of the AspP to an outer spec of vP
(or TP in a fully extended structure) across the domain of the light
verb. This analysis is strengthened by the fact that category
movement is a pervasive phenomenon in mixed languages as
shown by the derivation of the German verbal cluster in (29) (and
similarly in Bangla) in (30) which uses similar roll-up movement.
(29) a. class er dieses Buchlesenk6men muss
that he this bookread can must
'that he must be able to read this book'

dieses Buch] lesen bj] konnen tw ]
b. , ,L ,,L ,[
muss f ~ u x I~ 2
(30) a. korephelte-hote-pare
do-ASP-drop-ASP-becorne.~s~-can.~s~
'(it) can become possible to do it up' (fietranslation)

8 Remaining Issues
First, we mend the hole m the paradigm for Bangla in (17b) as
this mending demonstrates an important property of BanglalOriya
as opposed to Malayalam. Historically periphrastic tense is expressed m Middle Bangla with an epenthetic i which stands for
the CP in the present analysis:
(31) col-i-che, kor-i-che

'is going', 'is doing'

Chatterji (1926: 1020) mentions the -i continues to be used in
Assamese.

Secondly, m East Bangla dialects, the hole in the paradigm is
actually sealed synchronically. The verbal form in -ite is also the
typical progressive form of the standard literary Bangla:
(32) a. likh-ta-se
[East Bangla]
b. likh-ite-che
[Literary Bangla]
WTite-p~cM3-L~

Finally, it can be shown that the leading idea of a auxiliaries as
light verbs is qtained in dialectal fonms of Bangla In South
western Bangla, the progressive is formed by combining the
present tense of the main verb plus the form &ha to mean 'to
remain':
(33) a.kari-Thi
I do-I remain
'I am doing'

b. jau-Thu
you geyou remain
'you are going'

This lends finther support to the leading idea that the Aux as the
light verb indicates a sequential state of event and that the mate
rial that occupies the head of this light verb (v) is a grammaticalized form of a lexical verb (as in Malayalam, in (33) above,
and also for -ch).
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On Constructional Polysemy and
Verbal Polysemy in Construction Grammar
Hans C. Boas
International Computer Science Institute/UC ~ e r k e l e ~ '

1 Introduction
Recent work by Goldberg (1995) in Construction Grammar places heavy
emphasis on the role of grammatical constructions in determining verbal
argument realizations. On this view, constructions are independent formmeaning pairs with their own semantics that are able to contribute constructional
argument roles to a verb's participant roles. This approach has the advantage of
not having to postulate implausible verb senses for verbs which may occur with
non-subcategorized postverbal arguments such as sneeze in (1):
(1) Frank sneezed the tissue off the table. (Goldberg 1995: 152)
The main aim of this paper is to investigate whether Goldberg's (1995) account
of caused-motion constructions of the type in (1) provides us with an analysis
that is fine-grained enough to account for the full range of caused-motion
constructions. In the next two sections, I will give a brief overview of
Goldberg's (1995) framework, concentrating on the theoretical status of
grammatical constructions and constructional polysemy. In Section 4, I will
outline arguments which support a different, and in my view, more adequate
analysis of constructional polysemy in terms of verbal polysemy and lexical
semantic networks. I will outline this proposal in section 5.

2 Verbs and Constructions
Goldberg's (1995) analysis of caused-motion sentences such as in (1) assumes
that there exists an independent caused-motion construction which associates a
specific syntactic configuration with a specific semantics. The representation in
(2) shows how the semantics of the caused-motion construction and the meaning
of the matrix verb are combined in Goldberg's framework.
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(2)

a. Caused-Motion Construction (Goldberg 1995: 88)
Sem

CAUSE-MOVE <cause

I

PRED

Sy n

Cv

<

I

goal

i

C C
SUBJ

theme>

I >

OBLpp OBJ

b. sneeze: < sneezer >
The boxed diagram in (2a) represents the caused-motion construction and
consists of three different layers: In the top line of the box we find the
construction's own meaning (Sem). It contains the semantic arguments of the
construction (the constructional roles) and represents their semantic relations
with respect to each other. Thus, the caused-motion construction is associated
with the semantics X CAUSES Y TO MOVE Z.' Solid lines between the
semantic roles and roles in the predicate's role array indicate that the semantic
role must be fused with an independently existing verbal participant role. Dotted
lines indicate that the construction is able to provide additional participant roles.
The middle line of the construction contains the open slots into which the verb's
participant roles fuse, and in the bottom line we find the overt syntactic
realization of the semantic arguments (OBL stands for oblique) of the combined
verb-construction semantics. Roles represented in bold are 'profiled' arguments,
i.e., entities in a verb's semantics that are "obligatorily accessed and function as
focal points within the scene, achieving a special degree of prominence
(Langacker 1987)"(Goldberg1995: 44).2
According to Goldberg, verbs are associated with specific semantic frames (cf.
Fillmore 1982) that are represented in terms of their participant roles in their
respective lexical entries. The lexical entry for sneeze in (2b) shows that the verb
is associated with a single participant role, in this case the sneezer. The bold
print representation of the sneezer indicates that it is lexically' 'profiled.When
sneeze fuses with the caused-motion construction in (2a). then the verb
contributes the sneezer role, whereas the construction contributes both a theme
role as well as a goal role to the verb's semantics. In other words, sneeze
specifies the means by which the CAUSE-MOVE relation is achieved, whereas
the construction provides the rest of the semantics which then yields the
interpretation in ( I ) . ~
Goldberg proposes the following construction-specific constraints that regulate
whether a verb's semantics can fuse with the caused-motion con~truction.~
These
constraints are necessary in order "to avoid arbitrary lexical stipulations on each
verb that could potentially occur in the construction." (Goldberg 1995: 164).

(3) Constraints on the application of caused-motion constructions
I . The cause argument can be an agent or a natural force. But it cannot be an

instrument.
2. No cognitive decision can mediate between the causing event and the entailed

motion.
3. If the caused motion is not strictly entailed, it must be presumed as a ceteris
paribus implication.
4. Conventionalized scenarios can be cognitively packaged as a single event even

if an intervening cause exists.
5. If the verb is a change-of-state verb (or verb of effect), such that the activity

causing the change of state (of effect), when performed in a conventional way,
effects some incidental motion and, moreover, is performed with the intention
of causing the motion, the path of motion may be specified.
6. The path of motion must be completely determined by the action denoted by
the verb.
(Goldberg 1995: 1651174)

3 Constructional Polysemy
Besides the central caused-motion sense X CAUSES Y T O MOVE Z,'
Goldberg proposes four systematically related yet distinct sense extensions of
the caused-motion construction which she analyzes as constructional polysemy.
On this view, the central sense X CAUSES Y T O MOVE 2' motivates the
extended senses which by themselves each constitute a minimally different
construction in terms of their meanings, yet all inherit the same syntactic
specification of the core construction. The individual sense extensions of the
caused-motion construction include 1) verbs of communication that have
specific force-dynamics such as in (4a), 2) "force dynamic verbs that encode the
removal of a barrier," as in (4b), 3) verbs that encode the concept of "X
PREVENTS Y FROM MOVING Comp(Z)" as in (4c), and 4) verbs that mean
"X HELPS Y T O MOVE 2" (1995: 162) as in (4d).
(4)

a. Sam ordered him out of the house. (Goldberg 1995: 161)
b. Sam allowed Bob out of the room. (Goldberg 1995: 161)
c. Hany locked Joe into the bathroom. (Goldberg 1995: 162)
d. Sam helped him into the car. (Goldberg 1995: 162)

The main motivation for distinguishing between a central caused-motion
construction (e.g., He pushed the box into the room (Goldberg 1995: 162)) and
its extensions is the observation that the central construction
"involves manipulative causation and actual movement, the scene to which transitive
markers are applied earliest cross-linguistically (Slobin 1985) and which has been
suggested as the most basic causative situation (Talmy 1976). Moreover, the other
extensions are most economically described as extensions of this sense." (1995: 162)

Proposing constructional polysemy has the theoretical advantage of not having
to posit lexical rules in order to account for sense extensions of verbs "whose
various senses are not predictable and must be conventionally associated with
the construction," according to Goldberg (1995: 34). That is, instead of
postulating verb sense shifts in terms of lexical rules (cf. Pinker (1989),
Rappaport Hovav & Levin (1998)), different types of caused-motion
constructions which "exist independently of the particular lexical items that
instantiate them" (Goldberg 1995: 224) are recruited to account for a verb's
multiple argument realization patterns. On this view, each of the meanings of the
sentences in (4) is the result of integrating the meanings of the verbs into the
meanings of different types of caused-motion constructions.
With this overview of Goldberg's framework, let us now turn to the question of
whether her analysis of caused-motion constructions is capable of adequately
describing the full range of data. In what follows, I turn to a discussion of the
lexical semantic factors that are responsible for deciding under which
circumstances different types of caused-motion constructions can provide a verb
with additional argument roles' as sketched out in (2) above.

4 Delimiting Constructions and Constructional Polysemy
Recall that the Goldberg approach to argument structure constructions aims for a
"rich frame-semantic knowledge associated with verbs" (Goldberg 1995: 31) in
order to "allow for the possibility of meaningful interpretation and translation,
and to predict correct inferences." (1995: 29) To this end, Goldberg is
integrating an approach towards semantic description labeled Frame Semantics,
"a research program in empirical semantics which emphasizes the continuities
between language and experience." (Petruck 1996: 1) The main idea behind
Frame Semantics as developed by Fillmore (1982, 1985) lies in the assumption
that words have to be understood in context in order to arrive at a complete
semantic description. This means that a semantic description of a word should
include information about how speakers apply their lexical knowledge in
interpreting and producing real discourse. Fillmore proposes that in order to
understand the meaning of words in a language we must first have knowledge of
the conceptual structures, or semantic frames that underlie the meanings of
words. Semantic frames contain frame elements, i.e., descriptions of the frame's
participants in terms of situational roles. To this end, Goldberg points out that
"frames are intended to capture useful chunks of encyclopedic knowledge."
(Goldberg 1995: 26)

4.1 Integration of verbal and constructional semantics
In order to model the interaction between verbal and constructional semantics,
Go1dl;erg suggests a frame-semantic analysis of verbs whose "designation must

include reference to a background frame rich with world and cultural
knowledge." (1995: 27) Admitting that "it is typically difficult to capture framesemantic knowledge in concise paraphrase" (1995: 27), she proposes that by
"distinguishing verbal semantics from constructional semantics, we can predict
an observation noted by Pinker (1989) as to the nature of "syntactically relevant
aspects of verb meaning," or what is here claimed to be constructional
meaning." (1995: 28) With this distinction between verbal and constructional
meaning in mind, let us now turn to a concrete example in which the participant
roles of the verbs hit in (5) and strike in (6) interact with the caused-motion
construction.
(5)
(6)

a.
b.
a.
b.

hit < hitter hittee >
Joe hit the ball across the field.
(Goldberg 1995: 153)
strike < striker strikee >
*Joe struck the ball across the field.

Recall from section 2 that when a verb's semantics fuses with the semantics of
the caused-motion construction, then the caused-motion construction adds the
goal phrase to the verb's semantics. Note, however, that although the verbs hit
and strike are closely related in meaning, only the former fuses with the causedmotion construction to yield an acceptable sentence whereas the latter does not.
This illustrates two points. First, the architecture of lexical entries presented by
Goldberg does not have any features that may block a verb's integration into a
construction on formal grounds. Notice that even the rich frame semantic
information associated with the semantics of hit and strike does not include
information that would make it possible to predict which verb may occur in the
caused-motion construction. Second, because there is no mechanism available
that restricts a construction's ability to supply constructional roles to a verb's
semantics, there is - as far as I can see - no principled way by which the
integration of strike in (6b) into the caused-motion construction may be
straightforwardly blocked. Although Goldberg's constraints on the application of
the caused-motion construction in (3) above seem initially as if they might rule
out unacceptable instances such as (6b), they are not fine-grained enough to
differentiate between the semantics of hit and strike in order to determine which
verb may fuse with the central caused-motion construction.
The sentences in (5b) and (6b) show that Goldberg's constructional approach to
caused-motion constructions is unprecise when it comes to determining which
types of verbs may fuse with a construction. Whereas she argues that "the
majority of cases appear to be predictable once a sufficiently detailed semantic
characterization of the construction and associated verb classes has been
accomplished" (1995: 222). we have seen that her adaptation of frame semantics
is problematic when it comes to ruling out unacceptable caused-motion
constructions. That is, verbs such as hit and strike do not show the same

constructional distribution although they are closely related in meaning and
should thus form a somewhat coherent semantic verb class.
So far, our discussion has shown that there is a need for a richer, more detailed
analysis of the factors determining the range of a verb's argument realization
patterns. In what follows, I turn to an analysis of the factors involved in
determining whether a specific sense of a verb may be attributed to the
semantics of the central caused-motion construction.
4.2 Basic meaning and constructional meaning
In her discussion of the verb hit, Goldberg suggests that it has a basic sense and
receives constructional argument roles from the caused-motion construction in
order to license additional arguments at the syntactic level. Based on "several
observations in the literature" that "lead to the conclusion that the verb in
isolation does not inherently encode the caused-motion semantics," (1995: 153)
she claims that hit in (7a) does not have a caused-motion interpretation, whereas
in (7b) hit does have a caused-motion interpretation.
(7)

a. Joe hit the table.
b. Joe hit the ball across the field. (Goldberg 1995: 153)

While her observation that hit has different interpretations is certainly true for
(7a) and (7b), I suggest that the difference in interpretation is not due to the
caused-motion construction which on Goldberg's view takes the basic verb hit in
order to supply it with a caused-motion interpretation by providing a goal
phrase. Instead, I propose that the different interpretations are due to a separate
conventionalized sense of hit that has to be encoded in the lexicon. Compare the
following sentences.
(8)

a. Joe hit the ball.
b. *Joe hit the table across the field.

Sentence (8a) is formed in analogy to sentence (7a) above. It differs from
sentence (7a) in that it contains a different postverbal NP as its patient argument.
Note that in this case hit automatically receives a differed interpretation. Thus,
when hitting a table one typically takes the hand or some instrument in order to
hit the table. The same kind of activity is taking place when one hits a ball.
However, the two sentences differ in that when hit occurs with the ball as its
postverbal patient as in @a), then it has a particular default interpretation. More
specifically, when hit occurs with the ball, hearers typically assume that the
hitting event takes place with the intention of making. the ball move. This
explains why hit in (7b) has a different interpretation than in (7a). On this view,
Joe hit the ball inherently encodes a caused-motion sense of hit; it just happens

to be the fact that the speaker is not interested in conveying information about
the direction in which the ball flew. Instead, the speaker is interested in
conveying the importance of Joe's hitting the ball. The fact that the ball flew
somewhere is in this particular context unimportant. However, if the speaker
wishes to additionally convey information about the direction in which the ball
flew as the result of Joe's hitting it, then the speaker is free to add a goal phrase.
The crucial point here is that hit in (8a) and (7b) represent the same sense of hit
(let us call it the sports sense of hit), whereas (7a) includes the pure physical
impact sense of hit.
Compare this situation with the case in which one hits a table, i.e., the pure
physical impact sense of hit. When one hits a table, it is typically not the case
that one intends the table to move. This also explains the oddity of (8b) which
captures the observation that the pure physical impact sense of hit is distinct
from the sports sense of hit. Thus, the fact that a speaker wants to convey
information about a hitting event in which the hitter intends a table to move
across a field as the result of his hitting the table seems strange to the
conventional hearer. What these sentences show, then, is that the different
interpretations of hit in (7a, b) above do not have to be attributed to the causedmotion construction contributing a separate goal phrase to the verb's participant
roles, as Goldberg claims, but that the different senses are attributed to two
distinct lexical senses of the same verb which have to be distinguished at the
lexical semantic level. These sentences also suggest that speakers associate (at
the IexicaUpragmatic level) specific senses of a verb with specific result states or
locations. Thus, the sports sense of hit, but not the pure physical impact sense of
hit, seems to lexically specify a location for the postverbal NP (compare (7b) vs.
(8b) above). So far, our observations seem to suggest that different senses of
verbs exhibit distinct subcategorization properties that set them apart from other
senses of the same verb. This is in contrast to Goldberg's suggestion that the
caused-motion construction supplies the basic verb hit with additional
constructional roles to arrive at a caused-motion sense of hit.s
In this connection, consider the polysemy network of strike, a verb closely
related in meaning to hit. Although both verbs exhibit a similar distribution of
postverbal arguments when it comes to the syntactic realization of their physical
impact senses (cf. (9a) and (lea)), they differ from each other when they are
used to express senses that are different from the pure physical impact sense.6

(9) a. He hit the fence.
b. He hit the fence with a bullet.
c. I hit the cane against the fence.
d. The bullet hit the fence.
e. He hit the ball into the field.

(10)a. He struck the fence.
b. *He struck the fence with a bullet.
c. He struck a stick against the fence.
d. A bullet struck the fence.
e. *He struck the ball into the field.

A comparison of the polysemy networks of hit and strike illustrates that it is
difficult to predict the circumstances under which a caused-motion construction
contributes additional constructional roles to a verb's "basic" meaning. In
contrast to Goldberg, I suggest that we arrive at a more fine-grained account of
polysemy if we pay more attention to the individual lexical semantic polysemy
networks of verbs instead of attributing extended polysemy patterns to a series
of caused-motion constructions.
4.3 Relationship between form and meaning
In order to evaluate Goldberg's claim that caused-motion constructions are
capable of expanding a verb's meaning to a caused-motion meaning by
supplying verbs with additional arguments such as PPs, I conducted corpus
searches in the British National Corpus (BNC) and the COBUILD Bank of
English. The search for PPs functioning as secondary predicates yielded
sentences such as the following.7
(10)

a. She glared a hole through me. (BNC)
b. They laughed themselves to death. (BNC)
c. I don't want to be sitting here working my socks off. (COBUILD)
d. It just drives me up the wall. (BNC)

The data in (10) illustrate two points. First, verbs occurring with PPs
functioning as secondary predicates do not always encode a caused-motion
meaning. That is, the PPs through me in (lOa), to death in (lob), of in (lOc),
and up the wall in (10d) do not encode the end location of the postverbal NP.
According to Goldberg's proposals, however, we would expect the PPs in (10a)(10d) to encode the end location of the postverbal NPs because the verb does not
seem to subcategorize for the postverbal NPs alone as the following sentences
illustrate.
(11)

a. *She glared a hole.
b. *They laughed themselves.
c. *I don't want to be sittin'g here working my socks.
d. ?It just drives me.

This means that identifying the syntactic configuration [NP V NP PP] with a
specific semantics such as 'X CAUSES Y TO MOVE Z' does not always yield
the expected results because the same syntactic pattern does not always encode
the same semantics as (10a)-(10d) show.
The second point illustrated by the data in (10) is concerned with Goldberg's
notion of expanded constructional polysemy which claims that there is a central
caused-motion construction as well as four caused-motion constructions

representing extensions of the central caused-motion sense (cf. section 3). If we
compare the semantics of the sentences in (10a)-(10d) with the semantics of the
extended caused-motion constructions exemplified by (4a)-(4d) above, we see
that they do not readily fit into any of the extended caused-motion categories
postulated by Goldberg. In principle, there are two ways to solve this problem. If
we were to follow Goldberg's proposals in favor of constructional polysemy,
we would have to postulate additional extensions of the caused-motion
construction and its already existing inventory of related senses. Note, however,
that proposing additional sense extensions entails a larger inventory of related
constructions. It is not yet clear how large the entire inventory of related causedmotion constructions might be. But if we were to find that the inventory of
English caused-motion constructions is considerably large, i.e., nearly as large
as the number of individual verbs that instantiate it, then we would only
reproduce lexical polysemy at the constructional level (including minor
generalizations over coherent semantic classes of verbs).' In order to avoid such
redundancy, I would like to suggest an alternative analysis.
Instead of having to enlarge the inventory of caused-motion constructions
every time we find a new caused-motion usage of a verb that is not subsumed by
an existing sense extension of the central caused-motion construction, I propose
to shift the descriptive as well as the explanatory burden from the constructional
level to a more fine-grained level, i.e., the lexical semantic level of verb
meanings. On this view, we directly encode in a verb's lexical entry whether it
occurs in a caused-motion pattern or not. This approach has two major
advantages over Goldberg's constructional polysemy analysis. First, it
eliminates the problem of having to state semantic constraints that restrict the
application of constructions (cf. section 4.1). Second, higher-order
constructional polysemy becomes obsolete because a verb's lexical entry
already contains all of the conventionalized usage information necessary to
account for a speaker's knowledge of the range of syntactic patterns with which
a verb may occur? In what follows, I outline the main components of an
alternative approach to constructional polysemy in more detail.

5 Verbal polysemy and lexical semantic networks
In order to account for the entirety of a verb's conventionalized usage patterns, I
propose to encode all of its conventionalized interpretations in combination with
their respective syntactic frames in terms of a mini-construction. Adopting the
main ideas from Fillmore's (1982, 1985) theory of Frame Semantics, I suggest
that each sense of a verb contains information about how it is used and
interpreted in real world discourse. Each pairing of a distinct set of a verb's
frame semantic information with a distinct syntactic pattern forms its own miniconstruction as the following examples illustrate.

(12) Partial lexical entry of hit
(4

[.gent

Patient1

NP

NP

NP

Patient2
NP

I
PP

Agent:

Entity exerting energy in order to forcefully come into contact
with patient
Patientl: Physical object
Patient2: Physical object that can change location as a result of the
Agent's forceful contact with it
Goal: Final location resulting from the patient's motion away from
its original location
The partial lexical entry in (12) includes semantic and syntactic information
about the constituents that may occur with the individual senses of hit. By
including more specific frame semantic information about the verb's different
arguments it becomes possible to define each sense of a verb in context. For
example, while both (12a) and (12b) include the same frame semantic
specifications for Agent, they differ from each other with respect to how the
Patient is to be construed. The following examples illustrate the types of
sentences licensed by (l2a) and (12b).
(13)

a. Joe hit the table.
b.*Joe hit the table across the field.

(14)

a. Joe hit the ball.
b. Joe hit the ball across the field.

(13a) is licensed by (12a) because Joe can be construed as an entity exerting
energy in order to forcefully come into contact with a physical object that can be
construed as a patient. In contrast, (13b) is ruled out because it is neither
licensed by (12a) nor by (12b). That is, the "physical impact" sense of hit in
(12a) is not conventionally associated with a caused-motion semantics whose
Goal phrase is realized syntactically as a PP. The "sports" sense of hit in (12b)
requires that the patient be construed as an object which can move as the result
of the agent's forceful contact with it. However, it is part of frame semantic
knowledge about tables and hitting that a table typically does not move to a
specific location as the result of an agent's forceful contact with it. In other
words, the conventionalized "sports" sense of hit in (12b) does typically not

allow for bigger objects like tables to occur with it. In contrast, both sentences in
(14) are acceptable because the semantics of the postverbal arguments agree
with the frame-semantic specifications of the "sports" sense of hit in (12b). The
ball can be construed as a physical object that can change location as a result of
the agent's forceful contact with it. Similarly, across thefield can be construed
as a goal, i.e., a final location resulting from the patient's motion away from its
original location. Next, let us take a look at the partial lexical entry of strike and
the types of sentences licensed by it.
(14) Partial lexical entry of strike
Agent

Patient

NP

I

Agent: Entity exerting energy in order to forcefully come into contact
with patient
Patient: Physical object
(15)

a. Joe struck the table.
b. Joe struck the ball.
c. *Joe struck (the tablelthe ball} across the field.

Both (15a) and (15b) are licensed by (14) because the table and the ball can
both be construed as physical objects. (15c) is ruled out because the miniconstruction in (14) does not include any Goal specifications that could license
the PP across the field. The difference between hit and strike, then, lies in the
fact that hit is conventionally associated with (at least) a "physical impact" sense
and a caused-motion "sports" sense, whereas strike is associated with (at least) a
"physical impact" sense but not with a caused-motion "sports" sense. By
capturing the semantic and syntactic differences between hit and strike in terms
of individual mini-constructions representing different senses of the respective
verbs, it becomes possible to describe all of the conventionalized senses of the
two verbs including their syntactic frames in terms of lexical semantic networks
of related verb senses.
The alternative approach to constructional polysemy in terms of lexical
semantic networks has a number of advantages. First, by shifting the
explanatory burden from the abstract constructional level to the concrete level of
lexical semantic polysemy networks, the notion of constructional polysemy
becomes unnecessary. This reduces the theoretical machinery needed to describe
the distribution of caused-motion constructions and thus simplifies the
architecture of Construction Grammar.
Second, replacing constructional polysemy with lexical semantic networks
solves the problem of having to state exact constraints capable of delimiting the

fusion of verbal and constructional argument roles (cf. our discussion in section
4.1). This also eliminates the need to state new semantic constraints that become
necessary once exceptions to the existing inventory of constraints are found.
Third, by describing each conventionalized sense of a verb in terms of a miniconstruction that includes semantic, pragmatic, and syntactic information, it
becomes possible to make much more precise descriptions as to what types of
arguments may occur with a given conventionalized sense of a verb. This
approach is also supported by recent evidence from psycholinguistic research
showing that "many polysemous words may be stored with both their contexts
and the unique meaning for that context." (Harris 1998: 68/69)

6 Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper, I have outlined an alternative analysis of constructional polysemy
which differs crucially from the account suggested by Goldberg. Whereas
Goldberg proposes a set of related meaningful caused-motion constructions, I
have shown that her notion of constructional polysemy is problematic when it
comes to describing the distribution of a broader range of caused-motion
constructions.
Instead of explaining the distribution of caused-motion constructions at the
constructional level, I have argued for an alternative analysis in terms of verbal
polysemy represented by lexical semantic networks." In my approach, each
conventionalized sense of a verb is represented in terms of a lexical miniconstruction containing semantic, pragmatic, and syntactic information about its
conventionalized usage patterns. The advantage of this proposal is twofold.
First, by replacing constructional polysemy with lexical semantic networks, the
number of abstract constructions is reduced which means that the architecture of
Construction Grammar is simplified. Second, by encoding individual verb
senses in terms of mini-constructions, it becomes possible to arrive at much
more precise descriptions about the distribution of verbal argumentsH
In this paper, I have only addressed the issue of how to account for the
argument distribution of conventionalized verb senses. One question still open is
how to analyze the argument distribution of non-conventionalized verb senses
such as in Frank sneezed the napkin offthe table. I suggest that these cases arise
through a speaker's need "to convey meanings for which there is no readymade, conventional expression." (Clark 1993: 78) In this case, sneeze is
associated with a new form-meaning pairing by means of analogy with blow
which is conventionally associated with a caused-motion semantics and the
respective [NPV NP PP] frame. Clearly, further research remains to be done on
how verbs acquire new meanings and syntactic frames by means of analogy that
result in lexical innovations.

7 Notes
' m e research reported here has been made possible by a postdoctoral fellowship by the "Deutscher
Akademischer Austauschdienst" (DAAD) ("German Academic Exchange Service") to conduct
research with members of the FrameNet research project (NSF Grant No. IRI-9618838, P.I. Charles
Fillmore) at the international Computer Science Institute in Berkeley, California. The right to use the
British National Corpus on part of FrameNet researchers was arranged through Oxford University
Press.
'On Goldberg's view, constructions "can be viewed as free-standing entities, stored within the
lexicon alongside lexical items, idioms, and other constructions that may or may not be partially
lexically filled." (Goldberg 1995: 220).
' ~ o t ethat it is not entirely clear how the augmented subcategorization frame in (2a) is mapped to
the syntactic level in Goldberg's framework. In particular, Goldberg remains silent about how the
linear order of verbal arguments in the bottom line of (2a) is changed so that the oblique PP is
realized in final position. Furthermore, Goldberg claims that resultative constructions are
metaphorical extensions of caused-motion constructions. However, it is not clear why resultative
constructions exhibit a different syntactic ordering of postverbal arguments than caused-motion
constructions (cf. Goldberg's illustration of the resultative construction (1995: 189) vs. her
illustration of the caused-motion construction (1995: 88)). Another problem arises when the linear
order of arguments of caused-motion and resultative constructions is changed, e.g., in passive
constructions. In this case, it is not clear whether multiple constructions apply simultaneously, or in a
step-by-step fashion. For similar critique, see Kay (1996: 1).
40ther, more general constraints regulating the fusion of verbal and constructional semantics
include 'The Semantic Coherence Principle," and 'The Correspondence Principle" (cf. Goldberg
1995: 50).
' ~ o t ethat there are many more senses attributed to hit which one would have difficulties
accounting for in terms of independently existing meaningful constructions. Jackendoff (1990)
identifies three distinct senses of hit, whereas lwata (1998) identifies I I distinct, but systematically
related, senses for hit.
? h e discussion of different syntactic patterns of hit and strike is based on Fillmore (1977).
po or a collection of corpus data showing the types of verbs that occur with PPs as secondary
predicates, see Boas (2000).
'see also Kay's (1996: 1) discussion of constructional polysemy, constructional inheritance, and
the relationship between caused-motionand recipient constructions.
9~eplacingconstructional polysemy with more concrete information about a verb's multiple
conventionalized usage patterns also has the advantage of not having to postulate a separate yet
related resultative construction in order to account for sentences such as Jack drove Flora crazy. On
Goldberg's account, the resultative construction is a metaphorical extension of the caused-motion
construction. The alternative approach suggested in this paper does not need additional
constructional extensions because the relevant usage patterns are encoded in a verb's lexical
semantic polysemy network (see also Iwata (1998) and Boas (2000)). Note that the partial lexical
entries of hit and strike in (12) and (14) only represent a minimal set of individual senses of the
respective verbs. In our discussion I have left out the other conventionalized senses of these verbs
which are members of the respective lexical semantic networks.
''~or related proposals in favor of describing multiple senses of verbs in terms of lexical semantic
networks. see Iwata (1998) and Fillmore & Atkins (2000).
"Goldberg (1995: 37/39) points out that her analysis of constructional polysemy is aimed at
capturing what has been traditionally been accounted for in terms of outputs of lexical rules. Note
that on the alternative account presented in this paper, no input and output of any sort is needed to
describe the different conventionalized senses associated with a verb. This means that there is no
need for lexical rules or constructions in order to account for the distribution of conventionalized
argument realization patterns, because they are listed as such in the lexicon and do not need to be
generated in any way.
I 2 ~ oar more detailed outline of such a proposal, see Boas (2000: chapter 8).
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Free Relatives as DPs
with a Silent D and a CP Complement
Ivano Caponigro
University of California, Los Angeles

1.

Free Relative Clauses (FRs): a Definition

Free relative clauses (henceforth, FRs) are embedded clauses with a gap in an
argument or adjunct position and a clause initial wh- element. The FRs I will
focus on in this paper are always tensed and occur in an argument or adjunct
position, with a distribution that looks like the distribution of DPS.' Some
examples of these FRs are given in (1)' together with the sentences resulting
from replacing the FRs with DPs.

(1)

'

a.
a'.

I appreciate [FR what you did for me].
I appreciate [DPyour help].

b.
b'.

[ ~ Wcouldn't
O sleep enough] felt tired the following morning.
[DPThe insomniacs] felt tired the following morning.

c.

c'.

You can't smoke [rn where the kids are sleeping].
You can't smoke [DP there].

d.
d'.

He opened the door [mwhen I was about to knock].
He opened the door [Dpthen].

This definition excludes FRs that are introduced by -ever wh- elements like whoever, whatever, etc.
(cf. Tredinnick 1993), FRs that occur in dislocated positions (cf. Groos and van Riemsdijk 1981 for
rightdislocated FRs in German and Dutch, and Suiier 1984 and Hirschbilhler and Rivero 1983 for
topicalized FRs in Spanish and Catalan), FRs that behave like free clausal adjuncts (cf. lzvorski
2000a), and FRs that are tenseless (cf. Grosu 1994, lzvorski 2000b). All these FRs show relevant
syntactic and semantic differences with the FRs I am considering here.

I will now briefly compare FRs with Headed Relative Clauses, since this
comparison has inspired much of the debate on the syntax of FRs that has
developed in generative linguistics in the last two decades.

2.

FRs and Headed Relative Clauses ( H e )

FRs can be replaced and paraphrased by Headed Relative Clauses (HRs). But,
unlike HRs, FRs lack a head, that is they lack the overt nominal that precedes
HRs and is in a syntactic and semantic relation with the gapped position inside
HRs. For instance, the example in (2)a I like what I bought contains the FR what
I bought. A quite natural way to paraphrase this FR would be with the HR the
thing(.) you bought, as in (2)b I like the thing(s) you bought, where the things is
the nominal head of the HR.
(2)

a
b.

=

FR:
HR:

I like [FR
what you bought].
I like [HR the thinds) which you bought].
HEAD

Based on these distributional and semantic similarities, most scholars have
assumed that FRs are just a particular kind of HRs (e.g. Bresnan and Grirnshaw
1978, Groos and van Riernsdijk 1981, Larson 1987, Grosu 1994, among
others). The main problem for this approach and also the major point of debate
among its proponents is that the alleged head of a FR must be somehow
different from the head of HRs and something ad hoc must be postulated to deal
with this difference. Also, FRs are sensitive to matching effects while HRs are
not. For instance, (3)a I bought with what I'll wrap it is ill-formed because the
wh- phrase of the FR is a PP, while the corresponding HR in (3)b is perfectly
fine. I will say more about matching effects later.
(3)

Matching effects
a.
b.

3.

FR:
HR:

* I bought [DP [pP with what] I'll wrap it].
I bought [DP the paper [pp with which] I'll wrap it].

FRs and Embedded Wh- Interrogatives (wh-Qs)

I will now compare FRs and embedded wh- interrogative clauses or, whquestions (wh-Qs). These two constructions can look identical in fonn.
However, they always differ in meaning. For instance, the FR in (4)a what you
bought looks identical to the wh-Q in (4)b what you bought, but they are

interpreted differently. (4)a can be paraphrased with (4)a' I like the things you
bought, while (4)b can be paraphrased with (4)b' I wonder which things you
bought.
(4)

aa'.

=

I like [FR whaf you bought].
I like [the thinds) you bought].

b.
b'.

=

I wonder [wh-Q
what you bought].
I wonder [which thinds) you bought].

Focusing their attention on this identity in form, a few scholars (Acquaviva
1989, Rooryck 1994, Donati 1997)~argue that FRs have the same syntactic
structure as wh-Qs, that is FRs are bare CPs. The problem for this approach is
that something ad hoc must be postulated in order to account for the crucial
syntactic differences that there are between FRs and wh-Qs. In particular, FRs
never allow extraction out of them, while wh-Qs may, as shown in (5) for
Italian. Second, FRs show matching effects as we have already seen, while whQs do not, as shown in (6) for ~ n ~ l i s h ~ .

(5)

Extraction (in Italian)
a. FR:
c. wh-Q:

(6)

* Queste sono le ragazzei che odio [mchi ha invitato ei].
These are the girlsi that I hate [who invited ei].
Queste sono le ragazzei che so [wb-Q chi ha invitato ei].
These are the girlsi that I know [who invited ei].

Matching effects
a.
b.

FR:
wh-Q:

* I bought [DP bPwith what] you could wrap it].
I wondered [Cp[ppwith what] you could wrap it].

I just received a copy of Izvorski 2000b and I have not had the time to read it carefully yet. From
what 1 have seen so far, she argues that the FRs we are considering are CPIDP. More precisely, when
the wh- phrase of FRs moves to Spec of CP, the head C does not project a maximal category. but it
is the wh- phrase itself which projects its maximal category. DP. This is the crucial difference that
distinguishes FRs from wh- interrogatives.
Rizzi (1982: pp. 75-76, h. 32) notices a further difference between FRs and wh-Qs in Italian.
Gapping is allowed when wh-Qs are conjoined (cf. a), while it is not when FRs are conjoined (cf. b):

'

(a)

(b)

Non ho ancora capito chi ha telefonata a Maria e chi (ha telefonato) a Giuliana.
'I haven't understood yet who called Maria and who (called) Giuliana.'
Ho punito chi ha telefonata a Maria e chi *(ha telefonato) a Giuliana.
'I have punished who called Maria and who (called) Giuliana.'

4.

Proposal: FRs = D + CP

Getting to my proposal, I think that the idea that FRs and wh-Qs are
syntactically very similar is correct. What I am going to propose is a more
articulated formulation of this idea, which can also account for the syntactic
differences between FRs and wh-Qs. I would like to suggest that FRs, like whinterrogatives, are wh-CPs. But, unllke interrogatives, they are not just wh-CPs.
Their structure is slightly more complex: FRs are DPs with a covert D that takes
a wh- CP as its complement.4This is the structure that is shown in (7).
(7)

The structure of FRs

Since D is covert, it must be licensed by some agreement co guration.
Following Koopman 2000 among the others, I assume that covert elements must
enter in a Spec-Head relation with overt material in order to be licensed. Thus,
the wh- phrase of FRs further moves from the specifier of CP to the specifier of
DP in order to license the covert head D.

5. Wh- Words Crosslinguistically
A cross-linguistic look at the use of wh-words seems to support the idea that
FRs are closely related to wh-Qs.
The phenomenon of wh- elements introducing (free or headed) relative
constructions is quite common in Indo-European (cf. Srnits 1989), and less
common among other language families (cf. the survey in von Bremen 1987).
While I was finishing working on this talk, I found out that Alexiadou and Varlokosta (1996)
suggest a very similar syntactic structure for free relatives on Modem Greek. Wilder (1 998) assumes
such a proposal in discussing a kind of FR that has been labeled "Transparent Free Relatives".

Focusing on Indo-European languages, an interesting generalization seems to
arise, the one in (8):
(8)

CrosslinguisticGeneralization on Wh- Words
Whenever a language allows the wh- elements that introduce wh-Qs to
also introduce relative constructions, it always does so with FRS'. HRs,
instead, can be introduced by elements that are morphologically
unrelated to interrogative wh- words.

In other words, you can find either languages like ~ n ~ l i that
sh~
use basically
the same set of wh- elements to introduce FRs, HRs and wh-Qs, or languages
like German and Italian that use wh- elements to introduce FRs and wh-Qs,
while HRs are introduced by morphologically unrelated elements. Crucially, you
never find languages that use wh- elements with wh-Qs and HRs, but not with
FRs.
These crosslinguistic observations suggest at least two conclusions. First, FRs
cannot be just a subset of HRs, otherwise we would expect them to be
introduced by exactly the same class of elements in all languages. Second, FRs
seem to be directly related to wh-Qs since they are introduced by the same
elements in all languages, while HRs are not.

6. Other DPs with a CP Complement
Let's now go back to the assumption that DPs can also take CPs as their
complements. I would like to show that there is quite a bit of evidence that this
option is independently made available by the grammar for other constructions.
6.1.

Spanish

Spanish, for instance, has a construction where a d e f ~ t edeterminer is
immediately followed by the complementizer que, as shown in (9).
(9)

[DP[DEll [CP

que no trabaja]] no come.
the-MASGSG that not works not eats
'The one who does not work does not eat.'

The distribution and interpretation of this construction are very similar to those
of FRs, as you can see by comparing (9) with the corresponding FR in (10).
In a few languages, the wh- elements of FRs can or have to carry an affix that looks like the
definite article (e.g. Modem Greek and Bulgarian).
Diachronically, FRs are already attested in Old English at the beginning 13" century, while
restrictive HRs introduced by wh-elements became common in the 16" (cf. von Bremen 1987).

(10)

rDP[Del

quien no trabaja]] no come.
who not works not eats
'The one(s) who do(es) not work do(es) not eat.'
[CP

Although Spanish pronouns can be homophonous with defmite determiners,
there is evidence that D in (9) is a definite determiner and not a pronoun
(cf. Plann 1980). For instance, lo in (11) can be interpreted only as [- human].
The same is true for the defmite determiner lo in (12). The homophonous
pronoun lo in (13), instead, has different properties, since it can be both [human] and [+human].
(11)

[Dp[DLo] [cp que tu crees]] no es cierto.
the
that you believe not is certain
'The thing(s) you believe islare not certain'

(12)

lo bueno
the good
'the good things'

(13)

Lo vi.
ithim saw- 1sg
'I saw ithim'

6.2.

Wolof

A second interesting piece of evidence comes from Wolof, a West-Atlantic
language spoken in Senegal and Gambia. Wolof has headless relative clauses
that can optionally occur with defmite determiners, as shown in (14) (Harold
Torrence p.c.). This construction really looks like a D with a CP complement, if
you consider that defmite determiners are always post-nominal in Wolof.
(14)

door-naa [DP[CP ki nga
beggl [D(ki)ll
hit- 1sg
re1 2sg.subj love
the
"I hit who you love"

63.

Other languages

More generally, it has been claimed that in many languages an overt D can
combine with CP to form a DP, especially in argument position. For instance,
this what Williamson 1987 claims for some constructions in Lakhota, Zaring
1992 for ce que constructions in French, Roussou 1994 for Greek, Donati 1995

for factive clauses in Spanish, and Adger & Quer (no date) for Basque. Also,
Kayne 1994 and Bianchi 1995 argue that headed relative clauses are DPs with
an overt D that takes a CP complement.
In conclusion, there seems to be independent evidence that the option for some
determiners to take a CP complement is independently available in the grammar.

7.

Deriving the Syntactic Properties of FRs

In the last part of this paper, I would like to show how some of the properties of
FRs I mentioned at the beginning can be accounted for by the syntactic structure
I am proposing. Let's start with the distributional facts.

7.1.

Distribution

Earlier we noticed that FRs have the same distribution as DPs. Now we can
easily explain why. FRs have the same distribution as DPs because they are
DPs.
7. I .1. PPfiee relatives?
The FRs introduced by where and when are not counterexamples to the claim
above. It is true that they can occur where only PPs can occur, as shown in (15),
but they can also occur in positions where DPs are usually preferable, as shown
in (16):
(15)

(16)

a.
a'.

He was born [FRwhere I grew up].
He was born in my hometown]/ *[DPmy hometown].

b.
b'.

I went to Paris [FRwhen I was young].
I went to Paris [pp in my childhood]/ *rDpmychildhood].

a.
a'

[=Where I grew up] was a really small town.
[DpMy hometown]/ *[PPWTo my hometown] was a really small
town.

b.
b'.

I thought about rFRwhenI was young].
I thought about rDpmychildhood]/ *[ppinmy childhood].

rpp

The FRs introduced by where and when seem to behave like the expressions
there, yesterday, last year, this morning, the day before, etc. These expressions
can act as either DPs or PPs, depending on the context. Like DPs, they can be
complements of a preposition, as shown in (18). But they can also occur where
overt PPs can, as shown in (17).

(17)

(18)

a.
a'

He was born [DPthere].
He was born [pp in my hometown]/ *[Dpmy hometown].

b.
b'.

I went to Paris [DPlast year].
I went to Paris [ppin my childhood]/ *[DPmy childhood].

a.
a'

[DPThere]is really small.
[DPMy hometownll *[ppin my hometown] is really small.

b.

I thought about [FR yesterday].
I thought about [DPmychildhood]/ *[ppin my childhood].

b'.

Following Larson 1985, I conclude that these expressions are DPs that also
allow an adverbial interpretation. The same, I think, is true for FRs that are
introduced by where and when. Syntactically, they are DPs; semantically, they
can be interpreted as either DPs or PPs.

7.2.

Extraction

About extraction, we noticed earlier that no element can be extracted out of a
FR. Now we have a reason for this. FRs are "complex nominals", that is they are
DPs with a CP inside. Extraction out of "complex nominals" is always blocked,
as already noticed by Ross 1967. Any principle that would account for this
generalization would also account for the ban on extraction out of FRs.

7.3.

Matching effects

Let's now go back to the "matching effects" that I briefly mentioned at the
beginning of the talk.Unlike HRs and wh-Qs, FRs must satisfy a restriction that
is usually called "categorial matching". In brief: only wh- phrases of category
DP can occur in FRs. In other words, the syntactic category of the FR and the
syntactic category of its wh- phrase have to match.-For instance, (19)a I bought
what I need is well formed since the wh- element of the FR what I need is the
DP what. (19)b I bought with what I'll wrap it, instead, is ungrammatical
because the wh- element of the FR with what I'll wrap it is the PP with what.
(19)

a.
b.

I bought [DP [DPwhat] I needed].

* I bought [DP[PP with what] 1'11 wrap it].

How can we account for categorial matching? As we already saw, the covert
head D of FRs must be licensed by some phrase in its Spec position. Now, it is
plausible that D can only be licensed by a phrase of the same category, that is
something of category D. It follows that the wh- phrase of FRs, the only
available licensor for D, must be a DP.

8.

On the Nature of the Covert D of FRs

Before concluding, I would like to speculate a little bit on the nature of the
covert D that I assume occurs in FRs. My tentative hypothesis is that the covert
D occurs in FRs for purely syntactic reasons, like some sort of expletive
determiner. The reason may be that bare CPs can occur inside IP only if they are
specifically selected as such, as in the case of wh-Qs.
This hypothesis predicts that if a language allows FRs to occur in positions
where DPs can not occur or do not need to, we should observe at least two
consequences. 1) Since those FRs would no longer need a covert D, they would
be plain wh- CPs and we would expect them not to show matching effects. 2)
Since the covert D is an expletive, it is semantically empty and we would expect
those FRs to receive the same interpretation as the FRs with a covert D.
These predictions seem to be borne out, at least for Spanish and Catalan.
Topicalized free relatives in Spanish and Catalan (cf. Hirschbiihler and Rivero
1983; SGer 1984) allow matching effects to be violated and are interpreted
similarly as the FRs in non-dislocated positions, as shown in the example below.

(20)

9.

Spanish (Sufier (1984: 365))
[DP [PP Con quien] me quiero casar] Cse
ni
me da la hora.
with whom me want to-marry that-one not-even me gives the time
'The one I want to get married to, that one does not even know that I
exist.'

Conclusion

In this paper I suggested that a certain kind of FR, the ones that are tensed, have
bare wh- elements, and do not occur in dislocated positions, these FRs have the
syntactic structure of DPs with a covert D and a wh- CP complement.
I showed that this approach can directly account for the distribution of FRs,
the ban on extraction and matching effects, since all these properties are related
to the presence of the covert head D.
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1 Introduction
It is a well-known fact that arguments can easily be scrambled out of a VPcomplement or an S-complement in Korean and Japanese as long as they
precede their head. However, it is also true that not all arguments can be
scrambled out of a VP- or an S-complement. To distinguish whether or not an
argument is scrambled, Kuno (1980) proposed the so-called Crossing-Over
Constraint (COC) which says that the word order of two NPs with the same case
is difficult to switch in Japanese. Chung (1998) also adopted a similar case
constraint in the analysis of scrambling in Korean. The COC seems to provide
an explanation for various scrambled constructions. As illustrated in (I), the
COC enables us to correctly predict that the two NPs, Mary-ku and v s a - b
'doctor', cannot be scrambled because they share the same case.

(1)

a. Mary-ka
uysa-ka
toyess-ta.
Mary-Nom doctor-Nom became-Decl
'Mary became a doctor.'
b. *Uysa-ka
Mary-ka
toyess-ta.

On the contrary, the previous analyses based on the COC cannot account for
the reason that there is a difference in scrambling possibilities between sentences
in (1) and (2), whose two NPs bear the same case.
Mary-lul
ton-ul
cwuess-ta.
(2) a. John-i
money-Acc gave-Decl
John-Nom Mary-Acc
'John gave Mary some money.'

ton-ul

Mary-lul

cwuess-ta.

The two NPs with the same case in (2a), Mary and ton 'money', should not be
scrambled under the previous analyses, but they CAN be scrambled as shown in
(2b). This fact suggests that the previous analyses based on the COC by Kuno
(1980) and Chung (1998) are not sufficient to explain the scrambling
phenomenon in Korean.
In order to appropriately account for this phenomenon, a theory must answer
what constraints we need to restrict the possibility of scrambling among
arguments.' To answer this question, we propose that unlike the previous
analyses, not only the surface case but also all the possible cases of an NP
should be considered. We also suggest that information on "animacy" of NPs
plays an important role.
To support our proposal, we present a new analysis on the scrambling
phenomenon in the h e w o r k of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar
(HPSG) in section 2. In section 3, we show that our newly proposed theory can
provide a simpler explanation for various scrambled sentences in Korean. We
will conclude this paper with a discussion on the theoretical implications of this
proposal in section 4.

2 A Proposal
2.1 Potential cases

Current syntactic theories including Pollard & Sag (1987, 1994) consider the
value of CASE to be monadic. On the contrary, we propose here that the value
of CASE should be more complex to account for various scrambling data in
Korean. To motivate this, we need to reconsider the data in (1) and (2) above.
Though the two NPs, Mary and uysa in (I) and Mary and ton in (2), appear to
cany the same case, there is a grammatical difference between the two
scrambled sentences contrary to the previous analyses. In fact, the f m t NP Mary
in (1) is different from Mary in (2) in that the NP Mary has different possibilities
in case alternation with respect to its head (Cf. Lee & Cho (1998)). The first NP
in (3), which does not alternate its case, cannot be switched with the second.
However, the first NP in (4), which alternates its case between Nom and Dat, is

rather freely scrambled with the second. This observation enables us to assume
that the values of case that an NP may possibly have with respect to its head
may differentiate the scrambling possibilities among NPs.
(3=(l)) a. Mary-ka/*eykey uysa-ka
toyess-ta.
Mary-Nom/*Dat doctor-Nom became-Decl
'Mary became a doctor.'
b. *Uysa-ka
Mary-ka
toyess-ta.
cwuess-ta.
Mary-lulleykey
ton-ul
(4=(2)) a. John-i
John-Nom
Mary-AccJDat
money-Acc gave-Decl
Mary-lul
cwuess-ta.
ton-ul
b. John-i
'John gave Mary some money.'
If it is true that this difference in case alternation is a crucial factor in deciding
the scrambling possibilities, then we need to postulate a new concept of case, i.e.
Potential Case (PC), in addition to the existing Realized Case (RC). We propose
that PC has as its value a list of all the cases an NP may possibly bear with
respect to its head, and that RC has as its value a list of the actually realized case
markers on the nominal, as in (5).
[CASE

(5)

noun

[

P(0TENTIAL) C(ASE) < ...,[11,.. .>
R(EALIzED) c(AsE)
<([I])>

I1

Under this proposal, the sentences (3) and (4) can be informally represented
as in (3') and (4'). The NP Mary in (3'a), which does not alternate its case, has
<Nom> for the PC value so that it cannot have <Dat> for the RC value by the
definition of (5), as in (3'b). The other NP uysa also has the same value for PC,
i.e. <Nom>; Therefore, two NPs cannot be switched, as in (3'c). In (4') the first
NP Mary, which alternates its case, has <Act, DaP as the value for PC, so it
may have < A c e or <DaP for the RC value as in (4'a) and (4'b) respectively.
The other NP ton has as the value for PC the list < A c e , which is different 6om
that of Mary, and therefore the two NPs can be switched, as in (4'c).
(3') a. Mary-ka
-[PC <Nom>l
[RC <Nom>]

uysa-ka
-[PC <Nom>]
[RC <Nom>]

toyess-ta.
becameDecl

b. * Mary-ka
uysa-ka
toyess-ta.
-[PC <Nom>]
-[PC <Nom>]
became-Decl
[RC <Nom>]
[RC <DaD]
c. *Uysa-ka
Mary-ka
toyess-ta.
-[PC <Nom>] -[PC <Nom>]
became-Decl
Mary-lul
(4') a. John-i
ton-ul
cwuess-ta.
-Nom -[PC <Act, DaD] -[PC <Ace]
gave-Decl
[RC < A c e ]
[RC < A c e ]
b. John-i
Mary-eykey
ton-ul
cwuess-ta.
-Nom -[PC <Act, DaD] -[PC <Ace]
gave-Decl
[RC <DaP]
[RC <Ace]
c. John-i
ton-ul
Mary-luWeykey cwuess-ta.
Given this new concept of potential case, we can make a generalization as in (6).
(6) Generalization 1
Two NPs cannot be scrambled when they have the same Potential Case value.
2.2 Realized case and animacy

Although the difference in scrambling possibilities between (3) and (4) could be
accounted for in terms of the potential case of an NP,RC also plays an important
role in deciding the possibility of scrambling in the psych-predicate construction.
In (7a), the fmt NP Mary alternates its case and has a different PC value from
that of the second NP John as in (4'). Therefore, the two NPs would be expected
to be freely scrambled under Generalization 1 above. However, this is not the
case. Sentence (7b), where the two NPs, Mary and John, carrying the same RC
value are switched, is ungrammatical; while (7c), where the two NPs with
different RC values are switched, is grammatical. The grammatical difference
between (7b) and (7c) demonstrates that RC is also a factor in deciding the
possibility for scrambling.
(7) a. Mary-kaleykey
-[RC <Nom>/<Dat>]
[PC <Nom, DaP]
'Mary is scared of John.'

John-i
-[RC <Nom>]
[PC <Nom>]

mwusep-ta.
scared-Decl

b. *John-i
John-[RC <Nom>]
c. John-i
John-[RC <Nom>]

Mary-ka
Mary-[RC <Nom>]
Mary-eykey
Mary-[RC <Dat>]

mwusepta
scared-Decl
mwusep-ta
scared-Dec

In addition to RC, information on the animate status of NPs should also be
considered. Without information on "animacy" of NPs, we might have difficulty
explaining the reason why the two NPs in (4'a) can be scrambled even when
they have the same RC value while those in (7a) cannot. More specifically, we
may represent the sentences in (4'a) and (7a) as in (8a) and (9a), with added
information on "animacy" of the relevant arguments. The two NPs in @a), Mary
and ton 'money', are different in their animate status and can be scrambled with
each other even when they have the same RC value as in (8b). In contrast, both
NPs in (9a), Mary and John, are identical in their animate status and cannot be
scrambled with each other when they have the same RC value, as in (9b).
(8=(4')) a. John-i
-Nom

Mary-IuVeykey
ton-ul
[PC <Act, Dat>] [PC <Act>]
[AN1 + I
[MI - I
b. John-i
Mary-lul
ton-ul
-Nom
[RC < A c e ]
[RC < A c e ]
[AN1 + ]
[AN1
]
'John gave Mary some money.'
(9=(7)) a. Mary-kaleykey
John-i
M-[PC <Nom, Dat>] J-[PC <Nom>]
[AN1
+ ]
(AN1 + ]
b. *John-i
Mary-ka
M-[RC <Nom> ]
J-[RC <Nom>]
[AN1 + ]
[MI + 1

-

cwuess-ta.
gave-Decl
cwuess-ta.
gave-Decl

mwusep-ta.
scared-Dec
mwusepta.
scared-Dec

The observation above enables us to make another generalization as in (10):
(1 0) Generalization 2

Two NPs cannot be scrambled when they have the same values for both
Realized Case (RC) and ANIMACY (ANI).

These two generalizations allow us to correctly predict the grammaticality of
various scrambled sentences, which will be explored in section 3.
2.3 Theoretical background

Before we account for fhrther scrambling data, we briefly state the feature
system related to case and the scrambling mechanism assumed in this paper, and
discuss how the two generalizations above can be implemented into the current
HPSG framework.
As illustrated in (1 1)l, our analysis considers CASE to have two attributes, i.e.
PC and RC. The PC value is always at least length 1 while the RC value can be
empty or more than length 1, and the element of the RC value must appear in the
PC value. In addition, AN1 has the boolean value.

As for the scrambling mechanism, we adopt the Domain theory by Reape (1 994),
assuming that as long as the two generalizations above and the head-final rule in
(12) are observed, an NP in a domain can be freely scrambled with another NP
in the higher domain. Under the Domain theory, the two generalizations can be
implemented into two different constraints as in (13), specifying when the order
of NPs is fixed.
(12) Head-final Constraint:
[
] < head
(13) a. PC Constraint: domain1[NPl [PC a]] < domain 2WP2 [PC all
b. RC and AN1 Constraint,
domain I[NPI[RC P, AN1 [ 1111 < domain2[NP2[RC P 7 AN1 [ll]]
where domain 1 is higher than domain 2
Once the word order of two NPs is fixed in terms of the three constraints in (12)
and (13a-b), the fixed word order must be kept in a higher domain of the
sentence.

For comprehensibility, we demonstrate how the CASE feature system and the
scrambling mechanism assumed here work for sentences (3) and (4). Given the
CASE system and the scrambling mechanism including the three constraints, we
can informally represent (3) and (4) as in (14) and (l5), respectively. In (14), the
NP uysa in the lower domain (domain 2) must follow the NP May-ka in the
higher domain (domain 1) by the definition of the PC Constraint in (13a),
because the two NPs share the same PC value, i.e. <Nom>. On the contrary, in
(15) Mary-lul and ton-lul can be switched with each other, as long as they
precede the head cwuess-fa. Since both NPs do not share the PC value or the
AN1 value, their order is not fixed by any constraints in (13).
(14) a. domain1[Mary-ka

domdn2[u~
sa-ka
toyess-tall.
-[PC <Nom> ]
-[PC <Nom> ]
became-Decl
[RC <Nom> ]
[RC <Nom> ]
[AN1 + ]
[AN1 + ]
'Mary became a doctor.'
b. *[Uysa-ka Mary-ka toyess-ta.]
domainZ[ton-~l
cwuess-ta]].
(15) a. John-i domhl[Mary-lul
J-Nom M-[PC <Acc,Dat> ] money-[PC < A c e ]
gave-Decl
[RC < A c e ]
[RC < A c e ]
[AN1
+ ]
[AN1
]
'John gave Mary some money.'
b. John-i
domhl[ton-~I Mary-lul
cwuess-ta.]

-

So far, we have provided some empirical data to support our claim that we
should consider PC as well as RC, and the animate status of NPs in order to
account for the scrambling phenomenon in Korean. On the basis of this, we
could capture the two generalizations implemented into (13). We will show in
the next section that our analysis is a solution to the scrambling facts in Korean,
by demonstrating how well our theory works for further scrambling data.

3 Data Analysis
3.1 Double accusative construction

Given the new concept of case and the constraints above, our analysis provides a
simpler explanation for the scrambling facts in the so-called double accusative
construction. Though the sentences contain two NPs with the same accusative
case marker -Id, their scrambling possibilities are different.
The two NPs in (16a), namwu-lul 'tree' and kaci-lul 'branch', cannot be
scrambled as in (16b) while those in (17a), Mary-lul and ton-ul 'money', can be
switched as in (l7b).
(16) a. John-i
domahl [namwu-lul do,,,~[kaci-lul
cal-lass-ta.]]
John-[RC <Nom>] tree-[RC < A c e ] branch-[RC <Ace] cut-Pst-Decl
[PC <Nom>]
[PC <Ace>]
[PC < A c e ]
[AN1 + ]
-1
[AN1 -1
'John cut a branch of the tree.'
[kaci-lul
namwu-lul
cal-lass-ta.]
b. *John-i
John-Nom branch-[RC <Act>] tree-[RC <Act>]
cut-Pst-Decl
(17) a. John-i
domain1[Mary-lul
h&[ton-ul
cwu-ess-ta.]]
J-[RC <Nom>] M-[RC <Ace>] money-[RC < A c e ] give-Pst-Decl
[PC +Jam>]
[PC <Act, DaP]
[PC <Ace]
[AN1
+]
[AN1 + ]
-1
'John gave money to Mary.'
b. John-i
[ton-ul
Mary-lul
cwu-ess-ta.]
J-[RC <Nom>] money-[RC < A c e ] M-[RC <Ace] give-Pst-Decl
[AN1 - ]
[AN1 + ]
c. John-i
[ton-ul
Mary-eykey
cwu-ess-ta.]
J-[RC <Nom>] money-[RC < A c e ] M-[RC <DaP] give-Pst-Decl
[AN1 - 1
[AN1 + ]
This grammatical difference is hard to explain under the previous RC-based
analyses because the two NPs in each example have the same case value.
However, the difference is easily explained under our analysis. The two NPs in
(16), n a m w and kuci, have the same value not only for PC but also for RC and
ANI, so the order of the two NPs should be fmed in terms of both constraints in
(13). Hence, the scrambled sentence (16b) is correctly predicted to be
ungrammatical. In contrast, Mary in (17a) can alternate its case between Acc (lul) and Dat (-eykq),so it has for the PC value the list <Act, Dat>, which is
different from that of ton, < A c e . For this reason, the PC Constraint is not

applicable to this example. In addition, since the two NPs have different values
for ANI, they can be freely scrambled regardless of the RC values. Consequently,
the sentences (17b,c) are predicted to be grammatical, because the RC and AN1
Constraint is not applicable to those NPs.
3.2 Seltukha- 'persuade' construction

The verb seltukha- 'persuade' subcategorizes for two NPs and a VP to be a
complete sentence. As shown in (18a), seltukha- takes John as subject, Mary as
object, and Tom-eykey/ul fon-ul cwu-lako as VP complement. The VP
complement headed by cwu-'give' has two object NPs, Tom-eykey/ul and ton-ul.
In this case, Tom subcategorized by cwu- and Mary subcategorized by seltukhacannot be switched as in (18b) while the two NPs, ton subcategorized by cwuand Mary subcategorized by seltukha-, can be scrambled as in (18c).

(1 8) a. John-i [Mary-eykeynul [Tom-eykeylul ton-ul cwu-lako] seltukhayss-ta.]
John- MaryTommoney- give-Comp persuaded-Decl
[RC <Dat>/<Acc>] [RC <Dat>/<Ace] [RC < A c e ]
[PC <Dat, A c e ] [PC <Dat, Act>] [PC < A c e ]
[AN1
+ ] [AN1 + ]
[AN1 - ]
'John persuaded Mary to give money to Tom.'
b. *John4 [Tom-eykeylul Mary-eykeynul ton-ul cwu-lako seltukhayss-ta.]
c. John-i [ton-ul Mary-eykeyAul Tom-eykeylul cwu-lako seltukhayss-ta.]
The previous analyses cannot explain why the two NPs, Tom and Mary in
(18b), cannot be scrambled with each other even when they have different RC
values. Furthermore, the RC-based approach faces difficulties accounting for
why the two NPs, Mary and ton in (18c), can be scrambled with each other,
though they have the same RC value. However, our analysis can predict that the
scrambled sentence (18c) is grammatical whereas (18b) is ungrammatical. As
illustrated in (18a), the second NP Mary and the third NP Tom have the same
value for PC, because they both alternate their cases. Therefore, the two NPs
cannot be scrambled in terms of the PC Constraint in (13a). In contrast, the
fourth NP ton can be freely scrambled with other NPs in the given sentence as in
(18c) because it does not share a value for PC or AN1 with other NPs. The fust
NP John does not share the PC value or RC value with other NPs, so it can also

be scrambled with other NPs.
3.3 Yaksokha- 'promise' construction

The verb yaksokha- 'promise' in (19) subcategorizes for two NPs and a VPcomplement. In this construction, when the NP Tom in the VP complement has a
dative marker, it cannot be switched with Mary, as in (19b). When it has an
accusative marker, it can be switched with any NP, as in (19c).
(19) a. John-i Mary-eykey Dom-eykeylul ton-ul cwukeyssta-ko] yaksokhan-ta.
JohnMaryTommoney- give-Comp promises-Decl
[PC <Nom>] [PC <Dat>] [PC <Dat, A c e ] [PC < A c e ]
[AN1 + ] [AN1 + ] [AN1 + ]
[AN1 -1
'John promises Mary to give money to Tom.'
b. *John-i Tom-eykey Mary-eykey ton-ul cwukeyssta-ko yaksokhan-ta.
[RC <DaP] [RC <Dat>]
[AN1 + ] [AN1 + ]
c.?John-i Tom-ul Mary-eykey ton-ul cwukeyssta-ko yaksokha-n-ta.
[RC < A c e ] [RC <DaP]
[AN1 + ] [AN1 + ]
d. Mary-eykey John-i ton-ul Tom-eykeylul cwukeyssta-ko yaksokhan-ta.
[PC <Nom>] [PC < A c e ]
[AN1
+ I [AN1 -1
Under our analysis, the scrambling facts in this construction can be explained
as follows. As illustrated in (19), the second NP Mary and the third NP Tom
have different PC values, so they are not constrained by the PC Constraint.
However, since the two NPs have the same value for ANI, they cannot be
scrambled with each other when they have the same value for RC as in (19b), by
the definition of the RC and AN1 Constraint. On the contrary, in (19c), where
the two NPs, Mary and Tom, have different RC values, they can be scrambled
because there are no constraints to restrict their scrambling. As in (19d), other
NPs, John and ton, can be freely switched because the former does not share the
PC value with others and the latter does not share the PC and AN1 values.

3.4 Mjt- 'believe' construction
Verbs like mit- 'believe' or sayngkakha- 'think' may have two different
subcategorizations. Namely, this verb subcategorizes for either an NP and a
clause as in (20a) or two NPs and a VP-complement as in (20b). While the
nominative NP Mary-ka in the embedded sentence cannot be switched with the
NP John-i in the main clause, as in (20c), the accusative NP Mary-lul can be
switched with John as in (20d).
(20) a. [John-i
[Mary-ka
papo-lako]
J-[PC <Nom>] M-[PC <Nom>] idiot-Comp
'John believesfthinks Mary to be an idiot.'
[Mary-lull
[papo-lako]
b. John-i
[PC <Nom>] [PC <Act>]
c. *Mary-ka John-i
papo-lako
[RC <Nom>] [RC <Nom>]
[AN1
+]
[AN1
+]
d. Mary-lul John-i
papo-lako
[RC <Act>] [RC <Nom>]
[AN1 + ] [AN1
+]

mit-nun-Wsayngkakha-n-ta.]
believelthink-Pres-Decl
mit-nun-Wsayngkakha-n-ta.
mit-nun-talsayngkakha-n-ta.

mit-nun-Wsayngkakha-n-ta.

The scrambling data are also accounted for under our analysis. Because the two
NPs in (20a), John and Mav, have the same PC value, as well as the same RC
and AN1 values, they cannot be scrambled with each other via both the PC
Constraint and the RC and AN1 Constraint. In contrast, when Mary has < A c e
for the PC and RC value, it can be switched with the nominative NP John
because they are not subject to any constraints as in (13).

4 Conclusion
It is a well-known fact that the Korean language has various case markers and is
a free word order language. Many linguists believe that there might be some
relationship between the case markers and the scrambling possibilities. To
exploit this relationship, Kuno (1980) and Chung (1998) have proposed the socalled COC constraint that is interpreted as the RC-based constraint under our

analysis. Though the RC-based approach could provide an explanation for some
scrambling facts in Korean and Japanese, it is argued that the theory is still
insufficient to cover the empirical data presented above.
Hence, we have proposed a new concept of case and scrambling mechanisms
to account for more scrambling data in Korean. In doing so, we claim that in
addition to the Realized Case (RC) of an NP, information on all the Potential
Cases (PC) that an NP may possibly have with respect to its head is needed.
Moreover, we found that information on "Animacy (ANI)" of an NP should also
be considered. With this new concept of case system, we could capture the two
generalizations from various scrambling data and implement them into the two
LP constraints: the PC Constraint, and the RC and AM Constraint. These
constraints might be interpreted as one of our processing strategies: When a
given sentence is ambiguous, we tend to regard the sentence as an unscrambled
one. That is, though NPs are freely scrambled in Korean as long as they precede
their head, the freedom of word order can be fixed when scrambling may cause
ambiguity in interpretation. It is clear that this tendency is formally expressed
within the two constraints.
If our approach based on the new concept of case and the scrambling
mechanism is on the right track, further scrambling data would be expected to be
accounted for without additional tools.

Notes

'

In this paper, we do not deal with the scrambling phenomenon between adjuncts and arguments.
So the scrambling possibility between adjuncts and arguments in sentences such as the Double
Nominative Construction remains for further study. (Cf. Cho (1999))
Urushibara (1991) argued that the Korean dative case marker ' 9 k e y ' should be a postposition
marker, rather than a case marker. If her claim is correct, (1 1) can be modified as in (A). However,
we still regard the marker '-eykey' as Dat in this paper.
(A)
marker

KI

<[ 1I'
PostPosition
<[2]>
Realized Marker <([2]),([1])>
boolean
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The Syntax and Semantics of NPI Licensing
in Korean
Young-Sik Choi
University of Southern California

1 Introduction
Researches on the negative polarity items (NPIs, henceforth) in Korean have
been primarily centered on argument NPIs such as amwuto (anyone) and
amwukesto (anything)), which can appear only in the negation and before clause.
We contribute to broaden its perspective by introducing the adverbial NPI, te
isang (any more), which shows broader distribution than argument type NPIs,
and propose the syntax and semantics of NPI licensing in Korean.

1.1 The morphology of the NPJi
The argument NPI consists of amwu (any), N and to (even) morphologically, and
N occasionally does not realize phonologically, in which case the NPI is
construed as referring to a human being. Thus amwuto (anyone) refers to a
human being, while amwukesto (anything) refers to the inanimate object, since in
the latter kes (thing) refers to an inanimate object.' Meanwhile, the adverbial
NPI te isang (any more) is typically the one, which does not indicate its NPI
status morphologically (see Chung (1993) and Lee (1999), among others).

1.2. The distribution of the NPIs
Now let us turn to the distribution of the two types of NPIs in Korean. As
opposed to English NPIs, which can appear in various contexts, which Klima
(1964) calls affective as in (I), Korean NPIs cannot appear in some of these
environments.

(1) a. John did not see anyone.
b. Before anyone came, John left his office.
c. I doubt anyone came to the party.
d. If anyone comes, I will introduce him to my instructor.
e. Everyone who knows anything about John was invited to his party.
f. John runs faster than anyone does.

The argument NPI amwuto (anyone) can appear in the negation and before
clause, but not the other environments as shown in (2).2.3
(2) a. John-un amwuto mannaci an haessta.
J-TOP anyone meet NOT did
'John did not meet anyone'
b. [cpJohni-i amwuto
manna-ki ceney] hi-nun ttenaessta.
meet
before he-TOP left.
J-NOM anyone
'Before John met anyone, he left '
c. * Na-nun rep John-i
amwuto mannessnun-ci ] uysimsulepta
I-TOP
J-NOM
anyone
met-COW
doubt
'I doubt that John met anyone'
d. *[ CP amwuto onta-myun ] John-nun
cip-ey
kakesita.
anyone
come-if
J-TOP
home-to will go
'If anyone comes, John will go home'
e. *[Np[pamwuto coaha-NLTN] salam motwu-ka ] party-ey owessta.
anyone
like-NUN every man-NOM party- to came
'Every man anyone likes came to the party.'
f. *Mary-nun [pamwuto sayngkakhaess-tun kes] pota
M-TOP
anyone
thought-TUN KES
than
hwelssin te ttokttokhata.
far
is smarter
'Mary is far smarter than anyone thought so'

The adverbial NPI re isang (any more) on the other hand can appear in most of
the affective environments except for the relative clause headed by the universal
quantifier and the comparative construction, as shown in (3).

(3) a. John-un te isang
chayk-ul
ilkci an haessta.
J-TOP any more
book-ACC read NOT did
'John did not read books any more'
b. [cp John-i ku chayk-ul te isang ilkki ceney] Jane-i ttenaessta.
J-NOM that book-ACC any more read before J-NOM left
' Before John read the book any more, Jane left'

c. Na-nun [Cp John-i Mary-lul te isang mannanunci ] uysimsulepta.
I-TOP
J-NOM M-ACC any more meet-COMP
doubt
'I doubt that John meets Mary any more '
d. [ c p John-i ku chayk-ul
te isang
ilknunta-myun 1,
J-NOM that book-ACC any more read-if
Na-nun kukes-ul Mary-eykey pillyecukeessta.
I-TOP it-ACC
M-to
will lend
'If John reads the book any more, I will lend Mary the book'
e. ?*[p~p [p ku chayk-ul
te isang
ilkess-tun ] salam motwu-ka]
that book-ACC any more
read-TUN every man-NOM
ku chayk-uy
ceca-lul
piphanhaessta
that book-POSS author-ACC criticized
'Every man who read the book any more criticized its author.'
f. ?*Mary-nun [pJohn-i te isang
sayngkakhaess-tun kes ] pota
M-TOP
J-NOM any more
thought-TUN KES
than
hwelssin te ttokttokhata.
far
is smarter
'Mary is far smarter than John thought any more.'

2 The Semantics of NPI licensing in Korean
The fact that Korean NPIs cannot occur in some environments where English
NPI can still appear may lead one to wonder what will be a correct
generalization for Korean NPIs in terms of semantics. For this one may think of
a couple of options.

2.1 Mathematical function types
Chung (1993) adopts the mathematical function types by Zwarts (1990, 1998),
whose essential idea is to divide monotone-decreasing function into several

function types as in (5) to account for the cross-linguistic variation of the
distribution of various types of NPIs. Chung argues that re isang (any more) is
semantically licensed by the anti-additive function.

(5) a. Monotone-decreasing: iff f(X v Y) + f (X) ~f (Y) and f (X) v f (Y) +f
(XA Y)
b. Anti-additive: iff f(X v Y) t, f(X) A f(Y)
c. Anti-morphic: anti additive plus f(X A Y) + f(X) v f(Y)
Chung's (1993) claim is not correct, since some of the adversative predicates
such as nollapta (be surprised) and yukamsulepta (be sorry) in Korean, which is
anti-additive as illustrated by the inference pattern in (6-7) still cannot license
the NPI as illustrated in (8).

(6) a. Na-nun John-ina Mary-ka hakkyo-ey otani
nollapta. H
I-TOP J-or
M-NOM school-to come be surprised
' I am surprised that John or Mary came to school'
b. Na-nun John-i hakkyo-ey otani nollapko kuliko
I-TOP J-NOM school-to
come be surprised and
Mary-ka hakkyo-ey otani nollapta.
M-NOM school-to come be surprised
'I am surprised that John came to school and surprised that Mary came to
school'
(7) a. Na-nun John-kwa Mary-ka hakkyo-ey ota-ni
nollapta. r
I-TOP J-and
M-NOM school-to come-COMP be surprised
'I am surprised that John or Mary came to school'
b. Na-nun John-i hakkyo-ey ota-ni nollapkena
I-TOP J-NOM school-to come be surprised-or
Mary-ka hakkyo-ey ota-ni
nollapta.
M-NOM school-to come-COMP before
'I am surprised that John came to school or surprised that Mary came to
school.'
(8) ?* Na-nun [Cp John-i Mary-lul te isang mannata-ni ] nollapta.
J-NOM M-ACC any more meet-COMP is surprised
I-TOP
'I am surprised that John meets Mary any more '
Furthermore, Chung cannot provide any function type for the Korean argument
NPI in (4) either. Thus it is skeptical whether the mathematical function types
can be a useful tool accounting for the NPIs in Korean.

2.2 Downward entailment
Interestingly, the environments in (4), where Korean NPIs can occur mostly
share a semantic property of downward entailment by Ladusaw (1980).
As an alternative of mathematical function types, let us thus suggest downward
entailment for the semantic licensing of NPIs in Korean. The definition of
downward-entailing function, together with upward entailing function is given in
(9):
(9) a. For any sets X, Y such that X EY, a function f is downward entailing
iff f(Y) + f (X).
b. For any sets X, Y such that X EY,a function f is upward entailing
ifff(X) + f (Y)
Two questions need to be addressed. One question is that why the argument NPI
amwuto (anyone) occurs only in the negation and before clause, as opposed to
the adverbial NPI te isang (any more). For this, we tentatively propose that the
argument NPI amwuto (anyone) should be in the scope of a downward entailing
expression, which denies a presupposition of the likelihood scale, while the
adverbial NPI te isang (any more) should be in the scope of a downward
entailing expression. (cf. Lee and Horn 1994)~The elaboration of the notion of
downward entailment along this way can account for the limited distribution of
the argument NPI amwuto (anyone), since negation and before clause, but not
the others in (4), are presupposition-denying downward entailing environment.'
The other question is: If the adverbial NPI re isang (any more) is licensed in
the scope of the downward entailing expressions in Korean, why not in the
relative clause headed by a universal quantifier and comparative construction,
which are typically downward entailing, too?
Before answering this important question, we want to remind the reader of the
observation made in the literature: The existence of a complementizer is
essential for NPI licensing in constructions such as the adversative predicate,
relative clause headed by a universal quantifier, and the comparative clause (see
Hoeksema 1983, Progovac 1994, and Laka 1990 among others).
(10) a. * na-nun John-i te isang
uysimsulepta
I-TOP J-NOM any more
doubt
'I doubt John any more'
b. Na-nun [Cp John-i Mary-lul te isang mannanun-ci ] uysimsulepta
I-TOP J-NOM M-ACC any more meet-COMP doubt
'I doubt that John meets Mary any more '
(1 1) a. *I doubt anyone
b. I doubt that anyone will come.

What the above examples in (10-11) suggest is that the complementizer plays a
crucial role for the NPI licensing in this construction. In a similar fashion, any in
the reduced relative clause and the NP comparative construction in (12-13),
which lacks the complementizer, has a strong tendency of being interpreted as a
free choice any, as reported by Progovac (1994: 71) and Hoeksema (1983: 409).
(12) Every man with any gun must report to the police station.
(13) a. This girl is smarter than almost any boy.
b. This movie is more important than nearly anything by Antonioni.
We thus suggest that the nonoccurrence of te isang in the relative clause headed
by the universal quantifier and the comparative construction in Korean in (3ef),
repeated as (14ab), is attributed to the lack of the ~om~lementizer.~

te isang
ilkess-tun ] salam motwu-ka]
that book-ACC any more read-TUN every man-NOM
ku chayk-uy
ceca-lul piphanhaessta.
that book-POSS author-ACC criticized
'Every man who read the book any more criticized its author.'
b. ?*Mary-nun [Ip John-i te isang sayngkakhaess-tun kes ] pota
M-TOP
J-NOM any more thought
TUN KES than
hwelssin te ttokttokhata.
far
is smarter
'Mary is far smarter than John thought any more'

(14) a. ?*[&

[IP

ku chayk-ul

.L,c.

Below we will introduce morphological and syntactic evidences, which support
the nonexistence of the complementizer in these constructions in Korean.

(15) a. Ipkoiss-nun
oss-i
tele-un
sinsa.
is wearing-NUN clothes-NOM is dirty-UN gentleman
'the gentle man, who the suit ti is wearing is dirty'
b. Ipkoiss-nun
oss-ul
choaha-nun sinsa.
is wearing-NUN clothes-ACC like-NUN
'the gentle man, who likes the suit 2 is wearing'
(16) a. John-un caki yepese ilkkoiss-nun salam-i sayngkak haess-tun kes pota
J-TOP self next was reading-NUN man-NOM imagine-TUN KES than
te manun chayk-ul ilkessta
more
book-ACC read
'John read more books,than the man who was reading $next to him
imagined'

b. John-un Tom-i pilley-se
motwun salam-i hwaka nakehaess-tun kes
J-TOP T-NOM checked out-because everyone-NOM got angry-TUN KES
pota te manun chayk-ul
pilleyessta.
than
more
books-ACC checked out
'John checked out more books, than everyone got angry because Tom
checked out t,'
Morphologically, (n)un in (15) and tun kes in (16) are morphemes which express

past and retrospective past tense respectively (see Lee 1991, Jung 1990, and Suh
1994, among others). This suggests that they head IP rather than CP. Pota (than)
in (16) is claimed to be a postposition (Suh 1994: 778).
Locality effect is not witnessed in the Korean relative clause and comparative
clause as indicated by the gap inside the syntactic island in (15-16) (Ross 1967).
Relative clause and the comparative clause in English are claimed to involve
operator movement into Spec CP and obey subjacency (Chomsky 1977). Thus
the examples involving island as in (17-18) are reported to be ungrammatical.
(17) a *The gentle man who the suit is wearing is dirty.
b. *The gentle man who likes the clothes is wearing.
(18) a. *John read more books than a man who was reading next to him
imagined.
b. *John checked out more books than everyone got angry because Tom
checked out.
Why do Korean comparative construction and relative clause not show
subjacency effect if these constructions in Korean also involve operator
movement into Spec CP? Assuming operator movement into Spec CP for the
relative clause and comparative clause, the lack of locality effect is a puzzle
unless one stipulates operator movement in these constructions in Korean is
immune to subjacency. We wish to interpret the lack of subjacency effect in
these constructions as the result of the lack of the complementizer. Thus what
apparently looks like a gap left by the operator movement is actually a basegenerated zero
in these constructions in Korean.
We thus suggest the following in (19) for the relative clause and the
comparative clause in Korean:

Given our claim for the lack of the complementizer in these two constructions
and the observation in the literature for the relevance of it for NPI licensing, the

ungramrnaticality of the examples in (14) thus follows.

3 The Syntax of NPI licensing in Korean

*

We assumed that NPIs in Korean should be in the scope of the licenser. (One
may wish to construe being in the scope of the licenser as being in the ccommand domain of the licenser, since c-command is the logical notion of scope
(Reinhart 1976, May 1977, among others). Being in the scope of (or in the ccommand domain) of the licenser, however, cannot be a necessary and sufficient
condition for NPI licensing in Korean, since NPIs in Korean should be in the
same clause with the licenser as formulated in (20).
(20) *[[ cp NPI.. . ] licenser ]
The examples in (21-22) show that argument NPI amwuto observe the locality
condition in (20), which we will call clause-bound condition.
(21) a. [cpJohn-i
amwuto coahanci an hanta]
J-NOM
anyone
like
NOT do
'John does not like anyone'
b. *IcpJohn-un [ cp Mary-ka amwuto coahanta-ko ] mitci an hanta]
J-TOP
M-NOM anyone likes-COMP believe NOT do
'John does not believe that Mary likes anyone'
(22) a. [cpamwuto o-ki ceney], John-un samusil-ul ttenaessta
anyone come before J-TOP office-ACC left
'Before anyone came, John left his office'
b. *[ cp Mary-ka John-eykey [ cp amwuto owessta-ko] rnalhaki ceney]
M-NOM J-to
anyone came-COMP say
before
John-un samusil-ul ttenaessta
J-TOP office-ACC left
'Before Mary said to John anyone came, John left his office'
The same is true for the adverbial NPI re isang (any more) as shown in (23-26).
John-un te isang
chayk-ul
ilkci an haessta]
J-TOP any more
book-ACC NOT read NOT did
John did not read the book any more'
b.*[cplohn-un rcpMary-ka te bang chayk-ul ilknunta-ko] mitci an hanta]
J-TOP M-NOM any more book-ACC read-COMP believe NOT do
'John does not believe that Mary reads the book any more'

(23) a.

te isang ilk-ki ceney]
ku chayk-ul
(24) a. [cpJohn-i
J-NOM
that book-ACC any more read before
Bill-i
kukes-ul ilepelyeessta.
lost
B-NOM it-ACC
' Before John read the book any more, Bill lost it '
b. *[cpJohn-i na-eykey [ e Mary-ka te isang ku chayk-ul ilknunta-ko]
J-NOM me-to M-NOM any more that book-ACC read-COMP
malha-ki cenye], na-nun tosekwan-ul ttenaessta.
say
before, I-TOP library-ACC left
'Before John said to me that Mary read the book any more, I left the
library'
(25) a. Na-nun [cpJohn-i chayk-ul
te isang ilkessnun-ci ] uysimsulepta
I-TOP J-NOM book-ACC any more read-COMP doubt
'I doubt that John read the book any more '
b. *John-un rep Mary-ka [-Tom4 te isang chayk-ul ilknunta-ko]
J-TOP
M-NOM T-NOM any more books read-COMP
malhaessnun-ci] uysimsulepta
said-COMP
suspect
'John doubts that Mary said that Tom read the book any more'
(26) a. [ cp John-i
ku chayk-ul
te hang
ilknunta-myun ]
J-NOM
that book-ACC any more
read-if
Na-nun kukes-ul Mary-eykey pillyecukeessta.
I-TOP it-ACC
M-to
will lend
'If John reads the book any more, I will lend Mary the book'
b. * [aJohn-i [cp Bill-i ku chayki-ul te isang ilknunta-ko] malha-myun]]
J-NOM B-NOM that book-ACC any more read-COMP say-if
Na-nun kukesi-ul Mary-eykey pillyecukeessta.
M-to
will lend
I-TOP it-ACC
'If John says that Bill reads the book any more, I will lend Mary the
book'

The table below in (27) summarizes the locality of the two types of NPIs in
Korean.
(27) clause-bound condition

Clausemate negation
Before clause
Adversative predicate
Conditional

Argument NPI
amwuto(anyone)
Yes
Yes

Adverbial NPI
te isang (any
more)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Thus, the locality effect (clause-boundness) of the two types of NPIs in Korean
as shown in (21-26) and as summarized in (27) motivates one to pursue the
syntactic licensing of NPIs in Korean, since the locality effect is typically a
syntactic phenomenon. For this, one can simply stipulate that the NPIs in
Korean observe clause-bound condition as stated in (20). Or one can deduce this
effect from NPI movement whose nature has the effect of imposing the locality
effect (see Progovac 1994, among others). We will pursue the second option. We
suggest NPIs in Korean undergo LF-movement to adjoin to TP, driven by the
requirement for the NPI to be adjacent with the licenser (Lineberger 1987). The
movement is A-movement in nature as assumed in the literature for this type of
movement. (Saito 1989, among others) Thus the locality effect of NPIs can be
directly deduced from the nature of LF-movement of NPIs. Note that NPIs after
movement are still in the scope of the licenser as shown in (28).
b. NegP

A

NPI

IP

NPI

IP

(28a) is for the conditional, adversative predicate, and before clause, where the
licenser is the complementizer heading CP, and (28b) is for the negative
sentence where the licenser is the negation.

4 Conclusion
To summarize, we proposed that downward entailment is basically a valid
semantic licensing condition for NPls in Korean. For the distribution of
argument NPI arnwuto (anyone), which can only appear in the negation and
before clause, we suggested an elaboration of the notion of downward
entailment, i.e., presuppositiondenying downward entailment. Since negation
(clausemate) and before clause are presuppositiondenying downward entailing
environment, argument NPI amwuto can appear only in these environments. For
the distribution of re isang, we assumed downward entailment in the usual sense.
We thus attributed the nonoccurrence of te isang in the relative clause and
comparative construction in Korean to the lack of the complementizer. Based on
the locality effect (clause-bound condition) of Korean NPIs, we suggested they
undergo LF movement, whose driving force is the adjacency requirement of
NPIs with the licensers. It was shown that the locality effect could be deduced
from the nature of the movement as A-movement into TP position. The licensing
condition we suggest for Korean NPIs, both semantic and syntactic, shows that

both Ladusaw's (1980) downward entailment and Linberger's (1987) adjacency
requirement are independently required.

Notes
*I would like to express my thanks to Jean-Roger Vergnaud, Audrey ti, and Joseph Aoun for their
cormnents at various stages of this paper. As usual, my special thanks go to JinHee Kim for her
native speaker intuition.
1.Unlike English counterpart, the argument NPI in Korean is morphologically distinct from the one
with a free choice interpretation, which consists of amwu, (N) and lato (even) or na (even). The
abbreviations for glosses used in the examples of this paper are NOM-Nominative Case, ACCAccusative Case. POSS-PossessiveCase, TOP-Topic and COMP-Complementizer.
2. Korean has two types of negation: short form negation (verb preceded by the negator. an) and
long form negation (verb stem + ci followed by the negator, an). We will use only long form
negation for the distribution of NPIs, since their distributions are exactly the same in both the two
types of negations.
3. AmwuAesto (anything) shows the same distribution with amwuto (anyone). Thus we will not
include it in the examples.
4. Although slightly marginal te isang can also appear in the at mosr NP and yes -no question and
should be clause-bound(see section 3 cf. Lee (1999) and Chung (1993).
a ?/??Kikeshayya se meyng-uy haksayng-i Mary-lul te isang coahanta.
At most
three CLPOSS student-NOM M-ACC any more like
'At most three students like Mary any more'
b. ?/??John-i Mary-lul te isang manna-ni?
J-NOM M-ACC any more meet?
'Does John meet Mary any more?'
5. It is controversial whether the conditional is downward entailing. We refer the reader to Heim
(1984) and von Fintel(1999) for the conditional.
6. Regarding the notion 'the presupposition of the likelihood scale' we would like to refer the reader
to Lee and Horn (1994).
7. It should be noted that nonclausemate negation where negation and an NPI is separated by a
clausal boundary is not presuppositiondenying downward entailment. As one can see later in
section 3, argument NPI amwuro (anyone) can appear only in the clause mate negation.
8. Something more should be said regarding what is the relevant complementizer which licenses the
NPIs in the adversative predicate and the relative clause headed by the universal quantifier. At this
moment, we suggest that the initial complementrizer in the restriction of the relative clause and the
complement clause of the adversative predicate act as the relevant licenser.
9. We assume the structure in (28b) for negative sentence since the argument NPI amwuto (anyone)
in Korean can appear in the subject position too, contra English. For our purpose here, it is
immaterial whether Korean projects NegP or not. We wiU simply assume the structure for
convenience sake without necessarily committing ourselves to the existence of NegP.
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A Multiple Inheritance Approach to
Postverbal-Dislocation Constructions
in Korean*
Chan Chung
Dongseo University
1. Introduction
This paper examines Postverbal-Dislocation Constructions (PDCs hereafter) in
Korean, commonly called afterthought or inversion constructions (Kuno 1978,
Choe 1987, Whitman 1991, Yoo 1992, among others). Korean has canonical
word order of SVO and is one of the typical head final languages. However, in
the PDCs, the arguments of a verb occur at the postverbal position, as shown in
(I b,c,d):
(1)
a. Mary-ka
ku chayk-ul
ilkessta.
M-Nom
the book-Acc
read
'Mary read the book.'
b. Mary-ka
ilkessta,
ku chayk-ul.
c. Ilkessta,
Mary-ka
ku chayk-ul.
d. Ilkessta,
ku chayk-ul Mary-ka.
Even though this pattern is prevalent in casual speech, little attention has been
paid to its analysis so far.
One of the interesting properties of Korean PDCs is that they share the
properties of both scrambling and topic. The main goal of this paper is to
account for the mixed properties of the PDCs.

2. Properties of the PDCs
2.1. Scrambling related properties

The PDC has a scrambling property in a sense that it meets the Condition on
Extraction Domain, i.e., an element cannot be extracted to the postverbal
position out of a complex NP or a sentential subject, as shown in (2a). Note that
scrambling out of such constituents is also not allowed as in (2b).
(2) a. postverbal dislocation out of a complex NP

(2) a. postverbal dislocation out of a complex NP
* Mary-ka [NP[S
an pon] salam-ul]
M-Nom
not see person-Acc
mannaci mos hayssta, ku
yenghwa-luli.
meet
not did
the movie-Acc
'Mary did not meet anyone who did not watch the movie.'
b. scrambling out of a complex NP
* Ku yenghwa-luli Mary-ka [NP[S
an pon] salam-ul]
M-Nom
not see person-Acc
the movie-Acc
mannaci mos hayssta.
meet
not did
In contrast, (3) shows that both scrambling and postverbal dislocation are
possible out of a complement clause:
(3) a. postverbal dislocation out of a complement clause
ilkesstako] sayngkakhayssta, ku chayk-uli.
Mary-ka [s John-i i
M-Nom
J-Nom
read
thought
the book-Acc
'Mary thought that John read the book.'
b. scrambling out of a complement clause
ilkesstako] sayngkakhayssta.
Ku chayk-uli, Mary-ka [s John-i i
J-Nom
read
thought
the book-Acc M-Nom
Another interesting fact about the parallelism between scrambling and PDC
constructions is scope licensing of a Negative Polarity Item (NPI), e.g.,
amwuto 'anyone'. Based on the examples in (4), Choe 1987 proposes that
amwuto must be a clause mate of its licensor, the negative predicate -ci anh
assta:
(4) a. John-un [amwuto o-ci anh assta-ko]
sayngkakhayssta.
J-Nom
anyone
come not did-COMP thought
'John thought that no one came.'
b. * John-un [arnwuto oassta-ko]
sayngkakhayssta.
J-Nom
anyone
came-COMP thought
'*John thought that anyone came.'
c. ??John-un [ amwuto
oassta-ko]
sayngkakha-ci
anh assta,
anyone
came-COMP think
not did
J-Nom
'John did not think that anyone came.'
(4c) is unacceptable because amwuto does not have a clause-mate negative
predicate. However, (5) below shows that the same sentence gets much better
when amwuto is dislocated to the postverbal position:
(5) John-un [
oassta-ko]
sayngkakha-ci
anh-assta, arnwutoi.
J-Nom
came-COMP think
not-did
anyone
'John did not think that anyone came.'
Note that long-distance scrambling of an NPI can also ameliorate a violation
of the clause-mate constraint, as shown in (6) (Suh 1990):

(6) Amwutoi John-un

oassta-ko]
sayngkakha-ci
anhassta.
anyone
J-Top
came-COMP think
not-did
'John did not think that anyone came.'
However, postverbal dislocation differs from scrambling in a sense that the
so-called root phenomenon occurs only in the PDCs, i.e., the postverbal
dislocation does not occur within an embedded clause as shown in (7a). (7b), in
contrast, shows that scrambling can occur within an embedded clause.
(7) a. postverbal dislocation within an embedded clause
* Mary-ka [s John-i poasstako, ku yenghwa-lull sayngkakhayssta.
M-Nom J-Nom saw
the movie-Acc thought
'Mary thought John watched the movie.'
b. scrambling within an embedded clause
Mary-ka [s ku yenghwa-lul John-i poasstako] sayngkakhayssta.
the movie-Acc J-Nom saw
thought
M-Nom
PDC's root phenomenon, however, does not occur when the postverbal
element is dislocated from an already dislocated embedded clause:
(8) Mary-nun
sayngkakhayssta, [John-i
poasstakoli,
M-Top
thought
J-Nom
saw'
ku yenghwa-lulj.
the movie-Acc
'Mary thought John watched the movie.'
2.2. Topic related properties

The Korean PDC is also similar to the Chinese-style topic construction in a
sense that it allows a resumptive pronoun (Saito 1985 and Whitman 1991), as
shown in (9a). In contrast, (9b) shows that the resumptive pronoun is not
allowed in scrambling.
(9) a. postverbal dislocation with a resumptive pronoun
Na-nun [s Mary-ka ku-luli cohahantako] sayngkakhayssta, John-uli.
I-Top
M-Nom he-Acc like
thought
J-Acc
'I thought that Mary liked John.'
b. scrambling with a resumptive pronoun
* John-uli na-nun [s Mary-ka ku-luli cohahantako] sayngkakhayssta.
J-Acc
I-Top M-Nom
he-Acc like
thought
Another PDC's property shared with a topic is that a postverbal element
cannot be a wh-phrase as shown in (10a). (lob) shows that a wh-phrase cannot
be used as a topic:
(10)a. postverbal dislocation with a wh-phrase
* Mary-ka i
mekess-ni,
mwuess-uli?
M-Nom
ate-Q
what-Acc
'What did Mary eat?'

b. topic with a wh-phrase
* Mwuess-uni Mary-ka ;
mekess-ni?
what-Top
M-Nom
ate-Q
Also note that the postverbal or topic phrase cannot be an answer to a whquestion as shown in (1 I):
( 1 1) A: Mary-ka mwuess-ul mekess-ni?
M-Nom what-Acc
ate-Q
'What did Mary eat?'
B: a. * Mary-ka
mekessta,
sakwa-luli.
M-Nom
ate
apple-Acc
'Mary ate an apple.'
b. * Sakwa-nun;
Mary-ka
mekessta.
M-Nom
ate
apple-Top
The examples such as (1 0) and (I 1) suggest that the postverbal phrase does not
bear information focus.
However, the PDC differs from the Korean or Chinese topic construction in
some other respects. The topic in Korean is generally interpretable as an element
within an adjunct or a complex NP, as long as the topic and the comment clause
satisfy the "aboutness condition" (Kuno 1973) as shown in (12a). However,
(12b) shows that this kind of interpretation is not allowed in the PDC.
(12)a. Ku yenghwa-nuni Mary-ka [NP [S i
an pon] salam-ul]
the movie-Top
M-Nom
not see person-Acc
mannaci mos hayssta.
meet
not did
'As for the movie, Mary did not meet anyone who did not watch it.'
an
pon]
salam-ul]
b. * Mary-ka [NP [S
not see
person-Acc
M-Nom
mannaci mos hayssta, ku yenghwa-luli.
meet
not did
the movie-Acc

3. Previous Analyses
Kuno 1978 and Saito 1992 propose that a postverbal element be restricted to
either an element which can be deleted without any substantial change in the
meaning of the sentence or an element which represents supplementary
information, and that the postverbal dislocation phenomenon is just a stylistic
matter and does not involve any syntactic extraction. Problems with these nonsyntactic approaches lie in the facts about the syntactic constraints such as the
Condition on Extraction Domain (e.g., (2) and (3)) and root phenomenon (e.g.,
(7) and (8)).
Based on the observation on the scope facts in (4) and (9,Choe 1987
proposes that postverbal dislocation is a syntactic scope assignment process that

affects the scope of an NPI. However, the NPI scope change through postverbal
dislocation does not necessarily entail that postverbal position should be a scope
assignment position for quantifiers in general. Let us consider the examples in
(13):
(1 3)a. Nwukwuna sey ene-lul
malhanta.
everyone
three language-Acc speak
'Everyone speaks three languages.' (every > three; *three > every)
nwukwuna malhanta.
b. Sey ene-lul
speak (every > three; three > every)
three language-Acc everyone
c. Nwukwuna malhanta, sey ene-lul.
everyone
speak
three language-Acc (every>three;*three > every)
The examples like (13a, b) are generally used in arguing that scrambling can
affect the scope of quantifiers in Korean and Japanese. However, as shown in
(13c), "three languages" cannot scope over "everyone" when "three languages"
is located at the postverbal position. This invalidates Choe's proposal that the
postverbal position is a scope assignment position.
Based on Hindi's postverbal dislocation constructions and the notion of "ccommand", Mahajan 1997 proposes that the postverbal element does not move
rightward but is stranded at its original position while non-postverbal elements
such as the head verb and its governed arguments move leftward. However, it is
not clear how this approach can explain the NPI scope (e.g., (5)) and
amelioration of the root phenomenon (e.g., (7) and (8)).

4. A New Analysis
In order to account for the given facts, this paper proposes a new analysis under
the framework of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard and Sag
1994, and Bouma et al. in press). This paper adopts the version developed by
Bouma et al. where various extraction phenomena are uniformly accounted for
without the assumptions of trace and lexical rules.
4.1. EXTRA feature and multiple inheritance hierarchy
Bouma et al. propose that a gap has the feature structure in (14), which states
that the LOCAL value of a gap-ss element corresponds to its SLASH value.

I

Gap-sss exist only on the list of dependents of the lexical head which selects
them.
We introduce two new features for Korean, TOPIC and EXTRA(position),

which belong to the PERI(PHERY) feature. They are responsible for the license
of the lefl and right peripheral positions, respectively, the topic and postverbal
positions.

In order to handle the PDCs, the constraint on head-filler phrase in Bouma
et al. needs a slight change into (16):
(1 6)
SLASH

[2] u [3]

(16) states the following: the SLASH value of head-extra phrase is the SLASH
value of the head daughter minus the extra daughter plus the SLASH value of
the extra daughter.'
(1 7) is the argument realization constraint in Bouma et al, which defines the
relationship between dependents and valence, stating that the elements on DEPS
that are of type gap-ss (gap-synsem) must be absent from the COMPS list.
(1 7) Argument Realization
SUBJ [I]
[2] 0 list(gap-ss)
DEPS [I] @ [2]

1

We also need LP constraint (I 8a) to specify that the element of the EXTRA
value linearly follows the head daughter.
(18)a. [EXTRA <SYNSEM[l]>] < SYNSEM[l]
b. SYNSEM [ I ] <
EXTRA [I]>]
(1 8b) specifies the head finality of Korean in a sense that the elements other than
the EXTRA value, such as the subject, complement, and topic, precede their
governing element.
Following Sag 1997 and Ginzburg and Sag 1999, the present analysis
assumes the multiple construction type inheritance hierarchy that is used to
capture the fact that instances of some construction types seem to resist being
uniquely categorized in a natural way. This paper proposes the multiple
construction type inheritance hierarchy in (19) to account for some of the mixed
properties of the Korean postverbal construction:
[T

HEADEDNES
clause

non-clause

head-adjunt-ph
head-peri-ph
(16)

idp-cl
[HD-DTRIHEAD v-inh-word]
head-extra-ph

rHD-DTR I EXTRA {[1]121) 1

L

head-topic-ph

1

INFO-STR I GROUND I TAIL [2]
According to this hierarchy, type head-extra-ph itself has only one
constraint: the index value of the head daughter's EXTRA value carries one type
of the ground information, tail, and thus does not bear focus. Also, note that
head-extra-ph is a subtype of independent-clause (idp-cl) and head-peri-ph. The
constraints on idp-clause and head-peri-ph are inherited by head-extra-ph. The
constraint on idp-cl states that the head verb must be sort v-individual-word
which has a MOOD value such as declative (e.g. -la), question (e.g. -kka), or
proposative (e.g. -ca) (Kim 1994). The constraint on head-peri-ph is stated in
(1 6).
The rest of this section shows how the aforementioned constraints and
multiple inheritance hierarchy account for the data given in section 2.
4.3. Consequences

The structure in (20) below shows how the proposed analysis accounts for the
simple example in (lb). Here the object of ilkessta, ku chayk-ul, is the gap-ss,
and it is realized as an element of the DEPS value. The SLASH value of the
gap-ss is percolated up by the SLASH Amalgamation constraint (Bouma et al.
in press) and discharged by the head-peri-ph constraint in (16).

head-extra-ph

COMPS < >

SUBJ < >
COMPS < >

ku chayk-ul

1,'

LOC [[211CAT PI1
SLASH ([[211CAT [311I

I

Mary-ka

ilkessta

4.3.1. Wh-phrases
Following Kaiser 1998, the postverbal element is assumed to carry the tail
information that belongs to the ground information (i.e., bottom of (19)), in
terms of Engdahl and Vallduvi. 1996. This constraint simply accounts for the
examples in (10) and (I I ) where the postverbal phrase cannot be a wh-phrase or
an answer to a wh-question. The wh-phrase or its answer is generally assumed to
bear focus information.

4.3.2. Root phenomenon
As shown in (7), a postverbal phrase is allowed only in an independent clause.
The inheritance hierarchy in (19) straightforwardly accounts for the contrast
between (7a) and (8). Sentence (7a) is not licensed simply because the headextra-ph is not a subtype of dependent (embedded) clause but a subtype of an
independent clause. In other words, the head daughter of head-extra-ph must be
sort v-individual-word that carries MOOD value. In (7a), however, the head of
the embedded verb carries a COMP value (-ko in poassrako) instead of the
MOOD value.
In contrast, sentence ( I j w h e r e the embedded clause is extracted to the
postverbal position, and an NP is extracted out of the already extracted
embedded clause-has the following structure:

S

[gii;J
idp-cl

t (iii)

NP[L C[3]1CAT[4])

t (ii)

COMPS < >
COMPS < >

COMPS < >
SLASH {LOC[l]ICAT[2
Mary-ka

I

sayngkakhayssta

SLASH {LOC[3]1CAT[4
John-i

poasstako

Nothing is wrong with local tree (i). Even though the dependent clause has a
non-empty SLASH value, no constraint is violated here because a postverbal
non-head daughter does not exist there. Note that the inheritance hierarchy states
that only an independent clause can have such a daughter, but it does not entail
that a dependent clause must have an empty SLASH value. Local trees (ii) and
(iii) are the structures, each of which is an independent clause that has a
postverbal non-head daughter.
4.3.3. Resumpfive Pronoun
Following Pollard and Sag's 1994 sort hierarchy of NPs, this paper assumes the
sort hierarchy in (22) for the pronominal objects. Here new sorts of resumptivepronoun (resum) and genuine-pronoun (gen) are introduced. The sort resum is
similar to gap-ss in that it has its own SLASH value. A difference is that the
SLASH value is structure shared with only the resumptive pronoun's CAT and
INDEX values, not with its whole LOC value. Note that the antecedent is non-

-

pronoun (R-expression in terms of GB), and thus they cannot have the identical
LOC value.
(22)
pron

A
re$'

recp

gen

SLASH { [ 11121)
In this approach, the

as in (23):

(23)

NP
Na-nun
sayngkakhayssta

Mary-ka
ku-lul
coahantako
In contrast, the long-distance scrambled sentence in (9b) does not allow a
resumptive pronoun because scrambling itself is not licensed by the head-periph in my analysis, and thus it cannot discharge the non-empty SLASH value that
is originated by the resumptive pronoun. The long-distance scrambling
mechanism is illustrated in section 4.3.4 below.

4.3.4. Long-Distance Scrambling and NPI Scope

Following Chung 1998, this paper proposes that long-distance scrambling in
Korean is licensed by the argument composition mechanism (Hinrichs and
Nakazawa 1994) that is similar to raising in GB, i.e., an element not discharged
within an embedded clause is inherited by the main clause. This approach
proposes that a sentence with an S-complement has two structures, i.e., one with
an embedded S-complement constituent (e.g., (24a)), and the other with a
liberated S-complement through argument composition (e.g., (24b)).
(24) a. [s John-i [s Mary-ka ku chayk-ul
ilkesstako] sayngkakhayssta].
M-Nom the book-Acc read
thought
J-Nom
'John thought that Mary read the book.'
b. [sJohn-i Mary-ka ku chayk-ul
ilkesstako
sayngkakhayssta].
thought
J-Nom M-Nom the book-Acc read
According to Bouma et al., the relation between the DEPS feature and valence
feature is stated as in (17), i.e., the value of the DEPS is the SUBJ list plus the
COMPS list plus. In this approach, the matrix verb sayngkakhayssta of the
liberated sentence in (24b) has the structure in (25) where the arguments of the
embedded verb ilkesstako are inherited by the COMPS list of the matrix verb,
and its DEPS value is a collection of list of VAL values, including the arguments
inherited through argument composition.2r

Our account of long-distance scrambling through argument composition
naturally predicts the facts about the NPI scope if we reinterpret the clause-mate
constraint in the following way:
(26) An NPI must be a DEPS value of its licensor.
In this approach, the feature structure of VAL and DEPS of the verbalcomplex NPI licensor sqyngkakhaci anh assta "did not think" in (5) are as in
(27), where the postverbal NPI is realized as a gap-ss in the DEPS value, and
thus the condition in (26) is ~atisfied.~

pi!,:,-;I
SUBJ < N P [ T I ~ ~ ] ~ ~ ~ >
COMPS < >

~

s

e

p

l 31v9
1
Np

SLASH {[5] 1 CAT [4]f

5. Conclusion
An advantage of the present analysis is that the notion of multiple type
inheritance induces interactions of the given constraints, and thus that the mixed
properties of the PDC are naturally accounted for. Also it provides a preliminary
HPSG tool for Korean peripheral position phenomena through the proposal of
the new peripheral features, TOPIC and EXTRA

Notes
* An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 2000 summer workshop of the Korean Society
for Language and Information. I thank Jong-Bok Kim, Byung-Soo Park and Byung-Rae Ryu for
their comments and suggestions. This work is supported by a travel grant from Dongseo University.
1. (16) differs from the head-filler phrase in Bouma et al. in that the SLASH value can be discharged
when the SLASH value and the EXTRA daughter's CAT value, not their whole LOCAL values, are
identical. The reason is presented in section 4.3.3, where resumptive pronouns are discussed.
2. However, we assume that argument-structure (ARG-ST) value is not affected by argument
composition since it does not affect the binding theory. To this end, the constraint on the ARG-ST in
Bouma et al. needs to be assumed to be a default s~ecification.and thus it can be overridden bv a
construction specific argument composition constraint. That is, the argument composition constraint
specifies that the valence feature changes do not affect the value of the AGR-ST.
3. Also note that argument compoGtion occurs only between the verbal categories in headcomplement relations, and thus long-distance scrambling does not occur beyond the boundary of an
adjunct or NP (e.g., (2b) vs. (3d)).
4. The flat structure version of (4c), where the word order is the same as (4c) but the embedded S
boundary is eliminated, would seem to be problematic. In this structure, the NPI is inherited to the
COMPS value of the licensor and then becomes one of its DEPS values. Then the condition in (26) is
satisfied, and hence the sentence is incorrectly predicted to be acceptable. In our approach, the flattened
version of (4c) is awkward due to a processing factor. This claim is supported by the fact that (4c)
becomes much better when the NPI is stressed and when a short pause is put between the NPI and the
embedded verb, as shown in (i):
oassta-ko
sayngkakha-ci anh assta,
(i) John-un AMWUTO,
J-Nom
anyone
came-COMP think
not did
'John did not think that anyone came.'
Here the pause plays the role of blocking the processing interference by phonologically separating the
NPI from the embedded verb and thus preventing amwuto o-asstako from being interpreted as a unit.
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The Syntactic Locus of Futurate Meaning*
Bridget Copley
MIT

1. Introduction
Afuturate is a sentence with a future-oriented eventuality, which is acceptable
only when the eventuality is plannable:
(1)

a.
b.

The Red Sox are playing the Devil Rays tomorrow.

* The Red Sox are beating the Devil Rays tomorrow.

Traditionally (Lakoff 1971, Prince 1973, Vetter 1973, Dowty 1979), the
example in (lb) is bad to the extent that no one can plan for the Red Sox to beat
the Devil Rays tomorrow; it improves under the "mafia reading", in which
someone has fixed the game and the result has been planned ahead of time. It is
also possible to improve (lb) under an extreme confidence on the part of the
speaker that the Red Sox will win the game. As it is not clear to me whether the
planned reading should be subsumed under the rubric of this confidence reading,
I will continue to speak in terms of planning, though we should keep in mind that
there can be futurate sentences that do not involve planning and where
confidence is all that matters (e.g., The sun is rising tomorrow a t 6:30).I suspect
that there will turn out to be only a pragmatic difference between the two (in
which case they would not be properly termed different readings). But even in
the absence of a real theory of the pragmatic conditions under which futurates
can be used, we can still ask questions about the syntax of futurates. The
questions I would like to ask here are: Does this sensitivity to plannability have a
syntactic location? If so, where is it? I will claim that this component of the
meaning of progressive futwates does have a syntactic location, and that this
position is the same as the position of the progressive operator. As an initial
hypothesis, we take the "plan" or "confidence" component to be realized as a
covert operator. Let's call this unpronounced hypothetical operator "PLAN", In
section 2 we will establish a lower bound for the position of PLAN, using

* I am grateful to Sabine Iatridou. Irene Heim, Kai von Fintel, Nowin Richards, Danny
Fox, ling-96, the MIT LF Reading Group, and audiences at WECOL 2000, ICTL 2000,
and HUMIT 2000 for much enlightening discussion on the material in this paper. All
errors and omissions are of course my own. This research has been supported in part by
an NSF Graduate Research Fellowship.

evidence from the position of temporal adverbials and the possibility for futurate
readings in gerunds. Section 3 establishes an upper bound, by way of temporal
adverbial tests. The evidence in sections 2 and 3 indicate a position between
PROG and the VP; in section 4 I discuss a problem for this analysis that is
apparently raised by manner adverbial data, and how the problem might be
solved, namely by saying that Plan is actually the progressive operator. I further
discuss some consequences of this move.

2. Establishing a Lower Bound
In this section, temporal adverbial and gerund evidence allow us to establish a
lower bound of the VP boundary for the position of the hypothetical futurate
operator PLAN.
2.1 Position of temporal adverbials
Temporal adverbials can appear both clause-initially and clause-finally in
futurates. Each position is associated with a particular time: the high adverbial
constrains the time at which the plan is asserted to hold, and the low adverbial
constrains the time at which the planned event is scheduled to take place. These
positions cannot be switched (e.g.. (2b) cannot be used to express what (2a)
expresses).
(2)

a. Yesterday, the Red Sox were playing the Yankees tomorrow.
high adverbial:
low adverbial
plan time
event time
b. *Tomorrow, the Red Sox were playing the Devil Rays yesterday.

Assuming unselective binding by temporal adverbials, this means that the plan
time is bound higher than the position of the lower adverbial. Where is this lower
adverbial? VP-fronting evidence indicates that it is part of the VP:

(3)

VP-fronting
a.
Mary said the Devil Rays are playing tonight, and [playing
tonight] they are.
b.
*Mary said the Devil Rays are playing tonight, and [playing]
they are tonight.

If we also assume that our hypothetical PLAN operator introduces the time at
which the plan is asserted to hold, we may conclude that PLAN is located higher
than the VP.
2.2 Gerunds

Gerund evidence also puts PLAN higher than the VP, as there turns out to be a
correlation between the possibility for futurate readings and how much
inflectional structure there is in the gerund.
There are three kinds of English gerunds, which have been argued (Horn 1975,
Reuland 1983, Abney 1987) to contain different subsets of the entire range of
verbal and Infl projections. "Acc-ing" gerunds assign accusative case to their
subjects. The other two, "poss-ing" and "ing-of," assign genitive case to their
subjects. Ing-of gerunds in addition require their theme to be an of phrase.
a.

(4)

b.
c.

acc-ing:
John singing the Marseillaise
poss-ing:
John's singing the Marseillaise
ing-of:
John's singing of the Marseillaise

Acc-ing gerunds are larger than poss-ing gerunds, he argues, since the former
share various properties with sentences which poss-ing gerunds do not share:

(5)

inanimate subjects ok
a.
We were very upset that the refrigerator tipped over.
b.
We were very upset at the refrigerator tipping over.
c.
?We were very upset at the refrigerator's tipping over.

(6)

no pied piping where subject is +wh
a. * the man [(for) who to leave early] you would have preferred
b. *the man [whose flirting with your wife] you took such exception to
c.
the man [whose flirting with your wife] you took such exception to

(7)

no wide scope for subjects
a.
John is mad that everyone took a day off
b.
John disapproves of everyone taking a day off
c.
John disapproves of everyone's taking a day off

(*wide)
(*wide)
(wide ok)

However, the fact that poss-ing gerunds can assign accusative case to a direct
object is a reason to grant poss-ing gerunds at least a VP. In fact, poss-ing
gerunds, like acc-ing gerunds (but unlike ing-of) are evidently large enough to
have aspectual morphology, as below:

(8)

a.
b.
c.

Sue having eaten sardines
Sue's having eaten sardines
* Sue's having eaten of sardines

Let us assume, then, that acc-ing gerunds and poss-ing gerunds have a full VP
and at least some inflectional projections, but that ing-of gerunds have no verbal

projections higher than V. As a consequence, given our results in the last section
we would expect PLAN to be able to appear in acc-ing and poss-ing, but not in
ing-of gerunds.' This is expected because PLAN is located syntactically just
above VP, thus structures with at least a VP should be able to host PLAN.
This prediction is borne out: we do see futurate readings in acc-ing and possing, but not in ing-of gerunds. Compare (lo), (1 l), and (12) to the judgments in
(9). (9a) and (9b) exemplify the futurate in matrix clauses, where plannable
eventualities (as in (9a)) are judged good and unplannable ones (as in (9a)) are
not.
(9)

matrix
a.
John is suddenly singing "Silent Noon" next year.
b. *John is suddenly liking vegetables next year.

(10) acc-ing
a.
What with John suddenly singing "Silent Noon" next year, Mary
was surprised.
b. * What with John suddenly liking vegetables next year, Mary was
surprised.
(11) poss-ing
a.
John's suddenly singing "Silent Noon" next year surprised Mary.
b. * John's suddenly liking vegetables next year surprised Mary.
(12)

ing-of
a. * John's sudden singing of "Silent Noon" next year surprised Mary.
b. *John's sudden liking of vegetables next year surprised Mary.

And for further comparison, DPs without gerunds:
(13) non-gerund DPs

a.

* John's sudden performance of "Silent Noon" next year
surprised Mary.

b.

*John's sudden love of vegetables next year surprised Mary.

What we see is that acc-ing and poss-ing gerunds with a future-oriented
adverbial are much more acceptable when the eventuality is plannable (such as
singing, cf. (la)) than when it is not plannable (such as liking, cf. (Ib)). Ing-of
gerunds behave like nouns, in that future-oriented adverbials are bad with both
The fact that the gerund-forming affix is -ing is not terribly informative in a language
with as little morphology as English; generally it is treated as distinct from the
progressive -ing affix, and a brief cross-linguistic survey shows that it is indeed
accidental homophony.

plannable and unplannable eventualities. This supports the idea that PLAN is
located just above VP; ing-of gerunds, without VP, are not large enough to have
a PLAN Phrase (PLANP), so they do not have futurate readings.
Thus we have a lower bound for PLAN (with the dots indicating that we do not
know just how much higher than VP PLAN is):
(14)

lower bound established: PLAN higher than VP

/",
PLAN

. ..
VP

A
3. Establishing an Upper Bound
In this section we establish an upper bound for the location of PLAN. Temporal
adverbial tests appear to show that PLAN is somewhere below the progressive
operator.

3.1 Temporal adverbials
Punctual temporal adverbials (at noon, etc.) yield ongoing readings with
progressive VPs, and completive and inchoative readings with perfective VPs.
The ongoing reading is the one in which at noon, the event is in the process of
occurring, as in the progressive (non-futurate) example in (15):
(15)

John was eating sardines at noon.

The completive reading is one in which the whole event is viewed as taking
place at noon. The inchoative reading is one in which the event is viewed as
starting at noon. In (16), the most natural reading is the inchoative reading,
where the eating starts at noon, but also possible is the implausible completive
reading, in which the eating lasts a minute or less.
(16)

John ate sardines at noon.

Ongoing and completivdinchoative readings can be distinguished by their ability
to appear in conjunction with then-clauses and still-clauses (on the temporal
readings of then and still). Still-clauses can be conjoined with ongoing sentences
but not completivdinchoative ones, as in (17a) and (18a). Then-clauses are a bit
marked with ongoing sentences, but may. be conjoined with
completive/inchoative ones, as in (17b) and (18b). Anaphora is indicated by
boldface:

(17) ongoing reading
John was eating sardines at noon, and was still eating sardines
a.
at 12:05.
b. ?John was eating sardines at noon, and then he took a nap.
(18)

completive/inchoative readings
a.
b.

* John ate his sardines at noon, and still ate his

sardines at 12:05.
(bad on relevant reading)
John ate his sardines at noon, and then he took a nap.

Although for many speakers, (17b) is possible, it nonetheless does not sound as
natural as (18b).

3.2 Temporal adverbials in futurates

As we saw above in section 1.1, futurates can have "incompatible" temporal
adverbials; the high one constrains the time of the plan, and the low one
constrains the time of the eventuality. For example, (19) says that at noon there
was a plan for the Red Sox to play the Yankees at 6:00 (and can not mean that
there was a plan at 6:00 for them to play at noon).
(19)

At noon. the Red Sox were playing the Yankees at 6:00 pm.

Our method for the time being is as follows: treat still and then as anaphoric to
either the high adverbial or the low adverbial, and test for the presence of
ongoing or completive/inchoative readings. With still and then anaphoric to a
high punctual adverbial, we see that only the ongoing reading for the plan is
available, since (20a) is good and (20b) is bad. Now consider the cases where
still and then are anaphoric to a low punctual adverbial, in (21). The fact that the
still conjunction in (21a) is good tells us that an ongoing reading is possible; the
fact that the then conjunction in (21b) is good indicates that a
completive/inchoative reading is possible.
(20) high adverbial (time of plan): ongoing
a.
At noon, the Red Sox were playing the Yankees at 6:00 pm, and at
12:05, they were still playing the Yankees at 6:00 pm.
b. *At noon, the Red Sox were playing the Yankees at 6:00 pm, and
then they all went out for ice cream.
(21)

low adverbial (time of eventuality): completive/inchoative, ongoing
a.
At noon, the Red Sox were playing the Yankees at 6:00 pm, and
they were still playing the Yankees at 6:05.

b.

At noon, the Red Sox were playing the Yankees a t 6:00 pm, and
then they were playing the Mariners at 8:30pm.

When-clauses are similar to punctual adverbials: in general they yield ongoing
interpretations with progressives, and inchoative or completive readings with
perfectives.
When I talked to John, he was eating sardines, and he was still
eating sardines three days later.
b. *? When I talked to John, he was eating sardines, and then he
took a nap.

(22) a.

(23) a.

* When I talked to John, he ate sardines, and he was still
b.

eating sardines three days later.
When I talked to John, he ate sardines, and then he took
a nap.

Again, temporal anaphora on a high when-clause shows that the plan is ongoing.
With the anaphora on a low when-clause, we see that the eventuality may receive
an inchoative, completive, or ongoing reading:
(24) high adverbial (time of plan): ongoing
a.
When I talked to Pedro, the Red Sox were playing the
Yankees at 6:00 pm, and when I talked to Nomar, they were still
playing the Yankees at 6:00pm.
b. * When I talked to Pedro, the Red Sox were playing the
Yankees at 6:00 pm, and then they all went out for ice cream.

(25) low adverbial (time of eventuality): completive/inchoative, ongoing
a.
At noon, the Red Sox were playing the Yankees when the sun
went down, and they were still playing the Yankees when the
stars came out.
b.
At noon, the Red Sox were playing the Yankees when the sun
went down, and then they were playing the Mariners when the
stars came out.
In "ordinary" (i.e., non-futurate) progressives, the eventuality has an ongoing
reading obligatorily, but in futurates, the ongoing reading is not obligatory (and
for most speakers is less preferred). The evidence presented here points to this
conclusion: what is progressive about progressive futurates is the plan, not
necessarily the eventuality. The natural hypothesis is that the presence of
progressive morphology affects the plan instead of the eventuality.
What would such a hypothesis predict about the aspectual properties of the

eventuality? Iatridou (2000) observes that in constructions where tense has no
direct connection with the eventuality, aspectual morphology does not contribute
aspectual meaning to the eventuality. In those cases, any aspectual interpretation
of the eventuality is p ~ s s i b l e Therefore
.~
we should be able to get any aspectual
interpretation for the eventuality. This is exactly what we saw: the eventuality
receives either a completive/inchoative or an ongoing interpretation.
It seems as if the imperfective operator is taking PLAN as an argument rather
than the VP. Here's why: in the non-futurate situation, we know that
imperfective morphology has a certain semantic effect on the temporal properties
of the VP. Syntactically we assume that PROGP is the smallest maximal
projection dominating VP, as in (26).
(26)

PROGP

A

PROG

VP

Consider now the progressive futurate. The semantics of the progressive, as I
have demonstrated, has no direct impact on the temporal properties of the
eventuality; instead it influences the temporal properties of the plan. By analogy
to (26), PROG must be taking PLANP as its propositional argument, as in (27).
Hence we now have an upper bound for PLAN:
(27)

upper bound established: PLANP lower than PROGP
PROGP

A

PROG

PLANP

A
...

PLAN

VP

A
4. An Apparent Problem: Manner Adverbials
The previous two sections established a lower bound and an upper bound for the
position of PLAN. In this section we turn to manner adverbials, which when
In general, the eventuality may have any interpretation that does not create a mismatch
with the aspectual morphology. This is like agreement phenomena; e.g., if an English
verb has agreement morphology, it has to agree with the subject. However, in non-finite
clauses, where there is no agreement morphology, the subject can be in any person.
Likewise, Iahidou suggests, any particular aspectual semantics can occur wherever it
does not create a mismatch with the aspectual morphology.

combined with the perfect progressive futurate seem to raise a problem for the
analysis.

4.1 "Plan-oriented"manner adverbials
Jackendoff (1972) discusses certain adverbs which can get either manner
interpretations or subject-oriented interpretations. Cleverly and stupidly are two
such adverbs. Interpretation depends on the position of the adverb with respect
to the verb:
(28)

a.
b.

John answered the question cleverly.
John cleverly answered the question.

Cleverly in (28a) has only the manner reading: 'John answered the question in a
clever fashion'. (28b), according to Jackendoff, has both that reading and the
subject-oriented reading: 'it was clever of John to answer the questions'. (I find
the manner-oriented reading for (28b) somewhat marked.) That these are two
different meanings can be shown by the fact that such adverbials can occur
together, here with the meaning 'It was clever of John to answer the question in a
stupid manner':
(29)

John cleverly answered the question stupidly.

Certain other manner adverbs do not normally participate in this kind of
alternation, including secretly, carefully, and suddenly: These apparently lack a
subject-oriented reading; when the adverb appears in the higher position, the
meaning is more or less the same as when the adverb is in final position (perhaps
with some difference in scope which is not relevant here).

(30) a.
b.

John answered the question secretlylcarefullylsuddenly =?
John secretlylcarefullylsuddenly answered the question.

In progressive futurates, however, the two positions apparently reflect a
difference in meaning, not only with adverbs like cleverly, but also with the
second group of manner adverbs:

(31) a.
b.
c.

Nomar is playing cleverlylsecretly tomorrow.
Nomar is cleverlylsecretly playing tomorrow.
Nomar is cleverlylsecretly playing stupidlylin plain view
tomorrow.

The a examples in (31) assert that there is a plan for Nomar to play
cleverlylsecretly tomorrow; the b examples assert that there is a cleverlsecret

plan for Nomar to play tomorrow, and in the c examples, the cleverlsecret plan is
for him to play stupidlylin plain view. When the adverb is pronounced just
before the verb, it apparently constrains time of the plan itself; call this the
"plan-oriented" reading. As further evidence, (32) shows that when an adverb is
semantically odd as a modifier for the plan, it is acceptable in the lower position
and bizarre in the higher position:

(32) a.
b.

Nomar is playing carefully tomorrow.
# Nomar is carefully playing tomorrow.

And (33) shows the converse; suddenly is semantically odd as a manner of
playing, especially when the playing is planned ahead of time. However,
suddenly is fine as a modifier of a plan. Not surprisingly, it is odd in the lower
position and fine in the higher position:
(33)

a
b

# Nomar is playing suddenly tomorrow.

Nomar is suddenly playing tomorrow.

What are the syntactic conditions on whether a manner adverbial can modify
the plan? A working hypothesis might be that it has to be in Spec, PLANP:
(34)

3ip

A
3i

TP

A
Nomar

T'

A
is

PROGP

A
PROG

PLANP

A
cleverly PLAN'

A

PLAN VP

A

VP

tomorrow

A

playing
To determine if this hypothesis could be correct, we will add inflectional
material, first by adding passive be to these sentences, and then by adding the
have of the perfect.

In (35) we see that the position below passive be is too low for a plan-oriented
reading, as evidenced by the fact that secretly in that position with in plain view
in the lower position(in 35b) is something of a contradiction:
(35)

a.
b.
c.

John is being promoted secretly tomorrow.
John is being secretly promoted (*in plain view) tomorrow.
John is secretly being promoted (in plain view) tomorrow.

This does not contradict our working hypothesis, supposing that passive be is
lower than progressive be,3 if PLAN is between them.

4.2 A problem
The perfect progressive futurate seems to raise a problem, however. The planoriented adverbial is most felicitous when it is higher than progressive be (which,
recall, I have argued is higher than PLAN.) Consider, for instance, the examples
in (36) (due to Sabine Iatridou, p.c.). The manner adverbial in (36) is in a
position from which we would expect it to be able to modify the plan with ease;
yet that reading is disfavored if not totally ungrammatical. (36a) favors a reading
in which Ken has secretly retired in May of 1995, May of 1996, and so forth. In
contrast, (36b) favors a futurate reading: (36b) means that the plan for Ken to
retire in May has been in effect since 1995, and that plan has been secret. The
adverbial in (36b) modifies the plan even though it is higher than PROG. (The
arrows here indicate not movement of PLAN but rather potential positions for it.)
(36)

a.

Since 1995, Ken has been secretly retiring in May.
ADVP

Since 1995

TP

n
PERFP
n
PERF
PROGP

Ken

/"--,

PROG

ADVP

b.
ADVP

I assume be to be the location of the progressive operator; the argument is even stronger
if the progressive operator is lower, e.g. the position of -ing.

/-"',
TP

Since 1995

..'--'/

Ken

PERF

A

PERF

ADVP

A

secretly

PROGP

,
"
.
.

PLAN

PROG
?

VP

A

If manner adverbials must be local to the head they modify, this is apparently a
problem. While the temporal adverbial evidence seems to suggest that PLAN is
no higher than PROG, the manner adverbial evidence apparently places PLAN no
lower than PROG. We can't get out of this by saying that Plan is in two different
positions in the different tests, because when we run the tests simultaneously, we
get the same results: the playing event in (37) can get the inchoative/completive
reading.
(37)

Since noon, the Red Sox have secretly been playing at 6pm.

This means that PROG cant be applying to the event, and above I argued that
that had to be because PLAN intervened between PROG and the VP. But as in
(36b), PLAN must be in a position where it can be modified by secretly, which is
higher than PROG.
Another possibility, and I believe a more likely one, is that PLAN really is in
the position of PROG, and more strongly, that what w e t e been calling "PLAN" is
actually PROG. This is certainly what the syntactic evidence seems to suggest.
Cross-linguistically as well, futurate readings are most often possible with
imperfectives (and a progressive is a kind of imperfective). It might require a
much more complex meaning for PROG than I have assumed, or at the least, a
sophisticated pragmatics, in which any future event which can somehow be
referred to in the absence of a future operator, somehow must be a plannable
event. (For the second "somehow" in the previous sentence, I have sketched out
a preliminary account in Copley (2000), but I am not sure how the first
"somehow" might be spelled out.) If this is the right approach, what it means is
that futurate readings are not a morphosyntactically unitary phenomenon; strictly
speaking, there is no single PLAN operator that is responsible for futurate
readings. This seems right, cross-linguistically, since this hypothetical operator

never seems to be realized overtly, and in o n e language at least (Chaha, an
Ethiopean Semitic language) the Aktionsart of the verb, among other things,
helps determine whether a sentence can have a futurate reading (Degif Petros
Banksira, p.c.). Even in English, progressives can have futurate readings in any
tense, while simple (perfective) verbs can only have futurate readings in the
present tense. S o we might say that futurate readings are possible with the
English progressive o n one hand, and the English present tense o n the other,
without the need to unify the account morphosyntactically - albeit with much
work yet to b e done o n the relevant semantics and pragmatics.
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An OT Treatment of Variation
in Indo Aryan Ergative ~ o r ~ h o l o ~ ~ *
Ashwini Deo and Devyani Sharma
Stanford University

1. Introduction
While NIA languages provide a common example of morphological ergativity,
ergative marking and agreement patterns are not uniform amongst these
languages. Our analysis of this variation in subject-marking and agreement is
framed in Optirnality Theory (OT; P r i c e and Smolensky, 1993) and employs
language-particular rankings of universal constraints which allow an interaction
of nominal marking, verbal inflection, and universal markedness to derive
distinct marking systems (Prince & Smolensky, 1993; Aissen, 1999).
In $2, we introduce the Middle Indo Aryan (MIA) ergative construction that is
the ancestor to the modem ergative clause in New Indo-Aryan (NIA), after which
we present the relevant data for ergative variation in Hindi, Marathi, Bengali,
Nepali and Gujarati in $3 and $4. We regard this variation as a result of ongoing
processes of markedness reduction, which we present in the OT analysis in $5.

2. Morphological Ergativity in MIA
We assume a standard definition of ergativity: "a grammatical pattern or process
shows ergative alignment if it identifies intransitive subjects and transitive
direct objects as opposed to transitive subjects" (Plank, 1979). The ergative
pattern in the past tense and perfective aspect in NIA emerges from a verbal
adjective that functioned like a passive participle in the perfective.' Throughout
this paper, we assume this analysis of the Indo Aryan ergative construction. It is
not crucial to the discussion, but may be schematically represented as in (1).
(1)

NP-inst
obl

NP-nom

V-S-agr

subj

passive

+

NP-erg
subj

NP-nom
obj

V-0-agr
active

The main point in (1) is that by late MIA the instrumental oblique was rp
analyzed as an ergative subject. This construction had the following properties:
The agent, marked in the instrumental case, showed subject properties.
The object of the transitive and the subject of intransitive clauses showed
nominative case marking.
The verb, based on the earlier passive participle, showed gender and number
agreement with the nominative object, and the intransitive subject.

The ergative construction in MIA may be considered marked in terms of
morphological structure. First, assuming a prominence hierarchy of grammatical
functions which ranks subjects higher than objects (Aissen, 1999), the ergative
construction is marked because the least marked function (subject) is expressed
by a morphologically more marked case (ergative), while the more marked
function (object) is expressed in the unmarked (nominative) case. Second,
agreement generally indexes the least marked grammatical function, and subject
agreement is the most commonly attested pattern; however, in the ergative
construction, agreement is with the object.
The perfective clause in NIA, which derives historically from the MIA
construction, cannot be analyzed as a homogeneous construction of the MIA
sort. To attribute to Indo-Aryan languages an across-the-board ergativity of this
kind is to ignore a larger range of data that, in our view, points to the emergence
of unmarked case and agreement systems.
The data in the next section presents typological variation in subject-marking
patterns and in agreement patterns.2Under our analysis, the innovations in these
languages constitute a representative typology of how languages reduce the
markedness of an ergative construction.

3. The typology of variation in NIA
The data covers the perfective clause in Hindi, Marathi, Punjabi, Bengali,
Nepali and Gujarati. As Marathi and Punjabi show the same case and agreement
pattern, we treat them as a single group and only give examples from Marathi.
3.1. Hindi

In Hindi, the perfective subject is morphologically marked with the ergative
postposition in all persons and numbers. This post-position in Hindi is -ne.

The verb in Hindi agrees with the highest nominative argument (Mohanan,
1994:105). (2a) shows that the verb agrees with the nominative subject in nonperfective clauses. In (2b), the verb cannot agree with the ergative-marked

subject, and agrees instead with the nominative object. Finally, in (2c), the
verb shows default agreement because both arguments are case-marked.
(2)(a)

siitaa
raam-ko
piiTthii
S~~~-FEM-NOM
Ram-~~sc-AcC hit-PRES-FEM-SG
'Sita hits Ram.'

(b)

raam-ne
chidiyaa
Ram-MASC-ERG bird-FEM-NOM
'Ram saw a sparrow.'

(c)

Raadhaa-ko
piitaa
siitaa-ne
S~~~-FEM-ERG
Radha-FEM-ACC ~~~-PEw-MAsC-SG
'Sita hit Radha.'

hai
AUX-3-SG

dekhii
See-PEW-FEM-SG

3.2. Marathil Punjabi
In Marathfinjabi, first and second person subjects in perfective clauses are not
marked and are morphologically identical to non-perfective nominative subjects.

The examples in (3) show the agreement facts. Despite overt morphological
syncretism with the nominative forms, first and second person subjects in
Marathfinjabi still behave like ergative subjects. In (3 b), although the subject
mii does not show overt case marking, the verb does not agree with it.

(3) (a)

mii
siitaa-laa
1-MASC-NOM Sits-FEM-ACC
'I see Sita.'

bagha-to
See-PRES-MASC-SG

(b)

mii
ek
I-MASC-ERG
one
'I saw a sparrow.'

chimNii
bird-FEM-NOM

(c)

mii
I-MASC-ERG
'I saw Sita.'

baghit-la
siitaa-laa
S~~~-FEM-ACCSee-PEW-NEUT-SG

baghit-lii
See-PERF-FEM-SG

3.3. Bengali

Old Bengali had an ergative construction in the perfective aspect (Chatterji,
1926, 1970:947-8) similar to the MIA ergative clause. Modem Bengali has lost
this pattern altogether and all clause-types show a nominative-accusative pattern.

The data in (4) shows that the verb always agrees with the nominative subject.
(4) (a)

(b)

aamii
1-NOM
'I see Sita.'

siitaa-ke
dekhchii
S~~~-FEM-ACCSee-PRES- 1-SG

aamii

siitaa-ke

1-NOM

Sits-FEM-ACC

dekhlaam
see-PAST-1-SG

siitaa-ke

dekhlo

'I saw Sita.'
(c)

anu
~IU-FEM-NOM

Sits-FEM-ACC

s~~-PAST-~-SG

'Anu saw Sita.'
3.4. Nepali

Nepali has ergative marking on the subject in all three persons and differs from
the other languages in that overt subject case does not block subject agreement.

Non-perfective
Perfective

I

3
3

uu

usu-~e

I

unii
un-te

I

The transitive verb in Nepali agrees in person and number with the subject. In
(5), the verb takes the same suffix in an intransitive clause with a nominative
subject as in a transitive clause with an ergative subject. The nominative object
in (5b) does not trigger agreement. In Nepali, therefore, it is the subjecthood of
an argument that triggers agreement, not overt case-marking (or absence thereof).
( 5 ) (a)

(b)

ma
1-NOM
'I sat.'

bas-en
sit-PAST1-SG

mai-le

mero

1-ERG

my

lugaa
dheen
clothes-NOM see-PAST1-SG

'I washed my clothes.'

3.5. Gujarati
Gujarati shows ergative marking in all three persons.

Gujarati differs from most other NIA languages in its agreement patterns: in
perfective clauses, the verb agrees with the object even if it is marked accusative.

(6) (a)

(b)

siitaa-e
kaagal
vaac-yo
S~~~-FEM-ERG
l e t t e r - ~ ~ s C - ~read-PAST-MASC-SG
~M
'Sita read the letter.'
siitaa-e
raaj-ne
pajav-yo
S~~~-FEM-ERG Raj-MASC-SG-ACC harass-PAST-MASC-SG
'Sita harassed Raj.'
(adapted from Mistry, 1997)

Konkani (Grierson 1905) also shows this pattern, in which case marking does
not block agreement with the object, but it does block subject agreement.

4. Cross Classification of Indo Aryan Languages
From the data in 93, it is evident that NIA languages are classifiable in different
ways according to their agreement and subject marking patterns. Table 6 groups
the languages according to subject-marking patterns. Hindi, Gujarati and Nepali
show overt ergative case in all three persons. In Marathil Punjabi, there is no
overt marking on first and second person ergative subjects. Finally, Bengali has
no morphological or abstract case on its perfective subjects.

Those languages which group together with respect to subject marking patterns
are not necessarily the ones showing similar agreement marking properties. As
shown in Table 7, Hindi and Marathihnjabi agree with the nominative object,
Gujarati extends verbal agreement to accusative marked objects. Nepali and
Bengali both show agreement with the subject.
Table 7 : Typolorn of agreement in perfective clauses
AGREEMEW

S-Agr
0-Agr (nom)

HINDI
W-%

MAR~PUNJ

p) CwwyU"-@b
.*.

J

J

GUJARATI

NEPALI

0
4

4

BENGALI

4

0

0

Note from the top row of languages, that the groupings of subject-marking types
and agreement types do not overlap exactly. This variation is accounted for in
the analysis that follows.

5. OT Analysis of Typological Variation
The typological range in the data, with partly independent subject and agreement
patterns, lends itself to an analysis that draws on universal markedness
hierarchies. In Optimality Theory, grammars are represented by languageparticular rankings of universal, violable constraints. Constraints fall into two
classes: faithfulness constraints, which relate a feature in the input to one in the
output, and markedness constraints, which restrict possible output structures.
Candidate outputs are evaluated for a given input according to these ranked
constraints, and the optimal candidate violates the lowest ranked constraints.
Here, we use Aissen's (1999) implementation of harmonic alignment and
constraint conjunction in syntax, based on Prince and Smolensky (1993).
Alignment constraints are derived from the alignment of various universal

hierarchie~.~
Since such constraint alignments are derived from universal scales,
they cannot be mutually reranked within one constraint subhierarchy.
We first present universal subject-marking constraints and their specific
rankings, followed by universal agreement subhierarchies and their ~ - a n k i n ~ s . ~

5.1. Subject-marking constraints
The hierarchy of subject-marking constraints in Table 8 was proposed in Aissen
(1999). The universal scales of grammatical function and person rank are listed
in the first column. The typological markedness reversal between subjects and
objects (Battistella 1990) is captured by direct and inverse alignments of subject
and object respectively with the person hierarchy, as in the second column.
These state, for instance, that it is more harmonic for a subject to be first person
than third person. Finally, the universal subhierarchies of actual constraints are
shown in the third column. These are derived by prefixing the "Avoid" operator
(*) to each alignment and stating the ranking in terms of decreasing markedness.
Most importantly, the relative ordering of these constraints is universal.
Table 8: Deriving person markedness constraints
UNIVERSAL SCALES

I

Subject > Object
Local (1st. 2nd) > 3rd

1

I

I

HARMONIC ALIGNMENT

Su/Loc + Su/3
Oil3 + OilLoc

I

CONSTRAINT ALIGNMENT

I

*Sd3 )) *Su/Loc
*Oi/loc )) *Oil3

I

I

Aissen conjoins these constraints with the constraint *a,,requiring arguments
to be marked with some case form. This captures the idea that marked
configurations of features should be morphologically marked. The ranking in (7)
states that 3rd person subjects are universally more marked than 1st and 2nd
person subjects.' Each constraint can only be satisfied by overt case-marking.
(7) *SU/~
& *0c

))

*su/LOC& *8c

(Aissen 1999:673)

As our data is specific to the domain of perfectivity, we conjoin Aissen's
constraints with a constraint on perfective subjects6

The highest constraint in (8) states that a subject occurring in a perfective
context and simultaneously being associated with third person must be overtly
marked. The universally less marked constraint requires this of local person
perfective subjects.
(9) *STRUC,:Avoid (case specification) structure

(P&S 1993:25, Aissen 1999)

Finally, the constraint in (9) penalizes any morphological structure. Aissen
(1999) employs the constraint *STRUC, to specifically penalize case
morphology, which is our use here. *STRUC serves as an economy constraint.
Using just the three constraints in (8) and (9), we can begin to account for
changes in the various IA subject-marking systems.7In (10) we list the possible
rerankings of the three constraints, along with the systems in which these
rankings are found.
(10)

*SU/~
& *SU/PERF
& *0c

+*STRUC(Bengali: no subjs marked)

-*STRUC
(MarathiIPunjabi: only 3p subjs marked)
*SU/LOC
& * SU/PERF
& *0c
+-*smut (Nep., Hindi, Guj., MIA: all subjs marked)

In (lo), the constraints requiring subject marking are progressively demoted
below *STRUC - partially in Marathi and Punjabi and completely in Bengali
- allowing the universal avoidance of overt subject marking to emerge. The
rankings for each language type are shown in (1 1).
(1 1)

(a) * S ~ U C
)>
*SU/3 & *Su/PERF & *P)c )) *SU/LOC& *SU/PERF
& *0c
(b) *suI3& *SU/PEW
& *0c )) *STRUC )) *SU/LOC
& *SU/PERF
& *0c
(c) *su/~& *SU/PERF
& *0c )> *SU/LN& *SU/PERF
& *0c )> *STRUC

In Bengali, in (1 la), *STRUC dominates both markedness constraints, so the
morphologically unmarked candidates are selected as optimal. In Hindi, Gujarati
and Nepali, in (1 lc), *STRUC is ranked below both subject constraints, resulting
in marked subjects always satisfjling one of the higher ranked constraints.
Finally, in Marathibjabi, in (1 lb), *STRUC intervenes between the two
markedness constraints. This example is shown in more detail in (12) below.
The tableau shows only the relevant, partial inputs for transitive, perfective
clauses and the constraints are also abbreviated for reasons of space. As in
Aissen (1999), case constraints and case-marking in candidates refer to overt
morphology, not abstract case. We return to the distinction between these two
after presenting our initial analysis.
(12) MarathiIPunjabi

@PUT:Subj (3rd)

*

c. S-erg
d. S - 0

1 *SU/3/PERF& *0c I
I
*!

*STRUC

I

*

~

ap

*SU/LoCIPERF & *0c

p

A .

:

~

~

1

2

w

The candidates (a), (b), (c), and (d) are evaluated according to the ranked
constraints. Two different inputs are contrasted, to show which candidate gets

~

~

~

~

~

~

selected according to the person feature in the input and the language particular
rankings. 3rd person subjects must be case-marked to satisfy the highest
constraint, even though they violate *STRUC, but since the lower-ranked subject
constraint is below *STRUC, null-marked 1st and 2nd person subjects are
preferred, so candidate (b) is chosen over (a).
The three constraint rankings in (I 1) give us the three sets of language types
from Table 6. As *SU/3 and *SUhOC are constraints within a universal
subhierarchy, they are never mutually reranked; their ranking only varies in
relation to *STRUC. Under our analysis, their progressive demotion below
*STRUC represents the systematic elimination of overt marking on subjects.
5.2. Agreement constraints

As the data earlier showed, agreement cannot be captured as a direct default
which occurs only when case is absent. Nepali allows agreement across casemarked subjects, and Gujarati allows agreement with case-marked objects.
Thus, independent agreement constraints are necessary.
(13) EXPRESS AGR: A predicate agrees with some argument
This constraint is a type of faithfulness constraint requiring agreement of some
sort.' We distinguish explicit number, gender or person agreement from default
agreement here. The constraint in (13) is not satisfied by default agreement,
which takes the form of masculine or neuter singular inflection in these
languages. The choice of full agreement vs. default agreement in different
contexts is accounted for in the analysis that follows. Since default agreement is
treated as non-agreement in our analysis, it is assumed to occur in order to
satisfy an independent requirement for finiteness marking. The constraint on
finiteness marking requires some overt marking to distinguish finite from
nonfinite verb stems. As this requirement holds identically for all the languages
in question, we exclude this constraint from our discussion. So candidates with
completely uninflected verb forms are not considered here. Candidates with
default agreement, however, may be chosen for certain inputs and do interact
with full agreement. The examples that follow show the circumstances under
which default agreement is preferred over full agreement.
EXPRESS AGR is used in Bresnan (in press) only for subject agreement. In
order to generalize her constraint systematically, we align it with the relational
hierarchy to permit agreement with more than just subjects, but still to constrain
the relative markedness of each type of agreement. The resulting constraint
alignments are given in (14).

The universally least marked agreement pattern, according to this constraint
hierarchy, is subject agreement. Object agreement is more marked and agreement

with non-core grammatical functions is the most marked. This highest
constraint is left out of the discussion, as it is never violated in the data here.
Since the data includes agreement across certain cases, we must ensure that
agreement is not only sensitive to grammatical finction but also to case. To this
end, we assume a similar alignment of agreement with case, as shown in (15).
In her cross-linguistic study of the interaction of case-marking with faithfulness
constraints, Woolford (to appear) proposes the universal hierarchy of
*ERGATIVE,*DATIVE )) *ACCUSATIVE )) *NOMINATIVE, which we follow here
to derive case-sensitive agreement.9

The two universal subhierarchies of agreement constraints in (14) and (15)
interact to derive the observed language types. In the examples that follow, case
selection is ensured by the constraints presented in the last section. These
examples are restricted to agreement alternations. Each example shows three
different types of clausal inputs - perfective with a specific (ACC) object,
perfective with a nonspecific (NOM) object, and nonperfective - to show how
the constraints interact to derive agreement for different clause types.
First, we turn to the Hindi, Marathi and Punjabi group, which allows
agreement with either subject or object, as long as its case is nominative.
(16) Hindi, Marathi, Punjabi
*ERG/AGR
*ACC/AGR

EXPR
AGR

INPUT: S O(Spec) V(perf)

a. S-erg 0-acc V-Sagr
b. S-erg 0-acc V-Oagr
* c. S-erg 0-acc Vdefault
I N P U T : ~ S qnonspec) V(perf)
d. S-erg 0-nom V-Sagr
* e. S-erg 0-nom V-Oagr
f. S-erg 0-nom V-default
INPUT: S 0 V(nonperf)
* g. S-nom 0-nom V-Sagr
h. S-nom 0-nom V-Oagr
i. S-nom 0-nom V-default

*NOW
AGR

AGR

. "- "...*,.*
'htc,y2p"

*!
*!

*!

*SU/

*OJ/
AGR

-*q..

-.

*
*.
*=v7

.. - * - - *

a

*!

1

.*

*
*!

;!

"

* '

=-*Fm

.p=-+e2%*

In (16), the fust input requires case on both subject and object. In this situation,
default agreement wins out of candidates (a), (b), and (c), because agreement
with either argument would violate the restriction on agreement with ergative or
accusative. When the object is not marked accusative, as in (d), (e), and (f),
object agreement is preferred to a violation of the higher-ranked EXPRESS AGR.
Finally, if neither subject nor object is case-marked, as in (g), (h), and (i), then
subject agreement is ideal because object agreement is universally more marked.

Turning to Gujarati in (17), the only difference from the Hindi group in (16) is
the promotion of the faithfulness constraint EXPRESS AGR above *ACC/AGR.
(17) Gujarati
*ERG/
AGR

EXPR
AGR

*ACC/
AGR

*OJ/
AGR

*SU/
AGR

*NOW
AGR

This reranking only affects the first input (17). In the Hindi group, this input
resulted in default agreement since both arguments were case-marked. In
Gujarati, because EXPRESS AGR is higher ranked, agreement with the accusative
is less bad than default agreement and so candidate @) wins. The other two
types of inputs are unaffected, and still select the highest nominative argument.
Finally, Nepali also contradicts the nominative agreement pattern of the Hindi
group by allowing agreement with the ergative. This violates the highest
constraint in (15). But, this is still preferable to agreement with any type of
object, hence the ranking shown in (18).
(18) Nepali, (Bengali)
EXPR
AGR

INPUT:
* g.
h.
i.

S 0 V(nonperf)
S-nom 0-nom V-Sagr
S-nom 0-nom V-Oagr
S-nom 0-nom V-default

*OJ/
AGR

*SU/
AGR

*
*!

*!
'T.? ''Y

*ERG/
AGR

" 9-;:*l@'*<f*

tS"R7%z%-

*ACC/
AGR

*NOMI
AGR

L11" -,a

C"

*

.

The only difference here between Nepali and the other groups is that none of the
case constraints on agreement outrank the grammatical function subhierarchy.
One way of looking at it is that since overt subject marking in Nepali has not
been reduced, the agreement pattern has generalized agreement to the least
marked argument, eliminating the marked situation of object agreement
altogether. Bengali falls in the same category for agreement but has no subject
marking at all, so although the ranking in (18) is identical for Bengali
agreement, candidates with nominative subjects would be the winners.
To briefly summarize this section, the formal groupings of languages
according to our analysis correspond to the cross-classification of the data in
Table 7. The analysis shows that the directions in which each ranking has
moved essentially represents some manner of markedness reduction.

6. Discussion
6.1. Null ergative case

One final note on the analysis of case constraints is necessary. Aissen's (1999,
2000) discussion of case markedness constraints is restricted to morphological
case. This approach is well-suited for the progressive loss of overt casemarking. However, the facts for Marathihnjabi show clearly that the null
morphology of first and second person subjects does not indicate b a ~
nominatives, but rather non-overt ergatives. This can be seen in the Marathi
data in (19). In (19b), the adjectival modifier of the perfective, transitive
subject, which agrees with the head noun, occurs in the oblique case. By
contrast, this modifier takes the nominative form when modifying a
nonperfective subject as in (l9c). Furthermore, the verb does not agree with the
null ergative subject in (19b) either.
(19)(a)

mii
ek
I-ERG
one
'I ate a mango.'

aambaa
mango-NOM

baa-llaa
eat-PERF-3-SG

(b)

vedyaa
ashaa
mii
foolish-OBLlike-OBL I-OBL
'Foolish me ate a mango.'

ek
one

ambaa
khaa-llaa
mango-NOM ~ ~ ~ - P E R F - ~ - s G

(c)

vedii
ashii
mii
foolish-NOMlike-NOMI-NOM
'Foolish me eats a mango.'

ek
one

ambaa
khaa-te
mango-NOM eat-PRES-1-SG

Woolford (to appear) also notes the need for this distinction between null
ergative and nominative in languages such as Marathi. She exclusively restricts
her case analysis to abstract case, while the analysis in Aissen (1999) applies

only to morphological case. In our analysis here, we must distinguish between
Bengali, which has true nominative subjects and agreement with these subjects,
and Marathi and Punjabi, which have underlyingly ergative, null-marked
subjects that do not agree with the verb. Thus, both Woolford's and Aissen's
interpretations of constraints on case must be unified to encompass the
typological range in the present data.
One way of expressing this, as Woolford does in a somewhat different
approach, is to include faithfulness constraints that require abstract ergative case
to be associated with perfective subjects, independent of the loss of overt
morphological marking. For the present, we simply include a version of
Woolford's (to appear) constraint that marks perfective subjects as abstract
ergatives.
The actual ranking for Punjabi and Marathi now, in contrast to the purely
morphological approach that was given in (I lb) and (12), must include a high
ranking abstract case constraint to make the distinction between null ergatives
and true nominatives.

With this revision, although the morphological markedness constraints permit
null-marking on first and second person subjects, the faithfulness constraint
requires abstract ergative case. This is merely a provisional representation of the
interaction of abstract and morphological case which is needed in this data.
6.2. Summary

To summarize, at the outset of our talk we showed that the MIA ergative,
perfective construction had several universally marked features, such as casemarking on the subject and verb agreement with the object. A formal model of
two general strategies of reducing markedness along universal hierarchies was
provided for the range of NIA systems. In terms of subject marking, the gradual
promotion of *STRUC above case marking constraints gives rise to unmarked
subjects in Bengali, Marathi and Punjabi. Those languages which retain subjectmarking - Hindi, Gujarati, and Nepali - show markedness changes in
agreement instead. The promotion of the faithfulness constraint EXPRESS AGR
combined with universal hierarchies of agreement types lead to the emergence of
unmarked patterns of either subject agreement or nominative agreement. Thus,
in Hindi agreement is restricted to the least marked case (nominative), and in
Nepali it is restricted to the least marked grammatical hnction (subject).

This work is based in part on work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant
No. BCS-9818077. We would like to thank Joan Bresnan, Brady Clark, Paul Kiparsky, and Peter
Sells for many valuable comments. Any remaining shortcomings are our own.

I Our use of the term 'perfective' follows Masica (1991) in specifying morphological past tense
marking as well as ergativity in lndo Aryan languages.
All the NIA languages in the typology under consideration here have developed a complex
system of object marking based on definiteness and animacy. We regard it as an additional
strategy for markedness reduction (Cf. Differential Object Marking; DOM; Aissen 2000) but do
not discuss it in the paper.
This operation takes a binary structural scale (e.g. a grammatical function scale) and aligns each
member of a second scale (e.g. an animacy scale) with the first.
The focus here is on the association of morphological marking with grammatical functions, and
not on the determination of grammatical functions themselves, which will be assumed to be
independently ensured through the type of argument-function correspondences proposed in
Lexical Mapping Theory (LMT; Bresnan & K a n e ~ a1989)
,
and further developed for OT in
Bresnan (in press).
The corresponding object marking constraints are not addressed in this paper (see Aissen (2000)
for a discussion of this constraint subhierarchv).
See Sharma (to appear) for a discussion of ;hk alignment of perfectivity and grammatical
functions for aspectually-split ergativity in Indo-Aryan languages.
' Faithfulness to input features such as gender and number is assumed to be satisfied in all
candidates.
The crucial difference in choosing to formulate the constraint as EXPRESS AGR rather than as a
markedness constraint such as *EXPRESS AGR (formulated like *STRUC) is that the formulation in
(13) favors agreement of some sort, while a markedness constraint would favor non-agreement.
We assume that case marking performs a discriminant function amongst arguments crosslinguistically, often signaling a marked situation. Agreement, on the other hand, is seen as a
prominence relation with the least marked. In other words, case and agreement do not perform
identical functions; case is avoided except under marked circumstances, such as 3rd person
subjects, while agreement is a default, occurring in unmarked contexts such as subjects over
objects.
As the case-agreement hierarchy assumed in (15) is inspired by Woolford (to appear), we
restrict it to abstract case as she does. In fact, this gives the correct results, as the constraint
*ERG/AGR correctly prevents agreement with 1st and 2nd person subjects in Marathipunjabi,
regardless of whether their morphological case is overt.

'
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Syntactic vs. Semantic Valence:
Verbal Affixes in Minangkabau
Catherine R. Fortin
University of Pittsburgh

1. Introduction
This paper argues for the existence of the phenomenon of two distinct types of
valence, semantic valence and syntactic valence, as defined in Van Valin and La
Polla's Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) (1997). Empirical support for this
claim is provided by an analysis of the usage of verbal affmes in Minangkabau
(a Western Malayo-Polynesian language) which demonstrates that these are in
fact separate notions which are reflected in the intuitions of the native speaker of
Minangkabau.

2. Semantic and Syntactic Valence
When discussing valence or transitivity of verbs, linguists have not always
consistently differentiated between semantic transitivity and grammatical
(syntactic) transitivity. This has led to much ambiguity surrounding the terms
valence (and especially) transitivity, as the following illustrates:
'There are some [linguists] who would say eat is always a transitive verb. These
linguists use the tenn transitive in the sense we use the term "semantically transitive".
Others would say that eat is sometimes transitive and sometimes intransitive. These
linguists are most likely referring to syntactic transitivity. Still others would say that
there are two related verbs eat in the lexicon of English, one of which is transitive and
the other intransitive' (Payne 1997: 171).
A number of seminal works has been published in Europe in the last three
decades on this problem'. The topic has more recently been followed up on
within the syntactic h e w o r k of Van Valin and La Polla's Role and Reference
Grammar (RRG), which has attempted to address this issue by clearly
distinguishing two distinct types of valence, semantic valence and syntactic
valence. Valence is the general notion which deals with the question, 'How

many arguments does a verb take?' More precisely, however, semantic valence
may be defined as 'the number of semantic arguments that a verb may take'
(Van Valin et a1 1997: 147); alternatively, it may be described as 'the number of
necessary participants that must be "on stage" in the scene expressed by the
verb' (Payne 1997: 169-171). Conversely, syntactic valence refers to 'the
number of overt morpho-syntactically coded arguments a verb takes' (Van Valin
et a1 1997: 147) within a particular clause; or we may say that it refers to 'the
number of arguments present in any given clause, where an argument is any
nominal element (including zero) that bears a grammatical relation to the verb'
(Payne 1997: 170-2).
What is the value, then, in making a distinction between the syntactic and
semantic valences of a verb? There are a few critical differences between the
two types of valence, and by making a distinction between the two, ambiguities
of the type that Payne refers to in the preceding quotation may be eliminated.
First, the semantic valence of a verb may be considered lexical: the semantic
valence of a given verb never changes, no matter what context that verb appears
in, unless there are some overt morpho-syntactic processes which serve to
modifL it. On the other hand, the syntactic valence of a given verb may vary,
and is often determined by the particular clause in which the verb appears.
Crucially, therefore, the syntactic and semantic valences of a given verb within a
given sentence need not be equivalent.
A simple example fiom English can illustrate this difference. The English verb
eat has a lexical semantic valence of two; this is invariable. However, its
syntactic valence may alternatively be one, as in The dog is eating, where the
direct object of eat is not overtly expressed; or it may be two, as in The dog is
eating a bone, where the direct object of the verb is overtly expressed.
Why, then, is it the case that the syntactic valence of a verb within a clause
may be less than the lexical semantic valence of that same verb? We can call
upon discourse to explain this seeming discrepancy: 'In the overwhelming
majority of instances when a verb with a s e m ~ t i valence
c
of two occurs with no
(overt morpho-syntactic) reference to the second argument, the situation is one
in which the identity of the item that fills that second argument role has not been
established and need not be established in order for the speaker to achieve
hislher communicative goal' (Payne 1997: 170). In other words, one of the
semantic arguments of the verb may remain unexpressed, if the speaker feels
that there is no need to explicitly define it as such.
Therefore, the syntactic valence of a verb within a given clause may either be
less than or equal to that verb's lexical semantic valence. Conversely, however,
the syntactic valence of the verb within a given clause is never permitted to
exceed its semantic valence. Another simple example fiom English will serve to
illustrate this point. The English verb sit, which has a semantic valence of one,
must then have a syntactic valence of one, as in The dog is sitting. When the
syntactic valence of the verb is increased to two with the addition of an overtly

expressed direct object, but without an analogous change in its semantic
valence, illegal constructions result, as in *The dog is sitting thefloor.
Another term which needs to be defined is transitivity, which is very closely
aligned to the notion of valence. A transitive verb is one which describes the
relation between two participants, such that one of the participants acts toward
or upon the other. The following Minangkabau example illustrates a transitive
verb, bago, 'read'. In this clause, the verb is both semantically and syntactically
transitive (that is, it has a semantic valence of two as well as a syntactic valence
of two).
(1.)
ambo mambatjo boku
ambo maN- batJo boku
1
TRANS- read
book
'I read the book.'
Likewise, an intransitive verb is one that describes a property, state or situation
involving only one participant. The following Minangkabau example illustrates
the semantically and syntactically intransitive verb gala?, 'laugh'. Again, this
means that the semantic valence of the verb is one, and that the syntactic valence
of the verb is also one.
(2.)
ambo gala?
ambo gala?
1
laugh
'I laugh.'

3. Minangkabau
Minangkabau provides justification for positing that there are indeed these two
distinct types of valence.
3.1 Typological Information

Minangkabau is a language of the Malayo-Charnic sub-branch of the Western
Malayo-Polynesian branch of the Austronesian language family. Although
Minangkabau is closely related to Malay, it is not mutually intelligible with
either Malay or Bahasa Indonesian.
Minangkabau is spoken primarily on the western part of the island of Sumatra
(Sumatera Barat), Indonesia; various recent estimates place it as having
between 3 million to 7 million speakers. The ethnic group is alternatively
known as Urang Padang, and the language as Padang. Virtually all Minang
speakers are Muslim.
Minangkabau word order is canonically SVO, and the language is largely
isolating, displaying only a limited amount of inflectional and derivational
morphology.

3.2 The Corpus
For this study, a corpus of 278 verbs was elicited and classified according to
type per Payne's semantic classification of verbs. This classification, as seen in
Table I: Minangkabau verbs, demonstrates that a full semantic range of verb
types was considered in the analysis. Of these 278 verbs, 239 (86%) were verb
roots, while the remaining 14% were verbs derived from roots of
Minangkabau's other major word classes (namely nouns, adjectives, and
prepositions).
Table 1: Minangkabau verbs, according to Payne's classification of verbs
ACTION ( DYNAMIC)
30
MOTION (LOCOMOTION)
25
ACTION (NON-DYNAMIC) 10
MOTION (SIMPLE)
5
ACTION-PROCESSES
63
NORMAL
8
BODILY FUNCTIONS
30
SENSATION
9
COGNITION
14
STATES
15
EMOTION
4
UTERANCE
20
FACTIVES
3
WEATHER VERBS
5
INVOLUNTARY PROCESSES 2 1
UNCLASSIFIABLE
7
MANIPULATION
9
Total
278

4. The Empirical Support
Throughout the remainder of this paper, it will be argued that distinct notions of
syntactic and semantic valences are clearly recognized by the native speaker of
Minangkabau. It will be shown that there are certain verbal prefutes which
serve to mark semantic transitivity only (i.e., they serve to indicate that the
semantic valence of the verb is two (or more)). Conversely, there are certain
verbal suffutes which serve to change syntactic transitivity only (i.e., they serve
to increase the syntactic valence of the verb beyond its lexical semantic
valence).
The following table, Table 2, Minangkabau valence, summarizes the two
affixes that will be the focus of the remainder of this paper. (Although this table
does not provide an exhaustive listing of all Minangkabau valence-affecting
verbal morphology, these two affixes are by far the most productive, and most
relevant to illustrate the phenomenon being discussed.)
Table 2: Minangkabau valence
rna~-~
marks semantic valence
-kan
changes syntactic valence

4.1 Marking Semantic Valence in Minangkabau

The verbal prefix maN- marks verb roots which are not semantically
intransitive. In other words, it may mark verb roots which have a semantic
valence of two, such as gigi? 'bite', and those which have a semantic valence of
three, such as agiah 'give'. The prefix productively marks all semantically
transitive verbs, whether or not they are syntactically transitive or syntactically
intransitive in their clause. However, the prefix may optionally be deleted if and
only if the following requirement is met: the syntactic valence of the verb must
be exactly equal to the verb's semantic valence. In other words, if the speaker
overtly expresses all of the semantic arguments of the verb, the prefix maN- is
effectively rendered supertluous, as it is illegal for the syntactic valence of a
verb to exceed its semantic valence.
Example (3) illustrates the usage of maN- with a semantically transitive verb
root, gigi? 'bite'. In sentence (3)a., neither an overt direct object nor the
semantic transitivity marker maN- is expressed; this is an illegal construction in
Minangkabau, since the semantic transitivity of the verb root is not represented.
However, sentences (3.) b., c., and d. are all acceptable. In (3.)b., maN- has
been deleted, as an overt direct object, pisag 'banana' is contained within the
clause. Conversely, in (3.)c., maN- is necessary to mark the verb, since the
direct object of the verb is not morpho-syntactically represented. Finally, in
(3.)d., both maN- and the direct object are overtly stated.
(3.1 a. * ijlo gigi?
b.
ipo gigi? p i s q
ipo
gigi?
ipo
gigi? p i s q
3
bite
3
bite
banana
'He bites.'
'He bites the banana.'
c.
ipo maggigi?
d.
ipo mqgigi? pisar)
ipo
maN- gigi?
ipo
maN- gigi? p i s q
3
TRANS- bite
3
TRANS-- bite
banana
'He bites.'
'He bites the banana.'
Example (4) demonstrates that the case is the same with semantically
ditransitive verb roots (i.e., possessing a semantic valence of three), such as
agiah 'give'. As both the direct object, Rue 'cake' and the indirect object ana?
'child' are overtly expressed, maN- may optionally be deleted, as in sentence
(4.)a., or not, as in sentence (4.)b.
(4.1 a. ambo agiah kue ka ma? kete?tu
ambo agiah kue
ka
ma?
kete? +itu
1
give
cake
to
child
small +DEM
'I give a cake to that child.'

,

1
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ambo maagiah kue ka ana? kete?
ka
ana?
kete?
ambo maN- agiah kue
I
TRANS- give
cake
to
child small
'I give a cake to the child.'
Within the corpus of verbs considered in this study, there are a total of 6 1 verb
roots which have a semantic valence of two or three. All 61 verb roots
demonstrate that maN-root and bare root have the same meaning to speakers of
Minangkabau and display the same distribution; in effect, the two are usually
interchangeable, in any clause where the syntactic valence is exactly equal to
that verb's semantic valence.
However, there does appear to be one restriction on usage of the bare root,
namely that a demonstrative pronoun such as iko or itu with the object noun
phrase is required if the verb is not marked with maN-. One possibility is that
this is because attention must be drawn to the object, effectively demonstrating
that there is indeed a specific noun phrase upon which the action is being
performed. Example (5) demonstrates this restriction, in this case upon the
semantically transitive verb palua 'hold on (one's) lap': sentence ( 5 . ) ~ shows
.
that maN- may not be omitted from the verb if the demonstrative iko is not used
to mark the direct object noun phrase, ana? Kete? 'small child'.
(5.1 a. ambo mamalua ma? kete?
ma?
kete?
ambo maN- palua
1
TRANS-hold.on.lap
child small
'I hold (the, a) child on my lap.'
b.
ambo palua ma? kete?ko
ambo palua
ana?
kete? +iko
1
hold.on.lap
child small +DEM
'I hold this child on my lap.'
c- * ambo palua ma? kete?
ambo palua
ma?
kete?
1
hold.on.lap
child small
'I hold (the, a) child on my lap.'
There is further evidence that m d - serves to mark semantically transitive
verbs. As the next set of examples will demonstrate, verbs with a semantic
valence of one cannot occur with maN-. Example (6.) demonstrates this
phenomenon with the semantically intransitive verb mimpi 'dream'; as sentence
(6.)b. indicates, it is not possible for this verb to take the prefut m d - .
(6-)a- ana? kete?tu mimpi
ma?
kete? +itu
mimpi
child small +DEM dream
'That child dreams.'
'

b. * ana? kete?tu mamirnpi
The semantic transitivity marker maN- is also productively used to form
derived semantically intransitive verbs from nouns. In the corpus of data, there
exist numerous instances of verbs which have been derived fiom nominal roots3
with the affixation of muN-; these derived verbs consistently possess a
semantic valence of one. The meaning of the derived verb remains very close to
that of the nominal root, however. The next two examples demonstrate this
process. In Example (7.), the derived verb manitia? 'drip' has been formed
from prefixing m a - to the nominal root titia? 'droplet of liquid'.
(7-1
darah manitia? dari ajiam
darah maN- titia? dari
ajiam
blood TRANS- droplet from
chicken
'Blood dripped from the chicken.'
In Example (8.), the derived verb malompe? 'jump' has again been formed
from prefixing maN- to the nominal root lompe? 'jump'.
(8.1
ana?tu malompe?
ana?
+itu
maN- lompe?
child
+DEM TRANS- jump@)
'The child jumped.'
4.2 Changing Syntactic Valence in Minangkabau

I have just described how semantic transitivity is marked in Minangkabau;
now, I will discuss the process of changing syntactic valence. The verbal s u f f i
-kan is a syntactic valence-changing device which licenses an additional
argument noun phrase in the clause; this is its primary fimction. However, as
was argued earlier, as it is in fact never permissible for the syntactic valence of a
verb to exceed its semantic valence, any increase in the verb's syntactic valence
must also be accompanied with a corresponding increase in its semantic valence.
In summary, then, -kan productively attaches to verb roots to mark an increase
in the normal syntactic (and, therefore, semantic) valence of the verb root by one
argument. However, the semantic role of the additional argument may vary, as
the following examples will demonstrate.
In the first group of examples, it is shown how the affixation of -kan will
render an intransitive verb root transitive (i.e., it increases the verb's syntactic
valence fiom one to two); simultaneously, the verb's semantic valence will
increase from one to two as well. Sentence (9.)a. shows the semantically and
syntactically intransitive verb root tabu0 'fly (intransitive)'; lexically, therefore,
the verb root permits for only one argument, the subject, in this case buruag
'bird'.
(9-)a. buruag t a b q

buruag tabag
Bird
fly
'The bird flies.'
In Sentence (9.)b., following the affixation of -Ran (as well as the optional
semantic transitivity marker maN-), a derived syntactically and semantically
transitive verb, magabagkan 'fly (transitive)' has been created. The derived
verb permits an additional argument, a direct object, in this case the nominal
compound kapatabag 'airplane'.
b.
ipo manabagkan kapatabag
ipo
maN- tabag -kan
kapa- t a b
3
TRANS- fly
--APPLIC~
boat- fly
'He flies the airplane.'
Sentence (9.)~.demonstrates that -Ran can indeed function independently of
The syntactic valence of the derived verb is effectively reduced
maN-.
following the prefixation of the passivizing prefix d&, which promotes the
original duect object of the derived verb to subject position.
c.
ube? arnbo ditabagkan dari indonesia
ube?
ambo ditabag -Ran
dari indonesia
dmg
1
PASS- fly
-APPLIC from Indonesia
'My medicine was flown fiom Indonesia.'
Another instance of this is shown in Example (10.) Sentence (10.)a. is repeated
fiom Example (6.)a. above, showing the semantically and syntactically
intransitive verb mimpi 'dream'. In this case, following the affutation of -kan,
semantically and syntactically transitive verb mimpikan 'dream about' is
created. In this case, the newly-licensed argument is again the direct object.
This example fiuther demonstrates that maN- is not necessary to mark
semantically transitive verbs, even if they have been derived fiom lexically
semantically intransitive verb roots.
(lo-)& ana? kete?tu mimpi
ana?
kete? +itu
mimpi
child small +DEM dream
'The child dreams.'
b.
ma? kete?tu mimpikan eskrim
ma?
kete? +itu
mimpi -Ran
es
krim
child
small +DEM dream -APPLIC ice
cream
'The child dreams about ice cream.'
The next example shows that the undergoer (i.e., the second argument of the
verb) must be an entity (e.g., a noun phrase) and not a proposition, in order for
the verb to be considered semantically and syntactically transitive and therefore
marked as such. Sentences (1 1 .)a. and b. demonstrate that the semantically (i.e.

lexically) intransitive verb d3and3i may not be marked with maN-, even though
it is followed by a proposition (datay 'come').
( 11.)a. ambo dynd3i datag
ambo dyind3i d a t q
1
promise come
'I promise to come.'
b. * ambo m a n d y n d ~datag
i
ambo maN- dynd3i datag
1
TRANSpromise come
'I promise to come.'
However, in Sentence (1 l.)c., the suffutation of -kan licenses an additional
argument, a direct object (effectively, the promisee); only now may the verb be
marked with maN- as a semantically transitive verb.
c.
ambo mandyind3ikanjlo untua? datag
ambo maN- dyind3i -Ran +islo untua? datag
1
TRANS-promise -APPLIC +3
for
come
'I promise her to come.'
The affix -kun can also be used to derive ditransitive verbs (that is, verbs with
a syntactic and semantic valence of three) fiom transitive verbs (with an original
valence of two). Example (12.) demonstrates this phenomenon with a verb root
which is transitive both semantically (i.e. lexically) and syntactically (in the
sentence), pind3am 'borrow'. Sentences (12.)a. and b. again demonstrate that
the verb is optionally marked with md-.
(12.)a- ambo pind3am buku si ali
ambo p i n d m
buku si
ali
1
borrow
book NM
Ali
'I borrow Ali's book.'
b- ambo mamind3am buku si ali
ambo maN- pind3am
buku si
ali
TRANS- borrow
book NM
Ali
1
'I borrow Ali's book.'
The affixation of -kan in this instance produces a semantically-related derived
verb with a valence of three, pid3amlian 'lend'. In this case, therefore, -kan
licenses an additional argument bearing a beneficiary theta role. Again, the
derived verb may optionally be marked with maN-, as in Sentence (12.)d.
c- ambo pind3amkan buku ka si ali
arnbo p i n d m -Ran buku ka
si
ali
1
borrow -APPLIC book to
NM
Ali
'I lend the book to Ali.'

d.

ambo mamind~amkanbuku ka si ali
ambo maN- pindym -kan
buku ka si ali
1
TRANS- borrow
-APPLIC book to NM Ali
'I lend the book to Ali.'
.
Another example of this process is seen in (13.), with the semantically and
syntactically transitive verb root pakaj 'wear'.
Sentence (13.)b. again
demonstrates the usage of the passivizing prefut di-, which elevates the original
direct object of the verb, bajd3u 'clothes' to subject position.
(13-)a. ambo pakaj bajd3u
ambo pakaj b a j d y
1
wear
clothes
'I wear the clothes.'
b- bajd3uko dipakaj si upia?
bajdzu +iko
dipakaj si
upia?
clothes +DEM P A S S wear
NM
Upia
'These clothes are worn by Upia.'
In Sentence (13.)c., following the suffixation of -kan, a derived verb with the
meaning 'help to wear is created. In this instance, the additional argument
licensed by -kan, the third person pronoun @o, bears the theta role of causer.
cbajd3uko dipakajkanpo ka si upia?
bajd3u +iko di- pakajJFan +ijlo ka si
upia?
clothes +DEM PASS-wear-APPLIC +3 to N M
Upia
'Upia was helped by her to wear these clothes.'
In some instances, a slight semantic shift may occur following the affixation of
-kan; the change in meaning may vary in relative degree, as the following two
examples will demonstrate. Example (14.) demonstrates a slight semantic shift,
while Example (15.) demonstrates one that is somewhat greater. Sentence
(14.)a shows the semantically and syntactically transitive verb ?il~e?
'remember'.
(14.)a. ambo mqige? kawan lam0 ambo
arnbo maN- ?ige?
kawan lam0 ambo
1
TRANS-remember
fiiend old
1
'I remember my old fiiend.'
Following the suffixation of -kan, a derived verb meaning 'remind' is created.
Although the verb is now semantically ditransitive, its syntactic valence in this
case remains at two, as the additional argument of the verb (e.g., the entity to be
remembered) is not here overtly expressed.
b.
ambo mqige?kan kawan lamo ambo
-kan
kawan lamo ambo
ambo maN- ?ige?
1
TRANS- remember -APPLIC fiiend old
I
7

'I remind my old friend (not to forget about something).'
Example (15.)a. demonstrates the usage of a semantically and syntactically
intransitive verb lari 'run'.
(15.)a- ipo iari
ipo
lari
3
mn
'He runs (away).'
Following the affixation of -kan, a semantically and syntactically transitive
verb with the shifted meaning 'steal' has been created. In Sentence (15.)b., it is
again necessary to mark the direct object with the demonstrative itu as the verb
has not been marked with maN-.
bipo larikan sapatutu
ijlo
lari
-Ran
sapatu +itu
3
run
-AF'PLIC shoe
+DEM
'He stole those shoes.'
Finally, parallel to the derivational properties of m a N , -Ran may be used to
create semantically and syntactically transitive verbal forms from roots of other
major word classes (namely, nominal, adjectival and prepositional roots). The
usage of -kan for this purpose is likewise rather productive.
Sentence (16.) demonstrates the usage of the derived semantically and
syntactically transitive verb mapbapkan 'cause (something to happen)'. The
verb was derived fiom the affixation of -kan to the nominal root sabap 'cause,
reason'. The meaning of the derived verb is extremely similar to the meaning of
the root.
( 16.1
ambo mapabapkanpo mati
arnbo maN- sabap -Ran +ipo
mati
1
TRANS- cause -APPLIC +3
dead
'I caused it to be dead.'
Sentence (17.) demonstrates the derived semantically and syntactically
transitive verb maygada&n 'raise, rear'. The verb has again been derived
following the affixation of -Ran, in this instance to the adjectival root gadav
'big'. The meaning of the derived verb is again quite similar to the meaning of
the root.
(17.)
ipo matjgadaqkan ma?
ipo
maN- gadar~ -kan ana?
3
TRANS- big
-APPLIC child
'She raised her child.'
Lastly, Sentence (18.) demonstrates the semantically and syntactically
transitive derived verb manaje?kan 'raise (up)'. The verb has been derived
fiom a prepositional root in this case, naje? 'up'.

18-

ambo manaje?kan bendera
ambo maN- naje? -kan bendera
1
IWS
up
-APPLIC flag
'I raised the flag.'

5. Conclusion
This paper has argued for necessity of elucidating two distinct types of valence
and transitivity, semantic valenceltransitivity and syntactic valenceltransitivity.
Semantic valence reflects the number of semantic arguments that a verb may
take in any given situation, while syntactic valence reflects the number of
overtly morpho-syntactically expressed noun phrases licensed by the verb (and
any valency-increasing verbal morphology) in a given sentence. Van Valin and
La Polla's Role and Reference Grammar is one theory of syntax which does
make this distinction clear.
Minangkabau provides empirical support for the usefulness and necessity of
this distinction, following the different affixes which are used to reflect these
concepts. The verbal prefix m d - is used primarily to mark semantic
transitivity, while the verbal suffw -Ran is used primarily to change syntactic
transitivity. The distribution of these two affixes demonstrate that a separation
of the notions of semantic and syntactic valences are a part of the understanding
of the native speaker of Minangkabau.
These two affutes also have secondary derivational hctions. The semantic
transitivity marker maN- is also used to derive semantically intransitive verbs
fiom nominal roots. The syntactic valency increaser -kan is productively used
to derive verbs firom nominal, adjectival and prepositional roots.
Notes
These works include:
Koch, Peter. 1981. Verb - Valenz - VerAlgung. Zur Satzsemantik und Valenz f i m s i s c h e r
Verben am Beispeil der Vefigungwerben. Heidelberg: Winter. Helbig, Gerhard. 1992.
Probleme der Valenz und Kasustheorie. Tobingen: Neimeyer.
Many of these works related the approach of Lucien Tesnikre's syntactically-centered research to
Fillmore's Case-Theory.
N represents a nasal consonant of indeterminateplace of articulation; its place of articulation is not
specified due to the following two morphophonemic proceses: the nasal either assimilates its place
to that of the following consonant (when it is a plosive) or is deleted entirely when it is followed by a
liquid or vowel.
Various authors (e.g. Croft 1991) have argued that the semantic valence of nouns is zero:
'VALENCY
is defined here as INHERENT RELATIONALITY. A concept is inherently relational if its
existence or presence requires the existence or presence of another entity... on this account,
however, [a noun such as the English] mon is not relational: the existence of a man does not imply
the existence of another entity, in the way that an existence of an instance of [a verb such as the
English] hitting does... thus, in terms of inherent relationality, the valency of common nouns is
zero' (Croft 1991: 63).

'

'

1 have glossed the -knn suffix as APPLIC; however, it is true that this sufix is not exactly what is
generally referred to as an applicative in other languages. However, I have chosen to use it here for
lack of a more appropriate term.
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Preposition Stranding in English: Predicting
Speakers' Behaviour
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University of Southern Denmark at Sernderborg

1.

Introduction

1.1

The phenomenon

In English PPs, the prepositions commonly precede their complements:
He has paid [pp for the room].
(1)
It is worth listening [pp to him].
(2)
There are cases, however, where this general word order preference is overridden
in that the preposition is separated from its complement, In some instances, the
choice of construction is optional:' either the preposition remains directly in front
of its complement (i.e., the preposition is pied-piped; cf. the (a)-sentences) or it is
strandeddeferredorphaned after its complement has been moved away (the (b)sentences; the examples are taken from Takami 1992:1):
(3)
a.
[pp T O whomIi did John give the book ti?
(in VP
b.
Whoi did John give the book [pp to ti]?
or in S)
(4)
a.
[pp Of whomIi did you see a picture ti?
(in
b.
Whoi did you see a picture [pp of ti] ?
The (b)-sentences exhibit a phenomenon that has frequently been referred to as
Preposition Stranding (henceforth PS).~From my point of view, there are three
particularly interesting questions concerning PS:
I ) When is it possible/grammatical to strand the preposition at all, and when is
it not? This issue has been discussed in many studies. The approaches vary
from purely syntactic ones (in which the argument-adjunct distinction, the
notion of subjacency and the ECP have played a role; cf. Hornstein and
Weinberg 1981; Chomsky 1981, 1986) over semantico-cognitive ones
(Deane 1991, 1992; Kluender 1990) and discourse-functional ones (most
notably Takami 1988, 1992) to psycholinguistic analyses (cf., e.g., Hawkins
1999 and the references cited therein).
2) Why does English offer the opportunity to strand prepositions at all? Given
the following set of facts, it seems fairly strange that PS is possible and frequently found in English in the first place:
PS in interrogatives is prescriptively considered ungrammatical;
in general, English has a comparatively rigid word order allowing lit-

tle word order variation;
filler-gap constructions are known for the processing load they impose
on interlocutors compared to their pied-piped counterparts, which is
why they are cross-linguistically quite rare: First, speakers need to
process/produce the whole of the bridging structure while still having
to produce the preposition. Second, hearers need to identify the gap to
which the filler belongs (cf. Wanner and Maratsos 1978; Hawkins
1999): only after the final word of the sentence has been processed do
they know that the sentence-initial NP is part of the PP (especially in
the absence of overt case-marking). Moreover, hearers can sometimes
choose one of several possible gap sites during online parsing: in [NP
Which student] did you ask t Maty about t?, the hearer needs to relate
the filler NP to one of possible gaps (indicated by the t's).
3) Which variables govern the choice of construction? More precisely, how
important are these variables in determining the choice of construction?
What is the reason for the distribution of constructions we find? On the basis of these variables, can we predict the constructional choices by native
speakers of English?
It is question no 3 that I would like to focus on in this paper. But first it is necessary to introduce some terminology. In the remainder of this paper, the word
order in the (a)-sentences is referred to as PPC (pied-piped construction) - the
word order of the (b)-sentences is referred to as SC (stranded construction). Further, the utterance in which PS occurs is divided into several parts, as illustrated
in (5) and (6).
(5)
[NP Which postsli
did you get
[NP an appointment [pp to ti]]?
extracted phrase +
bridging
extraction site
head noun
structure
(6)
[NP Which currencyli
would you prefer to trade
kpin ti]?
extraction
extracted phrase +
bridging
head noun
structure
site
1.2

Hypotheses and Objectives

Various studies of word order alternations have shown that constructional choices
are often influenced by the amount of processing that is necessary for the produo
tion of the utterance (cf. Gries 1999, 2000; Hawkins 1991, 1994, 1999; Arnold
and Wasow 1996, 2000, to name but a few). While these theories share the idea
that processing cost is an important determinant of constituent ordering, they also
differ with respect to several parameters.
For instance, Hawkins' studies focus on the processing cost of the hearer by
postulating that particular constituent orders make online phrase structure recognition more efficient. Arnold and Wasow (1996, 2000), by contrast, emphasise
the speaker's perspective and, in Arnold and Wasow (2000), argue convincingly
that it can be very difficult to decide on whose processing effort (the speaker's or
the hearer's) is relevant as the empirical evidence supports both points of view. In

Gries (2000), I tend towards assigning higher priority to the speaker's perspective
on production, which I will also do in the present work.
A second major difference is concerned with the determinants (or manifestations) of processing effort. While earlier studies by Hawkins have exclusively
relied on morphosyntactic determinants of processing, Hawkins (1999) also embraces lexico-semantic variables. Arnold and Wasow (2000) include morphosyntactic variables (heaviness) as well as discourse-functional ones (newness). In this
study, I suggest (as in Gries 2000) that the processing cost of utterances differing
only in terms of their constituent orderings is determined by (or, at least, correlates with) an even larger variety of variables, namely phonological, morphosyntactic, semantic, discourse-finctional and other variables (such as structural priming or speed of lexical retrieval).
Given the fact that filler-gap dependencies generally involve a large amount of
processing cost, I propose that the choice of construction in the case of PS will
also be sensitive to the processing cost incurred by the planning and production of
the utterance. Since, the SC involves more processing cost I propose that the SC
will be avoided in situations where its processing cost would add to an already
high amount of processing effort. In such cases, the PPC would be chosen in
order to minimise the overall processing effort. More succinctly, I propose that
the PPC will be used in instances where the processing cost of the utterance
is already high;
the SC will be used in instances where the processing cost of the utterance
is not too high.
Additionally, on a methodological level, I would also like to support my claim
(cf. Gries 2000) that instances of syntactic variation are best analysed
(i)
on the basis of naturally-occurring corpus data and
(ii)
by using multifactorial statistics such as the General Linear Model
(GLM), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Classification and Regression Trees (CART).
As a basis for my analysis, I used a concordance program to search the British
National Corpus (BNC) for instances of the two constructions; the following set
of data was obtained:
Row totals
Written
Spoken
PPC
122 (40.53%)
122 (49.39%)
0 (0%)
SC
179 (59.47%)
125 (50.61%)
54 (100%)
Column totals
301 (100%)
54 (100%)
247 (100%)
Table 1: Analysed Data from the BNC (Raw Frequencies + Column Percentages)

2.

Previous Analyses

Previous analyses have shown that different groups of variables are relevant to
whether PS is possible or not and the choice of construction; consider Table 2.

Value for PPC

Variable
Value for SC
dominance of extracted phrase
dominant
(Erteschik-Shir and L a ~ ~1979)
in
attention attraction of extracted phrase
high
(Deane 1992)
high
topicality of extracted phrase '=no 1987)
semantic barrierhood30f-low
high
the extracted phrase (Kluender 1990)
entrenchment of the extracted phrase
high
(Deane 1992)
semantic barrierhood of the bridging structure
low
high
(Kluender 1990)
syllabic length of the bridging structure
short
long
(Quirk et al.--1985)
--relation between light verb and
high
extraction site (Deane 1992)
attention attraction of the bridging structure
low
(Deane 1992)
position
of
extraction
site (Deane 1992)
VP-final
p
.-.--..-.
~ewerlmoreimporcognitive
status of extraction site
tant than rest df s
(Takami 1992)
----attentioKttraction of extraction site (Deane
high
1992)
entrenchment of the extraction site
low
(Deane 1992)
attribute or chareferentidenotaturn of extraction site
(Bolinger 1972)
racteristic part
indefinite
definiteness of theextraction site (Deane 1992)
semantic case role of the extraction site
agent /
(Deane 1992)
subject
specificity of the extraction site (Deane 1992)
non-specific
formal
formality of register (Quirk i t al. 1985) ' low / neutral
syll. length of preposition (Quirk et al. 1385)
short
complex
frequency of preposition (Quirk et al. 1985)
fiequent
meaning of preposition(a1 hrase)
spatial, intemporallabstract
4"
(Quirk et al. 1985)
strum., reason
passive
voice of the verb
active
relation between preposition and its complestrong
loose
ment (Ouirk et al. 1985)
relation between preposition and its verb
strone/close
loose
(Quirk et al. 1985,'~iberet al. 1999)
(prep. verbs)'
Table 2: Variables That Are Argued to Govern PS

.

'

-

The following comments on this inventory of variables are called for: First, the

analyses are commonly only based on intuitive and introspective examples and
acceptability judgements: sometimes this is explicitly mentioned (cf. Takami
1992:Sf.) - sometimes we are simply intended to follow the author's claims (cf.,
e.g., Deane 1992). Correspondingly, naturally-occurring data have hardly ever
been used to validate prior analyses.
Second, most variables were investigated in isolation only so (i) no weighting
of variables are offered, i.e. we cannot assesslquantify the degree of importance
of any particular variable, and (ii) no interactions of variables can be considered.
Finally, let us turn to what are generally claimed to be the objectives of scientific research, namely description, explanation and prediction. As to description,
no satisfactory data-based description has been offered so far. As regards explanation, with few exceptions (most notably Deane 1992, Hawkins 2000, Takami
1992), no explanatory account incorporating several analyses has so far been
proposed. Finally, the prediction of native speakers' constructional choices has
never been attempted although it is plausible to assume that prediction would be
the most rigorous way of putting one's own analysis or that of others to the test.

3.

Results (for Selected Variables Only)

So far, not all of the above variables have been investigated: the results still must
be taken with a grain of salt. The following is a list of variables (and possible
levels) entering into the analysis; the dependent nominal variable is of course the
choice of construction (where PPC and SC are coded as 0 and 1 respectively).
MODALITY: spoken, written;
VERB: transitive, intransitive, prepositional, copula, phrasal-prepositional;
VOICE: active, passive;
PREP-SEM: prepositional semantics: abstract, metaphorical, spatial, temporal;
AGENT-HEAD: agent, non-agent;
CONCRETE-HEAD: abstract, concrete;
FREQHEAD:infrequent, frequent;
ENTRENCH-HEAD: entrenchment of the head noun according to Deane's
(1992) entrenchment hierarchy;
FREQ-PREP:frequency rank of the preposition (in each modality);
LENGTF-BS:syllabic length ofthe bridging structure;
LENGTH-PREP: syllabic length of the preposition;
BARRIER-BS: barrierhood of the bridging structure;
LENGTH-EP:syllabic length of the extracted phrase;
BARRIER-EP: barrierhood of the extracted phrase.

3.1

Monofactorial Results

As a first and simple step, one can start by (i) calculating means of the ordinallinterval variables and (ii) crosstabulating the nominal variables for both con-

structions. For instance, the means (and standard deviations) of Length-BS of the
PPC and the SC are 13.3 (8.7) and 4.5 (2.3) respectively. This difference is highly
significant (tw,lch=10.95;dF133; p2.,ailea<0.001***), showing that longer bridging structures result in a preference for PPC whereas shorter bridging structures
are more likely to license SC; this result can be summarised using a simple coefficient of correlation (rpb=-0.6;t=-12.92; p<0.001 ***). Analogous calculations
can be done for all measurement variables. Consider, e.g., Table 3.

PPC
SC
Totals

Transitive f Intransitive / Prep. 1 Phrasal-prep. 1 Copula Totals
73
24
1 4
0
j 21 - .. 122
65
179
38
1 5 6
301
11 1
89
[ 18 1
6
j 77
Table 3: Distribution of Constructions Relative to VERB

-T+-a

For such a table, a Chi-square value and a corresponding coefficient of correlation can be computed in order to determine whether VERB contributes to the
choice of construction. In this case, the results also deviate highly significantly
from the (according to Ho) expected results (X2=48.33;dF4; p<0.001 ***).6 In
order, however, to avoid going through all individual results at such a tiring level
of specificity, the following table (continued overleaf) summarises the results for
all variables investigated (sorted according to strength of impact of the variables).

1 Correlational Strength with PS
Variable
LENGTH BS
1 rmL=-0.6:~<0.001***
B
A
R
R
I
E
~
B
S
r b=-0.594; p<0.001 ***
--VERB- :
$=0.4; p<O.OO 1 * * *
MODALITY (written=O; spoken=])
I$=0.386; p<0.001 ***
VOICE(act.=O; pass.=l)
I$=-0.28;p<O.OOl *
LENGTH-PREP
rpb=0.246;p<O.OOl ***
ENTRENCH-HEAD
~=0.14;p<O.OOl ***
CONCRETE-HEAD
(abstract=O; concrete= 1) $=0.14; p<O.O 16 *
BARRIER-EP
rpb=O.13; p=0.029 *
AGENT-HEAD(~O
agent=O; agent=l)
I$=0.115;~ 0 . 0 5 ns
4
PREP-SEM
$=-0.1103; p=0.301 ns
FREQ-HEAD(rare=O; frequent=l)
I$=-0.096; p=0.107 ns
FREQ-PREP
~=0.035;p=0.362 ns
LENGTH-EP
rpb=-0.003;~ 0 . 9 5 ns
9
Table 4: Monofactorial Results
Less technically, in the monofactorial analysis the bridging structure seems to be
the most important determinant of the constructional choice. Given the high correlation between LENGTH-BS and BARRIER-BS (r=0.92; p<0.001 ***), the closeness of the morphosyntactic length and the semantic barrierhood is little surpris-

surprising. Equally obvious is that the preposition does not seem to too relevant
to the constructional choice contrary to what was suggested by some authors.' On
the whole, the following overall ranking of variables is found: bridging structure
- verb - head noun - preposition.
3.2

The Problem of Interactions

While the preceding investigation goes beyond many previous studies (by precisely measuring the importance of the variables for the first time), it is still far
from complete. Knowing monofactorial preferences for constructions does not
necessarily enable us to predict speakers' choices since in many (if not most)
discourse situations, we will find conflicting preferences of variables. For instance, we know that transitive verbs prefer PPC while concrete head nouns prefer SC. How do speakers, then, decide in the cases given in (7) (transitive verb +
a concrete head noun) and (8) (intransitive verb and abstract head noun)?
(7)
aWhich half do you want the marmalade on?
On which half do you want the marmalade?
b.
Which sport, apart from rowing, could you do that in?
(8)
aIn which sport, apart from rowing, could you do that?
b.
This is a difficult question, since
1) in monofactorial analyses, interactions of variables cannot be identified;
2) for purely mathematical reasons, the absolute values of the correlation coefficients must not be compared directly.
Thus, two possible strategies are proposed: one can resort to truly multifactorial
procedures (cf. section 3.3) or one can use multidimensional crosstabulation to
determine the frequencies of the two constructions in all cases of conflicting
variable values/levels. For instance, multidimensional crosstabulation shows that
of all 301 cases, there are 30 cases like (7) (i.e. where VERB: transitive contrasts
with CONCRETE-HEADconcrete),
:
of which 19 exhibit PPC and 11 exhibit SC
(this distribution is not significant: pbinomial
lest=O.l).In other words, in a direct
comparison, VERB: transitive wins out in getting its constructional preference
recognised, but fails to do so significantly.* This can be done for all contrasting
pairs in order to determine a ranking of variable strengths. Since this (i) is quite a
laborious task and (ii) still does not enable us to predict speakers' choices, however, an analysis using multifactorial techniques is probably more rewarding.
3.3

Multifactorial Results

One might wonder how many variance one's present state of the art can account
for and, at the same time, how the variables' influence is altered once they are all
considered simultaneously (the only cognitively realistic avenue of research).
'The General Linear Model (GLM) answers exactly these questions. The multiple
correlation coefficient (with correction for shrinkage according to Wherry) for all
above variables without interactions is quite high and highly significant:
&=0.635; Fle,273=17.01;p<0.0001 ***).9

More interesting for our present purposes, however, is to try to predict speakers'
choices. A linear discriminant analysis (LDA) takes as input a set of independent
variables and produces as output a categorial choice of the level of the dependent
variable (STRUCTURE). Using cross-validation, a priori predictions of speakers'
choices in one's analysis can be tested for accuracy while, at the same time, the
analysis as a whole can be subjected to the most rigorous test conceivable,
namely whether it enables the researcher to actually predict what native speakers
do. The results of the LDA for our data set can be summarised as follows.
The set of variables entering into the analysis discriminates highly significantly
between the two constructions (canonical R=0.746; X2=219.48; df=19; p<0.001
***). More interestingly, the constructional choices can be classified correctly
(post hoe) in 89.7% of all cases. The most essential result, however, is that the a
priori prediction accuracy (as determined by the so-called leave-one-out method)
is 86.1%, i.e. 86.1% of the constructional of native speakers in actual discourse
choices can be predicted correctly.'0 What is more, the predictions are arrived at
by assigning to each variable a numerical weightinglloading, which can be interpreted as reflecting the importance of a variable in discriminating between PPC
and SC. Table 5 provides the weightings resulting from the present analysis.

I

Variable

I

Factor

Loading
barrierhood of the bridging structure ' -0.70llength of the bridging structure
-0.69
transitive verbs
-0.426
voice of the verb
-0.258
temporal meaning of the preposition -0.089
frequency of the head noun-0.087
metaphorical of the preposition
-0.009
abstract meaning of the preposition
0.014
1 0.036
length of the extracted phrase
spatial meaning of the preposition

/

Choice of Construction

'

high values for these variables
PPC
low values for these variables
3 SC

=

according to the low factor
loadin s ( 0.223 I loading I
- variables do not
0.223),' F these
discriminate significantly between the two constructions

---

entrenchment of the head noun
0.165
intransitive verbs
0.165
length of the .prevosition
0.218
.
modality
0.382
high/low value 3 SCIPPC
Table 5: Factor Loadings of the Discriminant Analysis

-
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1

It is obvious that, of all variables investigated, the bridging structure, the verb and
the modality influence PS most strongly. The hypothesis of the influence of processing effort on the choice of construction seems to be borne out since the length
and the barrierhood of the bridging structure relate straightforwardly (along the
lines discussed in section 1.l) to the morphosyntactic and semantic processing
effort respectively necessary for the production of the utterance.
As to the influence of transitive verbs on PS, one might wonder whether this
finding supports the role of processing put forth, but there is an obvious explanation for that, too: as opposed to all other kinds of verbs investigated here, transitive verbs require a direct object, i.e. at least an additional NP. This NP will obligatorily add to the length and the barrierhood of the bridging structure as in, say,
To whom did John give LNpthe book]? or Who did John give [Np the book] to?
and thereby yield a preference for the PPC. A look at our data supports this hypothesis; consider Table 6.
Not transitive
Total
(190 sentences)
10.9 (7.7)
6.5 (6.4)
8.1 (7.2)
LENGTH-BS: Mean (Std. dev.)
2.5 (2.7)
BARRIER-BS: Mean (Std. dev.)
3 (2.9)
4 (2.9)
Table 6: The Effect of Transitivity on LENGTH-BS and BARRIER-BS
Transitive

(1 11 sentences)

The average length and barrierhood of the bridging structure is much higher for
transitive verbs than for non-transitive verbs; the differences are; according to
Welch's t test, highly significant and the influence of transitive verbs can, thus,
be explained in terms of processing effort.
The effect of verb voice on PS is more difficult to relate to processing cost:
when the main verb is in the passive, we find SC significantly less than expected.
At this preliminary stage, I can only suggest somewhat tentatively that the noncanonical passive is more difficult to process than the canonical active so that
both passive and SC is avoided by speakers. Admittedly, compared to the other
more solid arguments, this is fairly vague and requires hrther investigation.
The strong influence of the modality, however, is most probably not due to a
causal influence on processing - rather, it is more likely due to writers' prescriptive knowledge/awareness (never use a preposition to end a sentence with!).

4.

Summary / Conclusions

We have seen how the analysis of syntactic variation can benefit from the use of
rigorous corpus-based and (multifactorial) statistical investigation. While such
techniques to analysing variation data were quite common in the 70s (cf. the
notion of variable rules employed by Cedergren, Labov, Sankoff and others),
nowadays the analysis of variation does not (at least to my mind) utilise the
power of these techniques frequently enough. This is all the more surprising since
even introductory textbooks (!) to corpus linguistics as well as other publications

have argued time and again that monofactorial studies ofien do not suffice:
[...I straightforward significance or association tests, although important, cannot always handle the full wmplexity of the data. The multivariate approaches [...I offer a
way of looking at large numbers of interrelated variables and discovering or confirming
broader patterns within those variables. (McEnery and Wilson 1997:82)
Although linguists ... typically do not use statistical techniques, the approach just illustrated fits wnceptually with correlational models using multiple regression analyses ...
[i.e.,] with a more complex design we can obtain information that is not readily available by armchair analysis. (Bates and McWhinney 1982:181)
In this respect, 1 would thus argue that, methodologically at least, there is a great
deal that we as linguists can learn From other behavioural sciences as far as data
collection, hypothesis testing and exploratory statistical techniques are concerned.
I would also hope that a shift to more rigorous testing of the sort detailed above
would render linguistic findings more objective and reliable than has been the
case in the preceding 40 years of predominantly intuitive/introspective analyses
of acceptabilitylgrammaticalityjudgements (cf. Schiitze 1996 for a similar line of
reasoning, though not in the direction of multifactorial corpus analyses).
In the case at hand. the most crucial determinants of PS seem to be the wocessing effort associated with the two word orders and the knowledge of prescriptive
grammar rules. On a more general note, the findings concerning processing effort
lend themselves to being integrated into psycholinguistic theories based on interactive activation networks such as Bates and MacWhinney's (1982, 1989) Competition Model, where variables with different constructional preferences compete
with each other: the notion of interaction as dealt with in section 3.2 operationalises the notion of conflict validity, the prior probabilities of the two constructions
in the LDNCART analyses correspond to resting levels / baseline activations,
and the variables' weightings could readily be interpreted as association strengths
between variables and the constructional choice. However, further research is
necessary to integrate more of the previous findings into psycholinguistic theory.

-

5.

'

Notes

Here and in the rest of the paper, the expressions choice of consfruction or speakers' decisions are
not to be understood as implying that there is always a conscious choice on the par( of the speaker.
In the psycholinguistic literature, PS is just one instance of what is frequently referred to as filler-gap
dependencies. However, this paper is only concerned with PS in interrogatives; I will leave aside
instances of pseudo-passives(such as The problem had been accounted for.), Tough-Movement (such
as Lust night was diflcult to sleep through)and relative clauses (They ate what they hadpaidfor).
Barrierhood is an index accounting for openlclosed-class words and frequency.
Biber et al. (1999:106) provide a list of prepositions that can usually be stranded (about, ajter, at, by,
for, from, in, like, ox on, to, with) while some others are only rarely attested (against, around, into.
near, ofl through, under, ug). However, on the whole, Quirk et al's (1985) generalisation seems to
hold as many of these prepositions are indeed used to denote spatial configurations or to introduce an
insbument. Note also that there are some prepositions that are hardly ever deferred: since, during,
until (Quirk et al. 1985:817).

'

'

Unfortunately, the identification of intransitive prepositional verb is far from straightforward. So far,
no clear-cut tests have been devised to distinguish inkansitive prepositional verbs (as in John asked
for some details) from verbs that are simply followed by a PP (John lejt before noon). One test that
has been proposed (cf. Collins Cobuild on CD-ROM) is that only prepositional verbs license the SC,
but of course this test could not be used here since it is not independent of the focus of the present
paper. For traditional treatments of this question, cf. Quirk et al. (1985:1165ff.) and Biber et al.
(1999:406, 414). The from my point of view most promising approach is illustrated in Hawkins
/2000:24 1ff.).
Note however, that the overall significant deviation mainly results from the effects found for transitive verbs as can be inferred from the individual cells' contributions to Chi-square.
LENGTH-PREP has resulted in a significant effect, but the actual difference is so small as to be meaningless (mean LENGTH-PREP for PPC: 1 syllable; mean LENGTH-PREP for SC: 1.2 syllables).
8 This strategy is very similar to the operational definition of the notion of conflict validity as progosed by Bates and MacWhinney (I 989).
With interactions the model results in a multiple correlation coefficient larger than 1 (not defined),
so problems of multicollinearity still need to be addressed.
lo There are researchers who might object to the application of an LDA to my data since the data do
not meet the requirement of a multivariate normal distribution, which is why distribution-free techniques such as CART should have been used. However, while many researchers tend to emphasise the
importance of distributional assumptions, there is also a number of scholars who argue that, in practice, these assumptions are not as essential as they might seem on a purely mathematical basis (cf.
Winer et al. 1991:5). Second, it has even been claimed that there is no test that reliably identifies
multivariate normal distributions (cf Bortz 1999:435). Lastly, CART and LDA differ in that the
former includes all variables in a sequential fashion whereas the latter does so simultaneously (and,
thus, more cognitively realistically). Nevertheless, it might very well be the case that these reasons do
not satisfy hvly mathematically-oriented researchers. I have, therefore, also analysed my data using
the CART module of Statistica 5.5; the algorithms used therein are based on CART by Breiman et al.
(1984). The results are very similar: the classification accuracy obtained is 90.4%, the prediction
accuracy for a small part of the corpus data is 87.5%, and the six most important variables are BARRIER-BS, LENGTHBS,FREQ-PREP, MODALITY,LENGTH-EP and VOICE. Thus, even a distributionfree technique does not invalidate the result of the LDA.
I' The question may arise as to what is the motivation for the cut-off point of k0.223. Basically, the
choice of a cut-off point is in general an arbitrary one - I have chosen M.223 because this rules out
factor loadings contributing less than 5% to the variance (0.223~*0.05).

'
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The Acquisition of Gricean ~ a x i m s '
Katharine Hunt
University of Washington/Bellevue Community College
This paper considers the acquisition of Gricean maxims of conversation, and
argues, based on data from a pair of two-year-old twins, that children as young
as 24 months old understand the requirements of the maxims and generally
abide by them. It is claimed that some apparent violations of the maxims in the
conversation of young children are the result of the linguistic and cognitive
limitations of the subjects. More surprisingly, however, a number of maxim
violations by the subjects are shown to be instances of intentional flouting of the
maxims for strategic purposes. Finally, this paper also discusses the role of
parents in teaching children about socially appropriate ways in which the
maxims may be violated.

1. Introduction
Grice (1975) proposes that conversation is governed by what he terms the
Cooperative Principle, which he states as follows:
"Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at
which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in
which you are engaged." (p. 45)
He then proposes four specific maxims which follow from this general principle:
maxims of quantity (how much is said), quality (the truth of what is said),
relation (the relevance of what is said) and manner (the clarity of what is said).
Grice does not claim that such maxims are always followed in conversation.
Rather, he observes that maxims may fail to be fulfilled in conversation, and that
such failures may entail particular meanings. He proposes four reasons why a
speaker might not fulfill a maxim:
"1. He may quietly and unostentatiously VIOLATE a maxim; if so, in some

cases he will be liable to rnis~ead.~
2. He may OPT OUT from the operation both of the maxim and the CP. He

may say, indicate or allow it to become plain that he is unwilling to

cooperate in the way the maxim requires. He may say, for example, I
3.

4.

cannor say more; my lips are sealed.
He may be faced by a CLASH: He may be unable, for example, to fulfill

the first maxim of Quantity ... without violating the second maxim of
Quality....
He may FLOUT a maxim; that is, he may BLATANTLY fail to fulfill the
maxim.... This situation is one which gives rise to conversation
implicature; and when a conversational implicature is generated in this
way, I shall say that maxim is being EXPLOITED." (Grice 1975:49)

When adults violate the maxims, then, the violations are typically regarded as
falling into one of these four categories. When young children violate the
maxims, however, other explanations are possible. Pellegrini et al. (1987)
suggest that violations may occur because children do not understand the nature
of the maxims, or because, although they understand the maxims, they are
unable to abide by them for some other reason.
There is little prior research on the acquisition of the Gricean maxims.
Pellegrini et al. (1987) studied conversations between parents and children ages
2-4 to see the extent to which the children violated the maxims, and concluded
that children 2 and older do not frequently violate the maxims of quality and
manner, but that violations of the maxims of quantity and relevance occur more
frequently, especially among the younger children. In addition, Ninio and Snow
(1996:150) also note that young children have frequent difficulty abiding by the
maxims of quantity and relevance.
Given the results of this prior research, this paper focuses in the next two
sections on the acquisition of the maxims of quantity and relevance. However,
the data under consideration provide interesting insight into the acquisition of
the maxim of quality, and so this maxim is discussed in the final section of the
paper.
The data analyzed in this paper come fiom my twin daughters, Jennifer and
Allison, who were just 24 months old at the time of the study. The twins were
videotaped while at home interacting with other family member^.^ The data
include 7 9 utterances from Jennifer, and 87 utterances from Allison.

2. Maxim of Relation
The maxim of relation claims that conversational contributions must be relevant.
As one might predict, based on prior research, the subjects of my study did not
always abide by the maxim of relation. However, providing an exact count of
how often they violated the maxim is somewhat difficult. Grice himself notes
that there is a problem with reconciling the notion of relevance with the fact that
topics are legitimately changed in the course of conversations. For the purposes
of this paper, utterances were classified as satisfying the maxim if they were

clearly relevant to the preceding utterance, or if they represented topic changes
at appropriate points in the conversation^.^ Utterances which did not satisfy
either of these criteria were classified as violations of the maxim. Following
these criteria, about 87% of Jennifer's utterances and about 86% of Allison's
utterances satisfied the maxim. This high proportion of compliance with the
maxim suggests that the subjects do understand that conversational contributions
should generally be relevant. Of particular interest, then, are the instances of
violations, and how they should be explained. Consider the following
interaction:
Example 1.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

MOTHER: How's your water?
ALLISON: Tummy.
MOTHER: In your tummy?
JENNIFER: I have tummy too!
ALLISON: Here's my tummy!
MOTHER: Yeah, that's right.
ALLISON: Tummy, tummy, tummy, timmy.

Utterances by Jennifer and Allison in lines 4,5, and 7 all appear to abide by the
maxim of relation, since they relate to the topic "tummy" established in line 2.
However, Allison's utterance in line 2 was classified as a violation of the
maxim, since it does not seem to represent a relevant answer to the question
If the subjects do indeed understand that conversational
posed in line 1.
contributions should be relevant, why does Allison violate relevance here? A
possible explanation can be found in the linguistic limitations of the subjects. At
the time of this study, the speech of both subjects was largely telegraphic,
including few function words. Allison's utterance "Tummy" may in fact have
been intended to mean "In my tummy", as I suggest in my response in line 3.
Under this interpretation, the violation of relation is only apparent, and due to
linguistic limitations, rather than a failure to understand that conversational
contributions should be relevant.
Many of the other utterances I classified as violating the maxim are also
amenable to an analysis in terms of the linguistic limitations of the subjects
rather than a failure to understand the maxim of relation. However, there are a
few cases which appear to require a different explanation. Consider, for
example, the highlighted utterances in the following three dialogues:
Example 2.
(Jennifer crying.)
1. MOTHER: What happened?
2. ALLISON: I pinched Jennifer.
3. MOTHER: You need to say sorry.
4. ALLISON: I hit water.
5. MOTHER: Say sony, Allison.

Example 3.
(Jennifer scratches Peter's face.)
1. MOTHER: Jennifer, can you say sorry? Can you say sorry, Jennifer?
2. JENNIFER: This. (hoMing out block)
3. PETER: Don't change the subject.
Example 4.
(Allison kicks over PeterIJennifer's tower)
1. PETER: Oooh.
2. MOTHER: Can you say sorry to Peter?
3. ALLISON (to FATHER): I kicked Peter.
In each dialogue, the highlighted utterance is a clear violation of relevance.
Unlike the prior examples, these do not appear to be unintentional or only
apparent violations of the maxim, due to linguistic limitations. Instead they
appear to be intentional floutings of the maxim.
Note that in each example the utterance violating the maxim of relation follows
a request for an apology, and seems to have the strategic goal of avoiding having
to make an apology. At the time of this study, the subjects were very resistant
to making apologies, and used a range of strategies, such as covering their faces
or running away, to avoid having to apologize. Their ability to exploit the
maxim of relevance for the same purpose seems to provide strong evidence of
their understanding of how the maxim works in conversation.

3. Maxim of Quantity
Grice defines the maxim of quantity as follows (Grice 1975:45):
1.
2.

Make your contribution as informative as required (for the current
purposes of the exchange).
Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.

As noted by Pellegrini et al. (1987:94), young children are more likely to
violate this maxim by giving too little information than too much, since their
utterances are typically rather short. Thus, for my initial analysis, I classified
utterances as satisfying the maxim if they provided enough information for the
listener to understand their intended meaning.5 Under this criterion about 83%
of Jennifer's utterances and about 89% of Allison's utterances satisfied the
maxim of quantity.
This high degree of compliance suggests that the subjects understand that
conversational contributions should provide an appropriate quantity of
information. If this is so, however, what account can be given of the maxim
violations?

Just as with violations of the maxim of relation, some violations of the maxim
of quantity can be attributed to linguistic limitations. However, many of the
violations of this maxim seem to be better explained in terms of cognitive
limitations, in particular in terms of the subjects' difficulty in taking the
perspective of the other participants in the conversation. Consider, for example,
the following utterance from Allison:
Example 5.
Allison: It's on couch. These are mine. These are mine, Mum.
I classified this utterance as a violation of quantity because the utterances did
not provide enough information for me to establish referents for the pronouns
"it" and "these". I was not in the room with Allison when she said this, and so
could not see the objects she was refemng to. Allison's failure to abide by the
maxim of quantity in this instance does not, however, require that we abandon
our claim that she understands the maxim. Rather, we can explain her behavior
if we assume that she simply did not understand that my field of view was not
the same as hem6
Another instance in which the maxim of quantity is violated is in the first
utterance of the following conversation. The utterance does not give enough
information to enable the hearer to understand the apparent intended meaning,
'"There's an airplane outside".
Example 6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

JENNIFER: Outside.
MOTHER: [What's outside?
PETER: [I did it!

([ = overlapping utterances)

M0THER:Very good. What's outside?
JENNIFER: Airplane.

The apparent violation in line 1 may again be due not to an inability to
understand the requirements of the maxim, but rather to a failure to take into
account the perspective of the listener. In this dialogue, Jennifer may assume
that everyone else is paying attention to the noise she has heard, and that it can
therefore be assumed as background information, or an established topic. Under
this assumption, "outside" would constitute her comment on the topic, and
would be appropriate in terms of quantity from Jennifer's point of view.
An interesting question which arises from this discussion is how children
acquire the ability to judge how much information they must include in their
utterances. It seems likely that acquisition of this skill is directly helped by
parental responses to violations. In my data, when the quantity maxim appeared
to be violated, the listener typically either asked a clarification question, or
suggested what the missing information might be.
In this way the child
received direct feedback showing that insufficient information had been
provided. In some cases a dialogue was then co-constructed, in which, over

several utterances, an adequate amount of information was provided, thus
providing a model of how the maxim should be satisfied.
My focus so far in this section has been on violations of part 1 of the maxim of
quantity, as we typically expect young children to provide too little rather than
too much information in their utterances. However, one characteristic of
children's speech, their frequent use of repetition, might be viewed as a violation
of part 2 of the maxim, since such repetitions provide a lot of redundant
information. Consider for example the following conversations:
Example 7.
1. JENNIFER: Light broken. Light broken. Light broken. Light broken.
Light broken. Light broken. Light broken. Light broken.
2. MOTHER: Yes, it is. Hrnmm. That's right.
Example 8.
1. ALLISON: Tape broken. Tape broken. Tape broken.
2. MOTHER: What?
3. ALLISON: Tape broken.
4. MOTHER: It's broken?
5. ALLISON: Yeah.
In both data sets, the subject repeats the same utterance several times. Should
this be viewed as an indication that the child does not understand part 2 of the
maxim? Interestingly, in all these examples the repetition ceases when an adult
response indicates that the child's utterance has been understood. Data of this
type were also noted by Ochs and Klein in their analysis of the conversation of
Ochs' twin sons. They observed that "when verification was not expressed by a
co-conversationalist, the child would solicit it. The child would repeat his
utterance over and over until it was acknowledged." (Ochs and Klein 1975: 356) Such repetitions then do not seem to result from a failure to understand the
maxim of quantity, but rather indicate the child's realization that in conversation
utterances should normally receive some kind of response, and their insistence
that such a response should be provided.
An apparently different type of repetition occurs in the following dialogue.
The background for the dialogue is that Allison has been asked to give back
Jennifer's teddy. Allison does so, but in a rather rough way, throwing the teddy
at Jennifer.
Example 9.
1. ALLISON: I throw it.
2. FATHER: That was nice. You took it to Jennifer. Very good.
3. ALLISON: I throw it.
4. FATHER: That was good to give it to Jennifer.
5. ALLISON: I throw it.
6. FATHER: It was very nice of you to take that to Jennifer.

ALLISON: 1 throw it.
FATHER: Yes you took it to Jennifer. You were very nice.
ALLISON: I throw it.
FATHER: Yeah, that was a nice way to give it to Jennifer.
ALLISON: I throw it.
FATHER: Uh huh. It was nice to give it to Jennifer that way.
ALLISON: I throw it.
FATHER: Uh huh.
ALLISON: I throw it.
FATHER: Jennifer really appreciated that. Jennifer said thank you.
17. MOTHER: Yeah, Jennifer did say thank you.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Unlike the previous examples, in this case All'ison does receive an adult
response immediately after her first utterance. Despite this, however, she
repeats her utterance seven times, with each repetition being followed by a
similar parental response. This example does seem to represent a violation of
the maxim of quantity. Again, however, it does not result from a failure to
understand the nature of the maxim. The father's response in this case is
intentionally designed not to acknowledge Allison's boasting about her bad
behavior. Allison, however, wants her boast to be acknowledged, and so the
responses she receives are unsatisfactory from her point of view. Her repetitions
seem intended to elicit, through persistence, a more satisfactory response. In a
sense, then, these repetitions are not so different from the ones in examples 7
and 8 discussed above. In neither case d o they result from a lack of
understanding of the maxim of quantity.

4. The maxim of Quality
The final maxim I discuss here is the maxim of quality, which is
defined as follows (Grice 1975:46)
1. Do not say what you believe to be false.
2. Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.
I focus here on part 1 of the maxim, which requires that speakers tell the truth.
This maxim is violated very rarely in my data. Overall Jennifer violates it only
once, and Allison only twice. Even in situations where one might expect an
older child to violate the maxim to avoid taking blame, as in line 2 of the
following dialogue, Allison answers truthfully.
Example 10.
(Jennifer crying)
1. MOTHER: What happened?
2. ALLISON: I pinched Jennifer.

The very small number of violations of the maxim suggests that the girls
understand the requirements of this maxim also. Given this, it is particularly
interesting to consider the three instances of maxim violation.
In this first example, Allison is holding a teddy belonging to Jennifer. The
bold-faced utterances represent violations of the maxim of quality:
Example 1 1.
1. ALLISON: That's my teddy.
2. MOTHER: Is that your teddy? .... Whose teddy is that Allison?
3. PETER: Jennifer's.
4. ALLISON: That's my teddy
5. ... (Dialogue on unrelated topic.)....
6. ALLISON: It's Daddy's.
7. FATHER: No, that's not my teddy, Allison. Whose teddy is this?
8. JENNIFER: Jennifer.
9. ALLISON: Jennifer.
The violation here certainly seems to be intentional and strategic.
There are various types of evidence which support this interpretation,
some of which can only be gleaned from the video, and not from the
transcription. They include the following:

-

the repetition of the utterance in line (4). even after her assertion
has been questioned (line 2) and contradicted (line 3)
the repetition with variation in line (6)
the heavy emphasis on the possessive pronoun "my" in lines 1
and 4
the persistence in the topic, continuing it even after a lengthy
break for discussion of another topic
her satisfied facial expression

It seems, then, that in this exchange Allison is intentionally flouting the maxim.
At the time of this dialogue, Allison was perhaps feeling left out, as she was not
involved in a story that was being read to her sister, and it seems likely that her
violations were designed to challenge her parents to some kind of reaction, and
thus get their attention.
A second instance of intentional violation of the maxim of quality comes in the
following interaction. In this case Jennifer and Allison have both been
pretending to knock over a tower built by their brother, and finally Allison does
knock it over.
Example 12.
1. MOTHER: Oh Allison.
2. ALLISON: Daddy! Let me! Let Peter build it!

3.
4.

5.

6.

MOTHER: Do you know what? You are the one who knocked
that tower over, Allison.
ALLISON: Daddy knocked over that tower.
MOTHER: No he didn't. Do you know who knocked that
tower over, Allison? Who knocked that tower over?
ALLISON: Allison.

Allison's violations in lines 2 and 4 of this dialogue appear to be designed to
avoid taking responsibility for her actions.
The final instance of violation of the maxim of quality comes in the following
dialogue. Prior to this interaction Jennifer has accidentally knocked over part of
Peter's tower, and has then intentionally knocked over the rest of the tower.
Example 13.
I. JENNIFER (smiling): Sorry Peter.
2. (Jennifer scratches Peter on the face)
3. MOTHER: Jennifer, can you say sorry? Can you say sorry,
Jennifer?
4. JENNIFER (holding out block): This
5. PETER: Don't change the subject.
6. JENNIFER (smiling, looking at her mother): Sorry Peter.
7. MOTHER: Say it to Peter and don't smile.
Line 5 seems to represent a clear violation of the maxim of quality, since
paralinguistic features make it clear that Jennifer is not in fact sorry: she is
speaking in a cheerful voice, looking at her mother rather than her brother, and
has a smile on her face.
This interaction is particularly interesting because of what it shows about how
children learn the social rules regarding appropriate violation of the maxim of
quality. If the child is not in fact sorry, as seems likely here, the child cannot
satisfy the parent's demand for an apology without violating the maxim of
quality.7The parent's insistence that the child must apologize (line 2) and must
make the apology seem sincere (line 6) forces the child to violate the maxim of
quality, and thus teaches the child that in certain situations it is socially
appropriate, or even necessary, to violate the maxim of quality. This contrasts
with the parental response in examples 11 and 12 above in which the child's
violation of the maxim was immediately pointed out, and the child was
questioned until she ultimately produced an utterance which did not violate the
maxim. This difference is due to the fact that the violations in the earlier
dialogues were not socially appropriate.
In fact, the acquisition of the maxim of quality seems to differ from the
acquisition of the other maxims discussed. When children first begin to speak
(i.e. in the one-word stage), they frequently violate the maxims of quantity and
relevance, but use language in a literal way that never violates the maxim of

quality. As they get older, and more accomplished linguistically, their violations
of the maxims of quantity and relevance decrease in number (Pellegrini et al.
1987), but conversely their violations of the maxim of quality increase. Data
such as these suggest how parents play a role in teaching their children the
cultural norms about how and when it is acceptable to violate this maxim.

5. Conclusion
The analysis presented in this paper has shown that very young children appear
to understand the maxims of relation, quantity and quality, and generally abide
by them in their conversation. Of the violations that do occur, some are due to
linguistic or cognitive limitations of the subjects. However, a number of
intentional maxim violations were discovered in the data. These violations show
the considerable skills of even very young children in manipulating the norms of
conversation. Finally, the paper provides examples of how parental responses
aid children in learning not only how to satisfy the maxims, but also how to
violate them in appropriate circumstances.

Notes

'

I would like to thank Sandra Silberstein, Bill Dolan and the audience at WECOL 2000, especially
Ritva Laury, for helpful comments on this paper. All errors are of course my responsibility.
In the remainder of the paper, violate (lower case) will not be used in this technical sense, but
rather to denote failure to adhere to a maxim for any reason.
The interactionsinvolve Jennifer and Allison (pseudonyms for the twins), their older brother Peter,
and their parents.
A topic change which interrupted an adjacency pair, for example, would represent a violation of the
maxim.
Since 1 was the listener in this data, I could use my own intuitions to judge whether I understood
the utterance. When other speakers were the audience, I used cues from their response to determine
whether they had understood the utterance. Note that I excluded from consideration cases in which
the utterances were incomprehensible because of phonological or grammatical errors.
A similar inability to take the perspective of another person is shown when children of this age
hold objects up to the telephone to show them to the person on the other end.
7 'Ihanks to Sandra Silberstein for drawing my attention to this aspect of the data.
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Lexicalization Patterns of Motion Verbs in
Korean
Sung-Chool Im
SUNY at Buffalo

1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the lexicalization patterns of motion
verbs in Korean by examining the conflation patterns of semantic elements in
monomorphemic and multimorphemic motion verbs i and to compare the
semantic difference between them.
Motion events, in general, consist of four major semantic elements: Figure,
Path, Ground, and Motion. Figure (F) is a moving or conceptually movable
object. Ground (G) is a reference-frame, or a reference object stationary within a
reference-frame, with respect to which the Figure's path or site is characterized.
Path (P) is a pathlcourse followed by the Figure. Motion (M) is the presence per
se of motion or locatedness in the event (Talmy 1985,1991,2000).
Consider examples (1) (nonagentive motion) and (2) (agentive motion) below:
(1) a. The rock rolled down the hill.
b. pawi-ka
entek-eyse kwull-e nayli-ess-ta.
rock-NOM hill-from roll-C move down-PST-DEC"
'(lit.) The rock moved down from the hill by rolling.'
In (la), the rock is the Figure, rolled is the Motion verb including both Motion
and Manner, down is the Path, and the hill is the Ground in the motion event. In
(Ib), however, the Motion component is conflated with Path and Manner is
expressed separately. Thus, kwull- only expresses the Manner of the motion and
the final motion verb nalyli- contains both Motion and Path. The same
conflation pattern is found in an agentive motion as in the examples of (2):
(2) a. I rolled the keg into the storeroom.
b. na-nun cakun namwuthong-ul cecangsil-ey kwull-i-e
neh-ess-ta.
I-TOP keg-ACC
storeroom-LOC roll-CAU-C put in-PST-DEC
'(lit.) I inserted the keg in the storeroom by rolling it.'

In example (2a) above, I is the Agent, rolled is the Motion verb which expresses
both Manner and Motion, the keg is the Figure, into is the Path, and the
storeroom is the Ground of the motion event. In (2b), however, as in (lb) the
Motion component is conflated with Path and Manner is expressed separately.
Thus, kwull- only expresses the Manner of the Motion and the final caused
motion verb neh- contains both Motion and Path.
With respect to Korean motion verbs, I will make the following arguments:
First, Deixis-conflation (the conflation of Motion with Deixis in the verb root) is
also one type of Path-conflation pattern in orea an"'; second, Conformationconflation (the'conflation of Motion with Conformation in the verb root) applies
to monomorphemic motion verbs and light verb constructions, whereas Deixisconflation pattern applies to a Deictic verb in serial verb constructions (SVCs);
third, as for the Path of motion, the Conformation-conflation pattern covers a
minimal Path, whereas the Conformation Path in the Path verb and the ~ e i x i s
Path conflated in the Deictic verb in SVCs cover a minimal Path plus some
extended translational motion.
This paper will proceed in the following way. In section 2, the typology of
lexicalization patterns of motion verbs of the languages in the world, including
Korean, will be discussed. In section 3, the status of the Path verbs preceding a
Deictic verb in serial verb constructions will be considered. In section 4, the
semantic difference in cognition between simplex and complex motion verbs
will be treated." Last, section 5 will include the conclusion of this paper.

2 Typology of Lexicalization Patterns of Motion Verbs
The languages of the world can be classified into three major types, depending
on the semantic element that is conflated with Fact of Motion in the verb root
(Talmy 1985, 1991,2000). Type 1 is a Co-event language. In this type, the Coevent such as precursion, enablement, manner, cause or concomitance is
conflated with Fact of Motion in the verb root. The languages and language
families that belong to this type are Indo-European languages except for
Romance, Finno-Ugric, Chinese, Ojibwa and Warlpiri. Type 2 is a Path
language. In this type, Path notion is conflated with Fact of Motion in the verb
root. The languages that belong to this type are Romance, Semitic, Korean,
Japanese, Turkish, Tamil, and Polynesian. Type 3 is a Figure language. In this
type, the moving object is conflated with Fact of Motion in the verb root. This
type is actually very rare. The American Indian languages such as Atsgewi and
Navajo are of this type.
Consider a motion event consisting of a framing event and a co-event as in
example (3):

(3) [I AMOVED the ball into the box] WITH-THE -CAUSE-OF [I kicked it].'
a. English: I kicked the ball into the box.
b. Spanish: Meti la pelota a la caja de una patada.
'I inserted (*MOVED-in) the ball to the box by a kick.'
neh-ess-ta.
c. Korean: na-nun kong-ul baks-ey cha(-se)
I-TOP ball-ACC box-LOC kicking(-by) put. in-PST-DEC
'I inserted (AMOVED-in)the ball in the box by kicking it.'
In (3a). the Co-event, i.e., Cause, is conflated with Fact of Motion in the verb
root kicked and the Path notion is separately expressed as into. But in Spanish,
Path is conflated with Fact of Motion in the verb root and the Co-event (Cause
here) is expressed separately as an adverbial phrase. Similarly, in Korean, the
Co-event verb cha- is expressed in a gerundive form and precedes the motion
verb neh-, which includes both Motion and Path components. Thus, English is a
Co-event language and Spanish and Korean are of a Path language type.
From a typological point of view, Korean is basically classified as a Path
language (Talmy: 1985, 1991,2000, Choi and Bowerman: 1991, Kim: 1997). In
Korean, however, Path is not always conflated with Fact of Motion in the verb
root. Hence I will classify the motion verbs in Korean into three typical patterns
as in (4):
(4) a. Class 1: Simplex Motion Verbs
b. Complex Motion Verbs
O Class 2: SVCs including a Path SatelliteJPath verbn
O Class 3: Sino-Korean Motion Light Verb Constructions (LVCs)
In Class 1, Path and Motion are conflated in a monomorphemic verb root. In
Class 2, a Path verb as a satellite or a full motion verb may precede a Deictic
verb and the resultant form consists of a Path satellitelverb and a Deictic verb as
in (5):

(5) ku-nun pang-eyse na(Path satellite)-ka-ass-ta.
he-TOP room-from out-go-PST-DEC
'He went out of the room.'
In Class 3, the Path notion is expressed together with Motion in the same
morpheme but, unlike Class 1, this morpheme necessarily accompanies another
bound morpheme such as Ground or Path as in (6):
.

(6) ku-ka
kyosil-ey
ip-cang-ha-ess-ta.
he-NOM classroom-LOC move in(M&P)-place(G)-do-PST-DEC
'(lit.) He moved into the classroom/ He camelwent into the classroom'

Class 1 is of a monomorphemic motion verb type and Class 2 and Class 3 are of
a multimorphemic motion verb type. In Korean, multimorphemic motion verbs
are more productive than monomorphemic motion verbs.
Now we can raise the following questions regarding Korean motion verbs:
First, what is the status of the Path verb preceding a Deictic verb, i.e., is it a Path
satellite or a full-motion Path verb?; second, what is the semantic difference
between a simplex motion verb and a complex motion verb? In the next two
sections, I will try to answer these two questions.

3 Path Verbs or Path Satellites?
What is the status of the Path verb preceding a Deictic verb in serial verb
constructions? To answer this question, first, two previous studies are compared.
Look at the examples from Choi & Bowerman (1991: 88-89).
(7) Choi & Bowerman (1991)
a. Spontaneous motion (intransitive)
ka- 'go intolenter'
tul-emove in-C
g0[path]
[Motion+Deixis]

b. Caused motion (transitive)
neh- 'insert'
insert[Motion+Path]

They argue that Korean has a mixed conflation pattern. In other words, in
spontaneous motion, the Path verb expresses just a Path notion and Motion is
conflated with Deixis as in (7a), whereas in caused motion, Motion is conflated
with Path as in (7b), hence a mixed conflation pattern.
Now consider the analysis by Kim (1997):
(8) Kim (1997)
ttwie- tul-e0run-C- move in-Ccome
[Manner] [Path+Motion] [Deixis]

'run into a place toward the speaker'

Unlike Choi & Bowerman (1991), Kim claims that Korean employs the same
conflation pattern for expressions of both spontaneous and caused motion, i.e.,
in either case, Motion is conflated into the Path verbs and that the final Deictic
verb adds only direction to the preceding Path verb as in (8). For the evidence of
her analysis, she presents the 'Se-Insertion' ~ l eAccording
~ .
to her, Path verbs
do not allow 'se-insertion' after the Path verb preceding a Deictic verb but
Manner verbs allow this rule. In the former, the Path verb is the main verb and
in the latter the Deictic verb is the main verb. This analysis, however, must be
wrong in two respects. Firsg some Path verbs also pennit 'se-insertion' before a
Deictic verb. Consider the examples below:

(9) a. ku-ka
cha-eyse nayli-e-o-ass-ta.
he-NOM car-from (move)down-C-come-PST-DEC
'He got off the bus (# He got off the bus and came).'
b. ku-ka
cha-eyse nayli-e-se-o-ass-ta.
he-NOM car-from move down-C-and-come-PST-DEC
'He got off the bus and came (*He got off the bus).'
As the examples above show, 'se-insertion' applies to some contexts. Second, a
Deictic verb can stand alone without a Path verb or a Manner verb as in (10a)
but a Path verb or a Manner verb cannot stand alone without a Deictic verb to
describe a translational motion as in (lob):""
(10) a. ku-ka
pang-ey o-ass-ta.
he-NOM room-LOC come-PST-DEC
'He came to the room.'
b. ku-ka pang-ey *tul-/*ttwi-ess-ta.
he-NOM room-LOC *move in-/*run-PST-DEClx
'He ran into the room.'
Let us consider some more examples. As is argued above, to express actual
motion, a Path verb as a satellite or a Manner verb or both of them must
combine with a Deictic verb:
(1 1) a. *ku-ka kyosil-ey
tul-ess-ta.
he-NOM classroom-LOC ?-PST-DEC
b. ?ku-ka
kyosil-ey
m i - e tul-e~s-ta.~
he-NOM classroom-LOC run-C ?-PST-DEC
'He suddenly/surprisingly/threateningly ran into the classroom(+He
came into the classroom by running).'
c. ku-ka
kyosil-ey
ttwi-e tule-o-ass-ta.
he-NOM classroom-LOC run-C into-come-PST-DEC
'(lit.)He came into the classroom (by) runninghe ran into the classroom.'
Example (1lb) seems to be unproblematic but it has a different meaning from
(llc). Thus, the usual way of speaking is (llc), i.e., the construction of
'Manner-Path-Deictic verb.'
Now we can further classify the Path notion into three main components: the
Vector (arrival, traversal, and departure), the Conformation (a geometric
complex), and the Deictic ('hither' and 'hence') (Talmy: 2000). Based on this
classification, I argue that in SVCs including both a Path verb and a Deictic verb,
the lexicalization pattern should be 'Conformation - Motion+Deixis.' Look at
the example below:

(12) Im (2000a):
ttwi-e- tul-eorun-C- into
come 'run into a place toward the speaker'
[Manner] [Path(Conformation)][Motion+Path(Deixis)]
In this SVC, the final Deictic verb is the main verb, as is claimed by Choi &
Bowerman (1991: 88-89) and Talmy (2000: 57). The Conformation Path
satellite precedes the Deictic verb, which in turn contains the Deixis Path. As a
result, the whole construction expresses a complex Path, i.e., 'Conformation +
Deixis.' Likewise, in a simplex spontaneous motion verb, Korean employs the
same conflation pattern: Motion is conflated with Path in the verb root as in (13):
(13) ku-ka
kang-ul kenne-ess-ta.
he-NOM river-ACC move across/cross-PST-DEC
'He crossed the river.'
Therefore, we can say that Korean employs the same conflation pattern, i.e. the
conflation of Motion with Path, i.e., either Conformation or Deixis, both in a
spontaneous motion and in a caused motion.
Now we need to make a distinction between a Path satellite and a Path verb
before a deictic verb: the former includes a Path notion alone while the latter has
both a Path component and a Motion component. They can be differentiated
from each other by binary features of semantic elements as in (14):
(14) a. Path satellites: [-Motion, +Path]

b. Path Verbs:

[+Motion, +Path]

As the examples in (15) below show, nu- 'out' is a complete Path satellite.
Hence. (15a) is good but we cannot say something like (15b):
(15) a. ku-ka
kyosil-eyse
na-kalo-ass-ta.
heNOM classroom-from out-golcome-PST-DEC
'He wenttcame out of the classroom.'
b. *ku-ka kyosil-eyse
na-ass-ta.
he-NOM classroom-from out- PST-DEC
,

In contrast, motion verb kenne-ta is a full-motion verb even when it is followed
by a Deictic verb. As in (16b), it can stand alone without a Deictic verb but the
simplex form and a complex form of this motion verb have different meanings
as in (16a,b), which will be discussed in detail in the next section:
(16) a. ku-ka kang-ul kenne-ka-ass-ta.
he-NOM river-ACC cross-go-PST-DEC
'He went somewhere crossing the river.'

b. ku-ka kang-ul
kenne-ess-ta.
he-NOM river-ACC cross-PST-DEC
'He crossed the river (fHe crossed the river and went somewhere).'
In conclusion, tul- 'inlinto' and na- 'out' have completely changed into Path
satellites, whereas kenne- 'cross' is a full-motion verb including both Path and
Motion component^.^'

4 Semantic Difference in Cognition between Simplex and
Complex Motion Verbs
When both a simplex motion verb and a complex motion verb, consisting of a
Path satellite and a Deictic verb, are allowed, we find there is some semantic
difference in meaning between them. First, we will consider the Path verb which
is in transition to a Path satellite and its corresponding complex form consisting
of its simplex form and a Deictic verb.
(17) a. ku-ka
bus-eyse nayli-n-ta.
he-NOM bus-from move down-PRS-DEC
'(lit.) He is moving downfrom the bus1 He is getting off the bus.'
b. ku-ka
bus-eyse nayli-e-ka-n-ta.
he-NOM bus-from (move) down-C-go-PRS-DEC
'(lit.) He is going down from the bus/ He is getting off the bus.'
We assume that there is some difference in cognition between (17a) and (17b):
First, nayli- in (17a) is neutral as to the location of the speaker but nayli-e-ka- in
(17b) relates to the location of the speaker (with the speaker in the bus); second,
in (17a) the speaker regards the whole motion as just one motion process, i.e.,
vertical motion from the bus to the ground but in (17b), the speaker recognizes
the motion as a complex one-the Figure is getting off (moving down) the bus by
taking some steps or actions. Further examples are presented with regard to this:
(18) a. koyangi-ka thakca-ey ttwi-e 011-a-ka-ass-ta.
cat-NOM table-LOC run-C (move)up-C-go-PST-DEC
'(lit.) The cat went up the table by running/ The cat ran onto the table.'
b. koyangi-ka thakca-ey ttwi-e 011-ass-ta.
cat-NOM table-LOC jumpC move upPST-DEC
'(lit.) The cat moved up the table by jumping1 The cat jumped onto the table.'
It seems that in (18a), the cat took several steps to go up the table,. whereas in
(18b), the cat's jumping onto the table is a one-process motion, i.e. an upward

vertical motion. For the same reason, (19a) is fine but in (19b) we cannot expect
that one can go onto the top of a hill by one jump, hence (19b) is unacceptable.
(19) a. ku-ka entek-ul ttwi-e 011-a-ka-ass-ta.
he-NOM hill-ACC run-C (move)up-C go-PST-DEC
'(lit.) He went up the hill by running/ He ran up the hill.'
b. *ku-ka entek-ul ttwi-e 011-ass-ta.
he-NOM hill-ACC jump-C move up-PST-DEC
'*He moved up the hill by jumping/*He jumped onto the hill.'
Likewise, in (20a) he took several steps to go upstairs but in (20b) we cannot
think that he could move upstairs by one jump.
(20) a. ku-ka
il-chung-eyse i-chung-ulo ttwi-e 011-a- ka-ass-ta.
he-NOM one-floor-from two-floor-to run-C (move)up-C-go-PST-DEC
'(lit.) He went up to the second floor from the first floor by running.'
b. *ku-ka il-chung-eyse i-chung-ulo ttwi-e 011-ass--ta.
he-NOM one-floor-from two-floor-to jumpC move upPST-DEC
'*(lit.) He moved up to the second floor by jumping.'
Now compare the motion of moving up with that of moving down as in (21):
i-chung-eyse il-chung-ulo nayli-e-ka-n-ta.
(21) a. ku-ka
he-NOM two-floor-from one-floor-to (move)down-C-go-PRS-DEC
'(lit.) He is going down from the second floor to the first floor.'
b. *ku-ka i-chung-eyse il-chung-ulo nayli-n-ta.
he-NOM two-floor-from one-floor-to move down-PRS-DEC
c. ku-ka
i-chung-eyse il-chung-ulo ttwi-e nayli-n-ta.
he-NOM two-floor-from one-floor-to jumpC move down-PRS-DEC
'He is jumping down to the first floor from the second floor.'
d. ku-ka i-chung-eyse il-chung-ulo ttwi-e nayli-e-ka-n-ta.
heNOM two-floor-from one-floor-to run-C (move)down-C-go-PRS-DEC
'He is running down to thefirstfloorfrom the secondfloor.'
In (21a) he is taking many steps to go downstairs but the motion along the stairs
in (21b) cannot be a one-process motion and so it sounds unacceptable. Unlike
(20b), (21c) is OK. However, (21c) and (21d) have different meanings: The
motion in (21c) is executed by means of jumping, i.e., a vertical motion, where
the motion from the second floor to the first floor is regarded as one unit of
motion, whereas the motion in (21d) is achieved in terms of running down the
stairs from the second floor to the first floor and thus the motion from the
second floor to the first floor is divided into many successive units of motion.

Thus, we can make a distinction between a one-process motion and a complexprocess motion as follows:
(22) a. A one-process motion is present when the whole motion is regarded as a
single unit of motion.
b. A complex-process motion is present when the whole motion is
composed of more than one single process.
Now we will consider the difference in meaning between a full-motion simplex
Path verb and a corresponding complex Path verb composed of its simplex form
and a Deictic verb. Three pairs will be considered.
cina-ta vs. cina-ka-ta: In English, motion verb pass can be used for the motion
of either 'pass something' or 'go somewhere past something.' In Korean,
however, we have different lexicalization patterns for these two different
motions, which is proved by the examples in (23) and (24):
(23) a. He passed the building.
b. ku-ka ku kenmwul-ul cina-ass-ta.
he-NOM the building-ACC pass-PST-DEC
'He passed the building.'
(24) a. He passed the building to the station.
yek-ulo ku kenmwul-ul cina-ka-ass-taNi.
b. ku-ka
he-NOM station-to the building-ACC pass-go-PST-DEC
'(lit.) He went to the station past the building'
c. *ku-ka yek-ulo ku kenmwul-ul cina-ass-ta.
he-NOM station-to the building-ACC pass-PST-DEC
In Korean, cina-ta means just the minimal-Path motion across/along the Ground
as in Figure 1 and cina-ka-ta expresses the motion of a minimal Path plus some
more motion before/after/both before and after the Ground as in Figure 2,
whereas pass in English can cover either the motion of the minimal Path
acrosslalong the Ground or the motion of the entire Path of the minimal Path
plus some more motion. The same explanation is true of verbs such as nem-ta vs.
nem-e-ka-ta and kenne-ta vs. kenne-ka-ta.

kenmwul-ul cina-tab
'to pass a building'
Figure 1

kenmwul-ul cina-ka-ta
'go somewhere past a building'
Figure 2

